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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

OFFIcE OF THE SECRETARY, 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, 

Fort Arxinson, May 20, 1893. 

To His Excellency, Gro. W. PECK, 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin : | 

I have the honor to submit the twentieth Annual Report of 

the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, showing the receipts 

and disbursements the past year, also papers relating to the 

dairy interests, read at the Annual Convention held at Waupaca, + 

Waupaca county. 
Respectfully submitted. 

D. W. Curtis, 

; Secretary.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION. 

’ 
[Adopted February 15, 1872.] 

ARTICLEI. The name of this organization shall be, the Wisconsin 

Dairymen’s Association. 

ARTICLE II. The officers of this association shall consist of a president, 

secretary and treasurer. 

ARTICLE III. The vice presidents of the association shall consist of all 

past presidents. 

ARTICLEIV, The president, vice-presidents, secretary and treasurer 

shall constitute the executive board of the association. 

ARTICLE V. The officers of the association shall be elected at the 

annual meeting and shall retain their office until their successors are 

chosen. 

ARTICLE VI. The regular annual meeting of the association shall occur 

on the second Tuesday of April in each year, at such place as the executive 

board shall designate. : 

ARTICLE VII. Any person may become a member of this association 

and be entitled to all its benefits, by the annual payment of one dollar. 

ARTICLE VIII, The executive board shall have power to call specia 

meetings whenever and at such places as in their judgments its interestsso 

demand. 

ARTICLE IX. The officers of the association shall perform such other 

duties as usually devolve upon the officers of like associations. 

ARTICLE X. The treasurershall have the custody of all moneys belonging 

to the asscciation, and authority to pay out the same whenever an order is 

presented, signed by the president and secretary.
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TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE 

WISCONSIN DAIRYMEN’S AS3OCIATION, 
HELD AT 

Waupaca, Wis., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 

February 15, 16, 17, 1893. 

PROGRAM. 

MORNING SESSION. 

10 A. M. Wednesday, 15th—President Hoarp will call the Association to 

order, and the business of the Convention will commence at once. 

1, Organization of Convention. 

2. Address of Welcome by ENocH PERRY. 

8. Response by C. R. Beacu, Whitewater. 

4, Annual Address by President, W. D. Hoarp. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

2 P.M. Wednesday—Milk Producers’ Session. At this session will be 

discussed the best methods in use for the production of Milk, including the 

i feed, care and surroundings of the Cow. Discussions will follow each 

paper read at the Convention. 

1. How I Feed my Cows to get the Best Returns. F. A. GEORGE, 

Hale, Wis. 

2. How we Handle Our Dairy to get 306 lbs, of Butter per Cow. Ww. 

Wipmaxn, Oakland, Wis. 

3. Dairy and Farm Management. C. P. Goopricu, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

4. Tainted Milk. F.C. Curtis, Rocky Run, Wis. 

EVENING SESSION. 

7 P. M. Wednesday—Milk Producers’ Session (Continued). 

1, The Lesson of All These Years. Mark Curtis, Hebron, Wis. 

2. What I Have learned About my Cows through the Babcock Milk 

Test. Cuas. L. Hitt, Rosendale, Wis. 

b—D A.



x PROGRAM OF ANNUAL MEETING. 

MORNING SESSION. 

9:30 A. M. Thursday, 16th—Cheese Makers’ Session. This session will be 

full of interest to cheese makers and patrons of cheese factories. 

1. Two Seasons’ Experience in Dividing Cheese Money by the Babcock 

Test. HENRY WaLvoorD, Cedar Grove, Wis. . 33 

2. The Inside of a Cheese and Its Relation to Milk. Prof. L. L. Van 

SLYKE, Geneva, N. Y. 

8. Report of Cheese Instructors: H. J. Noyes, Richland, City, Wis; 

W. H. Pxituies, Waupun, Wis.; E. L. ADERHOLD, New Lisbon, Wis. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

2P.M. Thursday—The General Session. At this session will be dis 

cussed various questions pertaining to creamery management, making 

butter and cheese, caring for dairy cows, etc. It will be full of interest 

and profit. 

1. Shall we make Butter or Cheese? Prof. S. M. BaBcock, (Originator 

of the Babcock Test), Madison, Wis. 

2. Management ofa Dairy Herd and Farm. H. S. Matreson, Morris, 

N.Y. 
8. Wisconsin’s Dairy Products at the World’s Fair. D. W. Curtis, 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Miscellaneous Topics for Discussion: How to Manage the Composite 

Test? How Closely should the Separator Skim? How to Churn with the 

least possible Loss? 

Thursday Evening: Banquet by the ladies of the M. E. church. 

MORNING SESSION. 

é 9:30 A. M. Friday 17th. Private Dairymen’s Session. 

1. How to Succeed with a Private Dairy. Byron SNYDER, Clinton 

Junction, Wis. 

2. The Value of Better Care and Stabling for the Cow. CHas. THORP, 

Burnett Junction, Wis. 3 

8. The Economical Production of Food for the Cow. C. H. EVERETT, 

Beloit, Wis. 
AFTERNOON SESSION. 

2P.M. Friday. ‘Free-for-all” Session. At this session the time will be 

devoted principally to discussions on barns, care of cows, etc., and to 

answering miscellaneous questions given to the Secretary during the Con- 

vention. The Association desires any one who wants information on any 

subject pertaining to dairy matters to submit in writing such questions as 

they may wish answered, handing same to the Secretary as early inthe 

Convention as possible. 

1. Winter Care of Cows. C. R. Beacu, Whitewater, Wis. 

2. Construction of Dairy Barns. H.S WEEKS, Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Kindred Topics for Discussion: Sunlight in Barns. Dry or Wet Barn 

Yards? Method of Fastening Cows.



Program oF ANNUAL MEETING. xi 

PREMIUMS.—BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

The Association offers the following Premiums on Wisconsin Dairy 

Products: 

Class I.—Dairy Butter..........+ ..-s+++ ec eccasnes naam Oe 

Class Il.—Creamery Butter ........--2-2eceeeeeee sec eeeeeteeereees 50 00 

Class III. - Print Butter. Not less than three pounds made into prints. 

Mk Sema so oases woes cao s oon ennts css ssee conned esQO 00 

Reem MN 551g .cc bs. coco cesses eseessece-ee one 8 OO 

Third Premium ..........- --c-ce--ccccees ccecsceicccececcees 150 

Class [V.—Cheese. Cheddars, Flats or Young Americas.... ......$50 00 

Class V.—Silver Cup.—Special for Cheese, 

The premiums under classes 1, 2, and 4 will be awarded on the excess 

pro-rata plan, toall entries in their respective classes scoring over 85 points, 

Exhibitors will belimited to one package only in each class, and not more 

than $15 shall be awarded in one class to any exhibitor. 

RULES. 

BUTTER AND CHEES" EXHIBIT. 

1. Every exhibitor must be a member of the Association. One dollar 

secures a membership and the annual report of the Convention. 

2. Butter made at any time and packed in eight pound pails, or twenty 

pound tubs, or over, except in class 3. 

8. Scale of points for judging butter: Flavor 45. Grain 25. Color 15. 

Salting 10. Packing 5. Total 100. 

4, Scale of points for judging cheese: Flavor 45. Texture or buttery 

stock 20. Color 15. Salting 10. General make up 10. Total 100. 

5. Exhibitors will be limited to one package only in each class. 

6. Butter and cheese may be shipped by express, charges must be pre- 

paid, with name and address on each package, to H. K. Loomis, Waupaca, 

Wis. 

Manufacturers, dealers and inventors of dairy goods, are invited to 

make an exhibit. 

No award or premiums will be given. Ample room in the Court House. 

Cheese and butter makers wanting situations for next season, should 

leave their names with the Secretary, written on a card with their P. O. 

Address,



OF THE OFFICE AND DUTIES OF THE FOOD AND 
DAIRY COMMISSIONER. 

Chapter 452, Laws of 1889. 

Section 1. The office of Dairy and Food Commissioner for the state of 

Wisconsin, is hereby created. Such commissioner shall be appointed by 

the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, and his 

term of office shall be for two years from the date of his appointment, and 

until his successor is appointed and qualified; provided, that the term of 

office of the commissioner first appointed under this act sliall expire on 

the first Monday in February, 1§91, and vacancies occurring in the office 

for any cause shall be filled by appointment for the balance of the unex- 

pired term. The salary of the commissioner shall be twenty five hun- 

dred dollars per annum and his necessary and actual expenses incurred in 

the discharge of his official duties 

Section 2. Such commissioner may, with the consent and advice of the 

governor, appoint two assistants, each of acknowledged standing, ability 

and integrity, one of whem shall be an expert in the matter of dairy prod- 

ucts and the other of whom shall be a practical analytical chemist. The 

salaries of such assistants shall not exceed eighteen hundred dollars each 

per annum and their necessary and actual expenses incurred in the dis- 

charge of their official duties. 

SECTION 3. It shall be the duty of the commissioner to enforce all laws 

tbat now exist, or may hereafter be enacted in this state regarding the 

production, manufacture or sale of dairy products, or the adulteration of 

any article of food or drink or of any drug, and personally or by his as- 

sistants, to inspect any article of milk, butter, cheese, lard, svrup, c ffee 

or tea, or other article of food or drug made or offered for sale within this 

state. which he may suspect or have reason to believe to be impure, un- 

healthful, adulterated or counterfeit, and to prosecute, or cause to be 

prosecuted any person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corpora- 

tions, engaged in the manufacture or sale of any adulterated or counter- 

feit article or articles of food or drink or drug, contrary to the laws of 

this state. 

Sxction 4, Said commissioner or any assistant shall have power in the 

performance of his official duties to enter any creamery, factory, store, 

salesroom or other place or building where he has reason to believe that 

any food or drink or drug is made, prepared, cold or offered for sale, and



Or THE Foop AnD Dairy CoMMISSIONER. xiii 

to open any cask, tub, package or receptacle of any kind containing, or 

supposed to cortain any such article, and to examine or cause to be ex- 

amined and analyzed the contents thereof, and the commissioner or any 

of his assistants may seize or take any article of food or drink or drug for 

analysis, but if the person fiom whom such sample is taken shall request 

him to do so he shall at the same time, and in the presence of the person 

from whom such property is taken, securely seal up two samples of the 

article seized or taken, the one of which shall be for examination or an- 

alysis under the direction of the commissioner, and the other of which 

shall be delivered to the person from whom the articles were taken. And 

any person who shall obstruct the commissioner or any of his assistants by 

refusing to allow him entrance to any place where he desires to enter in 

the discharge of his official duty, or who refuses to deliver to him a sam- 

ple of any article of food or drink or drug made, sold, offered or exposed 

for sale by such person, when the same is requested and when the value 

thereof is tendered, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punishable 

by a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for the first offense and not : 

exceeding five hundred dollars cr Jess than fifty dollars for each subse- 

quent offense. 

SEcTIoN 5. It shall be the duty of the district attorney in any county 

of the state, when called upon by the commissioner or any of his assistants 

to render any legal assistance in his power to execute the laws, and to 

prosecute cases ari-ing under the provisions of this act, and all fines and 

assessments collected in any prosecution begun or caused to be begun by 

said commissioner or his assistants shall be paid into the state treasury. 

Section 6. With the consent of the governor, the state board of health 

may submit to the commissioner, or to any of his assistants, samples of 

water or of food or drink or drugs, for examination or analysis, and re- 

ceive special report showing the result of such examination or analysis. 

And the governor may also authorize the commissioner or his assistants 

when not otherwise employed in the duties of their offices, to render such 

assistance in the farmers’ institutes, dairy and farmers’ conventions, and 

the agricultural department of the university, as shall by the authorities 

be deemed advisable. 

Sectios 7. The salaries of the commissioner and his assistants shall be 

paid out of the state treasury in the seme manner as the salaries of other 

officers are paid, and their official expenses shall be paid at the end of each 

calendar month upon bills duly itemized and approved by the governor, 

and the amount necessaay to pay such salaries and ex; enses is hereby ap- 

propriated annually. 

Section 8. The commissioner may, under the direction of the governor, 

fit up a_laboratory, with sufficient apparatus for making the analyses con- 

templated in this act, and for such purpose the sum of fifteen ].uadred dol- 

lars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, and 

for the purpose of providing materials and for other necessary expenses
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connected with the making of such analysis, there is also hereby appropri- 

ated so much as may be necessary, not exceeding six hundred dollars an- 

nually. The appropriations provided for in this section shall be drawn 

from the state treasury upon the certificates of the governor. 

SEcTION 9. Said commissioner shall be furnished a suitable office in 

the capitol, at Madison, and shall make an annual report to the governor, 

which shall contain an itemized account of all expenses incurred and fines 

collected, with such statistics and other information as he may regard of 

value, and with the consent of the governor, not exceeding twenty thous- i 

and copies thereof, limited to three hundred pages, may be published, an- 

nually as other official reports are published; and of which five thousand | 

copies shall be bound in cloth. 

SECTION 10. All acts and parts of acts conflicting with this act are here- 

by repealed 

SEcTION 11. This act shall t-ke effect and be in force from and after its 

passage and publication. 

Approved April 16, 1889. 
* 

Note to Section 4, supra.—If there is contradictory evidence concern- 

ing the sufficiency of the seal of a sample, and the credibility of the wit- 

nesses for the prosecution is submitted to the jury the defendant is not 

injured. If there is evidence that a few drops of carbolic acid was added 

to a sample of milk, and it is submitted to the jury as a question of fact 

whether this would change the character of the milk, make the analysis 

impossible or difficult, or in anyway injuriously affect the sample for the 

purpose of analysis, the defendaut has no cause of complaint. Common- 

wealth vs. Spear, 143 Mass.. 172. 

It 1s observed of a similar statute that it is intended to secure a fair ex- 

amination and analysis, by providing the defendant with the means of 

making an analysis of a portion of the same spc cimen which the state has 

analyzed. If the sample is not saved, or not saved in proper condition, he 

has no means of showing that his evidence. if any he has as to the quality 

of the milk, applies to that with reference to which the government wit- 

nesses testify. It cannot be said that a portion reserved is sealed, within & 

the meaning of the statute, when wax is merely placed on the top of the 

cork, and not extended over the mouth of the bottle and thus making it 

air tight, if it is shown that the character of the milk will be affected by 

the air. Commonwealth vs Lockhardt, 144 Mass., 132. 

Where the article analy zed has not been taken under the statute, the 

competency of evidence is to be determined Ly the common law, and the 

testimony of any person who had sufficient skill to analyze it, and who 

had analyzed some which was proven to have been sold by the defendant, 

is admissible. Commonwealth vs. Holt, 146 Mass., 38. °
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PORE MILK, STANDARD OF. 

Chapter 425, Laws of 1889. 

SECTION 1. Any person who shall sell or offer for sale or furnish or de- 

liver, or have in his possession, with intent to sell or offer for sale or furnish 

or deliver to any creamery, cheese factory, corporation, person or persons 

whatsoever, as pure, wholesome and unskimmed, any unmerchantable, 

adulterated, impure or unwholesome milk, shall upon conviction thereof, 

be punished by a fine of not less than ten nor more than one hundred dol- 

jars for each and every offense 

SEcTioN 2. In all prosecutions or other proceedings under this or any 

other law of this state relating to the sale or furpishing milk, if it shall 

be proven that the milk sold or offered for sale, or furnished or delivered, 

or had in possession with intent to sell or offer for sale, or to furnish or 

deliver as aforesaid, as pure, wholesome or unskimmed, contain less than 

three per centum of pure butter fat, when subjected to chemical analysis 

or other satisfactory test, or that it had been diluted or any part of its 

cream abstracted, or-that it or any part of it was drawn from cows known 

to the person complained of to have been within fifteen days before or four 

_ days after parturition, or to have any disease or ulcers or other running 

sores, then and in either case the said milk shall be held, deemed and ad- 

judged to have been unmerchantable and adulterated, impure or unwhole- 

some, as the case may be. 

SECTION 8. All acts or parts of acts conflicting with or contrary to the 

provisions of this act are hereby repealed. 

Sgction 4. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its 

passage and publication. 

Approved April 16, 18€9. 

Nore —Validity.—A New York law (chapter 183, of 1885; chapter 202, of 

1884), provides that ‘no person or persons shall sell, supply or bring to be 

manufactured, to any butter or cheese manufactory, any milk diluted 

with water, or any unclean, impure, unhealthy, adulterated or unwhole- 

some milk.” Held, a valid exercise of legislative power. People vs. West, 

106 N. Y., 293. 
A statute is not invalid because it fixes an arbitrary standard for pure 

or unadulterated milk, though it is drawn from healthy cows, and is sold 

in its natural state. In People vs. Clipperly, 37 Hun. (N. Y.), 324, it was 

held otherwise, one judge dissenting. 

On appeal this case was reversed, without opinion, on the grounds given 

in the dissenting opinion: 101 N. Y., 634, The supreme court of New 

Hampshire say on this question: Practically it makes no difference 

whether milk is diluted after it is drawn from the cow, or whether it is
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made watery by giving her such food as will produce milk of an inferior 

quality, or whether the dilution, regarded by the legislature as excessive, 

arises from the nature of a particular animal, or a particular breed of | 

cattle. The sale of such milk to unsuspecting consumers, for a price in ex- | 

cess of its value is a fraud, which the statute was designed to suppress. 

It is a valid exercise by the legislature of the police power for the preven- 

tion of fraud, and protection of the public health, and such as is constitu- 

tional. State vs. Campbell, 13 Atl. Rep., 585. 

Constraction—Indictment.—The New York law does not make fraud- 

lent intent a necessary ingredient of the offense, and it would not be a 

reasonable construction of it to apply it to a dairyman who owns and con- 

ducts a butter or cheese factory for the manufacture of those articles from 

milk furnished exclusively by himself from his own cows. If the defend- 

ant is such a person, those facts are matter of a defense, and their existence 

need not be negatived on the face of the indictment. People vs. West, 106 

N. Y., 298. i 

Under a Massachusetts law imposing a penalty for selling or offering to 

sell “adulterated milk, or milk to which any foreign substance has been 

added,” it is immaterial whether the substance added is injurious or not. 

The indictment need not allege the quantity of such substance. Common- 

wealth vs. Schaffner, 16 Northeast. Rep., 280. 

Under an act which prohivits the sale of milk which is not of a good, 

standard quality, the fact that the milk was delivered under a contract to 

furnish the person who bought it with the milk of one dairy. is not a de- 

fense if that furnished was not of such quality. Tbe contract would be 

held to contemplate milk which could be bought and sold. Common- . 

wealth vs. Holt, 15 Northeast. Rep., 280. 

Where one is charged with having in his possession, with intent to sell, 

milk which is not of a good, standard quality, the fact that he was upon a 

wagon which had his name painted upon it, and that therein were cans of 

milk, and that a sample was given from one of them to one employed by 

_ the milk inspector for analysis, is competent evidence to go to the jury 

upon the question of his intent. Commonwealth vs. Rowell, 15 Northeast. 

Rep., 154. 

Effect of the act of 1889 upon previous laws.—It seems reasonably 

clear that section 1, of chapter 425, laws of 1839, supra, supersedes section 

1, of chapter 157, laws of 1887, as to the offense of selling diluted, impure 

and unclean milk. Both the acts referred to cover the provisions of sec- 

tion 4607, Revised Statutes, and hence that section is not in force.
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z PROOF OF ADULTERATION, HOW MADE. 

Section 2, of Chapter 157, of the Laws of 1887, as amended by Chapter 344, 

Laws of 1889. 

SECTION 1. Proof of adulteration and stimming may be made with 

such standard tests and lactometers asare used todetermine the quality of 

milk, or by chemical analysis. 

Section 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its 

passage and publication. 

Approved April 10, 1889. 

FRAUDULENT BUTIER AND CHEESE. 

Chapter 165, Laws of 1891. 

SECTION 1. No person shall sell, exchange, expose or offer for sale or ex- 

change, or ship or consign, or have in his possession with intent to sell, 

ship or consign any substance purporting, appearing, or represented to be 

butter or cheese, or having the semblance of either butter or cheese, which 

substance is not made wholly and directly from pure milk or cream, salt 

and harmless coloring matter, unless it be done under its true name, and 

each vessel, package, roll or parcel of such substance has distinctly and 

durably painted, stamped, stenciled or marked thereon the true name of 

such substance in ordinary bold faced capital letters. not less than five line 

pica in size, or sell or dispose of in any manner to another, any such sub- 

stance in quantities less than the original package, without delivering 

with each amount sold or disposed of, a label, on which is plainly and 

legibly printed in ordinary bold-faced capital letters not less than five line 

pica in size, the true name of such substance. 

SEcTIoN 2 No person or persons shall manufacture out of any oleagin- 

ous substance or substances, or any compound of the same other than that 

produced wholly, directly and at the time of manufature from unadul- 

terated milk or cream, salt and harmless coloring matter, any article 

in imitation of or designed to be sold, shipped or consigned as butter or 

cheese Nothing in this section shall prevent the use of pure skimmed 

iJ milk in the manufacture of cheese; but cheese made wholly or in part from 

skimmed milk should be plainly labeled, ‘‘skimmed.” 

( This section repeals chupter 424, laws of 1889.) 

Srcrion 38. No person or persons shall manufacture, mix, compound 

with or add to natural or pure milk, cream, Lutter or cheese, any animal 

fats, animal, mineral or vegetable oils, or extraneous butter fat or oil, nor
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shall any person or persons manufacture any oleaginous or other substance 

not produced wholly and at the time from pure milk or cream, salt and 

harmless coloring matter, or have the same in his possession with intent to 

offer or expose the same for sale or exchange, or sell, consign, ship, or in : 

any manner dispose of the same as and for butter or cheese, nor shall any | 

substance or compound so made be sold or disposed of to any oneas and for | 

butter or cheese. 
| 

Section 4 No person or persons shall sell, exchange, expose or offer for | 

sale or exchange, dispose of, ship or consign or have in his possession any 

substance or article made in imitation cr resemblance of any dairy pro- 

duct which is falsely branded, stznciled, labeled or marked. 

SEcTIon 5. Every person in this state who shall deal in, keep for sale, 

expose or offer for sale or exchange, any substance other than butter or 

cheese, made wholly and directly from pure milk or cream, salt and harm- 

less coloring matter, which appears to be, resembles or is made in imitation 

of, butter or cheare, shall keep a card, not less in size than ten by fourteen 

inches, posted in a conspicuous and visible place, where the same may be 

easily seen and read, in the store room, stand, booth, wagon or place where 

such eubstance is so kept or exposed for sale, on which card shall be printed 

on a white ground, in bold, black Roman lette s, not less in size than 

twelve line pica, the words **Gleomargarine,” ‘‘butterine,” cr “imitation 

cheese” (as the case may be) *‘sold here,” and said card shall not contain 

any other words than the ones above prescribed; aud no person shall sell 

any oleomargarise, butterine, imitation cheese or other imitation dairy 

product, at retail or in any quantity less than the original package, tub or 

firkin, unless he shall first inform the purchaser that the substance is not ' 

butter or cheese, but an imitation of the same. 

SEction 6. Every proprietor, keeper or manager, or person in charge of 

any hotel, Loarding house, restaurant, eating house, lunch counter, or 

lunch room, who therein sells, uses or disposes of any substance which ap- 

pears to be, resembles, or is made in imitation of butter or cheese, under 

whatsoever name, and which substance is not wholly and directly made 

from pure milk or cream, salt and harmless coloring matter, shall display 

and keep a card posted in a conspicuous place, where the same may be 

easily seen and read, in the dining room, eating room, lunch room, restau- 

rant and place where such substance is sold, used or disposed of, which 

card shall be white, and in size not less than ten by fourteen inches, upon 

which shall be printed in plain, black, Roman letters, not less in size than 

twelve line pica, the wor¢s, “oleomargatine used here,” “butterine used 

here,” or “imitation cheese used here,” (as the case may be) and said card 

shall not contain any other words than the ones above prescribed, and such 

proprietor, keeper, manager or person in charge shall not sell, furnish or 

dispose of substance : s and for “butter or cheese” made from pure milk 

or cream, salt and harmless coloring matter, when butter or cheese is 

asked for.
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Section 7. _No butter or cheese not made wholly and directly from pure 

milk or cream, salt and harmless coloring matter shall be used in any of 

the charitable or penal institutions of the state. 

Section 8. Any person or persons violating any of the provisions or 

sections of this act, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than 

twenty five nor more than fifty dollars for the first offense. or for each sub- 

sequent offense not lees than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars, or 

be imprisoned in the county jail not less than ten no more than ninety 

days or both. 

SecTION9 One half ofall the fines collected under the provisions of 

this act shall be paid to the person or persons f urnishing information upon 

which conviction is procured. 

SECTION 10 All acts or parts of acts contravening the provisions of this 

act are hereby repealed. 

Section 11. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its 

passage and publication. 

‘ Approved April 6, 1891. 

Validity.—Section 7, chapter 183, laws of New York, 1885, “prohibits: 

2 ist, The manufacture out of any animal fat, or animal or vegetable oils 

not produce from unadulterated milk or cream from the same, of any pro- 

duct in imitation or semblance or designed to take the place of natural but- 

ter produced from milk. etc. 2d. Mixing, compounding with, or adding 

to milk, cream or butter, any acids «r other deleterious substances, or 

animal fats, etc., with design or intent to produce any articie in imitation 

or resemblance of natural butter. 3d, Selling, or keeping or offering for 

sale any article manufactured in violation of the provisions of this section.” 

Held, that if butter made from animal fat or oils is as wholesome and nu- 

tritous and ruitable for food as dairy butter, the producers of butter made 

from animal fat or oils have no constitutional right to resort to devices for 

the purpose of making their products resemble in appearance the more ex- 

pensive article known as dairy butter. It is competent for the legislature 

to enact laws to prevent the simulated article being put upon the market in 

such a form and manner as to be calculated to deceive. The statute is in- 

tended to reach a design and purposed imitation of dairy butter in manu- 

facturing the product which is not such butter, and not a resemblance in 

qualities inherent in the articles and common to tcth kinds of butter. 

> People vs. Arensberg, 105 N. Y., 123. 
A state may lawfully prohibit the manufacture out of oleaginous sub- 

stances, or out of any of its compounds, other than that produced from 

unadulterated milk or cream from such milk, of an article designed to take 

the place of butter or cheese produced from unadulterated milk. It may 

also prohibit the manufacture or sale, or the offering for sale, of any imi- 

tation or adulterated butter or cheese, or the having of it in possession 

with intent to sell the same asan article of food. Powell vs. Pennsylvania, 

127 U. S., 678.
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Though it may be severe to punish those who unintentionally sell the 

article prohibited, the legislature has power to so provide in order that the 

much larger number may be protected. State vs. Newton, 14 Atl. Rep. 

604 

The supreme court of New Jersey has held that a statute enacted for a ; 

purpose similar to that which caused the passage of this act is not invalid 

because it prohibits the sale of oleomargarine brought to that state from 

other states and not intended for further transportation. The act produces 

only an indirect and incidental effect upon interstate commerce. State vs. | 

Newton, 14 Atl. Rep., 604. 

TEXT AND SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO THE LAW PASSED BY 

THE LEGISLATURE OF 1893. ‘ 

Chapter 228, Laws of 1898. 

SEcTION 1. No person shall offer for sale, sell, ship or consign cheese 

labeled with a false brand or label, as to the quality of the article. 

SECTION 2. The state dairy and food commissioner is hereby authorized 

and directed to issue to the cheese manufactories of the state, upon proper 

application therefor and under such regulations as to the custody and use 

thereof as he may prescribe, a uniform stencil or brand, bearing a suitable 

device or motto and the words “Wisconsin Full Cream Cheese.” 

SECTION 8. Every brand issued shall be used upon the side of the cheese 

on the bandage thereof, also upon the package containing the same, and 

shall bear a different number for each separate manufactory, and the com- 

missioner shall keep a book in which shall be registered the name, location 

and number of each manufactory using the said brand, and the name or 

names of the persons at each manufactory, authorized to use the same. 

SECTION 4. It shall be unlawful to use or permit such brand to be used 

upon any other than full cream cheese, or package containing the same. 

Section 5. Every person who shall, at any cheese factory in the state, 

manufacture skimmed cheese, shall distinctly and durably stamp upon 

each and every such cheese and upon the box, the words ‘*Wisconsin 

Skimmed Cheese.” All cheese not manufactured as in sections 1, 2, 3 and 

4, of this act, shall be deemed to be skimmed cheese under the provisions 

of this act. The biand herein provided by this section of this act, for des- 

ignating the grade and quality of the cheese provided by this section, shall 

be such as to produce an impression not less than three inches in width 

and five inches in length, and shall be in full-faced capital letters of as 

large a size as the space hereby provided for will permit, and the whole to 

be included within a plain heavy border. Ordinary stamping ink, either 

red, green or violet in color, and of such composition as to not to be easily 

removed or wholly obliterated by moisture, shall be used in stamping as 

provided for by this section.
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Section 6. Whoever violates the provisions of this act shall be deemed 

guilty of a misdemeanor and for each and every package so falsely 

branded or omitted to be branded as herein provided, shall be punished by 

a fine of not less than twenty-five, nor more than fifty dollars, one half of 

which shall be paid to the person or persons furnishing the evidence upon 

which such conviction is made. 

SECTION 7. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of 

this act are hereby repealed. 

Section 8. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its 

passage and publication. 

Approved April 17, 1893. 

The law provides that the stamp or brand shall be not less than three by 

five inches, and inclosed by a plain heavy border. The ink shall be indeli- 

ble, so that it will not rub off. The brand or stamp is to be placed upon 

the bandage of the cheese. A rubber stamp costs about the same as a sten- 

cil and does much better work. 

The name of the manufacturer cannot be placed inside the border. If 

the maker wishes his name to appear, it can be placed on the cheese any 

where except within the impression. 

Rubber stamp manufacturers are in possession of this law, and you can 

be provided with stamps by any of them. The firm from which you buy 

your supplies can furnish you the necessary stamp-. 

Filling cheese with foreign fat is prohibited by section 3, chapter 424, 

laws of 1889. 
Enriching skim milk with butter is prohibited by chapter 165, laws 

of 1891, also by chapter 165, laws of 1891. . 

PENALTY FOR THE SALE OF UNWHOLESOME PROVISIONS. 

Section 4599, Revised Statutes. 

Section 4599. Any person who shall knowingly sell any kind of dis- 

7 eased, corrupt or unwholesome provisions, whether for meat or drink, 

without making the same fully known to the buyer, shall be punished by 

imprisonment in the county jail not more than six months, or by fine not 

exceeding o1e hundred dollars.
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ADULTERATION OF FOOD, LIQUORS AND CANDIES. : 

Section 4600, Revised Statutes. 

Section 4600. Any person who shall fraudulently adulterate, for the ‘ 

purpose of sale, any substance intended tor food, or any wine, spirits, malt 

liquor, or other spirituous liquors, or any other fluid, intended for drinking 

or any candy or sweetmeat, with any substance, coloring matter, or apy- 

thing poisonous, deleterious or injurious to health, or who shall knowingly 

manufucture, sell, or offer for sale, any such adulterated food, liquor, 

candy or sweetmeat, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail, 

not more than six inonths, or by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, 

and any article so adulterated shall be forfeited and destroyed. 

Nore.—See chapter 248, laws of 1879, infra, which appears to supersede 

this section in part. 

ADULTERATION OF FOOD AND DRUGS—DECEPTIVE 

: LABELING OF. 

Chapter 248, Laws of 1879. 

SEctIoN 1. No person shall mix, color, stain, powder, order or permit 

any other person to mix, color, s:ain or powder any article of food with 

any ingredient or material so as to render the article injurious to health, S 

with intent that the same may be sold in that condition. And any person 

that shall sell any euch article so mixed, colored, stained or powdered, shall 

be subject to a penalty in each case not exceeding a fine of fifty dollars 

for the first offense, and for a second offense shall be punished by imprison- 

ment in the state prison for a period not exceeding one year with hard 

labor. 

Section 2. No person shall, except for the purpose of compounding as 

hereinafter described, mix, color, stain or powder, or permit any other per- 

son to mix, color stain or powder any drug with any ingredient or ma- 

terial so as to effect injuriously the quality or potency of such drug, with 

intent that the same may be sold in that condition. And any person who 

shall sell any such drug so mixed, colored, stained or powdered shall be 

liable to the same penalty or punishment in each case respectively, as in 

s the preceding section, for a first and subsequent offense; provided, that no 

. person shall be liable to be convicted under the foregoing sections of this 

act, in respect to the sale of any article of food or of any drug, if he shows 

to the satisfaction of the justice or court before whom he is charged that 

he did not know of the article or drug sold by him being so mixed, colored, 

stained or powdered, as in that section mentioned, and that he could not, 

with reascnable diligerce, have cbtained that knowledge; or that such
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mixing, coloring, staining or powdering was required for the production, 

extraction, preparation, preservation, consumption or transportation as an 

article of commerce in a state fit for carriage; or where the drug or food 

is supplied in the state required by tne specification of the patent in force; 

or that the food or drug was unavoidably mixed with some extraneous 

matter in process of collection or preparation. 

SEcTION 8. Every person who shall compound or put up for sale any 

food, drug or liquor, in casks, boxes, bottles or packages, with any label, 

mark or device whatever, so as and with intent to mislead or deceive as to 

the true name, nature, kind and quality thereof, shall be liable to a penalty 

of not to exceed five hutdred dollers for the first offense, and for every 

offense after the first offense shall be punished by imprisonment in the 

state prison for not less than one year nor more than ten years. 

Section 4 The term “food” as herein used shall include every article 

used for food or drink by man other than drugs. The term “drug” shall 

‘ include medicine for internal or external use. 

SEcTION 5. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after the 

first day of July, after its passage and publication. 

Approved March 5, 1879. 

ADULTERATION OF DRUGS AND MEDICINES. : 

Section 4601 Revised Statutes. 

Section 4601. Any person who shall fraudulently adulterate, for the 

purpose of sale, any drug or medicine in such a manner as to render the 

same injurious to health, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county 

jail, not more than one year, or by fine not exceeding three hundred 

dollars. 

Nore.—See chapter 248, laws of 1879, supra. 

COLORING GRAIN. 

Section 4606, Revised Statutes. 

, Sxcrion 4606. Any person who shall fumigate any barley, wheat or 

other grain, by the use of sulphur or other substance, or shall in any way, 

or by the use of any chemical, material or process, affect the color or 

healthfulness of such grain, or who shall sell or offer for sale any such 

grain, knowing that ithe same has been so fumigated, or the color or 

healthfulness thereof so affected; shall be punished by imprisonment in 

the county jail, not more than one month, or by fine not exceeding fifty 

dollars.
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THE PREVENTION OF FRAUD IN DAIRY MANUFACTORIES. | 

Section 1494a, Revised Statutes. 

Any butter or cheese manufacturer who shall knowingly use, or allow 

any of his employes or any other person to use for his or their own indi- | 

vidual benefit, auy milk or cream from the milk, brought to said butter or | 

cheese manufacturer, without the consent of all the owners thereof, or 

any butter or cheese manufacturer who shall refuse or neglect to keep, or ; 

cause to be kept. a correct account (open to the inspection of any one fur- | 

nishing milk to such manufacturer), of the amount of milk daily received, | 

or of the number of pounds of butter, and the number and aggregate | 

weight of cheese made each day, or the number cut or otherwise disposed 

of, and the weight of each, shall, for each and every offense, forfeit and 

pay a sum of not less than twenty five dollars, nor more than one hun- 

dred dollars, to be recovered in an action in any court of competent juris- | 

diction, one-half for the benefit of the person or persons, firm or associa- | 

tion, or their assigns, upon whom such fraud or neglect shall be com- 

mitted, first having made complaint therefor, the remainder to the school | 

fund. 
| 
| 

| 
|



TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE 4 

®ISGONSIN DAIRYMEN’S ASSOGIATION, 

HELD AT 

Waupaca, Wis., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Feb. 15-18, 1893. 

The twenty-first annual convention of the Wisconsin Dairy- 

men’s Association opened at 10 o'clock A. M., February 15th, 

1893. President W. D. Hoard in the chair. 

The President:— Ladies and Gentlemen:—We are about to 

open the twenty-first annual meeting of the Wisconsin Dairy- 

men’s Association, and Iam exceedingly gratified to note the 

presence among us of so many who have contributed by 

tongue and pen and hand to the evolution of dairy thought 

and knowledge in the progress of our state as well as our nation. 

We will commence the formal exercises this forenoon by listen-- 

ing to an address of welcome from the Rev. Enoch Perry. . 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

Association.—I am at a loss to understand why the committee 

{ should have selected me for such an honorable and important 

duty as the one before me, unless they share in the sentiment 

of the Irishman, who when asked to take the first place on a pro- 

i gram replied—“I suppose you want me to touch her off aisy.” 

| And yet I marvel at this, for they are representative men, men 

| of the highest culture, men who take the greatest pride in the 

| welfare and prosperity of our beautiful little city, and men
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whom I know would be far better pleased with a representation 

of Waupaca such as possibly the citizens would have to labor 

hard and run fast to overtake. And I should not wonder Mr. 

Chairman, if even the farmers and the dairymen who are here 

in such good numbers this morning do not feel something like 

the farmer who is reported to have said in reply to the ques- 

tion—what he thought of a certain young man, a college grad- 

uate, and a fine classical scholar—“ He may have socked with 

Socrates, and played with Thucydides and ripped with Euripides, 

but he does not know how to make butter and cheese.” But I 

assure you Mr. Chairman that I appreciate the honor and will 

endeavor to say something worthy of the place and occasion. 

In behalf of our citizens I extend to the Wisconsin Dairy- 

men’s Association a cordial and heartfelt welcome to Waupaca— 

a city known throughout the United States—the product of 

whose sand is its glory at home and abroad. In your president 

we recognize a gentleman of superior mould, of advanced ideas, 

of noble convictions, and of unflagging adherence to principle. A 

gentleman, who by his voice and pen has done more than per- 

haps any other man to help the farmers of Wisconsin, and to 

bring up the dairying interests of this great state of ours 

second to none in our glorious union. 

Let the farmers of Wisconsin see the name of Ex-Gov. W. D. 

Hoard attached or signed to an article béaring upon the farm, 

the dairy, the butter and cheese factory and it carries almost as 

much weight as his name signed to documents which became 

state laws. And we feel highly honored to have him with us for 

a few days, and we shall esteem it a great privilege to listen to 

him as he discusses interests so near to his heart, and so vital 

to our farming communities. Associated with the president, are 

other gentlemen of large experience and skill, gentlemen who 

know the practical side as well as the theoretical part of the 

themes they discuss; yea their theories were born in their prac- 

tice, and as a certain poet has said in regard to some higher 

things—“ What we have felt and seen, with confidence we tell.” 

So these gentlemen may say, “What we have tested and proved, 

with confidence we tell.” 

The whole state though perhaps in a quiet way is interested
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in the proceedings of your meetings in this city, and though 

the telegraph wires and cable lines may not flash your utter- 

ances as they do some speakers in political meetings, yet I 

would assure you that the state at large is interested in what 

you say and do here. 

It is very gratifiying to us, and it certainly must be to you, 

to notice the progress of your association, and grand work 

which it has accomplished. It is the new methods that are pre- 

vailing today in our great dairy farms, our butter and our 

cheese factories. The communities which are considered dairy- 

ing centers are stocked with a better grade of cows, the results 

from those cows are largely in excess of what used to be, while 

the labor has been decreased, and the price of butter has stead- 

ily advanced. And to whom is the credit due? largely to the 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. The farmer who is 

vehind the times, be he the stock-raiser, the grain producer, 

the potato grower, or the dairyman, is the man who refuses to 

avail himself of the improved methods or the advanced ideas that 

have been given forth upon those subjects. You may lay it 

down as a settled principle that methods and labor intelligently 

expended will produce results from thirty to fifty per cent. 

better than where ignorance and stupidity predominate. That 

is a broad assertion, but I believe that it is true, true in nearly 

every calling and profession of life. A society, therefore, such 

as the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, which brings 

the best information, the latest improvements, the results both 

practical and scientific of fair and frequent tests, and dispenses 

that information free gratis, in front of our very doors must 

‘be appreciated and cannot fail of the highest results in its 

given field. Appreciating what has been done in the past 

through your efforts, and anxious to hear what you have tosay, 

we respectfully ask you to tell us something, if not everything 

that you know about dairying. Tell us what we need to make 

‘Waupaca, the county of Waupaca, a successful and noted dairy 

center,—to lean comfortably toward, if not to reach its renown 

for potatoes; tell us how we can keep our cows looking the 
best, producing the most possible butter fat, conserving at 

the same time the greatest economy of feed. Don’t tell us how-
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ever as did a preacher I knew, and who was giving a younger 

preacher some hints with regard to feeding his horse—“ Ben,” 

said he, “Give your horse plenty of water, that is cheap 

filling.” 

A few words about Waupaca. We are not so large as some 

of our neighbors, or as some of the cities where it has been 

your privilege to hold your annual gathering, yet I assure you 

that we are not wanting in those elements which go to make up 

a thrifty, progressive, whole souled, wide-awake city. Our 

ideas are cosmopolitan, though we hardly impress visitors for 

the first time satisfactorily along that line. Our streets are 

clean, free from every particle of mud as youcan see. Of course 

the temperature has not been the most favorable for producing 

mud just lately, and yet I assure you that even in the summer 

our streets are as clean as some of the boulevards of large 

cities. Our business houses are well stocked with goods, our 

merchants are a happy set of people, and evidences of prosperity 

can be seen on every hand. We have ample churches for the 

accomodation of our citizens, we are proud of our high school, 

from its tower that dear old flag with its silver stars and crim- 

son bars floats to the breeze; and answering to its ample folds 

are smaller flags, but just as dear, from the “little red school 

houses” of our county. Long may that dear flag kiss the 

breezes of our free country, and forever may our school system 

remain. 

We have a surrounding country that is charming in many re- 

pects. Our farmers can compare favorably with any farmers of 

the state; and taking one season with another our farms can pro- 

duce as much, and can sustain as much as the farms in other sec- 

tions of the state. While in the beauty of our noble lakes we 

stand unsurpassed. On the east bank of the “Chain O'Lakes” 

is situated the Wisconsin Soldiers’ Home, an institution of 

which we are proud. There is not a more beautifully located 

Soldiers’ Home, one more complete in all its arrangements, more 

successfully and satisfactorily managed in all the United States. 

And no wonder we take considerable pride in it. God bless that. 

institution. We hope that you will be able to visit it before 

you return. And though its inmates are mostly old, crippled
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and scarred—some of them carry empty sleeves, and some go 

on crutches, and many tremble and halt, yet my friends they 

were among the saviors of our glorious union, they wore the blue, 

and sang “the Star Spangled Banner” and wheeled into line at 

the word of ccmmand for a noble charge when it meant some- 

thing to follow that flag. And now if you should be inclined to 

say from the little description that I have given of our city and sur- 

rounding country, as did one of old in reference to the Corinthians 

—" Now ye are full ye are rich, ye have reigned as kings without 

us.” Let me say that we have not got all that we want, or all 

that we ought to have. We are lacking in a great many things 

that go to make an ideal city or county. We have lots of 

potatoes and just now they are a very good thing to have; but 

we are behind in the dairying interests, we have possibly been 

too much one-sided in our farming, and we lack in the best 

methods of dairying; so that your presence is very opportune, 

we need you, we are ready for your eighty ton charges, you can 

move untrameled along our lines. And I am sure that we shall 

try to convince you during your stay that we are hospitable and 

well meaning by extending to youa royal welecme, and of of- 

: fering to you the freedom of our city during the sessions of your 

association. 

RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

C. R. Beacu, of Whitewater. 

Mr. Chairman, People of Waupaca:—We feel highly grati- 

! fied at the generous welcome you have extended to us as an asso- 

ciation. We knew it would be so. We knew from your large 

heartedness and your abundant provis‘on for us that you not 

not only felt rich but generous, and you would be willing to 

receive almost anybody that would come to see you. I knew 

that you needed something to mix with your potato diet to 

make you full grown men and women, and we as dairymen 

hope to so instruct you that you will have a better balanced ra- 

tion. This welcome that you have extended to us is appreciated
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The world’s welcome and the world’s recognition has been ex- 

tended to those who occupy the high positions, as the doers of 

great things, but we are common laborers, working with our 

hands in our daily toil, and to be thus honored, to be thus rec- 

ognized, we feel that it marks a new era in the world’s history. 

If the man who labors, who works, is to be recognized and hon- 

ored because of what he has done, there is hope for the race. 

The Dairymen’s Association has been now in existence twen- 

ty-one years. It is no egotism on my part to claim that no 

like association in any country has done more to elevate the in- 

terests of the state than this noble organization. The products 

’ of our dairy have been doubled and trebled many and many a 

time, the quality of our products has been such that they meet 

a ready market in the world, and does any one realize how 

much we all owe, how much civilization owes to the humble 

cow? We are working through an agency, and with an agency 

that is doing more for the world’s civilization than half their 

owners. The product of the cow is upon every table every 

meal three hundred and sixty-five days in a year. Imagine for 

a moment what your table surroundings would be without the 

product of the dairy; with no butter, with no cream for your 

coffee, with no shortening for your Johnny cake, with no butter 

to put on your potatoes. Civilization owes to the dairy cow 

more than we have ever given her credit for, and it is through 

this organization that the knowledge is diffused, by which we 

are to make her more profitable and to avail ourselves more of 

' her good qualities. I trust this convention will be not only in- 

teresting to you, but instructive. We have come up here not 

only to impart but to gain knowledge, and we trust that we 

shall go away gratified, our views enlarged and our information 

extended in our work and having better faith in it. We can 

never do good work in any line only as we love our work and 

have faith in it. If a man ever succeeds in the dairy, it is be- 

cause he puts into it the best that is in him. We hope to sow 

seed here that will spring up and bear abundant fruit. No sec- 

tion in this country is any better fitted for the work of the 

dairyman than this cool, damp northern climate, peculiarly 

fitted for grass and all the grains that cows need, and any who
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have connections with this business ought to make it profitable. 

You are situated here so that you have constant communi- 

cation with fine markets, both north and south, you have splen- 

did water and grass, every facility, nobody ought to be able to 

do better than you. I hope you will appreciate the good work 

we are trying to do, and in that case we shall feel abundantly 

compensated for coming to Waupaca. 

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT HOARD. 

Gentlemen of the Convention:—I shall occupy but a few 

moments of your time in the annual address, but there are a 

few suggestions concerning the policy of the association and 

the conduct of the work it has in hand which I desire to make. 

This association is assuming every year a larger responsi- 

bility in the spread of dairy knowledge and the placing of the 

industry on a sound economic basis. Consequently, it must 

discharge this responsibility with wisdom and increasing energy. 

By its work in the past it has aided very largely in develop- 

ing the industry to its present magnificent proportions, reach- 

ing a capital investment in this state of over one hundred and 

thirty millions of dollars, an annual increment of thirty millions 

E of dollars, and the employment of about 100,000 farmers. 

There were 2,500 cheese factories and creameries in operation 

in Wisconsin last year, with the prospect of a large number 

going into operation next season. 

A great many things need to be done and done well in show- 

ing the outcome of so important an industry, and the formula- 

tion of thought at this convention as well as the united expres- 

sion of its judgment, should be had along several lines. 

(1.) There is the World’s Fair at the very doors of our state. 
. Our food is of immense value and should be represented at 

that greatest of all expositions in a most impressive manner. 
The committee appointed at the last annual meeting to take 
charge of the matter consisted of Secretary Curtis, Hon. B. E. 
Sampson and H. S. Weeks, Esq. They have gone ahead with
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the work and mastered all of its details in a manner that should 

make us proud to possess such men. A clear and convincing 

recommendation in behalf of a creditable exhibit should go from | 

this convention to all the dairy farmers and factorymen in the } 

state. In addition I would invoke the aid of the managers of ' 

the weekly press in particular, that they do all in their power 

to give interest to this matter. | 

(2.) An important change in the system of paying dividends 

in creameries and cheese factories is about taking place. The 

old way was a kindergarten for petit larceny and stupidity. It 

put a premium on dishonesty and the production of poor milk. ' 

A few of the more courageous factorymen have inaugurated the 

Babcock test with gratifying results. In such cases all 

the old difficulties of management have disappeared at 

once. No more detective work or prosecution for cheating 

is needed. The patron is placed on an honest, pro- 

gressive plane to start with, where he may expect 

to receive a full reward for all his outlay of honesty, 

skill and energy. This association should, by an appropriate 

resolution, endorse and recommend this system to the patrons 

ef every creamery and cheese factory in the state. I believe it 

our duty not only to afford opportunity here for discussion, but 

when a thing has been fa'rly proved, to say so, and push con- 

viction into practice. 

For the credit of our state and the prosperity of our. dairy 3 

_ interest we need to get the industry on this basis as fast as 

possible. 

: There is no educator cf the milk producer like it. When a 

set of patrons are confronted every day with the percentage 

sheet it tells the story of good or poor cows, good or bad man- 

agement, liberal or stingy feeding and careful, cleanly handling 

as nothing else can. Every day that its use is kept out of co- 

operative dairy work but adds to the sum of waste and misdi- 

rected eft ort. ; 

(3.) Enough work with the Baktecck test in cheese factories 

has beea done to show its entire practicability and justice in 

dividing cheese money. More effort must be put forth by this 

association to educate the people in a knowledge of this useful
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device. To this end I would recommend that the secretary be 

instructed to prepare circulars on this question for distribution 

among the patrons of all creameries and cheese factories where 

desired, which shall fully explain the system and give examples 

of its working in Wisconsin. In my opinion this will doa great 

deal to clear away the fog which exists in the minds of a great 

many on the merits of the Babcock test. 

Last year I recommended that the secretary be authorized to 

prepare instructions for the care of milk, to be printed in Ger- 

man and English and furnish to all factories who would pay for 

them at cost price. The association did not authorize the out- 

lay. I again renew the recommendation and would state in 

support of it that I received a large number of letters after the 

last convention calling for such instruction under the supposi- 

tion that they had been prepared. I am convinced that in 

these two last reeccmmendations the asscciation could carry out 

very effectively in a practical and impressive way its chosen 

work of dairy education. Mohammed was forced to go to the 

mountain, and this association should go to the people in 

the most practical way with what it has to offer for their 

. benefit. Our annual report is not printed until nearly a year 

after the convention, and we need a supply of lighter and more 

direct ammunition. 

The work of our cheese instructors the past year has been 

very satisfactory. The only bar in the way of success in this 

work is the dense ignorance of true dairy principles which ex- 

ists in many localities. I know of a number of factories which 

have made scarcely a marketable cheese in years, where the 

patrons are careless and indifferent in the care of their milk 

and utensils, and the cheese maker is filthy in the care of his 

factory and ignorant of the first principles of good cheese mak- 

) ing. A course of instruction at these factories would prove a 

God-send to the whole community. But prejudice and ignor- 

ance of cheese making truth prevails too densely to hope for a 

change. “An energetic campaign of education on the part of 

this association would do much to prepare the way for the in- 

structors. We ought to be - gratified at the marked improve- 

ment which has clearly taken place. Let us keep at this grand
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work with undiminished faith and courage in the ultimate tri- 

umph of right ideas in dairying. 

The past season has been a prosperous one among our dairy- 

men. The out put of butter I estimate at over 50,000,000 

pounds and of cheese about 35,000,000 pounds. The census of 

1890 discloses the fact that the increase in the number of cows 

for the last decade is at a less ratio than for any other decade 

since 1860. It is gratifying however to state that there has 

been a greater improvement in the quality of the cows than 

ever before. Our farmers are paying more attention than ever 

to the principles of dairy breeding greatly to the enhancement 

of their profit. The strong prices which have ruled the past 

year for fine goods should teach us the important lesson 

that there can never be an over-production of fine butter and 

cheese. It is the poor stuff that costs just as much to make as 

the good, which clogs consumption and brings final loss. 

Finally when the farmer has learned that it is twice as profit- 

able to keep one good cow as it is two poor ones; twice as pro- 

fitable to feed liberally and handle kindly as it is to neglect 

these things; when the cheese factory and creamery owner has 

learned that poor goods are death to ail future profit, then may 

we expect the dairy millenium. The mission of this associa- 

tion will never be ended until that time has come. 

y The Chairman—We have an hour, gentlemen, and my experi- 

ence has been in our conventions that we need to work up our 

time economically and very energetically. We shall lack for 

time before we get through more than anything else. This ad- 

dress was written for the purpose of provoking thought and 

ideas. Take, for instance, this suggestion of this association 

issuing literature independent of its report. I don’t want en- 

dorsement of these ideas, I want attack, I want thought. I am 

satisfied we are going to have a gcod convention; there are a 

lot of earnest faces in front of me, and we are going to have 

some thinking done here. I see before me a gentleman who 

has had a good deal of experience and is no doubt well able to
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make suggestions along this line. Let us hear from Bro. Mat- 

teson, of New York. E 

Mr. Matteson—I have seen a good deal of trouble in our State 

along the line that was spoken of here in this address, which I had 

supposed was not to be found in this great dairy State of Wisconsin. 

I want to emphasize one thought. I want every dairyman here 

to take to himself the injunction that he cannot make a poor 

quality of goods thinking that he is going to swim out in some 

way and that it doesn’t do any particular harm. I have found 

in my own experience of twenty-four years in a private way 

that one pound of poor cheese or poor butter will set right down 

in the way of three pounds of good goods. Only last week at 

Richfield Springs, a fellow asked me out to dinner and he apol- _ 

ogized for the butter he had on the table; he said it was the 

best he could get. I trimmed around the edge of it and finally 

I told him it was not one of my butter days. I had too much re- 

spect for the inside of me to eat it. We went out from ¢inner 

and I offered him a cigar; it was a ten-center, too, but he says, 

«<I won’t smoke that thing; we will go and get some good 

ones.” I said, ‘‘ Look here, my friend, you will sit there and 

gnaw at that butter that costs you twenty or twenty-five cents 

a pound but you will throw away twenty cents in cigars and 

there is no sense in the way you are acting.” Gentlemen, 

the trouble is with the man that furnishes the milk first of all. 

You may put the best cheese-maker you have got in the State of 

New York into the finest factory you have got and send in alot 

of filthy, slouchy milk, and you can’t help but have a poor ar- 

ticle to put onto the market. 

Iam very glad to meet you Wisconsin gentlemen, and yet 

there is a feeling of sadness when I find that almost every man 

of the way up fellows here comes from New York originally. I 

can’t just remember who said it, but somebody says, ‘‘You have 

taken so many of them out here, that there isn’t much left.” I 

hope, indeed I know, I shall go away from here a mighty sight 

wiser man than I was when I came, and I am awfully glad to see 

you all. 

The Chairman—The New York State Dairymen’s Association 

is doing some work that it would be profitable for us to do in
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this state, and that is in connection with their summer dairy 

3 school. Those of you who have read the reports of those 

schools know something of the character of the work, but it is 

a very excellent way of stirring the thought of the people out 

into lines of truth. We go around with this convention over the 

| different portions of the state and do what we can, but there is 

' a terrible amount of ignorance existing among the average 

farmers of Wisconsin and New York; there is a terrible amount 

of ignorance concerning what is central dairy truth, ignorance 

and indifference. I will just give you an illustration. I was in 

New York nearly ten years ago. There were two young men 

in Jefferson county who had forty-five cows. Their father had 

been a dairyman before them, and they were following along in 

| all the old ways. They were setting the milk of their forty- 

| five cows in six-quart pans, they were churning it in a common 

dash churn, they were working it by hand and the two boys 

were just pitching in and working every day as hard as they 

could jump to get through, and when I went into their cellar in 

} November, there was the whole of the year’s make, from May 

| to November. I said: “Why, boys, what are you taink- 

i ing about? Do you bunch up t he whole of your year’s but- 

| i ter like this and sell it in this way?” “Yes.” “Do you think it 

i} is the best thing to do?” “Ob, yes.” “What can you get for 

iH this butter now, the whole of it?” “Eighteen cents." “Have 

Hii} you ever stopped to figure if this was a good thing to do?” 

| “Well, ne,” they didn’t know as they ever had. “Have you 

ever stopped to consider that the market taste to-day has 

\ changed in all the great centers from what it was when your 

father made butter?” “No.” “Have you ever stopped to con- ; 

i sider that oleomargarine stands there just like a thief in the 

dark, ready to step in between an honest man and his 

i products, and that the old ideas of holding butter made in June 

i to eat in January are all passed out of the New York market 

| where you send your putter?” “No.” ‘Boys, have you been 

i reading any about this business?” “No.” “Why, you are 

i good, smart Yankee lads; your father was an American and you 

Hi understand the English language; it isn’t certainly because you 

i can’t read English?” “No, we understand the English language.” ~ 

|
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And so I talked with those meu. Thad in my pocket then a 

table of prices of New York butter for every month, and I sat 

down and figured to those boys just what their butter would 

have been worth in May and other months had they sent it into 

the market, and then I figured out the shrinkage, I spent two 

hours in figuring the thing over with them; I was bound to 

convert those boys, if I never did another day’s work, get them 

out of that stupid rut, and I went along down and we figured 

out three hundred and sixty-eight dollars’ loss over what it 

would have been if they had sold their butter like intelligent 

men, But I could not figure what the loss was in their methods 

of manufacture, and the loss of time: 

Mr. Beach—I went down to my old home, down there in New 

York state, and I found lots of those fellows with two years’ 

putter on hand waiting for it to ripen. 

The Chairman—You can find in Wisconsin to-day just such 

old-fogy notions; you will find men taking care of cows along 

the same standards of stupidity. You will find men handling 

the cow without any clear, thinking judgment as to what a cow 

is, and then you will find men handling her products, and you 

will find men cursed from Dan to Beersheba with a lack of 

judgment and knowledge. I know the Widow Bedott said, 

“We are all poor critters,” and it is true, but the thing to help 

us out is a steady and live hunger on the part of the farmers o 

this country for more information and more study. I want to 

see something done by this association more than it has done. 

} I believe the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association ought to be an : 

active, energizing force in this state, pulsating like a great 

heart sending out blood to its farther corners every day. I be- 

lieve that it ought to be sending out information and literature. 

I find to-day patrons of cheese factories and creameries standing 

in their own light on the adoption of the Babcock test. My 

son and myself have five creameries and they are all run on the 

basis of the test. When we commenced that business we had 

been running for four years. By the constant testing we 

knew just what the average percentage of fat in that milk had 

been. In just six months time the milk increased one-third of a 

pound of butter in every one hundred pounds of milk. Why,
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an old fellow jumped up in the Iowa convention last fall and : 

says: “You can talk what you are a mind to. I tell you the 

Babcock test can beat the bible in making a christian honest.” 

| He says: “I quoted scripture two years and I couldn’t phase 

| them a particle, but the Babcock test -brought them to time in 

a week.” That is not dishonesty; I never saw men that 

! changed as our own patrons have changed when they are con- 

fronted with that percentage sheet every day, and John sees 

what Dick has, and Dick sees what Harry has, and all the rest 

of them. They see there is no hope for them and they begin to 

ask right away, “What shall we do to be saved?” Now, then, 

: we have a lot of factories all over the state where the patrons 

have refused to enter this work, and they are standing in their 

own light. They cannot hope to improve until they know what 

1 they are doing. Then, again, and it is with humiliation 

and to our shame that it must be said, that we have a lot 

| of factory men all over this state who are unworthy to repre- 

sent their places and it would be a God-send to Wisconsin if 

| they were cleaned out. Now, why? Because those men stand 

| there and bar all progress. We have got factory men and 

i creameries who are doing everything they can to keep other 

i people from knowing the truth; they are found in every state. 

i Now what shall we do? We must enlighten the people; that is 

H our mission; we can’t escape it, and I want to see this associa- 

i tion take some new and advanced ground on this line. It has 

Hh been doing a great deal, but it must do more. 

| Mr. Faville—I wan a little clatter at this myself. The ques- 

| | tion of this association scattering more literature is what 

i brother Hoard is talking about. Now, I doubt whether we can 

| do that with profit to ourselves, or to those we want to reach. 

\ I have read somewhere, I think it was in the good book, of a 

| fellow that had been very unfortunate and he got himself in a 

i 1 place that was so hot that he was uncomfortable; there wasn’t ‘ 

| ; any water there, and he sent up a petition that a fellow who 

i was in better condition than he should be sent with a little 

water to cool him with. That request couldn’t be granted, 

] and then another petition was sent up that somebody might be 

| sent to some brothers that he had still living to warn them not 

i 
i] 
i
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to come to that hot place, and the reply to that was, “They 

have Moses and the prophets. If they would not hear them, 

neither will they take heed though one rose from the dead.” 

Now, I say if the dairymen of Wisconsin have not received 

. with profit these reports that have been circulated gratuitously 

for all these years and contain so much dairy information, if 

§ this isn’t enough, I don’t think the little squib sheets that he 

is talking about will accomplish anything. If a man has not 

interest enough in this matter to pay Mr. Hoard or some 

other good dairy man a dollar a year for a paper he would not 

read the pamphlet if it were sent to him, and it would be 

simply thrown away as waste paper. 

Mr. George—I do not agree with Mr. Faville. I believe if 

the suggestion of the president is carried out that the Scan- 

dinavians of the northwest, who are struggling along to try to 

make a living ought to be remembered, and will appreciate it 

if they can have these pamphlets written in their own lan- 

guage. I reside in Trempeauleau county where we are entirely 

devoted to creameries, and I am sure they would receive a 

great deal of benefit if we could have this concentrated infor- 

mation sent to us to distribute among our patrons. 

Mr. Monrad—I am heartily in favor of sending out literature; 

of course, it wants to be the right kind. There are lots of 

creamery men who have spent a good deal of money in subscrib- 

: ing for three month to Hoard’s Dairyman and giving it to their 

. patrons, and while it is true that they won’t all read it, they will 

some of them read it, particularly if it is translated into their 

own language. My idea would be to give them just a little 

taste of condensed dairy sense and that will make a demand for 

further literature. Creamery men have tried to send out some 

literature, but their patrons are very liable to say, “ Oh, 

pshaw, that is written in his own private interest,” aud so 

they won’t read it, but if we, as an association, would publish 

what Mr. Faville calls “squib sheets,” there could be no sus- 

picion of private interest. I know when I was on the farm I 

was too tired to read long articles and books, but a little short, 

bright article I was glad to get a hold of always.
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Mr. Aderholt—I think it would be a good plan to have it 

short, and to have every patron post it up in his barn. 

Mr. Favill—I want to say right here that I didn’t hear Mr. 
Hoard’s recommendation to have it printed in foreign languages, 

and I take back all I said, although I still think you can not 

get the people to read much gratuitous literature. 

Mr. Matteson—In our state we have got lots of men that 

would rather do a good haying than sit down and read that 

book. They will always say they haven't time; they read slow 

and think slow, but if you put it in short metre every month 

and written in a way to attract their attention I think they 

will read it. Then, you know, we all imitate one another, and 

if one man sees his neighbor taking an interest in these things, 

in a few days he is pretty sure to take hold of it, too. f 

Mr. Monrad—Mr. President, how many pounds of lead did it 

take to kill a man during the war? 

The Cheirman—Two hundred and fifty. 

Mr. Monrad—Don’t let us be afraid or discouraged, because 

we waste some ammunition. Let us send 200,000 copies out, if 

it will convert one dairyman. 

Mr. Favill—Glory Hallelujah! : 

Mr. Dexter—I was in the State of Towa at one of the finest 

creameries with which I am acquainted and I was shown there 

a little card, on one side of which was printed in English plain 

simple principles and rules which the patrons of that creamery 

must abide by, and on the other side was printed in German, 

. and the patrons of that factory understand that is the law and 

the gospel of that cheese factory. The proprietor told me that 

there has been a very great improvement since that was issued, 

and it seems to me the preparation of such papers as is sug- 

gested here simply covering plain, every-day precepts and rules 

ought to be made very profitable. 

The Chairman—The kind of creamery men who have been re- 

ferred to here are vastly in the majority, but we have men who 

are striving to keep their patrons in ignorance, but they can no 

more stop the pulsation that is in this American air than they 

can stop the globe from revolving. People are beginning to get
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hungry and thirsty for information; they are looking for salva- 

tion, and there is where our hope comes. 

Mr. Curtis—I don’t want to say a word about Hoard’s Dairy- 

man, nor about the Dairy Messenger, of which my friend Mon- 

rad here is editor, fifty cents a year. These gentlemen refuse 

to give me a percentage of the subscription, so I am not going 

to say a word about them, but Ido want to say that we want 

; to get the name of every farmer, and of everybody else that 

wishes to become a member of this association. They will re- 

e ceive a report of this meeting as soon as it is published. 

Mr. Monrad moved that a committee be appointed to take into 

consideration the recommendations of the Chair. Motion seconded 

and carried. 

The convention adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock P. M. 

The convention met at 2 P. M. the same day. 

President Hoard in the chair. 

HOW I FEED MY COWS TO GET THE BEST RETURNS. 

By F. A. Georae, Hale, Wis. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—It was with consider- 

able reluctance that I agreed to say a few words at this con- 

vention, for the reason that there are so many better men with 

larger and longer experience to whom yvu would prefer to 

listen, and from whom you could get better advice or sugges- 

tions, but my mind went back about eight years when this same 

association held its annual meeting in the county in which I 

live, and placed all of us, myself in particular, under great ob- 

ligations to them for the good that they did to us, and I cannot 

help thinking if some of these older members who have been en- 

gaged in this work all these years could go back there now and 

look over the harvest which has sprung from the seed which they . 

sowed at that convention, that they would indeed be well pleased. 

They found us in that county with but one creamery, and that 

2—D.
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closed for want of patronage at that time. Last year I was 

told at the bank that over $600,000 was paid to the farmers of 

the county for creamery products. 
: 

Now I cannot hope to interest you particularly in regard to 

feeding cows, I cannot hope to give you any new ideas, and 

will content myself with telling you just how I feed, and of 

course better figures and better methods will be presented to 

you afterwards. We aim to secure an economical ration, of 

course first, and we use corn ensilage as a basis. We usually 

plant two varieties of corn, the Flint variety and the earlier 

Dent, because living in the northwestern part of the state we 

have to be careful to get corn that will mature. Planting these 

two varieties I am enabled to secure 100 tons of each variety in 

its best condition. I will give you in a few plain words just 

the day’s operations on the farm, and most all farmers know 

that one day’s work is the same nearly the year around. We 

start in the morning about a quarter past six and feed our 

cows about fifteen pounds of good corn ensilage, and about the 

same amount to each cow, no matter what condition of milking 

or stage of milking the cows are in, The grain ration is added 

immediately, and this varies. As a ration we use almost en- 

tirely bran alone, perhaps varying a little with oats if they 

are not too expensive. An average ration for a cow would be 

about five pounds, The amount of grain varying a little ac- 

cording to the stage of milking that the cow is in, but the av- 

erage for the herd, perhaps, would be ten pounds per day. 

While they are eating this ensilage and bran ration we do the 

milking. After they have finished eating they are given what 

hay they will eat, perhaps of a mixed variety. We have what 

is called improved marshes in that country, in which there is 

considerable of what is called blue joint red top and mixed with 

timothy, cut early, it makes good hay. The cow gets no fur- 

ther feed or attention until noon. After dinner they are let 

out of the barn to drink water from a tank at the windmill, 

which has been warmed to about 60 degrees. They are let 

out four at a time to drink, and those four go back to the barn 

and four more let out; only four at one time. No further at- 

tention is given to the cows until about 4 o'clock; then they 

i i
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have a ration of coarse fodder, which, if the wild hay and 

mixed hay had been fed in the morning, would be oat hay or 

unthreshed oats—preferably oat hay on account of the expense. 

If, however, it has been harvested with the binder, care must 

be taken to cut with the binder as green as possible, but the 

cheaper way is to use oat hay. At quarter past 6 in the even- 

ing, the same story is told over again with the same amount 

of ensilage and the same amount of grain feed and the milking 

' is then done. At the close of the milking as soon as the cows 
have finished this ration of ensilage and grain, their mangers 
are filled full of clover hay. This is the only time of day in 
which we give them more than we think they need. Then the 
barn is left for the night. In the morning whatever is left of 
this clover hay is taken away from them, the mangers swept 

q clean and the clover hay is thrown out doors for the colts to 
eat. This is an outline of one day’s work. 

: DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Feroe—Why do you turn them out so few at a time to 
drink? 

Mr. George—I have nearly a hundred head of stock. If I 
turn them all out in the cold at once they would be a long time 
and some would get chilled, and so we turn out just enough to 
drink at once. 

Mr. Favill—Have you ever tried warming the water and 
watering them there? 

Mr. George—I have not; I presume it would be a good plan, 
-Mr. Favill—Those that have tried it would not have their 

cows go out at all. : 
Mr. Adams—How do you get them back into the barn? 
Mr. George—They go back themselves freely. They very 

rarely want to stay out. 
Question—How long does it take you to water? 
Mr. George—Perhaps an hour and a quarter, : 
Question—How are your cows tied up?
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Mr. George—With a rope around their necks, two in a place | 

in the stable. 

Question—If they hadn't any horns on, couldn’t you turn out 

more to drink? 

Mr. George—I don’t think I could. 

Question—Do you feed any grain in the summer? 

Mr. George—If the farmer has fresh cows in the spring it is 

advisable, if he wishes to get the largest profit, to feed in the 

summer. Fall cows don’t need any barn feed in the summer. 

Mr. Curtis—Do you think you can feed any class of feed 

that will have any efect on the butter fat in the milk without 

increasing the milk? Can you make the milk richer by any : 

class of feed without increasing the flow of milk? E 

Mr. George—That is a pretty hard question for a farmer to 

answer. Of course, my idea is that after you take a cow and 

feed her up to her fullest capacity that the feed will not add 

putter fat to the milk without increasing the quantity of milk. 

Mr. Hammon—Have you practiced feeding buckwheat bran? 

Mr. George—We have one mill manufacturing a large amount 

of buckwheat flour in the county and they have three qualities 

of refuse, one they call buckwheat bran, one buckwheat midd- 

| lings, and the other is hull. The hull is given away, the buck- 

| wheat bran I have used somewhat in place of wheat bran; the 

| middlings are very heavy. 

| Mr. Curtis--Do you believe that the fat in milk can be in- 

creased without increasing the flow? 

: Mr. George—I can give you my opinion. It is that a cow 

that is fed to her fullest capacity you cannot do it. 

| Mr. Goodrich—Will a cow fed on straw and marsh hay give 

i milk as rich in butter fat in proportion to the quantity as 

| though she had bran or grain feed? 

1} Mr. George—I should presume not, but that would best be 

\\ answered by some one who had experience in feeding straw. 

Mr. Phelps.—Why don’t you feed more than thirty pounds of 

| ensilage? 

i Mr. George—If the corn is at the right stage when it is put 

up I think that is a large enough feed, having this other feed 

40 go with it. Some of my cows I don’t think would eat any 

\}
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more, and there would be no object in giving them any more 

when you have other feed, clover hay and other feed. 

Mr. Matteson—Don’t you believe if you cut off that clover 

feed at night they could work up more ensilage? 

Mr. George—Yes; but there would be ‘no object in cutting 

that off, as that is one of the best and cheapest feeds we have 

and balances the ration. I am feeding those cows for the sake 

of what I get out of them. 

: Mr. Favill—With your way of feeding have you been able to 

make a living? 

Mr. George—Yes; we have been able to make a living all 

« right and also to make the farm very profitable. 

Question—Do you raise your cows on the farm? 

; Mr. George—We have raised every cow we have ever had but 

five. 

The Chairman—Can you give us a fair statement of how much 

your cows produced last year? 

Mr. George—I always fight a little shy of that question for 

two or three reasons. I have received cash for 276 pounds of 

butter last year on the average from the herd, at the creamery, 

or nearly $54 from each cow for the cream, but, of course, this 

does not represent the entire profits of the farm. I prefer to 

take the farm as a whole and figure on that system. At the 

end of the year the whole thing is balanced up. I have 240 

acres of land, we have purchased about $400 worth of bran, and 

the gross receipts of the farm are $3,400, nearly $1,900 in cream, 

the balance from the hogs and other sales from the farm. The : 

proceeds from each cow was about $54. The individual cost of 

feeding each cow I cannot give you; there is such a large 

amount of the feed that has been raised upon the farm; that 

we sold to the cow. For the last seven years on the first of 

January we have taken full account of stock, crediting all sales 

and charging everything bought, and at the end of the year 

taking account of stock again, so we know exactly what we are 

doing. Then by the Babcock test we can keep track of the in- 

dividual cows. In that way it seems to me that the average 

farmer has the thing pretty well in hand. 

Mr. Bender—Do you wish the farmers to understand that it
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is not desirable to feed grain to a cow that is coming in in | 

the fall on the pasture for the first six weeks after she is put on 

the pasture? My experience is that a cow will run down at 

that time badly. 
| 

Mr. George—My idea and experience in regard to that is , 

this: If you continue that grain ration to that cow when she 

is turned out in June after she has had good care and feed all 

winter, it will be practically impossible to dry her up at all. 

If, however she is in good condition and is not turned on to 

the grass in the spring until it has grown up sufficiently to be 

good feed, then you can take away this grain ration and the 

cow, While she will give a fair flow of milk for June, will dry off 

naturally, and I very much prefer that a cow go dry during the 

months of July and August if possible. 

Mr. Goodrich—Are not persistent cows good cows? 3 

Mr. George—They are good cows, they are the best cows. 

Mr. Favill—Don’t you have more trouble in keeping cows 

milking as long as tuey ought to, than to dry them off. 

Mr. George—No, we don’t. 

The Chairman—-You have trained all your own cows. You 

| establishing the milking habit yourself. 

Mr. George—That is true. Unless a heifer is well raised 

1 and well trained, of course, she will not bea good cow, and if you 

1 do raise her properly after she is bred properly, you will have 

| { this point of long duration of milking firmly established, and you 

| have the advantage in raising your own stock that way over 

| the man who goes out to buy them. 

: Mr. Feroe—Do you have your milkers milk the same cow 

every time? 

if Mr. George—Yes. When I am absent from home, of course, 

\} others have to do my milking. 

lf Mr. Hyatt—Wouldn’t it be better to teach them that changes 

| must come occasionally? 

i Mr. George—Where a cow is raised on a farm where every 

\] one is interested, and they know them all, 1 don’t believe there 

1) is any difference to amount to anything. 

\| The Chairman—Prof. Babcock, by a series of experiments, 

\f 

| 
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found that the percentage of butter fat would vary from two to 

three per cent. by a change of milkers. 

Question—What do you do with your skim milk, Mr. Georg>? 

Mr. George—We raise a good many horses, perhaps five or 

six colts a year, and we feed those colts a ration of skim milk 

up to the time they are two years of age. We generally feed a 

heifer calf until it is two years of age, after that what is left 

goes to the hogs. We raise, perhaps a hundred during the 

year, and we generally have fifty cows milking at atime. We 

raise every heifer calf that is dropped upon the farm. 

Question—Whether the mother is good or not? 

Mr. George—We think that the mothers are pretty good, 

j all of them, and we are in hopes of getting a better cow each 

time we have a heifer calf, and I have not had any experience 

that would enable me to determine whether she is going to be 

good until we try her, so we raise them all to see how they will 

turn out. 

Question—Do you prefer any breed? 

Mr. George—Mine are Jerseys, partly thoroughbred and 

partly grades. 

Mr. Matteson—Don’t you think that the grade cattle raised 

with a good pedigree are about as good as the thoroughbreds? 

Mr. George—The two best cows upon the farm are thorough- 

breds, and { think the poorest cow upon the farm is a thorough- 

bred. Of course, if the grades are good, they are profitable. 

Question—Do you take better care of the grades than you do 

of the thoroughbreds? 

Mr. George—No, I take as good care of all of them as I know 

how. I believe that our stock is constantly growing better than 

it was eight years ago when we started. 

Mr. Beach—Why do you place your cows upon one ration of 

water a day, when you feed them three or four times? 

Mr. George—I have had that question asked me before, and 

thinking perhaps I might be wrong, I reversed the rule, I turned 

them out in the morning and again at night. Ido not know, 

of course, whether the habit of drivking once a day had become 

firmly established or not, but while they would drink in the
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morning perhaps, they would rarely drink at all, at night, so I 

saw no advantage in it. 

The Chairman—Did you ever notice how the cow manages her- 

self when on pasture, whether she drinks more than once a day? 

Mr. George—I think she does, yes. : 

Mr. Favill—My brother has arrangements for watering in the 

stable, don’t have to turn the cows out, and he tells me that he 

has tried both ways, and they won’t drink enough the second 

time to pay for sweeping out again and letting in the water, | 

so he has gone back to once a day, along about nine or ten 

o'clock. In hot weather the cows will drink three or four times 

| a day if water is handy. I have watched my cows when J have 

been at work where I could see them. E 

| Mr. Hyatt—I have experimented in this thing, I have known 

a cow in full milk in winter to drink 160 pounds of water a day. 

5 I tried it at different times, and the average is 125 to 150 

pounds right along. Now, I don’t think they can get that 

down at one trip, particularly if it is ice water, and particularly 

if they are these small Jerseys. 

Mr. Matteson—We have an abundance of water in our state. 

i Seventeen years ago this winter, I had a big job on my hands 

; handling two hundred cords of wood, and I had to quit feeding my 

4 cows three times a day as I had been doing, and I had to water 

i once a day, and it worked all right. 

\ | = 
} 

1 
i HOW WE HANDLE OUR DAIRY TO GET 306 POUNDS 

| OF BUTTER PER COW. 

| By Wm. Wipmany, Oakland, Wis. 

} My brother and I own (or will when it is paid for) a farm of 

| 200 acres, situated in the town of Oakland, Jefferson county, 

| Wis. Our father traded city property for this farm in 1881, 

} and moved thereon in 1883. Neither he nor any of his children 

i} had had any previous experience in farming. He died in the 

i fall of 1889, and in the settlement of his estate my elder 

i 
i 
\
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brother and myself bought out the other heirs and have had the 

management of the same for three years. 3 

We commenced with twenty cows, fifteen yearlings and 2- 

year-olds, thirteen horses and colts and sixty hogs. The cows 

were principally natives with some short-horn and Holstein : 

blood. _ About twenty acres of this farm is woodland, twenty- 

five acres pasture, fifteen of which is upland marsh, and the 

balance of the farm is devoted to hay and grain. About a year 

} before his death father had built two silos, each eighteen feet 

| square and twenty feet deep, all above ground. The sides are 

3 three thicknesses of boards and one of paper, on a stone founda- 

tion. These were filled in 1888 and covered with cut straw— 

the one to be used first two feet deep, the other four feet deep. 

4 For some reason the cattle did not eat the ensilage very well 

the first year, and we carried over the ensilage of one of the 

pits to the following winter. Not being satisfied with the first 

year’s results we did not fill the other silo the next fall, thus 

giving us only one silo for that winter's feeding. The first 

} year not much was spoiled on top, but some on the sides and 

in the corners. Upon opening the carried over silo we found 

about two feet on top and quite a considerable on the sides 

nearly half way down was in bad condition, but the balance, 

{ what there was of it, was as bright and fresh as the year be- 

fore. The cows ate it readily, but as a great deal was spoilt 

the ensilage did not last very long, and when it was gone the 

cows decreased in milk to a considerable extent; thus teaching 

us that we should fill both silos every year as long as we keep 

cows. 

1 The next year (1891) having resolved to pay more attention 

to dairying, as we concluded that it was the most profitable branch 

of farming, we began taking better care of the cows, made the 

stable more comfortable, and warmed their drinking water. The 

feed for that winter consisted of clover hay cornstalks, straw 

and ensilage, with all the bran that they would eat — eight or 

‘ ten pounds. 

On the 1st of October 1891, the proprietor of the factory we 

{ were patronizing, started the system of paying for milk by the 

test plan. It developed that our milk only yielded 3.9 pounds
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of butter per 100 pounds of milk. Being dissatisfied with so 

low a yield, we tested our cows individually; sold a number of 

the poorest, and started a search for a butter producing food. 

We concluded to try oilmeal, and commenced feeding very light, 

one-half pound toa feed, increasing gradually, until we fed two 

pounds per day. Noting that it was profitable, we continued 

increasing the amount, until we were feeding four pounds. 

We had read a great deal about cotton seedmeal being a 

valuable food for butter, and determined to try it. Not being 

able to obtain it from any of the dealers, we sent to Chicago 

for a ton, and being pleased with the results, we had our dealer 

order a carload, agreeing to take six tons immediately, and 

what he could not sell. of the remainder later. We did this 

thinking that we could persuade some of our neighbors to buy 

some of the meal, but failed, and finally had to take about four 

tons more, but did not consider this any hardship. 

We fed the last of our ensilage about the 10th of March, after 

which the cows began decreasing in milk, but we were deter- 

mined to keep up the flow, and wishing to experiment a little 

with cotton seed meal, we fed as high as six pounds of it and 

four of bran. Some of the cows were fed as high as seven and 

eight pounds, but this was not profitable, as they did not eat 

much else nor increase in milk, 

Not having much land for pasture that summer, we concluded 

that feeding grain was necessary. We fed about two pounds 

each of cotton seed meal.and bran as long as the cotton seed 

meal lasted, which was until about July 1, after which we fed 

nothing but bran. The omission of the cotton seed meal re- 

sulted in a decrease of both quantity and quality of milk. 

This was the first summer that we fed grain, and we have 

concluded to feed it hereafter during summer months, as we 

believe by so doing, it will take less land for pasture; and the 

cows will do better, not go dry as long, and be in better con- 

dition for the following winter, than when no grain is fed. 

During the year 1892, the old cows were dry on an average, 

about six weeks; and six of nine heifers were milked continu- 

ously. The largest average daily amount of milk and butter 

that we ever obtained per cow was the following (last) October,
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while they were feeding on new seeding of clover during the 

day, and kept in the barn at night, and fed twenty pounds of 

ensilage, three pounds of oil meal, and four of bran. 

Our ration for this winter has been from 40 to 50 pounds en- 

silage, 4 pounds sheaf oats, 5 pounds corn fodder, and one each 

of clover hay and millet, with three pounds cotton seed meal, 

two pounds oil meal and from six to eight pounds bran, salt 

being put on the dry meal every day. We endeavor to give 

each cow in our herd personal attention, and feed them indi- 

vidually, according to the capacity of each. 

The fore part of this winter the cows were turned out in the 

yard at 11 a.m., received one feed out side, and were put in again 

at two oclock in the afternoon. But in stormy weather they 

were out only long enough to drink, and if it had rained or 

snowed while they were out, the snow or water was carefully 

brushed off. At present they are turned out to drink both 

morning and evening, except on Sundays, when, if the weather 

3 is suitable, they are turned in the yard at about nine o'clock 

in the forenoon, and in again at about four in the afternoon, 

in order to allow us to go to church. 

The first thing done to the cows mornings is feeding grain, 

3 then milked; after breakfast, while the cows are out to drink, 

the stables are cleaned, bedding shaken up and corn fodder fed. 

The cows are then put in again until about four o'clock after- 

noon, when they are turned out to drink and fed clover hay 

and millet outside to keep them quiet while we distribute the 

sheaf oats and ensilage and get in straw for bedding. Just be- : 

fore milking they are fed grain upon which we put salt. 

Land plaster is used freely on the stable floors. It not only 

checks the evaporation of ammonia and makes an almost odor- 

less stable, but is itself a good fertilizer and cows never slip on 

a floor where it is used. 

During the coldest weather this winter we were troubled 

somewhat with the ensilage freezing in the silo until we tried 

covering it with boards. We found this not only prevented 

freezing, but retained the ensilage in a fresh and sweet condi- 

tion. 

We like having our cows come fresh about the first of 

j 
i
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October, because then we have time to milk them and care for 

the calves, and do not have so much milking to do while we 

harvest and thresh our grain, cut our corn and fill the silos. 

Besides, the weather is not too cold and there are no flies to 

bother the cows; and as we commence feeding ensilage as soon | 

as the silos are full, we have an abundance of feed in the most 

critical time. 

We estimate the cost of keeping a cow at €40 per year; of 

this amount $20 is for grain and $11 for ensilage and other | 

coarse feed in winter, and $5 for grain and $4 for pasture in 

summer. 

For the calendar year ending December 31st, 1892, our cows 

gave us 179,936 pounds of milk, giving us a credit at the fac- 

| tory for 7,801 pounds of butter. This was an average yield per 

| cow of 7,4553 pounds of milk and 3254 pounds of butter. 

The largest amount.of milk we ever obtained was in October, 

1892, when the mature cows gave an average of forty pounds of 

milk per day and the heifers twenty-nine pounds. The yield of 

butter that month averaged one and a half pounds per day per 

cow. 
: 

The first year we filled our silos it took five men and eight 

horses fourteen days; the second year four men and six horses 

ten days; the third year we worked eleven and a half days with 

eight horses, and five men five days and three the remainder; 

last year five men worked five and a half ¢ays and four men 

five days with eight horses. 

DISCUSSION. 

| Mr Curtis—How many cows are you milking now? 

Mr. Widmann—Twenty-four. 

\ Mr. Curtis—What was the amount of the check you received 

| last month ? 

} Mr, Widmann—Two hundred and thirty-three dollars and 

| seventy-four cents from twenty-four cows, the month before 

that from about twenty-two cows, twenty-nine days, one day’s - 

in! :
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milk being left home, and run through the separator, which 

made twenty-six pounds of butter, we had $203.76. 

Mr. Goodrich—You said they did the best last October, how 

much did they make then ? 

Mr. Widmann—The matured cows gave us forty pounds, the 

heifers gave us twenty-nine, and this yielded on an average of 

the whole herd, one and one-half pounds of butter per cow. 

The sample is taken every day, and every third day the milk is 

tested. and each one of these times during December and the 

first few days of January it tested exactly 4 per cent. 

Mr. Curtis—Do you know how much money you have re- 

ceived from your dairy for the past year ? 

Mr, Widmann—Not exactly; the butter would average about 

23 cents until the first of November, and it would come to 

about $73 per cow. 

The Chairman—The figures you have given us show the 

amount of butter shown by the creamery returns as having 

been produced from your cows ? 

Mr. Widmann—Yes, that is it. We send our milk to the 

creamery. 

: Mr, West—You say you put salt on your grain. Don’t they 

have to eat it whether they want to or not ? 

Mr. Widmann—Of course, you have to use judgment. The 

cows have never refused their grain on account of the salt. I 

do the salting myself, and do it according to the cow’s taste, 

from a teaspoonful up. 

Mr. F. C. Curtiss—I understand you have decfded that cot- 

ton seed meal is a good thing. What quantity do you feed ? 

Mr. Widmann—We have fed with good results as high as six 

ponnds, but our cows are large ones. 

Mr. Curtis—Fifty or sixty years ago I lived in the cotton 

country, and the butter that came into the market could be known 

by its appearance when the cotton seed meal was fed. It had 

. no particular value, except as a food for stock, and a great deal 

of it rotted. 

Mr. Widmann—The proprietor of the factories say it takes 

our milk to make the flavor for their butter.
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Mr. Curtis—If they all fed it to that extent, I think it would 

injure the quality of the butter. 

The Chairman—How much does your cotton seed cost you at 

Ft. Atkinson? 

Mr. Widmann—We buy it by the car load, generally, just the 

same price as oil meal. They are selling oil meal now for $25 

at Ft- Atkinson. I don’t know that I ought to tell what we 

pay by the car load. | 

Mr. Goodrich—I am going to tell, it costs us $24 a ton? 

Mr. Bender—I wish the gentleman would give us the number 

of cows he has fed in twelve months, and what it has cost him in 

grain outside of the product raised on the farm. 

Mr. Widmann—The grain in the winter costs us about $20 

per cow, and about $4.00 in the summer. They don’t eat much 

coarse food if they have that grain. We estimate about $5.00 

for pasture. ‘It takes less than an acre of land where grain is 

fed, and about $11.00 in the winter for ensilage and straw and 

such other coarse feed as they get. We estimate our enslage at 

about $2.00 per ton, so that it makes it altogether about $40, and 

we get about $73 a head. 

The Chairman. Mr, Widmann seems to get the difference 

between $40 and $73 as the pay for his labor. The stuff that 

he raises he sells to the cow. We understand that does not in- 

clude the skim milk nor the calf. How much do you estimate 

the value of the skim milk to you per year. 

Mr. Widmann—About ten dollars per cow, and we get an 

average of about $4.00 for our calves. We sell them the first 

Tuesday after they are born. 

} Mr. Favill—As soon as they are old enough to make pressed 

chicken in Chicago. 

Mr. Widmann—Or canned turkey in New York. 

) Mr. Bender—Do you feed your stalks whole or run them 

| through the cutter? 

Mr. Widmann—The last few weeks we have not cut them. We 

| feed our grain dry. 

} Question—Is there not more benefit from cutting your feed? 

| Mr. Widmann—I was too lazy to cut it and we thought we 

would try and see how it would work the other way? 

H |
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Question—Will your cows stand the pressure of that heavy 

feed right along year after year? 

Mr. Widmann—That remains to be seen; they produced more 

this year than last. 

Question—What breed do you keep? 

Mr. Widmann—They are mostly native with Holstein and Dur- 

ham grades. 

Question—You spoke of covering your ensilage with boards? 

Mr. Widmann—That is while we are feeding in very cold 

weather to keep the frost out. We take off half at a time, un- 

cover one half and take it off, and after we get it level, we cover 

it up again. 
= 

Mr. West—Where the factories pay on the test, I find it is 

almost an universal complaint that when farmers commence to 

feed well, the milk begins to drop down in butter fat. They 

-get more quantity, but they cannot maintain the same percent- 

age. Now, what are we to do about that? 

Mr. De Land—The paper read by this gentleman covers the 

ground the most perfectly of any paper I ever have heard read, 

and meets my views in the matter of feeding stock the best of 

any paper I have ever heard at our annual meetings, and 

I believe that the complaint which Mr. West speaks of will not 

be heard if they feed in the manner that he feeds. I think the 

trouble in this state has been that the main feed that the dairy 

men have taken up has been bran. I have become satisfied that 

‘ran has been a damage to the dairy interests of this state. It 

is a fact that it will produce more milk without increasing the 

butter fat as other feed will. If you will feed concentrated 

foods, as this gentleman has, you will not only get an increased 

yield, but also get butter fat to an increased proportion. I am 

satisfied that we could make a poor cow do much better or a 

good cow do very much better by persistent feeding, and the 

experiment which Prof. Roberts gave us a year or two ago in 

feeding corn to a scrub cow is proof of this very fact. I think 

if we feed more concentrated food and leave out the bran, then 

there will be no complaint that the milk is decreasing in qual- 

ity. 

Mr. Goodrich—I want to answer that by telling some accu-
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rate experiments that have been carried on on my farm this 

winter. My sons at home are using the Babcock test all the 

time. We fed for a grain ration aside from what was in the 

ensilage the fore part of the winter, ten pounds of bran to a 

cow. After a while they put in a mixture, two pounds of corn 

and oats ground together. Then that was changed for two 

pounds of cotton seed meal, which. was commenced about the 

first of January. Now, the test has shown no difference with 

these changes, every cow has been tested under the three ra- 

tions, and the whole herd has figured up exactly the same. 

There was a difference in the quantity of the milk when the 

_ cotton seed meal was put in, but the per cent. was exactly the 

same as it was when they had the bran. 

Mr. DeLand—It is only continuous, persistent feeding along 

a certain line that will show a difference. s 

The Chairman—But, Mr. Goodrich, you say when you fed the 

cotton seed meal your milk increased in quantity, and your per- 

centage held the same; then you made a gain. 

Mr. Goodrich—Certainly we made a gain. 

Mr. Widmann—In feeding cotton seed or oil meal our cows in- 

creased three-tenths in their butter fat over last year the same 

month. It took us four months to get up to a full ration of 

cotton seed meal. 

: Question—You call 4 per cent. pretty good milk? 

| Mr. Widmann—I do, where the cows give a large quantity of 

milk. 

Mr. Monrad—Mr. West is perfectly right in what he states; 

I have heard the same complaint of patrons. They go to a fac- 

tory, and they are urged to feed well, but they can’t increase 

the percentage in milk, and they are doubtful whether it pays 

to feed well. The point in this thing is the general receipts, 

| and we can all agree that it pays to feed well, because it in- 

creases the total yield of butter fat from our cows, because it 

increases the quantity of milk given by them and if that quan- 

tity holds the average per cent. of fat, of course, in that way 

| it increases the receipts. 

| The Chairman—This cotton seed meal is a new thing in this 

state, but I have been engaged in outside dairy work for several 

| 
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g years and have seen considerable of it in New England and 

other places. I wish the dairymen of Wisconsin could just for 

: _ a moment look down ou the rocky, sterile coast of New Eng- z 

) land and see the dairymen down there and how they manage to 

make a good living and make money. Cotton seed meal comes 

: up from the south into Sussex county, New Jersey, and Orange 

county, New York, and they pay $23 and $21 a ton for our 

bran, $26 for corn meal and $24 and $25 for linseed, and from 

< that up fo $28 for cotton seed. Those men are feeding and 

. feeding for profit, put I notice one thing which you have for- 

¢. gotten in all your talk here, and that is this: Almost uni- 

. versally through that country where they are engaged in feed- 

; ing for a high percentage of butter fat, they have a breed of 

eae cows that give a high percentage of butter fat. They under- 

: stand that this percentage of butter fat question is largely a 

breed question, and it is largely an individual question in the 

breed, too. Now, in my experience with Jerseys and Guernseys, 

T have a heifer to-day which dropped her calf last November; 

she is giving eighteen and twenty pounds of milk, yielding 64 

per cent. of butfer fat. I do not expect that’ heifer will do as 

3 well in her second year, for heifers usually give the richest milk 2 

; : in the first year, and perhaps in the third year a little better 

and from that on. We want to understand our cows and their 

: constitution better. _ 

- Mr. Beach—When a cow is fresh in milk and giving-a large 

amount of milk, you must not expect that she will test as high 

: a per cent. of fat. We must not discard her on that account. 2 

The amount of butter fat that_we get from the cow in the 

: whole year is what we should figure on. If a cow is giving a 

Se large amount of 4 per cent. milk, she may be doing better for “ 

tes me than when she gives 5 and 5} per cent. with a reduced 

: amount. The final test is the amount of butter fat she gives 

: per day and year and not the per cent. 

ey oe ‘A Member—Please tell us something more about this oil 

meal. 

The Chairman—There are two processes. The old process re- 

3 . 8D. 
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g tains a portion of the fat, that is oil fat; the new process is a 

’‘penzine process which takes out all the fat. 5 

. DAIRY AND FARM MANAGEMENT. 

C. P. Goopricu, Ft. Atkinson. 3 

A few days ago when I was shown this programme and saw 

that I was put on for “Dairy and Farm Management” I was 

overwhelmed. Just think of the magnitude of the subject! | 

Why, it contains the whole thing; all we have been talking s 

about for all these years. 

Well, I am somewhat in the situation of the farmer who went 

out to plow in a large field. He had a yoke of wild, unbroken ~ 

steers. When he undertook to plow he could not hinder them 

> from going here, there, and all over, so he put in the plow and 

; said, “Never mind, go where you are a mind to; this field all 

needs plowing.” So I will put in the plow, and if I turn up a 

little dirt, it may be that this audience will be able to harrow 

it over and make it bear some fruit. 

: We wish to manage our dairy and farmso as to get the 

largest return possible for a given outlay of money and labor. q 

To do this we must have the cow that will produce the greatest 

value in her milk for the amount of food consumed. We must 

produce or procure the foods which contain the proper elcments 

to enable her to do her best, at the least possible cost. We 

- must feed her these foods in such a manner and in such pro- 

portions as will enable her to consume and manufacture into 

q milk the largest quantities possible without waste. We must i 

care for and handle the cow in such a manner and under such x 

conditions as will enable her to do her very best. We must 

: dispose of the milk or manufacture it into a product so that it 

will bring the greatest amount of money in proportion to the > 

cost. The farm should be managed, while doing all this, in 

such a manner that its fertility and productiveness will be in- 

creased, enabling the dairyman each year to raise larger crops 

| and carry more cows and in this way lessen the cost of produc-
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ee tion and consequently increase the profits of dairying, besides 

making a lasting addition to the value of the farmer. I believe 

<4 that this can be done with all of us. Of course, there is a limit 

i to this progression, as well as to everything else, but that all of 

us are at present a long way from having reached that limit, 

I believe to be true. 

ae The practical question is, how shall we accomplish all these 3 

2 desirable things? My time is limited and I will barely touch 

‘ on the several divisions of my subject and then leave it for dis- 

he ¢ ussion, believing that in this way more valuable and practical 

sf facts can be brought out than in any other manner 

HOW TO GET THE COW. 

Weed out the cows you now have by the use of the scales and 

the milk test. Be sure and vse bcth and reject those that will 

not pay a profit. If you buy cows, buy the best you can, select- 

ing by the same means. Get a pure blood sire of one of the 

, best milk-producing breeds, who has for ancestors the best of 

milk preducers. Raise the heifer calves from your best cows, 

those, if possible, that have mothers and grandmothers that are 

. good milk producers. ‘The longer the line of good ancestors the 

more certain will you ke of raising good heifers. Bring up : 

ay your calves right. Feed and care for them so as to produce 

rapid growth and development; but do nct feed foods that 

will make them tco fat. That will induce a beef tendency ‘ 

a which will be apt to cling to ‘them through life and greatly 

‘ injure their dairy qualities. At two years of age they should : 

commence giving milk—the business of their lives. 

HOW TO FEED DAIRY COWS. 

They should be fed when in full flow of milk to the full 

capacity of their powers of digestion and assimilation. This 

: makes the most profitable feeding. I do not mean that cows 

should be fed all the grain and concentrated foods they will , 

eat, to the exclusion of some of the coarse and bulky foods. 

There is a right proportion between the two for profit, if 

we can but find it. My experience and observation teach me
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that the proportions should be, for winter feeding, about two 

pounds of coarse food to one of concentrated or grain food. 

That is if a cow consumes twenty pounds of hay, corn fodder . 

: and straw, she should have about ten pounds of grain. If ensi- 

s lage is fed allowance should be made fcr the water it contains. 

Dividing good ensilage by two and one-half will be about right 

to reduce it to the equal of dry fodder. The different elements 4 

in the food as a whole should have a right proportion, so that 

none should be wasted or appropriated to a wrong purpose. 

The chemist analyzes the foods and finds what each contains . 

The experimental feeder feeds it and notes results, In this way 2 

it has been found the best ration for milch cows contains about 

one pound of protein or albuminoids to five and one-half pounds 

of carbo-hydrates. 

The chemist tells us what the ratios of different foods are, 

but the cow must be the final judge. It must be palatable to 

her, and she must be able to digest it. Give her as great a 

variety of good foods each day with as great regularity as pos- 

sible. This will enable her to consume and digest more than she 

: otherwise would. She loves a variety. Nature prompts her to 

; seek it. I have experimented some in feeding different rations. 

: The daily ration my cows are having now is: 

Ensilage from well-eared corn........ ......---32 lbs. i 

Good early cut clover hay........-...-...---- 5 lbs. : 

; Dry corn fodder cut up........-.-.++++.+++++ 5 Ibs. 

r : A little oat straw, what they will eat, (perhaps) 2 Ibs. 

Wheat bran: . 2202.50: 5.0 solide 

Gobion seed weed 5. oo is eo. co nos ee neers ten ee 

I never fed a ration that produced better results. The chem- 

- ist says it is theoretically correct, having a nutritive ratio of 

: 1:5.6. The cow says, by the way she eats, relishes and digests 5 

it, that it is palatably and digestably correct, and I say by the 

way she turns the product into the pail, putting none of it in 

. fat on her back, that it is economically correct. This rationis . 

the average daily feed for mature 1,000-pound cows in full : 

flow of milk. All are not fed the same amount, but about the 

same proportions. Each cow is fed according to her appetite 

i so
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; and capacity to convert the food into milk. Those not in full 

flow have less of the concentrated feed, while those nearly 

ary have very little grain, but all the coarse feed they will eat. 

In summer those in full flow have about half a ration of bran 

3 in addition to good pasture, while those not giving much milk : 

g have no bran. All have, even when the grass is at its best, 

= all the good clover hay they will eat twice a day, when they 

z are put in the stable to be milked, and they always eat a little. 

: HOW TO OBTAIN FOOD THE CHEAPEST. 

The corn plant will produce more cow food per acre than any- 

thing else in Wisconsin, and, if it is managed in a proper man- 

ner, at less cost. Handling it the old way, by cutting up the 

corn, leaving in the field to cure, then husking it and cribbing 

: it, then shelling and grinding it, and feeding out the stalks in 

the yard in cold weather is an expensive and wasteful way. 

' Half the labor and, in most cases, 25 per cent. more of the feeding 

value may be saved by taking the corn immediately from the 

field to the silo. Besides it is much more palatable for the 

: cows. Clover is the next cheapest food, and, in my opinion, is 

absolutely indispensable to good management. But corn, even 

: with clover, will not make a perfect ration. Some more nitro- 

e gencus focd must be had to balance it up and make it more 

available. Oats are an excellent food but are not nitrogenous 
enough to balance the ration if much corn is fed. Besides they 

are usually so high in price that we can get the proper amount 
of protein cheaper. Although it is desirable to raise as much 
as possible of our own cow food on the farm, it seems to be 

necessary to buy some protein food in the form of wheat 
bran, oil meal, or cotton seed meal. According to my 

: experience it can be obtained cheaper by buying cotton seed 
meal than in any other way. With cats at $19 per ton bran 
at $12, cotton seed meal and oil meal at $24, I have no hesita- 

‘ tion in saying sell oats and buy some of these feeds.
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CARE OF COWS. 

Much has been said over and over again about taking good 

: care of cows. But I cannot resist the temptation to sing over 

again the same old song of comfort, comfort, comfort. Do make 

. your cow comfortable if you want her to pay you for her feed. 

Think of her comfort as you would of your own. If the weather 

is cold or stormy or disagreeable and the cows are 

out, ask yourself: ‘how would I like it to be obliged to be out 

with nothing to keep the storm or wind off?” If she is lying . 

on a hard bare floor with no bedding, and wet and filthy at 

that, ask yourself: “How would I like it?” After you have 

: answered these questions, then do by her as you would do by 

yourself. Make her as comfortable as possible and you will get _ 

your reward in an easier conscience (if you have any) and a : 

| fuller milk pail. 

3 AsI have traveled about the state this winter I have seen 

hundreds of cows standing out of doors with no shelter, and the okt 

thermometer away below zero, where they had to stand all day 

' eating cold frozen food and drinking through a hole in the ice, 

their backs arched up so that one might think they could never 

again become straight, hair standing towards their heads, and 

| carrying udders such as any respectable sheep would bé ashamed 

: to carry. A creamery was in the neighborhood lying idle, hun- 

dreds of cows all around it, and no milk to run it. The owners 

of these cows said dairying didn’t pay. And now can you won- 

der that I cry out and plead for the comfort of the cows? 

: MAKING THE FARM MORE FERTILE. 

If a farm is well stocked with cows, and clover is raised as it 

should be, the cows well fed as I have described and the manure, 

liquid as well as solid, carefully saved and judiciously applied, 

t the farm will increase in fertility each year. If foods rich in . 

nitrogen are bought and fed on the farm, that will add greatly 

to its’ fertility. The manurial value of wheat bran, oil meal and 

: cotton seed meal is worth considering when one is debating the 

question whether or not to buy extra feed not raised on the 

22 ee
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farm. The men who buy and feed those foods by the car load 

= to good dairy stock for any length of time, invariably have rich 

‘ land. They not only have money in the bank but they have 

what is better, they have money stored up in the soil as a rich 

legacy for those who come after them. 

3 DISCUSSION. 

fae Mr, F. C. Curtis— How much cotton seed meal do you feed? 

‘ Mr. Goodrich—Two pounds. We manufacture our milk at 

home. I want to-say a little more about this balanced ration, 

‘ I believe that we dairymen have not studied that enough. Now, 

I will tell you the ration that was fed to my cows in December, 

and it was just the same as is fed now, with the exception of 

the two pounds of the cotton seed meal. A few days after we 

commenced feeding the cotton seed meal, the amount of butter 

went up, two pounds a day on the twenty-five cows, that is, fifty 

s pounds of cotton seed meal fed ia the place of oats and grain 

- ground, made a gain of two pounds of butter. It cost fifteen 

; cents more for the cotton seed meal and I got over sixty cents 

more for the butter, and whenever I can trade fifteen cents 

: for sixty, I will do it. I believe that this is owing to this 

ration being so well balanced. I believe that if I should add 

: two pounds more to take the place ef two pounds more of the 

bran, I should not get the results, because the ration would : 

not be balanced in the right way. 

Mr. West—Did you ever feed any brewer’s slop? 

Mr. Goodrich—I never did. 

Mr. West—I know of farmers living in the southeastern part of 

this state feeding the brewer’s feed to their cows, and getting 

very rich milk. You know cows in the cities fed entirely 

such slops, will make a total of about nine per cent. total 

solids, and four to four and a half per cent. of those solids will 

be butter fat. 

: Mr. Matteson—It is within my recollection that they had a ter- 

rible time in the city of New York with disease claimed to be 

brought on by feeding swill milk. We don’t know the danger : 

| ees
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of feeding a cow all sorts of slush I think we ought to be 

g very careful to feed only those things that we know are safe. 

The Chairman—Have you ever tried feeding the vacuum dried ; 

5 brewer’s grains? 

Mr. Matteson—Why, nc, I have never had anything to do 

3 with any of them; you could not give me any of them. I want ; 

everything that goes through my cattle to be pure and for that 

reason I really enjoy raising it myself. I have to buy bran, 

and I have a terrible fear sometimes when I find sediment in 

it. I don’t want to buy land plaster or southern clay that 

way. We have all heard that there is more disease transmitted 

to the children in our cities by impure milk than in any other : 

way, and we ought not to encourage any of this slush. 

Mr. Engle—I think there is a difference in this brewer's 

: feed. We have a man in our town who is feeding that exclu- 

| sively, and. I have never heard of any danger at ail. It is 

taken perfectly sweet and fresh from the brewery. 

Mr. Matteson—Of course, there is a difference; in his vase it 

gets into the cow’s stomach and system before it rots. But 

you are running the risk of diseasing your cow. 

Mr. West—I know of a hospital in Chicago that was feeding : 

} milk from cows fed in that way, and the patients of the hos- 

i pital one after another died from consumption of the stomach, 

and after awhile the doctors began to suspect and they stopped 

: that milk, and the trouble was stopped with the patients. ; 

Mr. Curtis—Mr. Goodrich, how much did your cows pay you 

i last year, and how much did it cost you to feed a cow? a 

Mr. Goodrich—The year 1892 I figured that it cost me $30 to : 

i feed a cow. It has cost me more this year and I expect I am ‘ 

: going to get more out of them. That includes my pasturage. 

Ff Then I think that I put in $20 worth of work feeding, milking 

; and making the butter. I sold the feed to the cow for what it 

' was worth. 
: The Chairman—You made some profit on producing the feed, ae 

i didn’t you? 

| Mr. Goodrich.—Oh, I got good wages, that is all; just the 

i same as though I had sold it to the market. I made 7,848 

i é pounds of butter. 

i F
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: Question—How many cows? 

; : Mr. Goodrich—I don’t want ‘to talk about that, because the 

dairyman ought not to keep the same cows right along. For 

that butter I got $2,117.80 net, that is 27 cents net a pound. 

$ We started in with 25 cows a year last January. Three of them 

. : were heifers with their first calves, one of them I think was a < 

cow that was dry at the time. That covers the whole herd. 

Now, I understand very well that if a man kept 25 cows and 

i they started all in fresh, and when they began to drop off in 

} milk, he disposed of ten of them and ten more came in fresh, at 

the end of the year he would have had the 25 cows, but he 

has got more than the product of 25 cows. But I figure I have 

' 25 cows. Three of them were soon disposed of because they . 

' were fat; that left me down to 22 cows, then soon after that I 

; : disposed of another; that left me 21. After that I had those 

2-year-old heifers come in September and October; then I had 27 

; cows, but I soon sold two more and it left me 25, so I com- 

} menced with 25 and ended with 25, but I really think that 24 

is a fair number to call it all the way through. That is 327 

| pounds of butter to a cow, and the butter sold for $88.20, the 

} net price. Then I had some skim milk and the calves. The 

{ skim milk is worth $10 any way, 5,000 pounds of it. Twenty 

' cents a hundred, with hogs at $4 a hundred and that is about 

is what it was last year, and the calves that I sold averaged me 

; ; $2 apiece. 
Mr. Curtis—How much a pound did it cost you to produce 

this butter? 

Mr. Goodrich—Somewhere between 12 and 13 cents, I have 

: not got that figured out exactly. 

The Chairman—Does it cost as much to make good butter as 

{ = it does poor? 

Be Mr. Faville—He never made any poor butter. 

i f Mr. Goodrich: I won't say that. It costs just as much to 

i make poor butter as it does good. Usually the poor butter 

costs the most. 

R The Chairman—Does it cost as much to make a pound of 

butter from a cow giving 300 pounds as it does from a cow giv- 

} ing 150 pounds? 
We
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: Mr. Goodrich—No, it does not. If I fed a cow so as to get 

only 150 pounds, I don’t think that I could make butter for less 

ee than twenty cents a pound. 
Soa 

Mr. Hill—If you have a lot of grain on ‘your farm that you e 

can sell for $1.20 and replace it for a dollar, what would be the 

object in ever feeding that grain? : 

Mr. Goodrich—Is just a matter of business exactly. If you 

can sell a bushel of grain for $1.20 and buy something for a es 

dollar that will take the place of it, and it doesn’t cost you but 

: eighteen cents to make the trade, you will save two cents. : 

Mr. Matteson—Wouldn’t you just as soon have that extra 

value and know the purity of .it? 

Mr. Goodrich—Why I never was really much alarmed about 

any diseased germs in bran. Of course, if I buy bran I want to $ 

buy pure bran that only weighs about twenty-five pounds to the = 

two-bushel sack. ; ¥ 

| Mr. Curtis—In your butter making you make over a hun- 

dred pe cent. profit don’t you? 

Mr. Goodrich—Oh, yes, I think I do. 

Mr. Curtis—Do you know of any other business that pays 

as well? 

Mr, Goodrich—I never was much of a man for making money, 

and this is the only way I have ever found I could make money. 

Question—Where do you get your bran? 

: Mr. Goodrich—It comes from Minneapolis. You take this 4 

coarse, flakey bran, and it is generally all right; never get 

that fine bran. 
: 

Mr, Curtis—Is there anything that prevents any other man s 

from making just as good butter as you do? 

Mr. Goodrich—I never said I did make good butter. I don’t 

know as there is anything to prevent any man doing just as 

well or better than I do to-day. The hardest thing to convince 

people about is feeding the cows. It is the strangest thing in 

the world that a man will be stingy with his cows and then 

grumble because they don’t give him good returns, men that 

know better. I want to tell you something that happened. 

There was a man on a rented farm near my place, a man that 

had that farm for four or five years. He was hired by the : 

< es 20 ata ae
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Pe owner and paid $400 to run that farm. The owner asked me 

: to go over and talk to him about taking care of the cows, feed- 

: ing, ete., and I talked as I would to somebody on my own farm, 

S. about feeding and watering and cleaning and taking care of 

them, and he did first rate with those cows, and made money for 

: ‘ the owner. Now, this man thought because there was so much 

2 money made there keeping cows, he would run in debt for the 

% farm, and so he bought it; he had some good cows, but do you 

: suppose he kept on feeding the way he had been, when he had 

to pay his own money for the grain? No, indeed. I asked him 

what he got from those cows last year and he tells me that $24 

5 is all he got out of a cow, and he says, ‘I wish I wasn’t so 

: poor, so I could feed.” Well, I tell him he will always be poor 

if he doesn’t feed; I tell him to run in debt and get some feed ‘ 

: or else kill his cows and be done with it. © 

A member—I noticed in the report of the Dairy Convention 

held at Oshkosh last year there was a great deal said about 

feeding peas. I have heard nothing about it to-day, and I : 

would like to know if these dairy men have got sick of feeding 

Mr. Matteson—I have fed peas, cut green, though never 

pe cured, but I have had grand experience in feeding oats and 

green peas. A gentleman in my county has threshed oats and 

_ peas and is feeding that hay or straw and feeding the oats and 

peas ground with the best kind of results. 

Question—What proportion of peas do they mix with vats in ; 

planting? 

Mr. Matteson—Quite a number down our way are putting in 

half and half. 

5 Question—What kind of corn is most usually used for ensilage? 

k Mr. Goodrich—I have tried different kinds. I planted some 

1 large kinds of flint corn about one-third of what I wanted. I 

would plant another one-third yellow Dent corn, and the rest 

what we call Red Cob ensilage corn. My object in planting in 

this way was to let each kind get just in the right stage so that 

by the time we got through one variety, and were ready to put 

+ the next into the silo, it was at the right stage for cutting. I ~ 

{ want corn pretty matured for ensilage, the more mature it is, the
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~ less it will pack in the silo. The man that fills a silo has got : 

: to use some judgment and know about what stage to put it in, 

about the amount of moisture. When corn begins to be glazed, 

Dent corn, and the lower leaves begin to turn yellow, that in ™ 

my opinion is just the right stage. os 

Mr. Beach—Mr. Goodrich, you are urging us to do better all 

the time. What improvements would you suggest upon your : 

present methods? 

Mr. Goodrich—I expect if I live long enough to do better 

myself, and I am going to tell you what I am going to do. I _ 

* am going to keep my cows improving. I hope that the next sy 

generation will do better yet. 

Question—Would you recommend filling your silo faster than 

you do? 

Mr. Goodrich—No, my rule for filling the silo is this, fill as 

quick as you can and just as slow as you have to. 

Mr. Beach—I would prefer it all filled in twenty-four hours. 

Mr. Goodrich—I live right on the borders of the tobacco 

country and there is a great demand for help and we sometimes 

have to run with just the force on the farm, and for that reason 

so as not to be pushed to pay very high wages, we plant dif- 

: ferent varieties of corn and submit to having itfilled slowly. 

Question—What particular kind of cows is Mr. Goodrich 

grading up? 

Mr. Goodrich—Mine are grade Jerseys. ; 

Question—Are you breeding for full bloods and intending to 

keep them as Jerseys? : 2 

Mr. Goodrich—I don’t know how I can ever get full blood 

unless I buy a full blooded cow, but I am going to keep grad- 

ing up, the higest grades will average the best every time. 

Question—Don’t you think a Holstein grade would do just as 

well in your case? 

Mr. Goodrich—I haven’t had much experience with Holsteins; 

I know something about them, I have seen some good grade 

Holstein cows. We had one on the place and we killed it. 

Mr. DeLand—Haven’t you had Jerseys that you killed? 

Mr. Goodrich—I meant to kill the Holstein, but I didn’t 

mean to kill the Jerseys.
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Mr. Beach—Have you had any experience with milk fever? 

: Mr. Goodrich—I have had about ten cases of milk fever. 

Question—What course. did you pursue? 

: Mr. Goodrich—Well, three of them died, and the course I 

~ pursued was to bury them. The rest of them lived; I gave 

: them some aconite once an hour, twenty drops, and they got 

well. 

: Question—Were they the poorest or your best cows? 

Mr. Goodrich—Oh, they were good cows or they wouldn’t 

A have the milk fever. ‘ 

Mr. Bender—I will say that I filled my ensilage pit six 

2 years, and have always run a double force of men until this 

; year. This year help was scarce, and I was ten days filling 

% my silo. I commenced a little early, but before I got through 

- the corn was ripe enough. As I open up the silo now, it 

shows that where it was riper it was better. I put most of it 

in a little too green. 

ae HUMANITY TO ANIMALS. 

} A, X. Hyatt, Sheboygan Falls. 

There is a vast deal of cruelty falls upon the domestic animals. 

Teams are over-loaded, over-driven, whipped unmercifully, 

worked in unfit conditions, under-fed and exposed to the cold 4 

without proper covering. Cows are maltreated until their milk 

is unfit for food. On some farms all, domestic animals spend 

their lives ii fear. Abusing a dumb creature is a worse crime 

; than stealing, when we come to think of it. 

“We cannot learn old dogs new tricks.” Men and women are 

; worse than dogs in this respect. The hope of the world is with 

our children. It is one thing to tell a strong, self-willed man 

that he must not get drunk and abuse his horse and family and 

F quite another to so train a child that he will not do such wicked 

things. There is no use getting hysterical over the faults of 

wicked people. It helps not much. A surer course is to bind 

our young people by a proper course of education to a very dif-
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ferent path than the one that leads down the hill to degredation. 

Our churches should reach out a helping hand in a semi-relig- 

ious way. A Sunday influence (many of them do not get that) 

js too brief a session for our children; they need an influence 

carried over into the week days. Children should be taught | 

humanity with their A BC's. Very few cruel children become : 

humane men and women; but the Lord help us. Thousands 

of children take lessons of inhumanity daily. - 

News came to me one day that cows were being whipped unmer- | 

cifully by a resident of our town, As sub-agent for the Sheboygan 

: Humane society for my town, it was my duty to investigate, so I 

visited the accused man’s barn at milking time. As I was about c 

to enter, I heard a boyish voice say, "father, for God’s sake don’t : 

kill her.” I quickly entered. Behind a young cow stood a 

large muscular two-legged creature with a huge “gad” raised ‘ 

for another blow. It fell lightly. I stepped up to him and I 

said, ‘“‘you look warm for such cold weather in so cold a barn.” 

“1 have been whipping the d——1 out of a cow,” said he. I 

- never shall forget that scene. Every creature in his barn 

looked hungry and were shivering with cold. There was but 

little feed and he dealt it out stingily. His poor boy looked as 

pinched and forlorn as his cattle. He had inherited some i 7 

humanity from his sad mother, but all his children had not 

been so fortunate. Our hope in many cases is with our teachers. 

There is a hopeful point in every chil’ds character—as sure as 

God is good. This should be reached and intensified, for it is 

the foundation upon which the man must be built. Our teachers : 

should be very humane persons; they should be prepared with a 

fund of humane knowledge showing that animals can be made 

our loving friends; tell them the truth—kindness will come 

near killing the d——I in either man or beast. How but by 

kind treatment can a huge elephant be managed? 

The supreme disgrace of this nation is inhumanity. Calcutta, 

India, prosecuted 8,869 cases of inhumanity in 1892, and con- ~ 

victed 8,521. Shall we have some missionaries from India? 

Dublin, Ireland, prosecuted 389 cases of inhumanity in the 

month of September last. Let us hang our heads a minute. 

Dr. Talmage has said it was not a “happen so” that our z
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ae Savior was born in a stable surrounded by brutes. He believes ; 

4 that their moans and bellowings have for ages been a prayer to 

: God for the arresting of their tortures and the rightings of 

3 their wrongs. I saw a farmer preacher on Sunday morning 

soon after family prayer, knock a young calf down, drag it 

< across a barn floor, shove it into a sort of a dungeon, saying, 

: “Stay there, you cussed fool, till you know alittle something.” 

. I was but a boy then, but I often have wondered if Gabriel had 

called him to judgment right then would he not have gone 

3 with the “goats?” “I will have judgment without mercy to him 

ite who showeth no mercy.” James, 2:13. 

ee Look out how you treat that young mother cow. Be patient 

S with her baby calf. Do not goad on that tired horse. Remove 

: that collar from that galled breast and that bit from that bleed- 

i ing mouth. Throw in some dry straw to those shivering pigs. 

: . Cruelty in any form, unless to restrain crime, is detestable. 

E : Our dcmestic animals have as much right to life and happiness 

as man has. They were created first (Darwin teaches this) 

| 3 ‘and have the world ‘by right of possession. Now if we take 

| them and make them useful to us and slaves of them, for de- 

i cency sake and for the sake of justice we should make their 

captivity as pleasant as possible. A religion is not worth a 

peck of frozen turnips that will not compel one to restrain his 

5 wicked temper in dealing with his farm animals. 

j As I look back to boyhood’s days I remember with pleasure 

a _ the many times I heard father talk “baby talk” to his animals. 

4 He believed a kicking heifer or talky horse could be reclaimec 5 

to gentleness and usefullness by just talking plenty of “baby 

E talk." I pity, indeed, I de, the kicking cow or the vicious 

horse. Ignorance and the lack of patience made them. They are 

; kicked and knccked about all their lives for faults humanity in 

their earliest training would have averted. The colt breaker is 

; , often a colt destroyer. A cow terrorized by fear cannot learn. 

To be badly “broken” is very bad. “Spare the rod,” brother 

: dairymen, and your cows will be gentler, your horses safer. 

The cattle industry as carried on by the great companies of the 

west is organized brutality. Dead animals are covering the 

plains. No shelter, not a tree, and sweeping storms in qu ick
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; succession. Think of them in deep snow—no way of getting : 

out, each day becoming weaker until death relieves them. 

Abysinians who cut off steak from their milch cows and let them 

walk around until more is wanted are not more cruel. There 

was a prophet, Baalam by name. One incident showed that the 

- animal on which he rode had more sense than his master. It : 

often hapens that the donkey is in the saddle or hold of the 

lines. Baalam belabored the beast with a club and was re- 

buked. For reasons best known to God our animals cannot 

learn our language, but that fact should make us more tender 

to them. ¢ 

We erect institutes for the deaf, dumb and blind. We show ; 

them all possible kindness. But the world is moving. Phila- : 

delphia has an infirmary for old and crippled horses—waiting x 

in plenty to die. "I sometimes wonder if Almighty God had in 
mind all the indignities. that would be put upon the noble 

horse when he allowed him to come to being. Look, take a ; 
good look, at those silent, yatient horses. They have stocd 

there two hours unflinchingly, but they now begin to shake 

and paw the snow. Some blankets are under their feet, and ; 

others are so thin and torn they might as well be, and some are . 
in the sleds, and tis Communion Sunday and Sabbath school 
will follow. I wonder the spirit of H. Berg don’t come from 

the grave, or wherever it may be, and haunt those good people. 

It does not occur to many excellent people that horses have 

feelings and affections. As dull as a cow she ever appreciates - 

kindness. Some of my old cows do not seem to rest well if I 

am gone over night; two nights and they lose their appetites; 

three nights and they are about sick. This is more truth than 2 

poetry. ; 

You have all heard of Vermont. That place is running over 3 

with the milk of human kindness. The State Humane Society ey 

employs some twenty persons to go from one part of the state 

to the other looking after all cases of needless suffering whether = 

human or animal. One of them often turns up in the most un- 

expected places. 

Not long since one of those agents found a mare with a 

broken leg in a dark, dirty stable. She had lain there since :
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last fall. She was covered with sores and nearly a skeleton. 

The wife of the wretch who owned her explained that she had 

been allowed to live to save her colt. The colt was found, some 

three weeks old, a poor little deformed thing, about as wretched 

as its mother. It could hardly stand on its long, bony legs. 

I met with some surprises soliciting members for the Sheboy 

gan Humane Society. Young ladies freely gave one-fiftieth of 

their yearly earnings for humanity. A young farmer, heavily 

mortgaged, wanted no urging to become an active member and 

his wife, with tears in her eyes, gets $2 more, saying I will 

wear my old bonnet awhile yet for the cause. I visited a man 

with broad acres. He owned bonds and mortgages. He was 

asking me for $10 for the foreign mission. He lectured me “for 

wasting time and money for the soulless brute. Why !" said 

he, “one soul lost will suffer more through eternity than all 

the soulless creatures God ever made or can make will suffer 

their short time here on earth.” But after looking over the 

animals on his farm I was sure of one thing that if God “will 

have judgment without mercy upon him who showeth no mercy” 

he is pretty sure of a lonesome eternity. 

The Chairman—Mr. Hyatt has voiced a very profound truth 

in dairying. How many men who own cows realize that the 

cow is giving her milk because of her affection, that it is an in- 

stinct implanted by God in the mother and that the man who 

will abuse a mother, ought to be denied entrance to heaven. 

The old Persians have a beautiful saying concerning woman. 

They say that “she is the repository of the gods, for in her are 

the issues of life,” and the old Hindoos, the men that we look upon 

as heathen today, possess in their old Vedic and Bramic literature 

such beautiful things as this concerning the cow, “O, thou mother 

of the race.” “Oh, thou sweetener of existence.” “Oh, thou 

that givest us solace and sustenance” Now, when the heathen 

that need conversion to the Christian religion are a great deal 

more humane to the cow than the average American Chris- 

tian is, doesn’t it seem to you as though the process ought to 

be reversed, and that missionaries ought to come from heathen- 

4—D.
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dom over here. I see this constant inhumanity all the time. I 

have kept down my sense of humanity and appealed to the 

dairyman from the standpoint of profit, for I know you cannot 

touch the average man’s heart a bit further than you touch his 

pocket. The pocket nerve is a tremendous nerve, and I say to 

you that on that score alone it ought to be the study of every 

man, as Bro. Goodrich has stated, to promote the comfort of 

| his cows. 

: Adjourned to 7:30. 
| 

The Convention met at 7:30. 

C. R. Beach in the chair. 

| 
THE LESSON OF ALL THESE YEARS. 

Hon. Marx Curtis, Hebron, Wis. 

Dairying as a business is not of a remote date in Wisconsin. 

‘| It occupied a minor place with our farmers until the continued 

| failure of the wheat crop made it compulsory that other means 

; than it should be tried in order that the wolf be kept from the 

3 - door. 

i Gov. Hoard in a paper read at the annual meeting of this 

+ society in 1879, stated that J. I. Smith made the first cheese 

i in Sheboygan county in 1858, that was shipped to Chicago. He 

packed his goods in barrels and eight cents a pound was 

received by him. 

| One of the pioneer cheese factory men recently said, while 

i relating the difficulties with which the early efforts were 

attended, that in 1865 he went to Chicago to market the pro- 

i duct of his factory. He called at the office of one of the prom- 

1 inent dealers in butter and cheese at that time to effect a sale 

of his goods, andif he could not sell to arrange terms for the 

i sale on commission. He could not make terms for a sale or to 

be received and sold on commissicn, but was bluntly informed 

that the house did not care to handle or have anything to do 

i with Wisconsin cheese, and to darken the gloom of the factory- 

f 
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man he was advised in a paternal sort of a way to returm 

home and to let other pursuits than that of cheese-making 

engage his attention, as there was something about the water 

or grasses that would prevent Wisconsin from ever becoming 

a successful dairy state. The die was cast; the half dozen 

farmers who united in building the factory were to become 

bankrupt if the advice was followed. They continued to make 

cheese and to find a sale for it, and in time this same dealer 

: bought tons and tons of Wisconsin cheese through the man that 

he had advised to quit the business to the mutual advantage of 

both. 

Hon. Hiram Smith, president of this association in 1877, 

among many other things said: “The early attempt to man- 

' ufacture and sell cheese in the state were pursued under dis- 

couraging difficulties. All dealers were afraid to handle it. 

For a time the western cheese bore about the same relation to 

eastern cheese that marsh hay does to early cut blue grass 

or timothy hay, and the manufacturers had to leave it to be sold 

at the country stores, one or two in a place and replenish as 

fast as sold. A large part of the pay was to be store goods, 

Mail carriers and pump peddlers disposed of all they could; 

means were resorted to to dispose of accumulating stocks. At 

one time it was feared we should have to call in the lightning 

rod man, and the life insurance agent, but the large immigra- 

tion into the northwest, and the increasing trade in Milwaukee 

and Chicago relieved us of this calamity, but still when cheese 

were sent to the commission houses of other cities we were : 

directed to put no mark on the boxes that would indicate where 

they were made, as that would be fatal to their sale. 

As the quality improved it was not so difficult tosell. It was 

the custom as previosly mentioned, to send them to Milwaukee or 

Chicago without marks and the commission houses would mark 

according to quality. The poorest was marked “Western or 

Western Reserve" and the best “Hamburg and Excelsior, 

N. Y.” A prominent dealer in Chicago who bought largely of 

} Wisconsin cheese told a few years ago that he had sold thous- 

ands of boxes of western cheese every year branded New York 

factory and that he had not had a New York cheese in his store 

for four years.
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Mr. Smith further said that some of the manufacturers were 

taught that if the cheese were really good they might be sold in 

the New York market, and some of the bravest made the attempt 

and met with immediate success and soon found that there was no 

more difficulty in selling Wisconsin cheese to the largest New 

York dealers, or to Liverpool and London shippers than in selling 

pork or wheat. In confirmation of this statement we have only 

to note that from one to three local agents in every dairy dis- 

trict are kept constantly employed in securing cheese as it is 

fit for market. New York buyers and English shippers do not 

hesitate to admit that no better cheese finds its way to market 

. than the best make of Wisconsin cheese, mainly for the reason 

that it is uniform in shape and color, close texture, sweet flavor 

and universally full creamed—an article rare to find in Ohio 

and by no means universal in the state of New York. 

| In the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia the state of 

| Wisconsin received a greater percentage of awar¢s for the num- 

| ber of exhibits than any other state or nation. Mr. Smith in 

closing his address used the following language: “Improve- 

| ment in quality is the best guaranty of future profits.” Had 

this advice been adhered to there would not have been so much 

uncertainty in the business as there has been during the last 

. ten years. 

Two years later, President H. F. Dousman in his opening 

address deplored the condition of the cheese market and said 

that “over production had become a dread reality” and further. 

1 “We all know that we made more cheese last year, such as it 

i . qas, than the world would eat.” Yet I firmly believe if every 

i cheese made in 1878 had been prime they would all have been 

: consumed at fair prices. The stock to-day would not be burden- 

some, and the trade would be in a healthy condition. “It is 

i hard to over-estimate the lasting qualities of poor cheese.” He 

| estimated that cheese eaters, such as the association was com- 

f posed of, would consume ten first-class cheeses to where they 

would consume but one such as were selling in New York and 

i Chicago for two or three cents a pound. 

- At the meeting of 1880, Mr. S. B. Davis, a butter and cheese 

i dealer, in Chicago, who was in attendance and took a promi- 

q 
| 

i! 
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3 nent part in the proceedings, was eatechized as to his opinion, 

4 what would be the effect if the factories adopted the practice of 

: skimming which had prevailed in certain sections of the west 

é the year or two prior to the meeting. 

4 One question was: Do you believe that the reputation Wis- 

‘ consin has had heretofore of making No. 1 fine cheese has been 

| worth a cent to Wisconsin. 

i He answered: Yes it has, because you can to-day get more 

; money for Wisconsin cheese than Ohio dairymen can. 

To the question, what sort of a showing did skim cheese make 

; last year, he answered that those who dealt in Illinois skims all : 

got badly bled. 

: The skimmer and churn had filed notices that they were going 

E to invade the cheese factories of Wisconsin, which they did in 

force and lowered the standard that the state had earned by 

honest and persistent effort in the right direction for making 

good goods, and the result has been loss of prestige, loss of 

custom, and I might add, loss of dollars and self-respect, and 

bringing the product of the honest cow down to the level of 

filled cheese, oleomargarine and other kindred frauds. This was 

under the plea that there was more money in making a poor 

article than in a good one. It is but natural that the milk 

producer, when informed that there is more money in palming 

k off inferior goods from the factory, that he is led to believe that 

if a semi-fraud at one end of the route is profitable why not 

apply the same rule to the other end. Then the suggestions of 

water, later drugs, then a ruction and a row. 

The Babcock test came none too soon to enable some dairy- 

men to pass through the portals where St. Peter stands as the 

faithful sentinel. 

' As stated by Mr. Smith, in 1878 the state enjoyed a reputa- 

tion second to none in the United States for making fine cheese 

which was staple and found ready sale in the cheese markets of 

the world. Soon after came that insidious suggestion, skim, 

take off some of the cream and make butter as the cheese con- 

sumer will not know the difference, and it will sell just as well 

if part skimmed as though full creamed. 

Later the making of filled cheese became a factor of demoral- 

\ 

a
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ization. The milk being robbed of its cream and in its stead 

some oleoagenous substance substituted; a sort of confidence 

game; a pretense on something of which it is not. And our 

good name “Wisconsin” stamped upon cheese signifies nothing 

as compared to the time when it was regarded as a synonym of 

honesty and a guaranty of good goods. 

It is said in localities that have not been debauched by the 

demoralizing of the milk that cheese made of whole milk is 

shipped to England through Canada, but in transit loses 

its name and becomes a Canadian product. I believe all fac- 

tories should preserve the individuality of the factory and not 

allow the commission man to juggle with the product, mixing 

| the good with the poor and selling all at a uniform price. Let 

every tub stand on its own bottom, is a good maxim; so with 

skim cheese, let it sell for skim cheese and the same with filled 

cheese and full creamed. 

Seven men met in the month of February, 1872, namely, W. 

D. Hoard, Walter S. Green, Chester Hazen, H. C. Drake, A. 

D. Favill, Stephen Favill and H. F. Dousman, and organized 

the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. “They builded better 

| than they knew,” for the association has created a public senti- 

ment that has become crystalized into laws for the prevention 

: cf food adulteration with a bureau of enforcement and clothing 

the executive officer with ample authority for the enforcing of 

all special and general laws relating to food adulterations. 

It has been a potent factor in placing the department of ag- 

i riculture of our university on a firm basis and it is largely ow- 

; ing to the influence of the late Hiram Smith that dairy hall 

H was built, where this winter ninety-two young men are attend- 

ing the dairy school, being taught that cheese and butter mak- 

ing is a science, and that cleanliness is next to godliness in a 

! factory, and they will leave equipped to become practical men 

: in their cheese profession. With the advantages of to-day 

| there is no groping in darkness such as environed the business * 

| of dairying at the time of the organization of this association, 

| and the experience of those who have gone before should 

| be a lesson of all these years. 

| Music—Glee Club. 
|
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| 
i WHAT I HAVE LEARNED ABOUT MY COWS THROUGH 

THE BABCOCK TEST. 

; Cuas. L. Hitt, Rosendale, Wis. 

While attending the Short Course in Agriculture at Madison 

; in 1887 I saw the first instrument designed for practical use, 

j made to tell the amount of fat in milk. It was called the lac- 

tobutyrometer, but,it was expensive, complicated and not very 

accurate. I presume it was this that set others to thinking and 

planning on some means for this end. Soon came Prof. Short’s 

; test, then Prof. Patrick’s, and then the best of all—Prof. Bab- 

cock’s. I had intended purchasing at first, but did not until 

the meeting of this association at Berlin, two years ago. 

When I received the machine I immediately began testing 

our cows. Ican tell you in a very few words the first thing I 

learned about my cows, and it was that I knew nothing about 

them before. One gave 26 pounds of milk per day that tested 

3 per cent. fat, while another, giving only 12 pounds, tested 

6.5 per cent., and made as much or more butter than the other, 

The best one gave 31} pounds of 4.6 per cent. milk, making 

1.48 pounds of fat per day. The poorest one gave .55 pounds 

of fat from 124 pounds of milk. 

T had used before for testing milk a set of cream tubes about 

6 inches in depth, setting the milk in them side by side for 

twelve hours and then measuring the cream. 

I made two tests of these to compare them with the Babcock 

test. The first test resulted as follows: 

i Sample. Babcock. Cream Tubes. 

NO. 1 tested... ........ cece es eeeeeeeceee ee 5.5 per cent. fat. 21.50 per cent. cream. 

No. 2 tested..... isdbookoqiadsenb ince ts 5.0 per cent. fat. 21.11 per cent. cream. 

| No. 8 tested... ......2.cceeseeeeeee cee eee 4.5 per cent. fat. 20.65 per cent. cream. 

No. 4 tested..........25 cee eceer eee ceeeee 4 3 per cent. fat. 18.88 per cent. cream. 

No. 5 tested... 22... -ceeseeel cree eer eeee 8.5 per cent. fat. 15.78 per cent. cream. 

ne
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You will notice that while there is a difference of 1 per cent. 

of fat between Nos. 1 and 3, there is less than 1 per cent. dif- 

ference in cream. 

A second test showed still greater discrepancies. The cream 

tubes were set in a warmer place this time. 

Babcock. Cream Tubes. 

No. 1 tested .............0..scscese coe- +] 4.7 per cent, fat. 15.98 per cent. cream. 

Se: B CODER. 6 ci cane acne ent; \~dnnence] ee Oe 17.02 per cent. cream. 

No. 8 tested...........-+.sseseeseseseeeee | 4.3 per cent. fat. 13.54 per cent. cream. 

| No. 4 tested......-..2.2. eceeeeeeee esos] 6 per cent. fat. 16.84 per cent. cream. 

No. 5 tested... ........cceceeseeeeeeeeeeee| 4.2 percent. fat. 19.13 per cent. cream. 

Here you see No 5 testing 4.2 per cent. fat, showed 3 per 

cent. more cream than No. 4 that tested 6 per cent. fat. These 

figures ought to convince anyone of the unreliability of a cream 

test. 

I soon learned that a cow testing 4 per cent. when fresh 

would go up to 5 per cent. after milking six or eight months, 

while one testing 5 per cent. when fresh would test 6 or 6.2 

per cent. fat. 

: There has for five years hung a small scale in the cow stable 

i and the milk of every cow is weighed every milking. This. 

H with occasional testing enables one to tell approximately the 

i amount of butter each cow will make in a year. It is then an 

i easy matter to tell which cows are paying the least for the 

i ' feed they eat. We have sold several of the poorest of ours in 

| the last two years. 

} I next made tests to determine whether the skin color and 

: color of a cow’s milk was any guide to the richness of her milk, 

i and have come to the conclusion that skin color runs in breeds 

‘ or family of breeds and is no index of quality of milk. 

: The cow in our herd whose fat always is the deepest yellow 

| in the test bottle never tested over 5 per cent. 

| Nearly every time I run the tester I put in a bottle of skim 

; milk. It tested .3 per cent. to .6 per cent., with an average of 

| .4 per cent. until this winter, when three tests showed .6 per 

q 

Wf
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cent., .7 per cent. and .8 per cent. fat, and that with the best of 

care, as the milk was put into ice water as soon as a can was 

full, but the cows were most of them well along in milk and the 

fat failed to rise when called upon. With Elgin quoted 32-33 

cents this was more than we could stand, so we purchased a 

farm separator and it does most excellent work, skimming 

down to less than .1 per cent. fat in the skim milk all the time. 

The skimmed milk is already warmed for the calves and pigs. 

1 All impurities are removed from the cream and it will keep in 

¥ good condition much longer than can cream. 

1 I have tested several of the neighbors’ cows for them, One 

day this winter I was going to test two of the neighbors’ cows 

for them and told them to bring some of their skim milk and 

have it tested, but they were so sure that they were not losing 

much, that it was hard work to get them to ‘‘bother” with the 

a skim milk. One sample tested .1 per cent. fat and the other 1.1 

\ per cent fat. One of the men came down to see the separator 

; run that evening, but since then I heard him say he guessed 

L the fat on the test bottles must be poorer in quality when you 

t tested skim milk than when you tested new milk. 

1 After making these tests another neighbor concluded I had 

} made a bargain with the agent to sell sevarators, so he set 

i some of his skim milk a second twenty-four hours and says he 

4 got a pint of cream from each can. Then he mixed it well and 

% took two samples and brought them to me to test, not telling 

é what they were, but stayed and saw them tested, and they each 

tested 1.2 per cent. fat. 

+ This was on Saturday and he bought a separator the next 

} Monday. Another use I have been putting the tester to is to 

determine the influence of a thoroughbred sire. I have tested 

three herds beside our own, where a full blood Guernsey bull 

» has been in use, and the average per cent. of fat in the milk of 

: 21 grade Shorthorn and native cows 3.81 per cent. 

‘ The milk of 24 grade Guernseys, all half bloods but four, was 

i 4.55 per cent. while 13 pure bred Guernseys averaged 5.43 per 

cent. This shows that the first cross from a thoroughbred sire 

will be about an average between the breed of the sire and 

dam, Some one may ask about the quantity of milk. One of
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these men has had 4 halfblood Guernseys milk over 40 lbs. per 

day at 2 years old and they are more persistent than their 

dams. 

I have heard it stated that a cow that was fat would give 

richer milk than a poor one. There are two cows in our herd 

that give milk that will test 6 per cent. or over when they are 

fresh. One of them carries the most flesh of any cow in the 

barn: and the other the least, and the latter is the largest 

milker. 

I may repeat what I said at first, that without the test you 

are all at sea, as we have been unable to tell how rich milk a : 

cow may give without testing her. 

Don’t depend on one test as the cow may have been excited 

| or sick, but test often. Every time you run the machine some 

new fact will help you on toward the 300 or 400 lbs. mark for 

1 your cows. 
i If you expect to be like the man who W. C. Leonard of New 

! York told about, it won’t pay to buy the machine. He had 

i been using the tester quite a while and friend Leonard met him 

i one day and asked him if he had ‘got the hang of it yet.” He 

1 é replied, ‘Oh Yes!” “I can make"as good a test as anybody. 

i I know all about it now.” 

\ When asked about results he said: ‘‘Well, its all right, bu; 

i after all I think it lies about ‘Old Brin.’” 

; a 
ij Adjourned till 9:30 A. M. next day. 
i) 
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MORNING SESSION. 

{ The convention met at 9:30 the next day. 

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES. 

On Nominations. —Chas. R. Beach, Whitewater; Robert Wittke, 

i Beaver Dam; John Bender, Oconomowoc. 

On Resolutions.—Mark Curtis, Hebron; 7. A. George, Hale; 

F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run. 

On Implements.—Stephen Favill, Madison; A. D. DeLand, 

Sheboygan; W. B. Barker. 

Judges on Cheese.—A. D. DeLand, C. Defoe, John Kirkpatrick. 

Judges on Butter.—O. F. Dexter, D. Hale, G. Addey. 

TWO SEASONS’ EXPERIENCE IN DIVIDING CHEESE 

MONEY BY THE RABCOCK TEST. 

Henry Watvoorp, Cedar Grove. 

It is with a sense of duty which I owe the dairymen of the 

state that induced me, at the request of your secretary, to write 

a paper to be read at the annual meeting of the Wisconsin 

Dairyman’s Association in Waupaca, going over two year’s 

experience in dividing cheese money by the Babcock test. 

In the first place we consider the dividing of the cheese money 

on the relative value plan to be practicable, and the season through 

comes the nearest doing justice to the patrons of any system 

that we have beccme acquainted with. Our first season on this 

plan tried our patience in carrying out this system, as it was 

entirely new to all of our patrons as well as the patrons of the 

‘ surrounding cheese factories and factorymen. Everything almost 

imaginable was brought to bear to break up or do away with this 

way of dividing the cheese money; but at the end of the first 

season’s work they began to think better of the system, and 

almost all of our patrons were well pleased with the season’s re- 

sults, and was the cause of some of the factories in Sheboygan 

county to adopt the system for the season of 1892. I have
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noticed that the dividing of the cheese money by Babcock test 

has spread its influence in its favor among the patrons of cheese 

factories which canaot be wiped out by bringing up any false 

statements against the system, as all honest patrons who wish 

to do to others as they would be done by are in favor of being 

paid for their milk on the relative value plan, still some try to 

convey the idea (who probably never saw a test made) that the 

test is only a test to show the butter value of milk and can not : 

be depended on for cheese, which is erroneous. If those who are 

of that belief would stop a moment and look at it in the mght 

light, they would find that when the milk is thoroughly creamed 

and the cream exhaustively churned that the pound of butter 

will exceed the pounds of butter fat which the milk contained 

after allowing the creamed milk to retain about .2 per cent. 

fat and the butter milk the same, as all who have ever made but- 

ter ought to know. 100 pounds of butter contains 15 to 20 per 

cent. or more of water and other substances, so that where all 

the conditions are favorable the pounds of butter ought to ex- 

ceed the pounds of fat in the milk. 

In cheese making the per cent. of fat value of the milk is just 

as reliably correct for manufacturing the milk into cheese as it 

is tor butter. A great deal depends on the condition the milk is 

in for cheese making, also the Rennet extract used in coagulat- 

ing the milk, whether it has the proper strength to hold the 

: casein and butter fat together and not let too much of the fat 

| go to waste in the whey tank, and whether the cheese maker is 

careful in handling the curd from the time the Rennet extract 

. is added up to the time the curd is put to press, and whether 

he makes a hard, firm cheese or a soft cheese containing a great 

deal or too much moisture. All these different conditions of 

handling the curd, and quality of the cheese, make a great dif- 

ference in weight of the manufactured product. ; 

Then, again, some say that those patrons whose milk tests 3 

per cent. are not getting their just dues, according to those 

whose milk tests 4 per cent. Now under our present state brand- 

ing law, the 3 per cent. milk will not even make standard 

cheese, because there is a loss of .2 to .4 per cent. fat that is 

run into the whey vat even with the most careful handling of
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the milk, from the 3 per cent, milk as well as from the 4 per 

cent. milk, and the 3 percent. milk is benefited by the 4 per 

cent. milk to help the 3 per cent. milk make up its deficiency 

in butter fat so it can be sold for full cream cheese, the cheese 

of the combined milk containing over 30 per cent. fat. In my 

opinion the 4 per cent patron is the loser. 

However, one thing is certain, and that is that the Babcock 

test has come to stay, as those dairymen who are honest and 

only want pay for what their milk is actually worth and do not 

want their brother dairymen help make up their deficiency in 

the quality of their milk, will stick by the test and be paid ac- 

cordingly. I have also noticed that those patrons who patron- 

ize such cheese factories are taking better care of their cows; 

they are better housed and fed than formerly, which is a large : 

item in favor of the Babcock test. There is another important 

factor when milk is paid for on the relative value plan, and 

that is it soon effectually stops all watering and skimming of 

the milk sent to such factories, as they soon learn that it does 

not pay them for doing such extra work for nothing. 

It is my firm opinion that the system of paying one pound vf 

cheese for ten pound of milk in cheese factories, has done 

more for the low yield of cheese than anything else, as under 

{ that system it was no inducement for a patron to regard qual- 

7 ity as a first factor in his dairy cows, but only quantity regard- 

less of quality, as pounds of milk count in such factories. The 

cows that gave a fair mess of milk and were even good butter 

cows were disposed of as fast as they could supply the number 

with the wash-tub quantity cows, and right here it is where the 

shoe pinches. Cows as a rule that give such a large flow 

of milk test a low per cent. of fat, and therefore is one of 

the reasons of some of the patrons being dissatisfied with the 

test system, as it shows too plainly the quality of their milk. 

Now the facts, as has been frequently shown by reports of dif- 

ferent stations and cheese factories that have been published, 

goes to show that the per cent. of butter fat actually shows the 

value of milk for cheese making, and in my vicinity it will take 

some time before the dairymen need worry about their milk 

being too rich in butter fat so it cannot be profitably made into
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cheese, as our annexed report for the years 1891 and 1892 will 

show. I have tried to make it as plain as possible. I do not 

submit this report thinking that it will not be open to crit- 

icism, but believe in letting our lights shine so all can see what 

the results are, whether we do as well as other factories or not. 

There is one thing that can benefit the patrons and factorymen 

alike, do away with this jealousy that exists and exchange opin- 

ions and hold fast to that whet is good and instructive, and 

patron and factorymen will benefit by it. 

Now in taking samples of milk to be tested we use half pint 

fruit jars with covers, one for each patron. The first season 

we tested the samples taken the same day the sample was taken. 

The first three months we took samples nearly every day which 

made quite a little extra work in making tests and figuring 

each patron’s amount of fat each day. This last year we used 

the composit test, taking a sample of milk every morning with 

a milk thief, putting it in the jar of each patron which is num- 

bered and at the end of the week we took a sample of the 

samples taken during the week which gives approximately a 

correct per cent. of the week's milk, then we add the patron’s 

milk of that week and multiply that milk by the per cent. of 

: fat his milk tested which saves a great deal of figuring. In tak- 

ing the composite samples the milk sours and lobbers before the 

! week is at an end, and in order to take a fair sample we use 

t concentrated lye to dissolve it again to a liquid state; put 

about a teaspoonful in each jar, more or less; it depends how 

much or how little milk you have in your jars and how sour it 

is. I would refer anyone who wishes to make tests by the Bab- 

; cock method to send for Bulletin No. 31, of the state experi- 

ment station, in which Dr. Babcock gives full explantations 

how to make the tests and all that pertains to it. he extra 

time taken in the samples of milk of about thirty patrons need 

not take over twenty minutes. 

We make monthly statements to our patrons of each month 

and in order to get at the price per pound of fat, we first add 

the proceeds of the sales for ttat month, then we deduct from 

the gross receipts the amount we are entitled to for making, then 

we divide the remainder by the total pounds of fat for that
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month which gives the average price per pound of fat the 

patrons are entitled to; then multiply the number of pounds of 

fat of each patron by the average price per pound of fat which 

will give you the amount each patron is entitled to for that 

month. I hope that Dr. Babcock may be spared to the state of 

Wisconsin for many years to came, and continue in his good 

work, which he has so ably done in the past in giving to the 

state his advanced ideas in dairying, and his butter fat test 

invention, which revolutionized the ideas of a great many dairy- 

men, and would advise all young men who wish to make dairy- 

ing, cheese and butter making a life business, to attend the 

dairy school at the State University and learn the advanced 

methods now taught there by competent instructors. My son 

1 Fred, attended the dairy school two years ago, and the instruc- 

tions he received there better fitted him for cheese factory 

work then he could have learned in two years outside of the 

dairy school. 

.. The following annual reports of each month for the years 1891 

B and 1892 are as I have found them under the relative value 

ce plan which speaks for itself. 

fi 
} Statement of the Cedar Grove Cheese Factory. 

aS a 

| iJ, PRE EELS Bs 
. wore, 2g] SE EE Je Ee et elece ected [Pos 

i] 22 |RSS EIT sielas2 2.2153 es 
22| 32 E55 |s$8)222/585|2-5|.28|525|-22 

— ae 

May 1-11...............| 8,271] 281.680] 8.40} 740] .10 /92.685/11.17|......|......] 2.628 
a May 11-June ist...... | 53,987] 1,861.002| 3.447] 5,080] 7.84 |18.02 10.61 | .....|......| 1.734 

Tune... .......-.-+. ..|108,247] 8,663.73] 8.887] 9,993) 7 692]17.57 110.83 |......|......) 2.73 
TUIY..... eeseeeeeees eee |110,189) 3,769.895] 3,420]10,065| 8 202|18.56 [11.04 |... |... | 267 
August ........ ...... | 87,589] 3,192.72] 3,645] 8,089] 8.89 |19.36 [10.81 |......] .....] 2.53 
September.........,...| 81,717] 2,974.209| 8.64 | 7,812) 9.769 28.75 |19.16 | 2311g1 22 | 2.70 

\, October... ... ... ... : 2,786.745] 3.98 | 6,905|10 52 E= 9.31 ersygl 25.79] 2.70 
Ee November. ........... | 88,488) 1,441,293] 4.30 | 8,426 10.b73]26.87 | 8.9 | suoxs| 2 | 2.61 

| Tran reness sae ipo so ac lemons
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Statement of the Cedar Grove Cheese Fuctory—Continued. 
a a a 

worm  |28| 23 (Slee ezaless| Salee | 22 fad) af lpsglescipglagliceidale ee 
g2| gt [ES=|gSEE>4|228ls-S)eae|ze5 38 

1892, 

May 1-16. ....... .....| 14,480]  495,2°4) 8.418] 1,362] 9.25 |21 §8 /10.63 | ..... 4 2.75 

| May 16-June Ist.......| 40°456] 1,345.972] 8.326] 3,717] 8. [18 43 [10.88] .....|......) 2.76 

June. ........++-2.+++--|100,790] 8,417,682] 3.390] 9,418] 8.13 |.8.88 [20.7 |......]......| 2.76 

July .. 2... .. ssese+- | 98,460] 8,893,550] 3.340] 9,065] 8.88 |20.38 ]10.86 | .....]... ..| 2.68 

August .............-. | 84,150} 2,843.335] 8.870] 7,157] 9.17 |20.61 |11 58 | 107 | 22 | 2.56 

September.............| 80,223] 2,826.415| 3.523] 7,186) 9 42 |24.24 |10.37 | 646 | 22 | 2.74 

October ..........-. «.| 68,941] 2,545.847] 8,692] 6,596] 9.50 [24.58 | 9.59 | 6r8 | 22.27) 2.82 

November. ....... ...| 41,191] 1,807.996] 4.38 | 4.13%] 914 21.39 | 9.254] 314 | 25 | 2.56 

: Totals and averages|628,700|18, 676.071] 3.53 |48,630) 8.804] 21.90 |10.58 }1555 | - 

| SS 
DISCUSSION. 

| The Chairman—The State Dairyman’s Association during the 

past year have kept four instructors in the field, but I notice 

that Mr. Phillips reports eleven ‘factories in the state paying 

by the test. I was surprised at the number which may be in- 

creased according to the reports of the other instructors. It s 

! evident that this system is very rapidly on the increase, that men 

are beginning to understand that it is just and right. Now, we 

have with us this morning Dr. Babcock and Dr. Van Slyke, 

i - both well-known students and writers along this line, and we 

| want to make the most of this opportunity. 

Question—How does it come that the yield of cheese could , 

never run down to 2.56? 

Dr. Babecock—I think that there must be some mistake or 

misunderstanding in the report on that point. Of course, a 

pound of fat will practically make a whole pound of cheese, and 

where he has divided them up in that way the yield of butter 

and cheese will naturally be greater than tnat stated. I think 

- that the yields which he has given refers simply to the cheese, 

} independent of the amount of butter which is taken out.
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Question—Is it true that the three per cent. man has the 

advantage over the four per cent. man on that system of de- 

termining the value? 

: Dr. Babeock—Whatever advantage accrues is inevitably in 

favor of the man introducing the poorest milk. Invariably it 

is the man that has the three per. cent milk that is the kicker 

where this system is adopted, but it is equally true when the 

real facts are taken into consideration that it is the other man 

who is there to lose. I can illustrate this better by taking 

creamery experience than by taking cheese experience. There 

is just as much loss from poorer milk in modern methods as 

there is in the richer milk, and just to that extent the richer 

milk is helping out the poorer milx. It is equally true when 

you come to cheese making, the loss from the richer milk in 

weight is not as large as from the poorer milk, and, conse- 

quently, the advantage is inevitably to the man furnishing the 

q poorer milk. 

Mr. Elwood—Would not the loss of the man with the four 

; per cent. milk in the creamery be greater than it would in the 

cheese factory where the man brings three per cent. milk? 

Dr. Babcock—I don’t just understand the question, but I 

think the loss from the four per cent. milk, whether in the 

cheese factory, or in the creamery, will be less than it will 

' from the three per cent. when it is referred to the vat. Of 

; course, there is a question of market price between the butter 

’ and cheese which is not as readily traced in cheese as it is in 

butter. I may say here that at a price ranging about thirty 

cents for butter, it rarely pays to make cheese, and of course, 

where that is the case, the person bringing the richer milk 

! would be the loser, because if it were made into butter, he 

f would get a larger dividend than where it is made into cheese, 

when the price of butter is high as it is now, relatively to 

cheese. But on the other hand at seasons of the year when the 

price of cheese is relatively higher than butter, the reverse 

E would be true, and it would be the fact that in the cheese fac- 

: tory the man having the richer milk, would have a greater loss 

| in the creamery than he would in the cheese factory. It de- 

5—D. 

i 
i
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pends upon the relation between the price of cheese and butter 

at any given time. 

Mr. Willson—Tell us something about your experiments in 

separating cream. 

Dr. Babcock—We have made quite a number of experiments 

; at the dairy school in regard to separating milk containing dif- 

ferent amounts of fat; that is, between 3 per cent. milk and 

milk running as high as 5 per cent. There is practically no 

more cream from one milk than another where the separator is 

run intelligently. There is no perceptible difference when re- 

ferred to the richness of the milk. There is usually a greater 

loss in buttermilk in the richer milk, but with the methods of 

| churning and the conditions which affect the yield of butter, 

we are getting the losses in buttermilk down very nearly where 

they are in skim milk, so that practically there is no difference. 

If the factory is run skilfully I do not think there is more than 

one or two hundredths per cent. difference between the differ- 

ent milks. 

| Question—Have you ever taken milk at 5 per cent. and re- 

| duced it to 3 per cent. and made an experiment on that basis 

to see whether the losses would be the same in skimming? 

Dr. Babcock—I think there would be a greater loss in the 3 

per cent. milk than in the 5 per cent. under those circum- 

stances, but when you are delivering natural milk, such as is 

received in the factories, I do not think that would hold at all. 

The Chairman—Is there any difference in the mechanical 

process of separating between a natural 3 per cent. milk and a 

diluted 3 per cent. milk? 

Dr. Babcock—I think there is. I think the natural milk 

creams better by the separator, for this reason, if we reduce the 

milk with water we are reducing the specific gravity of the milk 

: serum, and I think we will get a less amount of cream running 

through the separator. That is the general rule, that diluted 

milks do not cream as well by the gravity system as those that 

1 have not been diluted, and we should naturally expect ‘exactly 

the same thing to hold in the separator. 

Mr. Willson—I have found some factories where, in the winter 

time, when they are using what is called heavy milk, they dilute
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their milk with warm water, and they claim they get better re- 

sults than by separating the milk in its natural state. 

: Dr. Babeock—That is probably simply an opinion, which is a 

f very different thing from a careful test. Only three or four , 

years ago there was a great cry all over the country, that milk, 

if diluted, would cream in one half the time, and much more 

¢ efficiently, but I think in nearly every case where this has been 

tried and carried out carefully, the losses have been greater in 

the diluted milk. You will get a quicker apparent separation, 

but the amount that remains almost invariably contains more 

] fat. In regard to heavy milks, it is often an advantage especi- 

4 ally in the gravity system to add just a little water, but not al- 

ways. In my own experiments I have found such a variety of 

results that at the present time I do not recommend it. 

Mr. Willson—In the experiments I speak of it was before we 

were familiar with the Babcock test and the creamery men 

claimed that they got an actual better yield for one hundred 

| g pounds of milk by using a certain proportion of water with 

heavy milk in the winter time. 

The Chairman—They might have carried the same water over 

into the buttermilk. 

Dr. Babcock—Of course, I will admit that milks may be too 
viscous, to cream rapidly. We have an example of this in 

colostral milk, such milks never cream easily, but normal milks, 

I think we will find the losses almost uniformally less. In the 

4 case mentioned I should sooner think that the result was in the 

j churn rather than in the separator. 

; A Member—We started out on cheese and you are ending up 

on butter. We would like to have this cheese question discussed 

a little more. I would like to ask the Professor, in making 

cheese, does it make any difference between three per cent. milk 

\ and six per cent. milk to the pound of cheese? Sometimes three 

per cent. milk has got more solids than the six per cent. 

Dr. Babcock—I think the gentleman is laboring under a delu- 

sion. Six per cent. milk always has a much higher per cent. of 

solids. 1 will not, however, anticipate that question, because 

' Dr. Van Slyke will present some figures here directly in the 

; line of this inquiry.
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Mr. Curtis—Can you give the best plan to persuade patrons 

to consent to adopt the test system? 

Dr. Babcock—tThe best plan, I think, is to have some factory 

that will be a pioneer in this business in almost every neigh- 

»  Dorhood. In the case of Mr. Walvord, for instance, there was 

a factory that adopted this system under great opposition, so 

much so that they only continued it under protest, through the 

first season. But at the end of the season, almost inevitably 

the factories that are running upon the test make the largest 

returns, they pay larger dividends, and the reason of that is 

very simple, being because milks that are paid for by quality 

are never adulterated, and not only that, they are taken better ~ 

care cf. This is a universal experience that where milk is paid 

for upon the quality that it receives better care at the patron’s 

home and consequently makes not only a larger product, but a 

better product. 

The Chairman—The chair would suggest a good plan to get 

patrons to consent, it was the plan which we adopted. My son 

said: “You shall have this thing just as you want it. We 

will put two vats in this creamery and one shall be the pooled 

} vat, according to the old plan, and all you fellows that want to 

associate on that plan shall go into that vat, and the milk shall 

be separated and made up and sold and kept separate all the 

way through and you shall have just exactly what you want.” 

Now, you men, who want to pool according to the value shall 

go into another vat, called the test vat, and that milk shall be 

kept separate all the way through, and everybody who wants to 

be judged according to the deeds done in the body, they shall 

go through into the test vat. ” Now, my friends, it run about a 

week, but you never saw a set of fellows in your life dig out 

of a bad box like those fellows did out of that old pound vat. 

They did not dare to associate with one another, there wasn’t 

any advantage in an even thing. I tell you they got out of 

there in great shape, and I recommend this plan to anybody who 

wants to take advantage of a very substantial stratum in hu- 

man nature. You know you sometimes have to do these things 

in order to get a man to see where his soul’s salvation lies. 

Mr. Curtis—Some factory owners object to doing the work of 

|
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: 

: the test, because they say the patrons will not pay for it. 

f The patron, however, is the only one benefited, they say. Can 

4 the factory men or factory woman afford to do the work under 

these circumstances? 

Dr. Babcock—It is a mistaken notion that the patrons are 

the only ones benefited. It seems to me that it must be an 

f advantage to any maker in any factory to make a high quality 

tH product, and there can be no question whatever but that he 

t _ ean make a higher quality of product on the test plan than on the 

i : plan of pooling. It gets the factory a better reputation and 

brings him more customers; I think he always draws patrons 

b from the neighborhood rather than loses them, and it brings 

q him advantage in every way. 

a The Chairman—That is-true. In the Hoard creameries at 

Ft. Atkinson, it added one-third of a pound of butter to every 

one hundred pounds of milk. Now you see, don’t you, that the 

; factory could afford to do the business for that addition to 

business, and when any factory man or creamery man says he 

cannot afford to put in the test he forgets that for the same 

q expense of doing the business he is getting about twelve per 

t cent, additional business to do, with the same milk. This test 

cleans out the moral hazard that the instrance companies tell 

us about. It adds at once to the vigilance of the milk pro- 

ducer; the moment he is put upon that basis he begins to see 

4 the value of care and good feeding, and in the same amount of 

\ milk there is an added amount of fat. 

} Now the cheese factory man, or the creamery man, can afford 

; in the patronage of an ordinary creamery, to add the work neces- 

; sary for the sake of adding to the amount which it will bring. 

' Some of our competitors laughed in their sleeves when we put in 

| the test, and they said: “We have got those fellows now sure; 

they will demoralize their patrons, and we will get them.” I 

said to them: “Friends you don’t see very far; instead of that test 

demoralizing our patrons, it wi:. demoralize yours, for the cream- 

{ ery will pay the larger dividend vat pays by the test, and that 

t always is a very disturbing thing, on the stomach of the patron,” 

' because the creamery that pays by the test, gets the credit for 

} all the fat there is in the milk. The same thing applies to 

ij 

t
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cheeee factories; whereas, on the other hand, when you don’t pay 

by the test, you get credit only for what you caa get out of the | 

milk. 

Mr. Monrad—I believe that a cheese factory, by putting in the 

test, would save the cost on rennet extra simply diluted or 

watered milk requires more rennet extract to coagulate it, and 

that extra amount we save. 

Mr. Hyatt—TI like Dr. Babcock’s test, and I am always in 

favor of it, but it does sometimes seem as though there ought to 

| be a test to test the one that tests the milk test. At our factory 

i the one that did the testing had taken no lessons. A great 

! many of the patrons were his relations; he tested his own milk 

and his father’s and his brother’s and his mother’s-in-law, and 

of course, if he was a little scaly he had a chance to make it 

come out right. Of course, in a case like that the patrons have 

got to be sure not only that a man is honest, but that he under- 

stands what he is doing. 

Dr. Babeock—Of course a man has got to learn how to use 

it, he has got to learn how to weigh milk in order to be compe- 

tent and to figure; he has got to know something to do any- 

thing. 

Mr. Everett—We know that in four per cent. milk we will 

' get more than four pounds of butter if we recover all the fat, 

| by reason of the extra weight of water, salt, etc., but in one 

per cent. milk, we don’t get one pound, if the butter is all 

recovered. What is the cause of that? 

Dr. Babeock—I think the gentleman is mistaken about not 

getting one pound if he recovers it all. The fact is, he doesn’t 

} recover it all, and the loss is just as great from one per cent. 

} milk as it is from four per cent., consequently the relative loss 

! is greater. 

} Mr. DeLand—On this question of introducing the text plan, 

Gov. Hoard’s suggestion would not be practical in all neighbor- 

hoods. I would suggest to the factory men, all who are present 

here, that when they have their meeting this spring, they ask 

each farmer who patronizes their factory, to bring a sample of 

milk. Then make your tests and figure them out right before 

} them; let them see that this Babcock test is honest, that it 

|
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does show the fact. You can figure out right there, according 

to the amount of milk they expect to bring you, just what they 

can expect to get out of it, the dividends that will be coming 

to them. I think that where it is thoroughly explained, you 

would have very little difficulty in making them understand 

that it is to their advantage I have studied this matter a 

good deal and I am satisfied that the majority of the dairymen 

are in favor of receiving their dividends according to the test, 

if they can understand it, so that they can know that they are 

j getting just what belongs to them. You have got to be teach- 

ers in this matter, and you have got to be patient. On the one 

4 for ten plan, it is very easy to figure out how much a check 

ought to be. If you can convince them that it is just as easy 

j to figure it on the other side, I think you will have no trouble. 

i 
| _—_ 

THE INSIDE OF A CHEESE AND ITS RELATION TO 

: ‘ MILK. 

By Pror. L. L. Van StyKe, Chemist of the New York State Experiment 

Station, Geneva, N. Y. 

: It is a matter of sincere pleasure that I am enabled to meet 

with your state convention this year. In New York we have a 

good deal of respect for the Wisconsin dairyman and not a little 

fear. We believe that you are hustlers up here. You know we 

are somewhat conservative down in New York, it takes a good 

: deal of pounding to get an idea into the head of an average 

i farmer, it bristles as soon as you commence to suggest some- 

: thing new. Weare behind you in a good many things. We 

. make a good deal of cheese, the Empire state is a big state. 

ig We brag about size, and I wish we could brag as much about 

4 quality but I am afraid that it would be stretching the truth to 

say that we made as good quality of cheese as we did amount 

; of butter. The number of factories paying for milk according 

to the amount of fat in it, could all be counted on the fingers 

of one hand in New York state last summer. The probability is 

that there will be more during the coming season and that the
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thing will gradually spread. I believe here in Wisconsin it is 

in the majority of your factories. 

The Chairman—We haven’t a majority yet. 

Prof. Van Slyke—Still you are ahead of every state in the | 

Union in respect to your cheese factories. Canada had only 

one last year, but will have more this year, undoubtedly, and I 

am afraid even Canada will get ahead of New York state. 

Two thousand years ago the universal method of studying 

nature’s problems was too look at nature from the outside, and 

then to meditate, to imagine and to guess. The so-called stu- 

dents of nature never thought of getting at the inside of nat- 

ure itself to study its ways and learn its mysteries. Facts 

were made to fit theories. This old method had its advantages ; 

every man could give his own explanation of natural phenom- 

ena, and nobody could disapprove it. It was a very beautiful way 

of accounting for the existence, peculiarities and changes of 

the various forms of matter, to sit down and think it all out 

without taking the trouble of going to the inside of things for 

information. This method had, however, one disadvantage—it 

never settled anything, it never solved any probiem, it never 

made any progress. 

| The revelations and revolutions wrought by the methods of 

modern science have come as the result of studying nature’s 

i creations, forces and methods from the inside. Theories have 

} been made subordinate to facts. Facts have been brought to 

| light only by laborious investigation. 

| I fear that the old-time method has been applied to the study 

of dairy problems up to very recent times—it has been so much 

| easier to sit down and guess out how a thing might be or 

| ought to be than to go hard to work and find out how it really 

| > was; and too often, I suspect, there has not been even as much 

mental activity exercised as is involved in first-class guessing. 

As a result of going to the inside of things, dairy science has 

| made more progress in the last twenty-five years than in all 

} the preceding ages; and, moreover, very much of this advance 

| has been made within ten years, within five years, I might al- 

most say. Why, it is only a very short time since we have 

| really known what the inside of an American whole-milk cheese
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is like, and we do not yet know what the inside of much of our 

American skim-milk cheese is like. I know not who originated 

the following statement in regard to the composition of cheese: 

“Good cheese consists of one-third fat, one-third water and one- 

third casein,” a combination which it is simply impossible to 

produce from any normal factory milk that has ever come under 

my observation. Tf you in Wisconsin have herds of cows whose 

milk produces cheese of that sort, I will frankly say that you 

| have something which the Empire State can not boast of. The 

; statement above regarding the composition of cheese has been 

making an annual tour in our agricultural press for I know 

not how long. Again, we still see published frequently aver- 

age analyses of normal milk, in which the amount of fat is given 

as less than that of casein and albumen, while it is doubtful 

if a herd of cows exists that gave such milk when in normal 

condition. 

But you did not ask me to come here to deai in generalities 

and I will hasten to present what I am here to give. However, 

} first permit me to say that your state was wise and fortunate 

in securing the services of a well trained dairy-student and 

thoroughly equipped investigator who has illustrated with pecu- 

liar aptness the abundant and rich fruits that come from study- 

ing nature’s problem from the inside. Speaking from the stand- 

point of a fellow-worker in the same field, I express my sincere 

j belief when I say that the student of dairy-science has not yet 

lived who has contributed so many and such far-reaching results j 

to the progress of dairying as has your Dr. Babcock. 

; I will first mention in outline some of the Jines of work re- 

: lating to the manufacture of cheese, in which we have been re- 

3 cently engaged in New York state. During the season of 1892, 

I commencing in May and continuing through October, we made, 

" all told, over one hundred experiments, part of them at differ- 

ent cheese factories in the state, and part of them at the Ge- 

neva station, The New York state dairy commissioner kindly 

furnished cheese-making experts to co-operate in the investiga- 

tion, some of whom have a national reputation, and the success 

of the practical portion of the work was thus assured. We used 

in the work nearly 215,000 pounds of milk and made nearly
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22,000 pounds of ckeese. In these experiments we made a spe 

cial study of the following points: 

1st. The composition of milk, whey and cheese. 

2nd. The loss of milk-constituents in cheese-making. 

3rd. The influence of composition of milk on composition of 

cheese. 

4th. The influence of composition of milk on yield of cheese. : 

5th. The influence of skimming milk and adding cream to 

milk on composition, yield and quality of cheese. 

6th. Comparison of cheddar and stirred-curd processes. 

7th. The effects of using a high temperature in heating 

| curd. 

8th. The effects of using different amounts of rennet. 

9th. The effects of cutting curd in soft and in hard condi- 

tion. 

10th. The effects of cutting cheese coarse. 

11th. The effects of tainted milk. 

12th. The effects of retaining natural gases in milk. 

i 13th. The effects of exposing milk to foul odors. 

| 14th. The effects of aerating milk by separator. 

| Each of these topics would furnish enough matter to fill the 

| time allotted to me and I shall, therefore, refer to most of the 

| results briefly, reserving two or three points for more complete 

| consideration. 

| 1. A comparison of the cheddar and stirred-curd processes in 

\\ twenty experiments showed very little difference in respect to 

i loss of milk-constituents in manufacture, yield of cheese, or 

| quality. The cheddar process retained a little more moisture 

} and, therefore, gave a trifle larger yield, amounting to only one 

| pound for 5,000 pounds of milk. 

I 2. When a temperature of 106 degrees F. was used, a prac- 

\ tice not uncommon in New York state during early spring and 

| late fall, there was an increased loss in manufacture and a 

{| smaller yield of cheese. Moreover, the cheese was inferior in 

| quality, having an imperfect flavor and lacking a firmness of 

| body. 
I 3. When double the ordinary amount of rennet was used there 

| was a slightly larger loss of milk-constituents but not enough to 

}
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influence the yield perceptibly. The cheese containing the 

larger amount of rennet ripened more rapidly to all appearances. 

4. Cutting curd somewhat softer or harder than is usually . 

done showed little difference except a tendency on the part of the 

hard-cut curd to retain a little more water. 

5. Cutting curd coarse resulted in a smaller loss of milk-con- 

stituents and in an increased yield, owing mainly to the reten- 

tion of a large amount of water. The cheese thus made was 

salvy on account of the excessive moisture retained. 

6. The use of tainted milk caused a largely increased loss of 

milk-constituents in manufacture, a smaller yield and an inferior 

quality of cheese. One hundred pounds of tainted milk pro- 

duced, on an average, one-half pound less of cheese. Placing 

the money-loss at a very small figure, ten cents for one hundred 

pounds of milk, the aggregate loss for one day would vary from 

ten to twenty dollars according to the amount of milk handled. 

7. When the natural gases of the milk were retained by shut- 

ting up the milk in closed cans and cooling down to about 50° 

F. and holding over night, no injurious results could be per- 

ceived. However, the experiments were made in cool weather 

and the milk used came from cows that received the best food 

and treatment possible. The experiments can, therefore, 

hardly be regarded as conclusive and need to be repeated under 

other conditious. In any case, I would not advise any dairyman 

to adopt such a method for regular practice. 

8. In exposing milk in clean vessels to various kinds of odors 

the results were not conclusive. 

9. At the suggestion of Dr. Babcock, experiments were 

made in which the milk was aerated by being passed through «@ 

separator. The cream was then mixed back before being 

made into cheese. The yield of cheese was somewhat less after 

4 this treatment, but in every case, the quality of the cheese 

was perfect. 

10. THE COMPOSITION OF FACTORY MILK, WHEY AND CHEESE. 

While we might spend an hour or more profitably in studying 

the composition of factory milk, whey and cheese, I shall call 

attention to only a few points in passing.
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The table to which I will now call your attention gives the 

composition of the milk, whey and cheese, showing the smallest, 

largest and average amount of each constituent. 

In connection with the composition of milk, I would call 

attention to the following points: 

(1st.) The two constituents of the milk which are of most inter- | 

est to the cheese-maker are the fat and casein; we can properly | 

cail these the cheese-producing solids of the milk, while the other | 

constituents, the sugar, the albumen, etc., we can call the whey- 

producing solids. The cheese-producing solids varied from 

about 5 to 7.5 Ibs. in 100 lbs. of milk and averaged, for the 

season, 6.25 lbs. These cheese-producing solids increased in 

the milk from month to month as the season advanced. 

(2nd.) In no instance did the casein equal the fat in the 

amount. As a rule, the casein averaged two-thirds of the fat 

in amount. 
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Concerning the composition of the cheese, notice, — 

(1st.) The amount of water in 100 lbs. of cheese 

varied nearly 10 Ibs. This was the most variable con- 

stituent of the cheese. It appears that the retention of 

i water in the cheese was one of tne most difficult points 

in cheese-making to control. The tests usually applied, such as 

the hot iron test, the feeling of the curd, the taste and smell of 

the whey, were found to be better than nothing, but were far
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from reliable for close work. This is one of the points of 

cheese-making that invites further investigation. 

(2nd.) The fat and casein in the cheese made from normal 

milk were never equal in amount, not even approximately. 

(3rd.) These data may serve to help us form a general idea 

in regard to what the composition of cheese should be when it 

leaves the press. 

Il. THE LOSS OF MILK-CONSTITUENTS IN CHEESE-MAKING. 

T now call your attention to a table in which is given a 

general summary of the results secured in our investigation 

touching upon the loss of milk-constituents in cheese-mading. 

Table Showing Loss of Milk-Constituents in Cheese-Making. 

ee 
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| The results of our season’s work, embodied in the foregoing 

table, we can summarize as follows: 

(1st.) The proportion of fat in milk lost in cheese-making 

was quite independent of the amount of fat in the milk. The 

variations in loss were caused by variations in the conditions 

of manufacture and by variation in the condition of the milk. 

As a rule, the proportion of fat in milk lost became smaller as 

the amount of fat in the milk increased. The average loss dur- 

ing the season was 0.31 lbs. (about 5 ounces) for 100 lbs. of 

milk, or 8.38 per cent. of the fat in the milk. 

(2nd.) The proportion of casein and albumen lost in cheese- 

making was quite uniform and was little affected by variation
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in conditions of manufacture. The portion lost in the whey was 

largely albumen with a small amount of casein, and varied in 

amount when the albumen in the milk varied. The average loss 

was 0.75 lbs. (12 ounces) for 100 lbs.of milk or about 24 per cent. { 

of the casein and albumen in the milk. 

(3rd.) The total amount of solids in milk lost in cheese- 

making decreased as the season advanced, because the milk con- 

tained less of the whey-producing and more of the cheese- 

producing solids as the season advanced. The average loss was ) 

about 6.20 Ibs. for 100 lbs. of milk, or 49 per cent. of the solids 

in the milk, that is nearly one-half. 

Having thus hastily run over some of the more interesting 

results secured in one season’s experiments, I wish now to call 

your attention in more detail to the three following topics: 

(1st.) What serves as the best guide in determining the 

| value of milk for cheese-production? 

: (2nd.) What are the different factors that influence the 

yield of cheese? 

(8rd). What influence has the removal of fat from milk upon 

the composition of cheese? 

WHAT SERVES AS THE BEST GUIDE IN DETERMINING THE VALUE 

OF MILK FOR CHEESE PRODUCTION. 

If custom counts for anything, then it would seem that it is 

} weight or bulk that determines the value of milk for cheese- 

making; for it has been the universal custom until very recently 

to pay for milk at cheese factories according to the amount fur- 

nished by each man. This method is based upon the assumption 

that, for the purpose of cheese-making, milk is milk; that all 

kinds of normal milk are of equal value for cheese production. 

I hope to show that this method is wrong in principle, unjust 

in its application, and demoralizing in its results. 

I hope to show you that fat in mik furnishes not only a fairer 

basis for judgment of the value of milk for cheese-making than 

the method now use so largely, but that it furnishes the most 

accurate practical basis, considered from all points of view that 

has ever been proposed, or is likely ever to be proposed. 

.
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In the state where the Babcock test was devised, I need not 

dwell upon the practicability of paying for milk by the method 

proposed. Imay say in passing, that I believe that the method 

devised by Dr. Babcock is by far the most satisfactory of all the 

quick methods in use for estimating the amount of fat in milk 

and that it will soon supersede all others in practical work. 

The main question is regarding the fairness of the new method 

as compared with the old method. Does the new method recog- 

nize the cheese producing power of all kinds of normal factory 

milk? Does the fat in milk furnish a satisfactory guide in 

regard to the amount of cheees that can be made from milk? Is 

it equally fair to the producer of milk containing 3 per cent. 

of fat and to the producer of milk containing 4 per cent. of fat? 

In other words, does a pound of fat in milk containing, say, 

3 per cent. of fat make practically the same amount of cheese as 

a pound of fat in milk containing 4 per cent. of fat? So far as 

the data obtained by our experiments enable us to answer the 

question, we can say that, in general, one pound of fat in two 

such milks will make the same amount of cheese, when handled 

under uniform conditions. There may be variations, sometimes 

in favor of the poorer milk and sometimes in favor of the richer 

milk, but such variations have been found, at most, to be com- 

paratively insignificant in amount and insignificent to affect 

the general statememt made above. I will now call your 

attention to some of the data bearing upon this subject: 
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: 

We notice the following points in connection with the table | 

above: 

1st. During May, June and July, the amount of cheese made 

for each pound of fat in the milk was very nearly the same, | 

varying only from 2.73 to 2.76 pounds, although the fat in the 

milk increased each month. : | 

2nd. In August, the fat increased only a little over that of | 

July, while there was a noticable drop in the proportion of yield 

from 2.75 to 2.66 pounds for each pound of fat in the milk. 

This was due, in part, to the fact that the August cheese con- 

tained somewhat less moisture. 

3d. In September, the fat in the milk was practically the 

same as in August, but there was a still further decrease in yield 

of cheese for each pound of milk-fat. This decrease in the Sep- 

tember yield is explained readily by an interesting fact con- 

nected with the food of the cows, which consisted, more 7r less, 

of the soured refuse of a corn canning factory. This preduced 

a tendency to floating curd and to increased loss of fat in the 

whey. The loss of yield was, therefore, in no way connected 

with the increase of fat in the milk. 

| 4th. In October, when the fat in the milk was highest, each 

pound of fat went farther in making cheese than at any time 

during the six months, producing 2.86 lbs. of cheese. This 

was due to two causes; (1st) The casein in this milk compared 

} with that of the preceding months, increased in greater proportion 

; than the fat; (2nd) a larger amount of water was retained in 

the cheese. : 

Our results indicate that, on an average, the cheese produc- 

ing power of milk is closely indicated by the amount of fat in 

the milk, especially, if the milk is in perfect condition. The 

two tables recently published in the Dairyman by ex-Gov. Hoard, 

were most opportune in showing that, in a whole season’s ac- 

tual factory work in two different factories, the results secured 

by our New York experiments were fully confirmed, and that, e 

taking the season right through, we can ascertain the amount 

of green cheese that should be made from 100 pounds of milk by 

multiplying the per cent. of fat in milk by 2.75.
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This 1act can be made use of in a practical way for determin- 

ing the skill of the cheese-maker. For example, if the yield 

should, for any considerable period, be only 2.50 or 2.60 pounds 

. of cheese for one pound of fat in the milk, when the milk is 

normal in every way, it would indicate that the maker’s skill 

was at fault. 

Two objections have been raised to the statement that a pound 

of fat in the poorer milk will make practically the same amount 

of cheese as a pound of fat in the richer milk. 

The first objection made is this: Milk poor in fat, it has been 

claimed, contains a larger amount of casein relative to the fat 

than does milk richer in fat; and that, hence, an increase of fat 

in milk is not accompanied by a corresponding increase of the 

other cheese-producing solid. Is this generally true? While 

there is considerale variation, when we consider individual 

cases, and this question can be answered by both yes and nc, 

if we are allowed to cull out individual cases. What do we find 

as the rule? We have found that in the majority of cases the 

casein is about two-thirds of the fat in amount, with variations 

in both directions. Sometimes the fat increased two or three 

tenths of a pound and the casein increased only one-tenth; and 

sometimes the casein increased two or three tenths of a 

4 pound and the fat only increased a little or not at all. But 

whatever the variation, it was so small that it did not affect 

our general results and deductions as applied to the question in 

hand. On an average, the fat and casein were present in the 

same proportion in the richer and poorer milks. 

The second objection made against the statement that a pound 

of fat in milk will make the same amount of cheese in the rich 

and the poor milk, is this: 

3 it 1s claimed that the loss of fat in cheese making is much 

greater in case of milk rich in fat than in case of milk poorer 

in fat. Let us appeal once more to our facts: 

6—D.
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Pounds of 

milk, * 0 epi. | in whey. 

MAY... sodecesns cosecstecseysnonncosses sab ccceseesse”* 3.20 0.29 9.06 

Saabs. > Si acaaeet torre eee 3 58 0.27 7.55 

els os yet Ss ps Bee 0.31 8.54 

gh Ss scl leknssxaes teens so sete ere tese vee 0.82 8.50 

Beptember....... .- sce sess sereseeeseees svererenses | 381 0.35 9.19 

Oder. <cscosansoscess cosepuos cenenerna: cese~senns’ | aoe 0.81 7.48 

MVOTARO...0.---saee seo eceecsensonenene coseeeess | 3.69 0.31 | 8.40 

SOO 

This table suggests the following statements of fact: 

1st. In May, when the amount of fat in the milk was least, 

the proportion of fat lost in the whey was greatest but one. 

2nd. In October, when the amount of fat in the milk> was 

greatest, the per cent of this fat that was lost in the whey was | 

least of any month during the season. : | 

3d. The greatest loss occurred in September, when the work 

was done at a factory, where the cows were fed the soured 

refuse of a corn canning factory. 

Even more striking differences would appear if I were to 

present the individual results of our 106 experiments instead 

| of the monthly averages of the factory experiments. 

H The facts justify us in saying that it is not generally or nec- ‘ 

| essarily true that milk rich in fat loses a larger proportion of 

| z fat in cheese making than does milk less rich in fat. The loss 

of fat in cheese making is governed more by the condition of 

the milk and by the conditions of manufacture than by the 

amount of fat in the milk. A good cheese maker cannot avoid 

considerable loss of fat with milk that has been produced and 

kept under unfavorable conditions; while a slovenly, careless 

maker will have large losses of fat with perfect milk. 

To summarize briefly: Fat in milk is a fairly accurate guide 

in regard to the amount of cheese that can be made from milk 

because (1st) the two cheese-producing solids of milk, the fat 

and casein, are present in factory milk in fairly uniform pro-
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port ion; and (2d) because, in regard toloss of milk constituents 

in manufacture, the loss is not only not proportionately greater 

in rich than in poorer milk, but is generally less. Therefore, 

the fat in milk is the best guide in determining the value of 

milk for cheese-making and should be used as the basis of pay- 

ment for milk in cheese-making. 

I have already hinted at two sources of trouble which may 

arise and which may be offered as objections to paying for milk 

by this method. I believe, however, that these points have not 

been commonly considered in this connection, as they have 

nothing whatever to do with the ordinary composition of milk. 

The first point is this: Tainted milk, whatever its cause, 

will not make cheese according to the amount of fat it contains. 

I do not propose to discuss the causes that may produce tainted 

5 milk, but suffice it to say that they are remediable, and that, 

, as a rule, the amount of fat will not serve as a guide toshow . 

a the amount of cheese that can be made from tainted milk; for, 

: in making cheese from such milk, large losses of fat usually 

z occur. This is just as true of milk poor in fat as of miik rich 

4 in fat; except, I believe, that the man who takes pains to pro- 

5 duce milk above the average will generally take good care of 

; his milk and will not be likely to suffer from taint in his own 

i milk. The production of tainted milk would not be so exas- 

§ perating, if only its producer suffered loss, but he makes every 

i other individual patron suffer. He is much like a person who, 

fb in his ignorance and carelessness, exposes others to a contag- 

jous disease, with which he himself is unnecessarily afflicted. 

What is the remedy? Quarantine his milk as you would a case 

of small-pox or cholera. Keep his milk in quarantine until it 

has recovered from its disease; that is, until he has learned to : 

produce good milk. Such a condition is needless and remedi- 

able, and, therefore, the fact that the fat in such milk does otu 

ij serve as a guide to its cheese producing value, is no argument 

: that it is not a true basis in case of good milk. We in New 

a York may learn a lesson from Wisconsin about methods of deal- 

ing with the producers of tainted milk. 

The second condition that renders the fat an unreliable guide 

H as to the cheese making value of milk is a careless, slovenly,
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filthy cheese maker. But this condition is remediable and, more- 

over, affects all patrons alike, so that this, in reality, presents 

no objection to the use of fat as a basis for paying for milk for 

cheese making. 

Before concluding this discussion I wish to call your attention 

to the amount of money two patrons would receive by the old 

and the new methods for one hundred pounds of milk, supposing 

that one furnishes milk containing 3 per cent. of fat and the 

other milk containing 4 per cent. of fat. We will suppose that : 

the cheese made from the milk sells at a price which realizes 

25 cents for, each pound of fat in the milk. Then if paid ac- 

cording to the fat, the account of these two patrons will stand 

as follows: 

No. 1.—3 pounds of fat at 25 cents..%.........$  .75 

No. 2.—4 pounds of fat at 25 cents............ 1.00 

: Difference in favor of No. 2.............+-. 25 

Supposing that the cheese realizes the same price as above, 

what do these men receive if paid by the old system? The ac- 

count will be as follows: 

100 pounds of milk of No. 1 contains 3 pounds of fat. 

100 pounds of milk of No. 2 contains 4 pounds of fat. 

200 pounds of milk of No. 1 and No. 2 contains 7 pounds of 

fat. 

7 pounds of fat at 25 cents, $1.75. : 

Each man furnishes the same amount of milk and, therefore, 

each shares equally in the income. 

No. 1 receives 874 cents. : | 

No. 2 receives 874 cents. 

What does this mean? It means nothing more nor less than. | 

that on every hundred pounds of milk each of these men carries 

to the factory No. 1 is allowed to take at least 12} cents that 

should go into the pocket of No. 2. It is in reality a system of 

robbery legalized by common consent and permitted on account 

of ignorance of facts. It is not business. 

I have used the figures 3 and 4 pounds of fat in 100 pounds 

of milk, because they enable us to grasp the difference more 

readily. But actual observations made in many factories show 

that this difference really exists between the best and the poor- 

tt oe eee
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est milk at most factories. But whether such a difference is 

common or exceptional, the same proportion holds true, when 

the difference is only one-half or one-tenth of a pound of fat in 

100 pounds of milk. Under the present system of payment the 

producer of poor milk has a most decided advantage. 

Who objects to the new method? 

In conclusion, let us ask why the old method used in paying 

for milk at cheese factories should be discarded. 

First, because it does not recognize the fundamental fact that 

milks differ in regard to the amount of cheese they can produce. 

Second, because the method is unjust and is not business- 

like. The intelligent dairyman who produces milk better than 

the average is allowing money which belongs to him to be 

taken from his pocket and transferred to that of his ignorant, 

shiftless neighbor. This is not imagination; it is fact. 

Third, because the present system discourages the production 

of good milk and encourages addition of water, skimming, etc. 

Finally, why should the amount of fat in milk be used as a 

basis in paying for milk at cheese factories? 

First, because the amount of fat in milk is an accurate guide 

in regard to the amount of cheese that. can be made from nor- 

mal milk. This recognizes the important fundamental fact that 

different miiks possess different values for cheese making. 

Second, because this method is just to all, and is, therefore, 

in the highest sense business like. It guarantees pay for what 

is in the milk that makes cheese. 

Third, because the adoption of this method will result in an 

improvement in the character of the milk production. Why? 

Because it offers an inducement to each dairyman to improve 

the composition of his milk. It puts more money into the 

pocket of the man who produces the better milk. This im- 

provement will be realized as a result of more careful selection 

of dairy animals, more attention to breeding, more intelligent 

and economical feeding, more humane treatment of dairy ani- 

mals and better care of milk. 

Fourth, because all temptation to adulterate milk by water- 

ing or skimming will be removed, for a man will receive pay
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for just what he furnishes that is of most value for cheese pro- 

duction. 

Fifth, because the production of milk of a higher character 

as regards composition and other qualities must inevitably be 

followed by an improved yield and quality of cheese and by all . 

that this implies. 

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE YIELD OF 

CHEESE? 

We have already touched, in one form or another, upon the 

factors that influence yield of cheese, and I purpese now simply 

to group them together in a sort of summary. 

The yield of cheese is mainly influenced by three things: 

(1st) The composition of the milk. 

(2nd) The losses of milk constituents in the process of manu- 

facture. 

(3rd) The amount of water retained in the cheese. 

We have already seen that the yield of cheese follows more 

or less closely the amount of fat in the milk, in other words, 

the composition of the milk, and this influences the yield of 

: cheese more than any other single factor. 

| Now, the losses of milk-constituents in cheese-making have 

been shown to be quite independent of the composition of the 

milk. What then causes the losses? Three general causes can 

be mentioned: : 

; (ist) The condition of the milk, such as taint and acidity. 

: (2nd) The conditions of manufacture, such as the use of too 

| high temperature, too rapid working, careless or violent cutting 

i and handling, putting curd in press too warm, etc. 

| (3rd) The skill of the maker. This is practically the same 

i as the conditions of manufacture, for upou the maker’s skill 

! depends the good or bad regulation of the conditions of manu- 

| facture. 

| We have seen that of the constituents in cheese, the water 

j varies more than any other one. The amount of water retained 

depends upon the conditions of manufacture. 

Provided the conditions of manufacture are the same and the 

| e 

| ay
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condition of the milk perfect, then the composition of milk is 

alone the factor that influences yield. 

HAT INFLUENCE HAS THE REMOVAL OF FAT FROM MILK UPON THE 

COMPOSITION OF CHEESE? 

It has been commonly believed that the same kind of cheese 

ean be made from normal milk and from skim milk, provided 

the amount of fat is the same. For example, it is commonly 

believed that the same kind of cheese can be made from normal 

milk containing 3 pounds of fat in 100 pounds of milk, and 

from skim milk containing 3 pounds of fat in 100 pounds of 

milk, made, for example, by removal of one pound of fat from 

100 pounds of normal milk containing 4 pounds of fat. 

‘An examination of this table shows the fallacy of such belief: 

j | ‘Pounds, Valua- 

iets! Raunt Panna Peands eevee [Pound] green Rm 
ot fat (cent. Of] ‘ein in |for one| in 100 | “Hog” {for ‘nel vade | | Per 

Kew oF Minx. |pouude| normallponas|freas [ot | Pours) br eas-| 0% | Based 
ait, moved | fe | Situ™ [oSEIA2 | green | 88 | pounds eta. 

mitk. sition. 

Cents. 

Whole-milk.....| 4.00 |....... | 2.67 | 1.20 | 344 | 244 | 1.41 | 10.65 | 9.1 

Skim-miik.......) 3.80 | 5 267 | 1.42 | 33.6 | 51 | 1.94 | 10.87 | 8.9 

Skim-milk... .. | 3.60 | 10 2.67 | 1.85 | 22.7 | 25.8 | 1.97 | 10.08 | 8.7 

Skim-milk... ..| 3.88 | 16% | 2.67 | 1.25 | 31.5 | 2.8 | 1.17 | 9.69 | 8.4 

; Skim.milk......| 3.20 | 20 | 2.67 | 1.20 | 90.8 | a4 | 1.13 | 9.50] 83 

Skim-milk..... .| 3.00 | 2% 2.67 | 1.12 | 29.8 | 23.3 | 105 | 9.20 | 8.0 

Skim-milk...... | 2.67 | 23% | 267 | 100 | 27.9 | 98 | 094 | 878 | 7.6 

Skim milk. .... | 2.40 | 40 2.67 | 0.90 | %.4 | 311 | 0.87 | 8.25 | 7.2 

‘Skim-milk...... | 200 | 50 2.67 | 0.75 | 23.5 | 33.5 | 0.70 | 7.77 | 6.6 

‘Skim miik.......|_ 1.60 | 60 267 | 0.60 | 203 | 36.2 | 0.56 | 7.18 | 5.8 

Skim-milk.......| 1.83 | 663g | 2.67 | 0.50 | 17.9 | 38.2 | 047 | 681 | 5.2 

Skim mik... ...] 1.00 | 7 2.67 | 0.98 | 14.5 | 41.1 | 085 | 6.33 | 4.5 

Skim-milk ......] 0.80 | 80 2.67 | 0.90 | 12.1 | 43.1 | 0.28 | 603 | 39 

Skim-milk.......| 0.40 | 90 2.67 | 015 | 68 | 47.5 | 0.14 | 5.47 | 2.6 

Skim-milk.......] 0.10 | 97.5 | 2.67 | 0.08 | 1.8 | 51.8 | 0.08 | 5.02 | 1.5 

Skim-milk.......| 0.00 | 100 2.67 | 0.00 | 0.0 | 53.3 | 0.00 | 4.98 | 1.4 

—
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- When miik is skimmed, fat is removed, while the casein is 

not diminished. Therefore, the greater the amount of fat re- 

moved, the more casein there will be in proportion to the fat 

left. In normal factory milk we have found that there is on 

the average 1.5 pounds of fat for each pound of casein (not in- 

cluding albumen). This proportion is fairly uniform and is 

quite sensitive. For example, the removal of one-tenth of the 

fat from normal milk reduced the fat to 14 pounds for one 

pound of casein in milk. Removal of one-fourth ‘of the fat 

from normal milk reduced the fat from 1.5 pounds to 1.12 

pounds for each pound of casein. Removal of two-fifths of the 

fat from normal milk lowered the amount of fat below that of 

casein, so that there were only nine-tenths of one pound of fat 

for one pound of casein. If there is less than 1} pound of fat 

for each pound of casein in the milk it may be regarded as 

pretty good evidence that the milk has been skimmed, no mat- | 

ter how much fat it contains. However, I propose to extend 

| the study considerably farther before stating confidently that 

| this can be used as a thoroughly reliable means of distinguish- 

ing skim-milk from normal milk. 

In the above table separator skim-milk shows only 0.04 pounds 

of fat for 1 pound of casein. The figures contained in the low- 

: est row are theoretical, since we cannot remove by any practi- 

cal method the last trace of fat. 

Now let us examine the composition of the cheese made from 

the normal milk and skim milk under discussion. 

Notice the amount of fat and of casein in each cheese. This 

tells the whole story. In the cheese made from whole milk 

: there are about 1.4 pounds of fat for one pound of casein, while 

i in the cheese made from the skim milks, the fat diminishes and 

; the casein increases with every dip of the skimmer or the whirl 

} of the separator. As soon as we remove one-tenth of the fat in 

i the milk, we have reduced the proportion of fat to casein below 

i that which has been found in any cheese properly made from 

| normal milk. When we have removed one-fourth of the fat in 

' the milk the fat and casein have become approximately equal in 

| quantity in the cheese The cheese made from separator skim 

\ 
| 
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| milk contains nearly half as much fat in 100 pounds as is con- 

tained in 100 pounds of average factory milk. 

Skimming milk reduces the per cent. of fat and increases the 

per cent. of casein in the cheese very much as it does in the 

milk. In experiments made with nearly 100 normal milks 

during the past season, we have found that the fat in cheese 

made from normal milk varies from 1.35 to 1.50 pounds or more 

‘ for each pound of casein in the cheese. In only a single in- 

stance did cheese made from normal milk contain less than 1.3 

pounds of fat for one pound of casein; and in no case did any 

cheese made from skim milk contain as much fat as 1.3 pounds 

for one pound of casein. I am encouraged to believe that these 

facts, should they be confirmed by our future work, will furnish 

us a practical working basis for determining whether cheese 

has been made from normal or skimmed milk. The foregoing 

facts should make it clear that we cannot skim milk, little or 

much, and make from it a cheese that is like cheese properly 

made from any normal milk. One qualifying statement should 

be made here. A cheese maker who, through carelessness or 

ignorance, loses an extra amount of fat in the process of manu- 

facture, brings about the same result as skimming, though he 

may not be able to go quite so far as the skimmer. But it is 

easy to see that the use of badly ta‘nted milk or improper con- 

ditions of manufacture may result in making skim milk cheese 

from whole milk. 

The prices given in the table above are based upon the 

amount of fat and casein contained in the cheese, rating the 

fat at 25 cents and the casein at 2 cents ‘per pound. There is 

quite a striking agreement between these prices and the aver- 

age market prices which different kinds of skim milk cheese 

bring. The cheese made from separator skim milk brings a 

price which does not much more than cover the cost of making, 

and which is about equal to the value of the cheese tor the fer- 

tilizing constituents contained in it.
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Aderholt—What is the best way of getting rid of taint 

in curd? : 

Prof. Van Slyke—I know of only one answer to that, and that 

is, not to let the milk get tainted. I don’t know of any maker 

who claims that he can make good cheese from tainted milk. | 

Aerating the milk and running it through a separator is some 3 | 

help. : 

Mr. Aderholt—I mean when we have a tainted curd, how are 

we going to get rid of that taint? 

Prof. Van Slyke—Our cheese experts in New York gener- | 

ally use a larger amount of rennet, and develop the acid as | 

rapidly as possible, try to hurry the thing through. 

Question—How will you detect the taint in new milk? 

Prof. Van Slyke—There is no chemical method that I know of, 

the only method is by the nose. I think it is highly important 

| that a man in this business has a very sensitive nose for smells. 

| The Chairman—You stated that the losses in the whey are 

the solids of the milk. Now, that is a very important matter. 

As cheese factory men it is our bounden duty to so manage our 

business that the farmer can get the largest possible returns 

out of the whole milk. Now, are we handling this whey the 

| best it can be handled? Is there any way of handling the whey 

so that the farmer can get all the solids in feeding value? 

! Prof. Van Slyke—I think the way you do it in Wisconsin, to 

: ' sterilize the whey, is the only way. 

i The Chairman—We don’t do it except in some places. 

| Mr. Aderholt—What do you mean by the Cheddar process? 

| Prof. Van Slyke—Grinding with the knife instead of stirring 

t it by hand. I think it has been found by general experience 

! that you can regulate the amount of moisture better: 

; The Chairman—Prof. Van Slyke gave his experience in pass- 

ing milk through the separator for the purpose of cleaning it 

; for cheese making. Now, will Dr. Babcock kindly give his ex- 

| perience in the same thing? 

! Dr. Babeock—In the past few years we have passed some 

milk through the separator previous to setting it. Our first 

ie
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experience in this line gave us a remarkably fine flavored cheese. 

A year ago last fall we had a sample of milk that was consider- 

ally tainted, we had it in sufficient quantities so that we could 

divide it and make two cheeses, one of which had been separated 

in this way, and the other made in its first condition. The yield 

of cheese was larger from the milk that had not been separated, 

though very little. The cheese made from the milk which had 

been run through the separator was practically a perfect cheese. 

The other soon went off flavor. At one stage of their ripeness, 

there would be very little difference noticed between them but 

after two or three months there was a marked dffference. This 

last winter we made perhaps a dozen cheese in that way and in 

every case the sept vated cheese had been much better than the 

other. We did it with the separator, and allowed the skim 

milk and cream to run together, practicelly running it through 

asieve. We took out the skimmer and run the two right to- 

gether. My first experience was had with the De Laval sep- 

arator, so arranged that the cream and the milk were forced 

out of the same slot. 

The Chairman—When you run it through the separator, it 

took out this universal pelt, a mass of matter, didn’t it? and I 

understood that in what you called good milk, you found blood 

corpuscles? 

Dr. Babcock—That is always the case. Such milk as we re- 

ceive at our dairy school, even when received in good condition 

after running it through the separator, it is very rarely that we 

do not find small clots of blood in the slime which adheres to the 

outside of the bowl. I have examined a great many and never 

failed to find some clots of blood, which were removed by clean- 

ing the milk in that way. 

3 The Chairman—You stated you had made some experiments 

in adding cream to normal milk, making it very rich, and then 

making it up in cheese with very little loss of fat in the whey? 

Now, did you use any different ways of manufacturing that 

{ milk into cheese than with normal milk? 

Dr. Babcock—The cheese has been made by Mr. Decker, or by 

some of his assistants, so that I really could not say the differ 

ence in the manufacture. I know the curds were handled witk
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all the care possible, and I do know that in all the cases of rich 
milk fortified in this way, that the losses have been proportion = 
ately less than they have from normal milk. 

Convention adjourned to 1:30 P. M. 

Convention met at 1:30 P. M. 

Mr. De Land in the chair. 

REPORT OF CHEESE INSTRUCTORS. 

E. L. AperHott, New Lisbon. 

. Iam under orders from our secretary to point out the short- 

comings of the cheese-makers that I came in contact with during 
the time I was acting as instructor for this association, and to 
speak of such erroneous ways in the cheese industry as may have 
come under my observation. My work was executed almost en- 
tirely in Richland and adjoining counties and in criticising the 
makers in that territory I can say little else than words of 
praise. It was a great surprise to me to note how well they 

understand the philosophy of cheese making and how uniform 

their methods of manufacture are. They have as a whole, taken 
more pride in their profession, and have made themselves more 

proficient in their chosen calling than the cheese-makers in 

other parts of the state have done. But there is one fault that 

seems quite common with them. They are too slack with the 

patrons. Some makers calculate on handling any amount of ' 
tainted milk, and rely on their skill in making a decent cheese 

of it, and they succeed admirably. 

But the bad effects are by no means entirely overcome. The 

yield of cheese suffers greatly, and, naturally, such cheese, when 

in its prime, are not so fine flavored as they would be had the 

milk been better. I found a few makers, however, that are 

i a a a a a lad
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very particular with their patrons and thereby avoided much 

annoyance. 

The greatest trouble there, is ragweed in the pastures and a 

lack of aeration and imperfect cans. If we turn our attention 

to the counties of Outagamie, Calumet, Brown, Sheboygan, 

Manitowoc, Fond du Lac, and a few others, we find that we are 

contending with two conditions that occasion loss—incompetent 

makers and imperfect milk. We find that the cheese in the dif- 

ferent factories lack uniformity. In the fall we find any quan- 

tity of pasty cheese. We find that little or no attention is 

paid to aerating the morning’s milk. Every ounce of milk 

should be exposed to pure air. This should be accomplished 

with an aerator. An aerator is most practical for three rea- 

sons: It treats each mess of milk direct from the cow, saves 

time, and does away with the danger of negligence. There is 

an odd practice in vogue in these counties. The manufacturer 

guarantees good cheese no matter what the character of the milk 

és, He is required by the patrons to do this partly upon the 

supposition that the maker is, or should be, able to tell good 

from bad milk in the can. The effects of this system are de- 

structive and far reaching. The patron is led to believe that 

his milk is all right if it goes into the vat. The character of 

milk cannot be told in the can to any certainty. True, the 

impression exists that the character of milk can be ascertained 

to a certainty if milk is not too cold, and some cheese makers 

like to advance that theory. 

Now, I wish to repudiate that impression. You can’t do it. 

And everybody that says he can has got a bone to pick with 

me. Sometimes you can tell, and sometimes you can’t, and 

that’s all the certainty there is about it. I am sure there are 

makers present who have sometimes suspected that a certain 

patron’s milk was very bad, but which, under the closest scru- 

tiny by the sense of smell or taste, failed to reveal its true 

character, even where the temperature was as high as 85°. 

But in the vat its character was revealed to such an extent that 

the curd had to lie there and stink for hours before it was ready 

for the press. 

Right here the folly of the guarantee system manifests itself.
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The man who brought that milk knew all about it. There’s 

no getting around it. Patrons can no longer plead ignorance : 

in the handling of milk for a cheese purpose. They know that 

the production of perfect milk necessitates a compliance with 

certain rules. There are no two ways about it. If the rules 

have been obeyed the milk is all right. If not, it’s all wrong. 

It’s the same thing every day. The patron knows whether 

or not he has complied with the rules. And when he starts 

for the factory he knows whether his milk is good or not. 

The man who knows all about his milk takes it to the men 

who knows nothing about it, and it is left to him to decide as 

to its character. 

That is what is practiced in most of our factories. It is under 

this practice that we, in the summer time, daily convert 1,000 

tons of imperfect milk into cheese, imperfect mainly because 

there are a number of patrons in each factory whose sole aim is 

to get their milk into the vat. <‘‘That’s the condition that con- 

fronts us.” And before the bulk of our cheese becomes ‘uniform 

2 and quite perfect, the relation of the patron to the factory will 

have to be properly adjusted. 

I will relate a circumstance that took place in my factory ~ 

three years ago. I had an experienced maker there. The milk 

had been coming in a good condition. All at once there was 

an uncommon taint to it. It was something we had never run 

across before. We couldn’t find it in the cans nor in the test 

tubes. But we found it in the ewd and the buyer found it in 

the cheese. The patrons were all notified and that stopped it. | 

: Three weeks later the same thing was repeated. The patrons 

were notified again and the next day the milk was all right. 

The man that brought that milk knew it wasn’t good. That set 

me to thinking. - 

The next spring different rules were adopted at that factory. 

I was to stand the loss that was caused by incompetent work, 

and the patrons were to stand the loss that was caused by bad 

milk. 

We have run that way for two seasons. The result is we 

don’t have to smell of the milk in the cans nor test it in the 

tubes. We get a higher yield, make finer cheese, get higher
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e prices for it and we make better dividends. And I wish to say 

to the credit of my patrons that they haven’t lost one cent in 

the two seasons. Their aim is to deliver none but the best 

milk. : 
The sagacious cheese maker realizes the necessity of making 

his factory a center of dairy education. He will show his 

patrons that part of their salvation lies in their own hands. 

He will illustrate to them the folly of allowing the quality of 

their milk to become impaired for want of aeration after spend- 

ing money and labor in producing it. And when a patron ap- 

proaches him with that very common expression, “when my 

milk isn’t good send it back,” he will answer, “when your milk 

isn’t good, keep it at home; you know more about it than 

I do.” 

DISCUSSION. 

‘ Mr. Monrad—When you find poor cheese, how is it decided 

whose fault it is, whether the maker's or the patron’s? 

Mr. Aderholt—We have not had that kind of a case since we 

have run that way, but if we did have, my patrons generally 

have to take my word for it, whether they want to or not. If 

cheese is damaged by the milk, you will generally find it in the 

flavor. If it is leaky or soured or something like that, it is in 

the making. 

The Chairman—When the cattle are turned upon a heavy crop : 

of clover, have you noticed any difference in the milk from its 

condition before that time, and ifso, what is the difference and 

how did you manage it? 

Mr. Aderholt—I don’t think I have ever found much of a dif- 

ference in that part of the summer from other times. Always 

in very hot weather the milk is apt to be more or less gasey, 

but I have insisted on aeration and the flavor is good, if it is 

‘ gasey. A little gas don’t bother us a bit. This last season we 

have adopted aerators, previous to that we used the dipper. It 

is a very simple thing. This aerator is simply a small can that 

is fixed to set about twenty inches above the milk can with very
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fine holes in the bottom, and the milk is strained into that and 

it runs slowly through into the big can. 

Mr. Monrad—Don’t you believe it would be better to have 

one of those combined aerators and coolers. 

Mr. Aderholt—I never could see any good of cooling the milk 

directly, because when it is well aerated it won’t get sour very 

easily, and if it is cooled right away it won’t ripen, and we 

have got to have the milk to a certain stage of ripeness before 

we can set it. The more unripe it is when it comes to the fac- 

tory, the longer we have got to hold it, or else use more starter. 

Mr. Monrad—Then, do you say that you prefer the farmer 

should ripen the milk on the farm? It seems to me that the 

cheese maker should aim to have the milk in as good condition 

as possible. I don’t quite like the idea of the farmers hand- 

ling the milk individually any more than possible. 

Mr. Aderholt—There is a disadvantage in getting the milk 

to the factory in a very unripe stage, because we don’t like to 

hold it there for hours and let some of the cream rise. Neither 

do we like to have sour milk. We want to get the milk in 

the condition so we can handle it as soon as possible after it 

comes to the factory. 

President Hoard in the chair. 

The Chairman—Don’t you think your patrons poss-ss the ad- 

vantage of having a pretty intelligent cheese maker who puts 

and keeps them in line? 

Mr. Aderholt—I think so, because they say I am cranky. I 

once in a while lose a patron because he can’t run things to | 

suit himself, but whenever I lose a patron I have got a better 

set of patrons left. I believe in aerating all the milk, whether 

it is from a scrub cow or from a high bred Jersey. Different 

feeds, of course, make a little difference, but if there are no 

weeds it is all right. The water she drinks makes a great dif- 

ference. ; 
Mr. Harding—Will clover cause cheese to lift? 

Mr. Aderholt—Yes, unless it is worked out. 

Mr. Harding—You can't work it out. I have been trying to 
forty-five years. 

Mr. Aderbolt—That is all right; you didn’t get onto the
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right way; it is a very easy thing todo. When you have that 

kind of milk, you want to get your milk ripe enough so that 

it will work fast through the whole process, so that your curd 

won't have to lie in the whey more than three-quarters of an 

hour after it has got to the proper cooking temperature. Then 

you draw the whey and the acid will work in fast and will over- = 

come this taint: Then when it is very gasey, we mat that curd 

high and draw it out very thin, almost as thin as paper, so 

that the gas will come out of the curd, that is, we aerate it, 

and with a high temperature the taint will evaporate, and 

there will be no trouble with the cheese breaking. 

The, Chairman — How do you tell when your milk is ripe 

enough? 

Mr. Aderholt—We tell by the rennet test. You take ten 

ounces of milk at a certain temperature, I use 85, and half a 

dram of rennet extract, the temperature must always be the 

; same. We put that rennet into the milk and stir it in, and 

note the time it takes for that milk to curdle. The riper it is 

the quicker it will curdle. a 

Question—If you pour your milk into one can and strain 

into another, wouldn’t that be pretty good aerating? 

Mr. Aderholt—Yes, if you do it enough. 

= Question—In pouring fifty or sixty gallons of milk into a 

can and carrying it three or four miles, is there any danger of 

cheese poisoning? : 

Mr. Aderholt—I don’t know about poisoning. There is 

danger of having the cheese spoiled. : 

Dr. Babcock—I don’t know whether poisoning would form 

under these conditions or not. It is a disadvantage to keep 

milk closed up where the ferments that are in it will develop 

; rapidly. The conditions which lead up to this poisoning are 

not well understood. 

Song, The Kerry Dance, Miss Addy. 

7—D. A.
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REPORT OF CHEESE INSTRUCTORS. 

W. H. Puituirs, Waupun, Wis. 

My work in instructing commenced April 5th. I put in eight 

days in April, then worked from May Ist to Nov. 24th, when 

my season’s work was ended. 

During the above mentioned time I visited in all about forty ~ 

eight factories located in the following counties: Fond du Lac 

Outagamie, Calumet, Waupaca, Sheboygan, Eau Claire, Wau- 

kesha, Jefferson, Grant, Iowa, Richland and Sauk. From all 

but four of these factories I received the $5 fee charged by the 

Association amounting in all to $220. Three of the four factories. | 

were visited late in the season without solicitation, and merely ' 

to ascertain the probability of working up a dairy interest in | 

that locality. 

This has been my third season in the work of cheese-instruct- 

ing and it is pleasant to say, that within three years there is. | 

much improvement to record in the cheese-making line. Then 

the work of cheese instructing was hardly past its experimental 

stage throughout the state, while now, in sections where the 

most work has been done, we can observe a vast change for the 

better in buildings, apparatus, methods of making and general 

management of factories. 

Fifteen of the factories which I visited were over in Rich- 

land, Sauk and adjoining counties, the same section in which I 

’ worked during the two previous seasons to this. Some work 

had also been done there by Cheese-instructor, W. F. Jones, 

previous to my going there. Since the work began there is a. 

great change noticeable in the factory business. The people: 

are throughly awake and are anxious to do all in their power to: 

improve the quality of their cheese. An excellent feature of 

the factories there, is that most of them run by steam. It is. 

_ very difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish as good results 

with self-heating vats, as when steam is used. 

In some of the factories here the whey is sterilized, though’ 

it is not as common yet, as it should be.
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The testimony is unanimous as to the improved quality of 

the cheese due to the instruction given. I have been told by 

buyers that previous to the instruction given in this section, 

the cheese manufactured there was of-very inferior. quality; 

that they hated to handle it, and bought much of it below the 

market price. . Now, the situation is entirely different; most of 

the cheese bought on the Lone Rock board is shipped to Chi- 

cago for inspection and complaints are very rare. The price 

paid is on an average as high as in any part of the state. Per- 

sonally, I believe that the cheese there averages better than in 

any section I have visited. 

Next to Richland county and vicinity I spent the most of my 

time this summer in Outagamie county. Previous to this 

season there has been no instruction to speak of given there, 

but this Summer there was a call for aid and I visited in all 

fifteen factories, reaching them all twice or three times. I 

usually staid two days on the first visit, or perhaps longer, if 

necessary. The milk received here is very fine, averaging bet- 

ter than any I have found. E. L. Aderhold of New London, 

presented me with a cheese which was made in his factory, 

June, 92. At this writing (Dec. 28th), it is just in its prime: 

fine in flavor and keeping excellently. The patrons of Mr. 

Aderhold’s factory all use milk aerators and the good effect is 

noticeable in the cheese. Most of the factories in Outagamie 

county are inferior buildings with poor apparatus, using mostly 

self-heating vats. Several new and well-equipped combined = 

factories are being put in, bowever, among which I may men- 

tion one owned by A. Gerlach at Apple Creek, and one at Bun- 

gert, owned by F. C. Reineking. Cheese and butter interests 

are looking up decidedly and I believe that it is destined in 

time to become one of the leading dairy counties in the state. 

In Fond du Lac county I visited but eight factories. Nearly 

all of them are good factories, doing excellent work, but the ma- 

: jority of the factories throughout the county do not corre- 

spond. Many of them are poorly equipped and behind the times 

: in methods of making. 

In Sheboygan county where I visited three factories matters 

; are worse. The factories there are in bad shape, both as to
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building and equipment. The only encouraging symptom there 

is that makers are beginning to wake up and desire to improve. 

There is a large chance for improvement and I believe that an- 

other season will see much good work being done there which 

will result in the elimination of some of the poor factories and 

putting good ones in their places, and in keeping with this a 

corresponding improvement in the quality of the cheese. 

The few factories that I visited in other counties were hav- 

ing some trouble at the time of my first visits, but after some 

assistance that I was able to give they got along quite nicely. 

We do occasionally find a maker who is prone to wander from 

the beaten path, after being repeatedly straightened out, but 

as a rule the improvement is lasting. One fault with makers 

is that they do not have enough confidence in themselves. I 

have known makers who had first-class cheese to allow a buyer to 

come into the factory and find fault with the cheese until the 

cheese would be sold at less than market price. A maker needs 

also to be a good judge of cheese. 

With all the faults of factories and their management I be- 

lieve that dairy interests are looking up all over the state. ~ 

The progress is steady and it may not be long before the third 

rate factory is a thing of the past. | 

THE BABCOCK MILK TEST AND THE CHEESE FACTORY. 

. Hon. A. D. DeLanp, Sheboygan, Wis. 

In the early days of dairying little consideration was given 

to the quality of the milk, especially that used for cheese-making. 

Those who were cheese-makers twenty or thirty years ago will 

recollect we had no difficulty in getting for the season’s aver- 

age one pound of cheese from ten pounds of milk, or less; often - 

nine and one half pounds would be the average from May Ist to 

November Ist. Now the average in all the older dairy sections 

of the United States, also Canada, is ten and a half of milk for 

one of cheese. This condition with the cheese maker and the 

large yields claimed by breeders of the different breeds of cows 

et, ay
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caused many of the best minds to study and experiment for the 

| purpose of getting some method that would be practical in de- 

| termining the quality of milk without resorting to a chemical 

| analysis. This has been accomplished so far as the fat contents 

of milk by our Dr. S. M. Babcock of the State Experiment Sta- 

tion, who has given his valuable invention to the world without ; 

F price. 

The Babcock test is now in use in every section where dairy- 

ing is a leading industry. This test is used not only in deter- 

mining the per cent. of fat in milk, but with it the per cent. of 

fat in cheese may be found. 

The cause of the varying quality of milk—honest milk—of 

twenty-five years ago and the poorer milk of the present time, 

: has never been accounted for. Some attribute it to breeding 

for quantity rather than quality— this can be true only in ex- 

ceptional cases—as the majority, nine-tenths of the farmers are 

: breeding hap-hazard us they did then, very few full bloods or 

high grades of any breed furnish milk for the millions of pounds 

of cheese made in Wisconsin the past year. May not the ele- 

ments in the soil which produced the grass for milk twenty-five 

. years ago have become exhausted or so much so as to effect the 

quality of the milk. This is true of wheat, may it not apply to 

the growth of grass? I think so, and in proof: Factories just 

opening in the new northern part of the state have much better 

yield than we and are not complaining of the “1 for 10” system 

of declaring dividends on account of loss or shortage as those of : 

the older sections are. 

All cheese factories need the Babcock test to help make hon- 

est milk and honest dairymen and all dividends should be 

determined by this test. It is practical, it is honest, whether 

Jersey, Guernsey, or Holstein milk is delivered to the factory. 

Having produced the cheese and placed it on the market, the 

5 buyer can determine with this same Babcock test the per cent. 

of fat in the cheese, and many would be surprised to know the 

aa low average of fat they were putting in. 

It has always been supposed that the cheese made in September, 

October and November was very much richer in fat than that 

made previous, or in July and August, and dairymen and fac- .
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torymen have thought that our state law relating to the krand- 

ing of cheese was made on this account, and that one classifica- 

tion, “Standards,” is for their especial profit, permitting them 

to skim about all that is possible, then make the skim milk 

cheese, and with the taking word “Standard” in large letters 

on the side of the cheese the consumer would think he was buy- 

ing “Al” or “O. K” cheese; the latter brand would be nearer 

right with “A” between the O and K. . 

The Babcock test has denounced the standards as a delusion 

and asnare. Every sample I have tested of the 25 or 50 tests 

made by me I have not found one sample “Standard” complying 

with the law. That is 30 per cent. fat. The average of 

the tests of “Standards” would not be above 25 per cent. fat, 

and probably less. “Full Cream” June, July, August and Sep- 

ss tember samples showed 30, 34.2, 32.4, 32.4, respectively. I 

made the most tests in October and November cheese and the 

5 average per cent. fat would not be above 35, only one sample as 

high as 39 per cent. While the October and November cheese 

show a higher per cent. fat, the difference is not enough to 

warrant making both butter and cheese from the same milk. 

A bill has lately been introduced in our legislature repealing 

the old law relating to branding Wisconsin cheese and making 

a new one, and from what I know of the Babcock test as ap- 

plied to cheese I would have but two classes or brands: Full 

cream and skim. A. national law is more desirable than a state 

law, and I doubt the advisability of the state having a law of 

this kind as a help to the reputation of Wisconsin cheese unless 

covered by copyright, so that fac simile brands cannot be used on 

skims and filled cheese made in other states, as 1am informed has 

been the case under our present law. Whatever the law 

made relating to branding cheese I trust the officers appointed 

to look after the welfare of the consumer will be more diligent 

in the future than they have been in the past; end by “con- 

sumer” I mean the man who places milk and its products on 

the table, not the proprietor of a factory for making the 

product. 

| 
i 2 ea
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: DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Aderholt—Don’t you think it is-a great accomplishmeat 

for the Sheboygan county cheesemaker to put 25 per cent. of 

fat into his standard cheese? 

Mr. DeLand—Well, I don’t want the cheese myself. 

The Chairman—Do you think that the difficulty with these 

low standard cheese is in the law or in the men who make the 

; cheese and make the milk? 

Mr. DeLand—The point is right here. We all think that a : 

standard brand is a good thing, and we buy the article. The 

farmers realize that if it is branded “Standard,” the buyers are 

likely to accept it, because they can turn it over at just as good 

profit and get a better price for their standards and the butter 

they make, than from all full cream cheese. The law is not to 

blame for the 25 per cent. of fat; it is the execution of the law 

that is in fault. : 

Mr. Favill—Who is going to execute the law? 

Mr. DeLand—We have officers appointed for that purpose, 7 

suppose. ° 

Mr. Faville—What are they good for? 

A Member—To draw their salaries. 

Mr. Favill—All the laws and all the officers in Christendom 

won't help the matter. We have got to make a cheese that the 

consumer wants. I don’t care how you stamp it, when it comes 

onto the consumer’s table, if it isn’t what he wants he leaves it : 

and he won’t buy any more; he is the man that gives us the 

money for our cheese finally, it is not the wholesaler or the 

retailer, but the man that eats it, and if you give him what he 

likes, by the time he has got it eaten up, he sends for more, no 

matter what itis branded. 

Mr. De Land—It is like this. The consumer goes to his 

- grocery man and says, “Have you got some good cheese?” 

“Yes.” “Well, give me three or four pounds.” He takes that 

cheese home, he don’t look at the brand; he ought not be com- 

pelled to look at the brand, that grocer ought to have a full 

cream cheese on his counter. This man isn’t asking for any- 

thing else, and most of our cheese is purchased in this way. i
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that cheese had been a good, full cream cheese, it would have 

been placed on this man’s table, would have been consumed and ; 

three more pounds bought, Any cheese that is not good pre- 

vents the sale of a good deal more good cheese. 

The Chairman—Do you believe in having the percentage of : 

fat defined by law? 

Mr. DeLand—I think not, excepting in full.cream. If we 

could have a law saying, that full cream cheese should be thirty 

per cent. of fat and anything that is not that is skimmed and F 

fining a man for branding cheese that is less than thirty per 

cent., branding it full cream, I think that would work all right. 

In that case the grocer would be liable, if he sold a cheese less 

: than thirty per cent. of fat for full cream. 

The Chairman—It is strange that I cannot see how the State 

of Wisconsin can be justly charged with the iniquity of men 

outside of it, and inside. The law is clear and straight as to : 

quality, and yet it is thrown up constantly that because 

there are a lot of rascals down in Chicago, changing brands, 

the laws of the State of Wisconsin are to blame for it. 

There is a lot of skim cheese made to-day in Walworth county 

and the full cream brand is put on it in Chicago. Is the law of 

the State of Wisconsin responsible for this? 

Mr. DeLand—We have got a cheese that is branded full 

| cream Wisconsin cheese. Wisconsin has created a reputation 

for herself of which she may well feel proud. Now, then, that 

: was years ago. We have sent into the market a large quan- 

tity of these Wisconsin full cream cheese. The dealers have 

" found that those cheese are in demand in the south and south- 

west, and they have taken filled cheese down in Chicago and 

supplied the trade, sent off four times what we are making in 

: this state. If we had not started that full cream brand they . 

never could have done that. ~ 

| The Chairman—By the same parity of reason it seems to me 

that we never should have a full cream cheese, then nobody could 

brand a skim full cream. If the law to-day does not require 

| full creams to be branded full cream, it is because of some ras- 

, cal branding the skims full cream. 

Mr. Hyatt—The dairymen of Sheboygan county to-day are 

: 

| ; 
; SF
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just as honest as when Sheboygan was in her glory. I have 

been a patron of a factory twenty years, and the Lord knows : 

and I know that I carry just as good milk as I ever did, and 

100 per cent. of the patrons carry better milk. We are selling 

our cheese for what it is not. We don’t make any skim cheese 

' down there; the dealers and the rascals have damned us. 

3 Dr. Babcock—Mr. President, I want to say one word as to 

where I think the great part of this difficulty lies. I think the 

explanation can be found in the excellent paper we had just be- 

fore dinner, and that is that it is almost impossible, according 

to the figures given in that paper, to skim off a portion of the fat 

of milk and still make a full cream cheese. If we take off even 

asmall per centage of the fat, we fall below the 30 per cent. al 

lowed for standard cheese; in other words, it is impossible to 

conform to the law as it now reads; it is an impossibility to 

make a standard cheese from 5 per cent. milk, taking off to 3 

per cent. of fat and conform to the law. 

The Chairman—Suppose that natural milk only contains 25 

per cent., and it has never been skimmed, isn’t that full 

cream? 

. Dr. Babeock—We don’t make such cheese. 

The Chairman—Mr. DeLand did. 

{ Dr. Babeock—He guessed at that. If we start with five per 

cent. milk and skim off one pound of fat from one hundred 

pounds of milk, we cannot still make a full cream cheese. I 

\ will confess that one year ago I thought it was possible. 1 did : 

not believe there was anything like the difference which Dr. 

Van Slyke has shown. I have been confronted within the past 

month by two or three of my dairy students coming to me and 

saying, ‘‘But you talked differently last winter.’’ I have given i 

; all my students to believe that it was possible to make a thirty 

per cent. cheese from a four per cent. milk even after one 

: pound of fat was taken off from that milk, but I must confess 

: that I am disappointed in what the returns bring in. I don’t 

: believe it can be done. I don’t believe we can even take a five 

per cent. milk and take off one pound of fat from a hundred 

| pounds of milk, and make what the law defines as a standard 

| cheese, and there I believe is the whole difficulty of this brand-
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ing business. We define an impossibility unless the greater 

: number of facts brought out change the relations which Dr. 

Van Slyke has so ably supported by bis experiments. The fact 

stands that we have very nearly a definite relation between the 

fat and the caseine in normal milk, whether it is five per cent. 

milk or two per cent. milk. If we take off any of the fat we 

have changed this relation and have changed it so that we have 

increased the caseine abnormally to the fat, so that I do not be- 

lieve it is possible to skim any considerable portion of the fat of 

the milk and make anything but skim cheese. You can’t make 

a standard cheese that way. I believe that skim cheese should 

be defined by some definite percentage of fat as we have already 

defined the standard cheese and put that as a low figure that is 

definite. 

MANAGEMENT OF A DAIRY HERD AND FARM. 

H. S. Matrsson, Morris, N. Y. 

I am very glad to stand before a Wisconsin audience and yet 

| when I realize the fact that most of you whom I have met here 

| were formerly New York men, it makes me homesick, and it 

also makes me feel that New York has lost about its best men. 

I am glad I haven’t got to tell you how to make butter or 

cheese, because you have experts here who can tell you all about 

these things. So I am going to take you along the line which 

I have found from an experience of a good many years to be the 

only possible way of reaching the greatest success in dairying. 

I believe in the dairy, having the stock upon the farm. I am 

not like that fellow who tries to get something for nothing, I 

don’t believe it can be done. This belief is positive with me, 5 

that the cow is born and not made. I will admit there have been 

| some wonderful things done by extra feeding and management 

| in producing a larger per cent. of butter fats with also an in- 

| creasing yield from cows that were considered good for nothing, 

} but that does not prove my assertion false. A man must 

' develop his own cows, so I should commence in the line of 

{ breeding, as the first thing necessary on the dairy farm, not 

| 
\
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the perfecting of some one breed, but tbe careful putting 

together of all those good things, breeding, feeding and care or 

management. 

Now, I want to breed my own cows on my own farm. I used 

to buy a good many cows, but after buying some years and 

looking over the herd, I made up my mind that was an al- 

$ mighty poor stock, and so I concluded to begin on our own 

foundation. There is another good reason for this decision and 

that is that I believe and experience has proved that asa calf is 

handled and fed, so the cow will be. It is not the breed so 

much as how you bred it and how you fed it and how you cared 

for it. 

Now, Iam going to talk about the mistakes that farmers 

make. I don’t know that you make them in Wisconsin, they 

do down our way. I want to feed the cows myself; I want to 

control the man that is feeding them, at least, and to control z 

: the kind of feed that the calf has and keep it in my hands 

right straight along, because I assume to know more than the : 

"1 calf does. 

Now, gentlemen, if you are going to breed a dairy heifer for 

butter making, you must feed her to produce that butter, the 

largest amount of butter you can get from the milk she will 

j give. I never feed to anything I have in the way of calves 

anything to fatten them. I never want a caif to stop growing, 

but I want them to grow in those parts which tend towards 

the purpose of furnishing milk and butter. I don’t want beef. 

Why, gentlemen, the general purpose cow is gone years ago and 

so has the man that talked about her. I believe that more men 

spoil their calves by over-feeding than they do by under-feed- 

ing. Do not think that you can take a calf a week old and set 

a paii of milk right down before it and let him drink it up. If 

; you do, the next thing you know he is going the wrong way. 

The matter of feeding is one that men differ widely about 

and men may feed on entirely different lines and yet both suc- 

ceed, so I am not going to say what you shall feed only that 

{ you shall feed that which has proved most successful in your 

particular location and with your breed. If you believe in a 

silo and have had good success in that business, it is your busi- 

4.
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s ness to run a silo. If you believe in feeding cotton seed meal, 

and have had good success, hang right up to it, and if I have had 

faith in both of those don’t sit down on me because I don’t 

agree with you. Only know what results you are getting from 

your feed; do not expect to feed something that has no ten- 

dency whatever to produce butter fats and then expect to get 

good rich milk for butter-making; many of our farmers are 

feeding buckwheat middlings, and they don’t get any butter 

fat. There is a spot where more men fail chan on either of 

those I have mentioned, and that is in managing of the ani- 

mal. I believe I could step right into any dairy you have got 

in this state and put men in there to take care of that stock 

who don’t know that the handling and care of the animals has 

more to do, perhaps, with his returns than all other things 

combined, and he will, of course, make a dead failure of it. A 

man can’t give a cow the best of feed in the morning and then 

turn her out at 6 o'clock and let her stay till night and expect 

to get anything from her, because nature says she has got to 

| use what she ate this morning to keep her from freezing to 

death in this kind of weather, and there is nothing left over to 

' make milk out of. Every machine has to be handled and 

| handled properly. 

Another thing I have heard men say: “You might go into 

my stable and sit down and milk-and if you don’t halloo or 

whistle or sing or something, you never would get any milk.” 

Now I don’t believe in that. I believe that the giving of the 

milk with the cow is a voluntary matter, and the minute that 

you create some disturbance in that cow’s mind, or her sur- 

roundings or anything and she gets to thinking of something 

else, it wouldn’t stop the flow of milk, if you hadn’t upset the 

whole system. When a man tells me a thing of that sort, or 

that he has to feed a cow to get ner to give down her milk, I 

always feel like saying that he or somebody else way back in 

the beginning spoiled the cow, and there is no sense in it. A 

cow is an animal that sticks closer to a habit than any other. 

If you commence on a certain line of management with a cow 

and change it the least particle, if she is what she ought to be, 

a nervous, high mettled, well-formed thing you will have dis- 

) 
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turbed her by your change. Now, I want to commence to 

handle my own cows as calves for that reason more than any- 

thing else. I want the calf to be handled as quietly and gently 

: all its early life as I would handle my boy, if I had one. I want 

the calf brought up with this idea from the beginning that the 

person who takes care of her loves her, has an idea that she has 

some feelings that can be hurt. Why, I have got dairy cows at 

home that when I go home they will know me and they will be 

mighty glad to see me, and as I go down the alleyway in front 

of them, those old cows will reach out and lick my hand. I never 

have to go after the cows in the world. They never have been 

worried or bothered and they are always glad to come in, and 

thev never make a mistake of five minutes in the time either. 

I go out among my cows an hour or two before milking time, 

and they will be lying down, and will lie perfectly still as I 

pass them, but when the time comes for milking, they are right 

there. 

5 So we are after breeding, then we will have judicious expert 

feeding, and then we will look after the matter of careful man- 

agement, and that management can be divided up into three 

other things, regularlity in all that you have to do with them; 

then comes cleanliness. I believe the good book says that 

“cleanliness is next to Godliness,” but I want to put cleanli- 

ness just ahead, cleanliness not only in the stable, in the hand- 

ling of the milk, but lookout for your pastures, your water. I 

have known a whole neighborhood to be upset by the dead car- 

cass of an animal being left near a spring where the cows drank. 

Gentlemen, the condition of the water that cows drink affects 

the milk more than anything else. I believe that has been the 

chief point in the success of the dairymen in the state of New 

York, down in the town of Bovina, and all through our state, 

and it is because every hill is brimful of nice, sweet spring 

water. Cleanliness should come in also incleaning out the manger. 

If my wife should leave the same plate on the table at dinner 

that I had for breakfast, and it was nailed down, I shouldn’t like 

it very well, probably wouldn’t care for my dinner, and ifI found 

the same plate still nailed down for supper, it would be still 

worse. I believe cows care for that sort of thing, too; they
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like nice, clean things. Don’t ever feed anything out doors on - 
the ground; it is bound to be soiled. 

: Don’t forget to be kind to your animals, and that is my last 

point; regularity, then cleanliness and then kindness. I hon- 

estly believe that there is a large amount of poor cheese and 

poor butter that can be traced back to an unhealthy milk that 

has been produced from a cow that has been abused and heated 

up with excitement and fever, and the minute you touch the 

cow’s nature you touch the milk and make it unfit for food for 

children or anybody else. 

As to managing the farm I think here is where we make the 

greatest mistake, the farmer don’t look ahead far enough. He 

/ starts in the spring and he is in a hurry. He knows this much 

that all the income he counts on must come from that farm, 

and he lets something else come in between and he forgets to 

put in something for green feed, then when the time comes to 

feed it, he looks around and he hasn’t got it. Make up your 

mind now, right here in February, that if you live till next 

| July that the cows that you are milking will naturally shrink 

in their milk and get ready to meet that. Sow some oats and 
| peas, then a few days after sow some more, then a little while 

after sow some more; then sow some sweet corn, and so on 
keep in mind what is before you. Mark cut a regular lire of 
work in the spring. Down our way we have a fixed date in the 

year, the 20th day of May, and when it comes the 20th of May 

the great majority of our farmers say, “This is the time to 
._ turn to pasture,” and so they turn out, whether there is any- ‘ 

thing there for the cattle to eat or not. You can easily see 

that if the season is a little late and the grass is not doing as 

} well as it did when your grandfather turned out on the 20th of 
! May you are going to lose money, and you will never get it 

back that summer. 

Then another mistake our farmers make is to go to bed at 
night along in September or the last days of August when they 

! know that in the morning there will be a heavy frost, and they 
| have left the cows out all night. Remember that if you freeze 

your cow outside, when you get to the factory the next morning, 

you have lost some of the milk that you ought to have had if 

A Pee
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you had used sense in the matter. In putting up my hay + 

have got a regular system. I put it in a half a dozen different 

places, the different qualities, and then I feed it accordingly. 

When I commence to stop milking along about the first to the 

20th of January, I begin to feed my riper, later-cut Timothy 

hay. It is not so good for milk, but it keeps the cow along 

very nicely, and kind of helps them to dry off, if they don’t 

want to. 

There is another thing that has been a great bother to me 

that I don’t want to forget to mention. I am not talking about 

turnips, Brother Hyatt. 

Mr. Hyatt—I thought you would come to that. 

Mr. Matteson—No; I have been born again; 1 have got past 

them. I was dead and buried in turnips. The best thing that 3 

I ever found in the world to feed a cow or a colt or a sheep or 

anything is carrots, and I raise them for five cents a bushel and 

when I commenced to manage my calves as I did a few years 

ago, with this clover hay and corn and oats and bran, and car- 

rots put in, about four or five carrots a day, and they ordered 

some June butter along in March, I made it every time. The 

carrots and the clover put on the flavor and the color, and the 

grain ration brings out the milk. You can’t feed carrots unless 

you plant in the spring, however. The farmers don’t plant 

enough. We have talked about our business for ten years and 

called it hard, we have cried at the hard times and said there 

isn’t any margin in the business, but to tell you the truth zi 

there isn’t a merchant or a business man on the earth but what 

would have been in the poor house before this time if he had 

run his business in the way we farmers have run it. We don’t 

look ahead, we don’t plant, we just trust to luck and “let her go 

Gallagher.” The management of the farm is the most important 

thing whether you be patrons of a cheese factory or private but. 

ter makers or milk producers. Coming from New York, as I 

do, I can see that Wisconsin has already stepped past that state 

in the dairy industry and stands ahead of it, but from what I 

have heard here to-day I see that you are going to get in a 

hole, you are going down if you are not careful. This table
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shows it. I didn’t know that Wisconsin did make skim cheese. 
I supposed you knew better than that. 

Now, I warn you, gentlemen, as a man that has gone through 
that experience and went out of the cheese factory business be- 

i cause of that experience, that if you don’t stop trying to get 
something from nothing, and that something cheese, that you 
call full cheese when you took the butter fats out to make but- 
ter, I warn you that you will see the day that you cannot get 
rid of your cheese. I understand you have already lost your 
reputation for good cheese. You want to remember this, the 
brand never consumes the goods. When you want a man to eat 
your goods, they must be what he wants or he is not going to * 
eat them, and he dont go by what is on the box. If aman 

| wants that kind of cheese that we use down our way for picnics, 
that will follow you around the grounds all day, make it. But 
if he wants a full cheese, make it. This is the same old mistake 
Ihave been talking about, we don’t look ahead. You see a 

| little more money a larger dividend, a larger amount of money 
per hundred pounds in making skim cheese and then making 
butter, but you don’t see the danger ahead. ‘I am sorry for 

| you, you can’t help yourselves by going to Chicago and raising 
| a fool fuss about it, you cant do it by going anywhere only into 
| your own factories, and your own barns and your own milk 

houses. 

Secretary. D. W. Curtis—This gentleman here has got a re- 
markable cow. In the early days of this association the Ary- 

] shire men used to tell about a cow they had, the most famous 
cow there was in those days. Now, some people are claiming 
that a Jersey is the most famous, more so than the Holstein. 
This gentleman has a cow that puts all these remarkable cows 
in the shade and I hope he will tell us about it. 

Mr. Matteson—I will tell you a little experiment I made 
with that old Holstein cow of mime. I was told by the man 
of whom I bought her that the great qualification of the Hol- 
stein cow was that she would eat everything and eat all the while, 
wasn’t particular about her diet only she was busy every min- 
ute, and he claimed that just what you fed her just that you 
would get back. SoI got this cow and I put her on the farm and
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turned her out with the rest of the cows and kept watch of her, 

and I saw that she did eat every.minute from morning till night 

I noticed the brush and stuff disappearing in the lot, but I did 

not’ pay much attention to that. Finally my dog Jacob, he was 

a collie, and he is great fellow for woodchucks. Jacob knew 

there was a woodchuck down a certain hole, and he kind of got 

into the habit of going a little early for the cows and digging 

awhile in that hole. But this old Holstein came down there, 

mowing a swath right down through the field and Jacob’s tail 

stuck out of that hole and she reached for it. I looked for Jacob 

some time but he didnt come, and none of the cows came but 

the old Holstein, so I went up there. She had got the dog and 

ate him up and about two-thirds of the woodchuck, and that 

proved the truth of what the man had told me, she did eat every- 

thing. I took charge of her milk myself along about that time, 

and I told the boys, “I don‘t want you to touch that at all, I 

am working on science.” I followed it right up closely, skimmed 

it, churned it myself. and just imagine what I got. I got just 

about one-third bologna-sausage, one-third Limburger cheese 

and one-third butter from that cow. This is an allegory. 

The Chairman—ls that all? 

Mr. Matteson—Yes, what more do you want? I don’t want 

the whole earth. Well, I had to kill her, because I didn’t have 

any time to do anything, people kept coming there to see thal 

cow and it took all my time, so I had to kill her. 

A Member—Please tell us how much that cow tested? : 

Mr. Matteson—She really made-in seven days 38 pounds and 

2 ounces of butter, that is the official test and report, but I 

wouldn’t give any one of my little Jerseys for her to-day. 

Mr. Bender—It is just a question of the cost of feed. Do 

: you put your dairy on top of everything else, make every other 

farm work stop for the dairy? 

Mr. Matteson—I never let hay making or anything else in- 

terfere with the dairy work. : 
Question—Do you feed sowed corn in the winter, and how do 

you cure it? 

Mr. Matteson—I cure my corn in stacks, not in shocks. I 

take and stack it up in small stacks and keep it packed to 

8—D, . 
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gether solid, so that it is always good and it makes splendid 

feed. I sow it, a peck to the acre, in rows three feet apart 

I sow sweet corn, and I want my corn to have ears on 

it, to be somewhere near maturity before it is good for feed. 

Then I sow evergreen corn. 

Question—Do you know the relative value of carrots and 

bran? 

Mr. Matteson —No, all I know about is is this, that when I 

begin to feed the carots in connection with the grain I al- 

\ ways increase my flow of milk, and I get much more cream 

and more butter from the same cow, but if I didn’t know I 

was going to get it I would still feed them, because they like 

them so well, and it is a tonic. I feed my cows twice a day. 

I have studied my cows, when they are out alone. If you turn 

cattle into a pasture where they have an abundance_they will fill 

themselves up and go and lie down and chew their cud. 

The Chairman—Don’t they range around constantly in search 

of exercise? 

Mr. Matteson—Mine don’t. You give them enough to eat 

and they will lie down and-chew their cuds. 

: Question—What temperature do you keep your barn? 

Mr. Matteson—I couldn’t say about that, but it never freezes. 

Question—Are your stables whitewashed on the inside? 

Mr. Matteson—No, but they will be this spring. My stables 

| are lighted with windows and my basement where I keep my 

| cows is a wooden basement with a wall on the north side of it, ! 

and across each end is a wall, and there is where my hay bays 

are put up, and my ice house, ete. But where my cows stand 

their heads are to the south, and as the sun goes around, it will 

take them all around some time in the day. 

: Question—Do you use a broom in your cow’s stable and sweep 

the cobwebs down from overhead. 

Mr. Matteson—Yes, sir, and I believe it pays, and I know it 

pays to have a card brush to use on your cows, and to have a 

barrel of plaster to use about your cow stable every day. : 

Question—Do you wet your cows’ teats in milking? 

Mr. Matteson—No, sir, and the man that does it wont stay 

long on my farm. I keep salt where my cows can always get at 

i i ante ieee
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it, and they will eat it most every day. In the summer time I 

have this rock salt in a box down under a big oak tree and 

they work away at that. 

Question—Tell us how you raise your young calves? 

Mr. Matteson—I keep them in doors until they are a year 

old. I don’t want a calf running around eating grass and Le- 

ing around where the flies are. I keep them in dry, clean, 

well lighted and well ventilated rooms, not pens, and I have a 

little rack in there and I put in some nice clover hay, and when 

that calf gets to an age that the stomach is ready for it, it 

will begin to nibble at the hay. I don’t want a calf fed very 

much at once, and I feed them three times a day. 

Mr. Everett—What are you looking for in the milch cow, 

one that is giving a large mess of rather poor milk, or a small 

g mess of rich milk? - 

Mr. Matteson—I had rather have the small mess of rich 

milk, but you can have both. 

Question—Do you feed your calves on sour milk? 

Mr. Matteson—I am beginning to use it; I had just as soon 

it would sour in the pail as in the stomach. Of course I don’t 

want it too sour, like vinegar; it is liable to make trouble 

: then. As long as I have plenty of milk with a little good 

clover hay, or early-cut timothy hay, they get along 

very nicely, but then when the milk begins to be short 

I commence feeding oats. It is well enough to put a 

little old process oil meal with your oats, but don’t feed 

them anything that makes them fat. I don’t care whether 

Ez the oats are ground or not, the calf chews them well. Sepa- 

rator milk would do to start on when the calves are young, but 

you can’t raise them on it. I should add linseed meal or bran. 

Question—How old are your calves when you take them from 

the cow? 

Mr. Matteson—I leave them together till the calf has got up, 

got the second mess of milk anyway.
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WISCONSIN’S DAIRY EXHIBIT AT THE COLUM- 

BIAN EXPOSITION. 

D. W. Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

At the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Associa- 

tion, held in Oshkosh last February, a committee, consisting of 

} D. W. Curtis, Hon. B. E. Sampson ahd H. S. Weeks, was ap- 

} pointed and empowered by the state board of world’s fair 

i managers for Wisconsin to arrange for an exhibit of butter and 

cheese at the Columbian exposition. The board recognized the 

great dairy industry of the state and set aside a sufficient 

amount of the funds at their command to commence the work. 

Work did not begin until the middle of September, the ob- 

ject being, at that time, to secure an exhibition of cheese made 

in 1892, to be known as the Wisconsin state exhibit, and to be 

} ready at the opening of the exposition, May 1, 1893. Mr. R. 

} B. Kirkland, the executive commissioner, had managed to se- 

cure space for this public exhibition, it being the intention to 

show openly all kinds of cheese made in this state, that the 

! world might see what was produced in Wisconsin. Visits were 

| made to different dairy sections and circulars sent out solicit- : 

| ing contributions of cheese for this exhibit. In this branch of 

i the work we have met with most encouraging success. Between 

! 300 and 400 cheese were promised, including all the varieties 

of this product manufactured in the different sections of the 

I state. Undoubtedly, before spring arrives, some and perhaps 

many of the promised cheese will have found their way to the 

grocer, or executed a successful case of “mysterious disappear- 

ance” in other directions. 

“Owing to the great demand for space for dairy exhibits, from 

every state and nation in which the product of the dairy, forms 

a staple article of commerce, it was deemed necessary by the 

Columbian Exposition to have four different exhibitions, that E 

each and every one might have an opportunity to exhibit. 

: Should the space assigned Wisconsin be ample for every one to 

make four exhibitions, they will be allowed to do so; otherwise, 

they must be content with less. 

J *
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Dairy products will be received only from the 1st to the 10th 

of the months of June, July, September and October. They will 

be kept on exhibition for the month in which they are entered, 

after which fresh exhibits must replace them, and they will be 

sold or disposed of in ‘accordance with the wishes of the 

exhibitor. 

It is possible that the “Wisconsin State Exhibit“ will be re- 

placed, or renewed, each month, depending upon the tempera- 

ture, care being taken that it is not kept too long and thus . 

injuring its sale. As an inducement to the cheese makers of 

Wisconsin to contribute cheese for the state exhibit, the Dairy- 

men’s Association offers premiums, amounting to $150.00, for 

the first exhibit; and it is more than probable that these pre- 

miums will be duplicated for each of the three following exhi- 

bitions. 

The exhibition of butter and cheese for awards by the Colum- 

bian Exposition will not commence until the month of June. 

Present indications assure us that with a continuance of proper 

encouragement and assistance, the dairymen of Wisconsin will 

do their part towards making an exhibit of which the state will 

have no oceasion to be ashamed. 

5 ‘The importance to Wisconsin of having her dairy interests 

well represented at the World’s Fair cannot be over-estimated. 

Every foreign nation, whose dairy industry is promoted by the 

success of its dairy farming, sees the importance of an exhibit, 

and has made application for space. Canada will make an im- 

mense display of her cheese products. They have already made 

a cheese for the World’s Fair that is six feet thick and nine 

feet in diameter. Wisconsin must make a larger one, and steps 

in that direction have already been taken. New York has a 

fund of ten thousand dollars set aside to promote the exhibi- 

tion of her dairy products, which sum will be increased. IIli- 

nois is asking for twenty thousand dollars to properly repre- 

sent the dairy industry. This is an indication of the interest 

shown by other states, and the importance attached «o making 

a grand exhibition of their dairy products. 

As Badgers, we have a just pride in believing that we make 

the best butter and cheese to be found, and our modesty will
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| hardly keep us from telling the truth when approached on this 
subject. The state will never have a more favorable oppor- 

} tunity to show her dairy products to all the nations of the world 
| than at the present time. Repeated efforts will be made to 

have every private dairyman, creamery and cheese factory to 
strive for an award at the Columbian Exposition. 

The estimated value of Wisconsin’s milk products, for the 
i last year, was $28,000,000. This industry is growing rapidly 
1) in all parts of the state. At the present rate of increase, in 
} less than ten years our dairy products will amount to more than 

$50,000,000. New customers must be found for this large pro- 
duction. 

The wonderful strides that dairy husbandry has made in Wis- 
{ consin in the past twenty years, the fact that it is the most re- 
ii munerative of any branch of farming, and the further fact that 
|| a great number of our farmers are about to enter upon it, all 
| these call for a statesmanlike measurement of its necessities. 
i To provide for the interest as it now stands and its assured 
i! future, new markets must be opened; and nothing will help in 
\| this matter so greatly as that Wisconsin shall make a full and 

iH| striking exhibit of her dairy products to the whole world. 
i Nothing should be left undone in placing one of the leading in- 
Hy dustries of the state on exhibition to such advantage as shall 
} clearly demonstrate the superiority of our make, and secure 

i! for Wisconsin from the world at large an appreciatory estima- 
i tion of her facilities and ability to furnish a high grade of 
| - butter and cheese. 

eI Mr. Favill—I want to emphasize what Mr. Curtis has been 4 
‘ saying about the importance to the dairymen of Wisconsin of 
| this exhibit. Many of you know that I am one of the pioneers 
| of dairying in Wisconsin, and I know something about the ad- 

vantages to be derived from an exposition of this kind. There 
' is no state in the worfd or country that can beat us if we set 

ourselves about doing our best. Now, about these medals of 
award. My daughter was about eighteen years fold when the 

: Centennial occured. 1 sent two or three tubs down there that she 
, 
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made and she got a medal that she prizes now more than any- 

thing else in the house. It lays on the table and people ask 

about it and she is very proud to explain where she got it. 

The following gentlemen were appointed the committee on 

President’s address: J. H. Monrad, C. H. Everett and E. Ader- 

holt. 

Convention adjourned to the banquet given by the ladies of 

the M. E. church—At the banquet more than 300 sat down at 

the first table, and half as many more were in waiting for the 

second table—With toasts, responses, and splendid music, the 

session lasted until late in the evening. The following was 

THE MENU: : 

; Raw Oysters, Oyster Stew 

‘Wafers 

Celery Olives Pickles 

Radishes Onions 

‘Turkey Ham Tongue 

Pressed Chicken 

Lemon Jelly 

Rolls 

White and Brown Bread and Butter 

JELLIES. 

Currant Apple Cranberry 

SaLaDs. 

Salmon Lettuce Cabbage Potato 

Assorted Cake Vanilla Ice Cream 

Edam and American Cheese 

Fruit Crackers Coffee 

TOASTS AND MUSIC. 

Toastmaster, Dr. Geo. Dale, Iola, Wis. 

ae GIMEBE oan 3 ac conc bcos acteesicescccecsceccctes<scsBARgOr SDGAKGr. 

“Dry Toast on a Plate,”................... -.D. W. Curtis, Ft. Atkinson. 

Milk of Human Kin-ness........ ...... .....-C. R. Beach, Whitewater. 

The Potato vs. Dairying...........-..22..+++++ ss.e+-+--+-E. E, Browne. 

-Quartette........:...........Messrs, Oborn, Shearer, Mesdames Fox, Lea. 

Dairying in the East and in the West ......H. H. Mattison, Morris, N. Y. 

Blackberries and Cream. ..........+.+++-++eeeeee+++--+++-We H, Holmes, 

Young America.........06+:+eseeee++ seeeeees++-H, C, Adams, Madison.
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Overture “‘Enchantment”--Herman.............+............. Orchestra. 
The Press of To-day, The Farmer Ditto.... ..........Jno. L. Sturtevant, 

} Cheese and Cheese.................+.-++--Prof, Van Slyke, Geneva, N. Y. 
} The Consumer; May his shadow never grow less.......:.Dr. L. H. Pelton. 

The Dairyman’s Daughter” ........Ex Gov. W. D. Hoard of Wisconsin, 
The Ingleside ..........0..002 esessceeccose esseeesss Caleb J. Shearer. 
The Boys of Wisconsin....... ..................+..++ Miss Belle Smith, 
The World's Dairyman at the World's Fair......... C. H. Everett, Beloit. 

I ‘Waupaca; Its Past, Its Present, Its Future ........... Rev. Enoch Perry. 
t Duet... ......ceceeeeeee ceeeeseeeees ceecee eeeeesMr, Oborn, Mrs, Fox. 

1 
i The convention met at 9:30 A. M., February 17, 1893. 
i The President in the chair. 
f Discussion on Composition of cheese continued. 

{i Prof. Van Slyke—I would like to call attention to one thing 
' that struck me when Mr. DeLand read his figures yesterday in 

regard to the composition of some of the standard cheese run- 

{ ning down often to 25 per cent. fat. If you will refer to this 
j chart, you will see this point here is the nearest to 25 per cent. 
| fat in cheese. Now, in order to get cheese of that composi- 

tion, they have to take out of 4 per cent. milk, 1.2 per cent. of 
I fat, so that the only inference I could draw from the figures is, 
} that they were putting the skimmer way down and taking out 
i nearly half of the fat. 

Mr. Favill—The trouble with skimming at all is that’ we dip 
i too deep all the time. It is better to keep away from it en- 
t tirely. 

I Mr. Monrad—You get tired and your hand sinks low 
down. Mr President, I think Dr. Van Slyke has given us a 

pointer that is of the greatest importance in this matter of 
I skimming, and hope to see that chart republished in Hoard’s 

Dairyman and everywhere else. Another thing, I want to con- 
gratulate the experimental stations on starting on this line of 
work, sending out trained men, instructors, and letting them 
take observations in the open field. Those kind of experiments 
will be of ten times the value that they would be if they were 

made with small messes of milk. Dr, Babcock has reccived his 

figures, as I understand, from reports of the students. Now, I 

would suggest co-operation between your state instructors. 

i ga ig eit ig a De A a oS a Nt ie
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and your state experimental stations. I would like to see them 

work together a little more in this experimental work. 

Prof. Henry—These reports are from students who have been 

to our dairy school, and are now working in factories, and some 

. of them have made cheese as long as eight years in a factory be- 

fore they came to the school. These reports, nine out of ten of 

: them are from old factory men. 

Mr. Monrad—That is as it should be. The making of such re- 

ports requires training in the experimental station. 

The Chairman—The traveling instructors cannot in the nature 

of things work together with the dairy students in the dairy 

school, for they are out for the purpose of instructing and only 

spend one or two days in each place in instructing the makers. 

Of course, while they are doing that they cannot go into experi- 

ment work. 

Mr. Monrad—But they can make reports of their work and 

that is all IT ask. There is a point on Dr. Babcock’s table that 

I consider very important and ‘that is that the introduction of 

separators into the factories will have the effect of killing off all 

these small corner factories, which I claim are a curse to the 

state, because the small factories would not be able to put in a 

separator. Another thing, it would enable them to cleanse the 

milk by centrifugal force, by running it through the separator 

as they do at the condensing factories before they condense it 

so two advantages would be obtained, the cooling and the 

cleansing. 
The Chairman—There has been a good deal said on this skim- 

ming question which I think is theoretical. It don’t touch the 

question at all. The whole southern part of the state is honey- 

; combed to-day with debauchery and corruption, and you stand 

up here and talk theoretically about skimming. [Illinois is 

fairly rotting with filled cheese. We have to look at this 

question downright practically. Now, what will we do about 

it? I wish we could devise some practical thing in the way of 

law or the execution of law that would bring us something that 

would give relief. The trouble is we haven't, any moral force 

as an association, for we are opposed to each other as to the 

law, and the law itself has gone down more from our own op-
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position than from any other reason. If we don’t do some- 
| thing unitedly pretty soon the name of Wisconsin cheese will 

be a synonym for all that is foul and bad. Only a few years 

ago Wisconsin went into the Liverpool market on her own name, 
to-day she can’t be found and here we are theorizing. ’ 

: Mr. Favill—There isn’t any theory about it, begging your 
i pardon. It is simply a plain matter of fact. It is stop trying 
\) to cheat and go to honest work; take the skimmer away from 

the cheese vat and that is all there is about it. 

The Chairman—But my dear Uncle Stephen Favill, the Wal- 
f worth county farmer will listen to you with great attention and 
, then slap you right in the face with a piece of skim cheese. ‘ 
r Mr. Favill—Let him go on until it begins to pinch his pocket, 
t then he will learn. 

} The Chairman—You will be in the grave and so will Wis- 
} consin by that time. 

| Mr. Favill—I expect to, be, but I will enter my protest all 
| the same. 

| The Chairman—Can’t we practically do something besides 
i empty protesting? 

) Mr. Monrad—Don’t you think the table behind you is emin- 
' ently practical? (refering to Dr. Van Slyke’s chart). 

The Chairman—Yes, but I don’t think it will stop this habit 

of skimming. What is needed is the enforcement of law against 

1 cheating and adulteration. 

b into a debauched patron’s pocket. 

| = 

HOW TO SUCCEED WITH A PRIVATE DAIRY. 

i Byron Snyper, Clinton, Wisconsin. 

| To succeed with a dairy means thoughtful care—thoroughness 
| and attention to all the little details along the line of dairy 
\ industry. 

j THE HERD. 

1° First and foremost consideration is the dairy cows; if they 
j have not already been bred and tested in the line of dairying 
i 

| 
ij > Ba ~ se
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and for a special purpose and are not paying a good 

profit over all expenses, the dairyman should at once procure a 

Babcock milk tester and proceed to test the milk of each cow and 

thereby find which are the profitable and which the unprofitable 

ones. In fact every dairyman should have access to this milk 

tester either by joint ownership with one or more neighbors or 

by having one of his own. 

With a thorough application of the tester in the dairy he will 

readily ascertain which cows are the paying ones, and if any 

are found that are not paying their way and a profit they should 

At once or as soon as convenient, be disposed of and their places 

be filled by those bred for the special purpose of butter making 

and producing not less than 250 or 300 pounds of butter each 

per annum. In this way we will soon obtain a herd that will 

yield a handsome profit and at the same time build a foundation 

which will enable us to keep our number good or to increase, as 

we like. 

To keep the number good and of good and increasing quality re- 

quires no small effort. A good cow is liable to become sick and 

die or get injured in some way that will render her worthless 

for dairy purposes and another is needed to fill her place. It 

is a question: with some whether it is best to raise the best heifer 

calves for this purpose, or to maintain or increase the herd by 

. purchase. If no young heifers were raised for the dairy, cows 

would soon be scarce and high in price and finally unobtainable. : 

With a good selection of cows and a well bred butter sire it will 

pay well to raise the best heifer calves and by generous’ feeding 

of bone and muscle forming food and gentle kindiy care devel- 

ope them into No. 1 cows. 

Having thus secured the right kind of a herd of cows the next 

consideration is for their proper care and comfort. 

' THE STABLE. 

One of the essentials for this purpose is a warm, dry, easy ven- 

tilated and well lighted stable, one that never freezes even in 

the coldest weather. It should be well littered with dry straw 

or its equivalent for a clean and comfortable bed and to absorb 

the liquid manure together with gypsum to absorb the odors and
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increase the value of the manure. Great care at all times should 
! be exercised to make the cows as comfortable and happy as pos- 

sible as this all tends to the greater secretion of good rich 
| milk. 

FEED. 

i Neither a good cow nor a good stable or both will give good 
; and successful results without wise, judicious and economical 
! feeding. Probably there are no two crops of coarse feed that 
‘ we can raise on our farms in Wisconsin with greater profit than 

early cut clover for hay and corn fodder made into ensilage. It 
requires less time and labor to harvest a crop of corn by cut- 

t ting it into the silo than it does to harvest it any other way. 
\ The ensilage is more easily digested and assimilated by the 
; digestive organs than dry stalks. The ensilage being in a suc- 
fi culent condition is more palatable and better relished by the 

| cows and causes an abundant flow of milk; it is always ready 
| for use and is the cheapest feed we can produce. Our success 
I as dairymen largely depends upon having cheap and palatable 
i food for the cows. A little profit secured here and there all 

i! along the line helps to swell the aggregate and make the success 
¥ we so much desire. In addition to having plenty of ensilage 

| and clover and other coarse feed we must have nitrogenous food 
| to go with it to balance up the ration, such as bran, oat meal, “ 

oil meal, ete. With these feeds properly proportioned we will 
| get the best results. 

WATER AND WARMTH. 

i Good dairy cows are ‘of a nervous, sensitive temperament 

and especially sensative to cold and sudden changes in the 
| weather. Hence they should be kept almost constantly in a 
| warm stable during the winter months and never allowed to stand 
| out in the cold air or in a cold rain or be compelled to drink 
\ cold water. Cold either inside or out side of a cow will cause 

a shrinkage in the milk and in the butter fat also. No dairy- 
| man can afford to furnish ice water for his cows or to winter 
| them in a cold stable. My cows are turned out each day to 5 
i drink and are allowed in the yard two or three hours when not 
i too cold. They have a large long shed open to the south with 
1 
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the water tank under it. The yard is protected from the west, 

north and easterly winds. Straw in the yard for the cows at 

their leisure to pick over. 

REGULARITY. 

Another important element to success is regularity in feed- 

ing, watering and milking. Generous feeding is indispensable, 

: but good feeding without regularity is only a partial success. 

Feed at stated periods and in quantities required by each indi- 

vidual cow. ‘To feed well and economically arrange to raise all 

the good feed possible on the farm. Water regularly. Regu- 

larity in the dairy should supersede all other matter on the 

farm. Let everything else subserve to it. 

MILKING, 

This should be done both morning and night at stated times 

and by the same milker as near as possible, and as-regularly on 

the Sabbath as other days. Milking an hour later in the morn- 

ing or a little earlier than usual at night one day in the week 

or oftener means less profit to the proprietor. 

Milking is considered by some the most disagreeable part of 

dairying. Nothing should be left undone by the proprietor to 

make it as pleasant and agreeable as possible to the milkers. 

Good, comfortable milking stools should be provided and cow- 

tail holders hanging in the stable convenient to the milkers 

when needed. The stable should be so arranged that it can be 

readily darkened when flies are troublesome. The milking 

should be done neatly, quickly and thoroughly, and the milk 

nicely cared for until it reaches its destination. Absolute 

cleanliness from the stable to the butter tub should ever and 

always be the dairyman’s motto. Away with not only dirt but 

all foul odors. Gilt-edged, high-priced butter can only be had 

in this way. 

A DAIRY HOUSE. 

To obtain the highest success in dairying means a snug dairy 

house with good conveniences, modern improvements and uten- 

sils; it should have four rooms, one room for handling the milk
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where it can be run through a separator soon as milked or before 
the temperature falls below 85 Deg. At that temperature the 
butter fat will readily separate from the milk thus leaving the 
skim milk near its normal heat. Another room which we call 
the cream room should be small with a little stove to warm the 
room for ripening the cream previous to churning. The third 
or churning room should be large enough for a churn butter 
worker and a few other tools. 

The fourth room or a refrigerator is needed to set in the 
cream, keeping it at a low temperature until needed for churn- 
ing when it is moved into the cream room for ripening. ‘his 
fourth room is also used for storing the butter and keeping it 
cool and ready for shipping. 

To secure the best possible prices for our products they should 
bo sold as much as possible directly to the consumer and thus 
save all unnecessary expense. 

! WINTER DAIRYING. 

Winter dairying is by far the most profitable. The most of 
! the cows shoulda be fresh in September and October, and a few 

others at intervals during the year to keep good the quality of 
}) the milk. Winter dairying means more profit in way of better 
a prices for the milk or butter. Hired labor costs less in winter 
\ than in summer. The dairyman usually has more time in winter 
| to devote to the business. 

i ¥ ECONOMY IN LABOR, 

Time is money if properly used, and ‘there are many ways to 
i) economize in labor. 

A properly constructed barn made convenient for handling the 
stock and feed. By having the feed near the stock and by hav- 
ing shutes and slide tracks and cars to convey the feed from 
bin, mow or silo to the mangers saves a vast amount of time 

| and hard work in the course of a year. A horse power or a 
small engine to operate the churn, separator and butter-worker 

; is to substitute cheap power for high priced labor. ‘In these 
days of high priced labor, money wisely invested in machinery 

| will pay. 
| 2 

| 
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HANDLING THE HEIFERS. 

Heifers with their first calves should be milked to within six 

or eight weeks of becoming fresh again. The habit of deep, 

long milking is valuable and can be established to a certain ex- 

tent by generous feeding and proper care in milking. Heifers, 

if properly grown, do well to come in at 2 years old. Cows 

should give milk at least ten months in the year to be profit- 

able. 

THE BY-PRODUCTS. 

The small part of the profits of dairying come from the by- 

products. The judicious feeding of the skim milk warm and 

sweet as it comes from the separator gives the best results and 

is the most palatable to the calves and pigs. To get the best 

results from the manure it should be drawn fresh from the 

stable to the field and spread over the ground evenly as _possi- 

ble, but if not convenient to do so it should be put under a 

shed to protect from the rains. 

FERTILITY OF THE MIND. 

It is also essential for the successful dairyman to have good 

dairy literature to fertilize his mind with the best dairy 

thought and knowledge to stimulate him to keep up with the 

improved methods of dairying. Life is too short for any one 

man to learn by experience all that one needs to know about é 

the business. 

Dairying is a profession and it requires time, constant re- 

search and application to get familiar with all the details and 

variations of the business. The more the dairyman concen- 

trates his thoughts and efforts in this line and makes it a spe- 

cialty the better he will succeed. 

‘ DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Beach—How many cows are you keeping and what is 

their breed? : 
Mr. Snyder—About twenty-five or thirty; grade Jerseys. 

Question—What do you feed?
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| Mr. Snyder—Corn ensilage with considerable corn in the ensil- 
: age, bran and oil meal, feeding about 65 pounds of ensilage, 7 

pounds of bran and 2 pounds of oil meal to the cow, with very 
little hay. 

Question—Wheré is your silo? 

Mr. Snyder—It opens right into the cow stable. My cows 
average about a pound of butter a day. I put the grain on top 
of the silage. 

Question—Do you feed your cows according to their size? 
Mr. Snyder—We feed according to what they are producing. N 

A cow that produces well we give a good mess to. 

Mr. Weeks—Do you feed the ojl meal up to the time of calv- 

ing? : A 

Mr. Snyder—No, not usually, where we have ensilage I don’t 
think it necessary. I use common Dent corn for the ensilage ; 
the highest yield I ever weighed was 13} tons to the acre; the 
average is about 10 tons, one year with another. : 

Mr. Beach—How many pounds of milk do your cows give? 
Mr. Snyder—We are getting 5 pounds of butter to the 100 

pounds of milk. 

Mr. Feroe—Do you use the separator? 

: Mr. Snyder—Yes. 

Mr. Feroe—Would you advise a separator for less than thg 
t number of cows you keep in a private dairy? 
| Mr. Snyder—Yes, I think a man can afford to buy a separa- 

' tor for ten cows. 

! Question—How often do you salt your cows? 

j Mr. Snyder—Twice a week and water them once a day out of 
| doors at the tank. We leave them out long enough to get the 

stables cleaned on a cold day. We have a warm protected yard 
so that the wind don’t affect the cows, andon a nice day in the 
winter we leave them out two or three hours. 
Question—What power do you use with your separator? 
Mr. Snyder—We are using hand power at present; we expect 

to have the tread power. 

Question—Do you warm the water? 

Mr. Snyder—Yes, sir. 
| Mr. George—We are told to select our cows and breed up.
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Now, I believe in raising every heifer calf and if you have more 

than you want, there is plenty of room in Wisconsin for good 

grade heifers. 

Mr. Snyder—It doesn’t pay always. Have you adopted any 

one breed? 

Mr. George—I have now got the grade Jerseys, but I am go- 

ing into the Guernseys, because I think I will get better milch 

cows with better teats and a little larger, so that when one 

becomes worthless, it is a little more profitable to sell for beef. 

Mr. Faville—You will have beef instead of butter? 

Mr. George—Well, you cant keep a herd of cows, I don’t care 

how good they are but what there will be loss more or less 

every year. The hardest work that I have is to keep up my 

herd. 

Question—Mr. Snyder what does it cost you to keep a cow 

per year, what are your net returns per year? 

Mr. Snyder—Somewhere in the neighborhood of thirty dol- 

lars. For the last two years my cows are all young cows, and 

I figured about sixteen cows. 

The Chairman—Have you ever taken any pains to study out 

the value of skim milk in making pork, or in any other way? 

Mr Snyder—No, not to figure it right down. I know it has 

considerable value in raising pigs, more so than we are aware 

of. 
Mr. Matteson—-Down in our section we have three or four who 

tried feeding it back to the cows, and they get away with the 

whole lot of us on the yield of butter per cow. One man tells 

me he considers it worth 20 cents per hundred pounds fed to 

cows for butter at 25 cents per pound, Now, this was his yield 

from ten cows: In one year with ten dollars’ worth of grain 

to each cow, consisting of bran, cottonseed meal and some corn 

meal, they had skim milk twice a day. He had no ensilage 

and no fodder corn to feed, nothing but his milk and meal and 

some sweet apples. He fed for a month may be fifty bushels of 

those. He got 397 pounds of butter per cow from 1890 to 1891, 

and the next year he got 383, and this year he thinks he will 

get past his 395. He never raises a calf; he don’t have any- 

thing on rp put his ten cows, his wife and a horse. He
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don’t plow a furrow and he and his wife attend to the cows and 
the butter right straight through. There aint but one man 
in a thousand could do what he does and not make a failure of 
it. He is a very near-sighted man, but he puts on two pair of 
glasses and he goes into a man’s dairy herd and he looks them 
over and he takes his time about it, and the man tells him, 
“that is a good cow, it is the best I have got here”—you notice 

a man always sells his best one, or wants to, -but the old chap 
says: “I don’t want that one,” and by and by he looks at 

| another, and he says: “What do you ask for that one?” “Oh, 
that cow I wouldn’t sell her for less than $50, I don’t want to 

) sell her.” “Will you take $50 for her?” “Yes,” “Well, then 
: I'll take her." Now, he can see double the value between two 

| cows. He has in him somewhere a gift in selecting a good cow, 
and he takes those cows home and they go right into his course 

: of feeding, and he will in the course of a year or two develop 
: that cow up to her best and he keeps her right there. He at- 

tributes his success largely to the value of the skim milk, which 

he feeds. 

Question—How does he get his cows to take it? 

Mr. Matteson-—Well, I asked him about that and he told me. 
He said he never found a cow but what liked sweet apples, and 
he put the apples in the skim milk and when they bobbed for the 
apples they would get a taste of the milk and then they would 
take to it all right. 

Mr. Hoard—I don’t think you ever knew a man in a village to 
go out into the country and buy a cow and bring her into town, 

but what in less than a year or so that cow would nearly double 
what she was doing on thé farm. They get all the refuse there 
is in the family and it makes a variety for them; they like the slop. 

We made some experiments in the value of skim milk. I believe 

to-day with the present price of pork that skim milk is worth 30 

cents a hundred to make pork. We took a lot of shoats at the 

Ft. Atkinson creamery and we wanted to demonstrate to our pat- 

rons what skim milk was worth. These shoats weighed not 

over a hundred pounds. I think there was between fogty and 

fifty and we fed them on skim milk alone 56 days. We bought 

them in the first place at $4.50 a hundred. We weighed every
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ounce of skim milk that they took, we sold them back at the end 

of 56 days for the same price that we bought them, and the skim 

milk stood us in 22} cents a hundred, fed as the fool feeds it. 

Had we done it rightly, we would have bought corn meal and 

middlings and mixed it with the skim milk, and of course would 

have made better gain, but we were demonstrating that one 

point of the value of the skim milk. There is one little kink 

here we ought to remember. We get our biggest results always 

when we feed to young animals. Take an eighteen-month store 

hog that has been held over, it will take at least two to four 

times the same feed to make a pound of growth than it would 

on the seventy-five or eighty pound shoat. I want every farmer 

here to think about this question and to know what the food of 

support is; it is that which knocks the profit out of the farmer 

in feeding hogs and in lots of other things. 

We often hear farmers say, “I will keep my hog until he 

weighs 300 pounds and then I will sell him.” There have been 

some valuable experiments made to determine what was the 

weight at which the highest profit in feeding was made and we 

found it was fifty pounds weight. We took pigs of several 

breeds; up to fifty pounds you get an increasing ratio to the 

food consumed; after fifty pounds you commence to get a 

decreasing ratio all the time, so that it cost us ten per cent. 

more for food to make a pound of pork on a pig weighing 100 

pounds than it did when it weighed fifty pounds. It cost us 

seventeen per cent. more to make a pound of weight on a pig 

at 150 pounds than it did at fifty. It cost us twenty-four to 

twenty-six per cent. more to make a pound of meat on a pig at 

200 pounds than it did at fifty, and it cost us from thirty-four 

to forty-eight to make one pound of pork on a hog at 300 

pounds than it did at fifty. Now, see how that is getting the 

profit out of the farmer every day. What is the meaning of it? 

It is the food of support, just as you increase the weight of the 

hog, do you begin to turn more feed in to support that weight, 

more and more is taken every day to support the weight you 

have already got, so that you have not only got to make it, but 

you have to support it. Now, how does it work? Suppose a 

farmer says, ‘‘My hog weighs 299 pounds, when he weighs 300 

’
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T'll sell him, one pound more.” Now, then. he has to feed him 
enough to hold the 299 pounds, or he drops back, and he has 
got two pounds to make instead of one. You will see the beef 
men to-day are all feeding young animals, and the wise pig-feeder- 

never holds a shoat over six or eight months old. I know 
plenty of men who have abandoned their old fashioned practice 

| : and are now keeping nothing over but the breeding sows and 
: the males, and turning the whole of their pork into the same- . 

summer’s feeding. Now, that food of support, as near as we- 
can get at it from the German experiments is about two per 
cent. of the live weight, and a hog that weighs 300 pounds, it 
takes six pounds every day to hold it at just that weight, and 
you are trying to make money out of that 300 pound hog by 
pouring in six pounds of feed every day to hold the 300 pounds. 
there, and think you are making a profit on it. The same 
thing applies to cows and that is the difference between a great. 
big 1,200 or 1,400 pound cow and an 800 pound cow. 

Mr. Matteson—There is another thing about that, too. The 
smaller pigs bring a better price per pound. I was in the 
stock yards Monday and I saw thousands unloaded there, and it 
would be a hard matter to find one that would weigh 200- 
pounds and they were fine. There is hardly a man in our state 
that thinks of carrying a pig past 160 to 200 pounds. 

| Mr. Wherle—What form of silo is preferable, a round or a. 
square-shaped? 

Mr. Matteson—I haven’t a round silo, but I am familiar with 
that shape, and I much prefer the round from what I have seen 
of them, for the reason that they are the Strongest and the 
cheapest, and there is less spoiled ensilage than in the square- 
form. They are cheaper, because you use no timbers larger than 
2x4’s, and they are stronger because they are hooped around, 
they are boarded inside and out. On one of the silos that I 
know of there were two courses of paper and two courses of 
half inch lumber which makes it very strong, and the outside 
course was inch lumber, but in building smaller than twenty- 
four feet in diameter, it is difficult to build round with inch. 
lumber, because you can’t bend it.
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Question—Has any gentleman had any experience with a 

square silo by putting a partition across the corners? 

Mr. Everett—My silo is so constructed by beveling the edge 

of a ten-inch plank and nailing it in the corner and filling in 

behind with sawdust or dry earth. We don’t find so much 

spoiled ensilage in the corners as we used to. 

Mr. Beach—I split a square timber diagonally and set that in 

the corners. If I were to build another silo I would build a 

round one; it can be filled from the center and it naturally 

tends to level itself out. 

Question—How do you put a door in a round silo without 

weakening it? : 

Mr. Everett—Leave a door every six feet as you go down, 

one above the other, and feed from the whole surface. I suppose 

it is necessary to feed from two to three inches of the surface 

every day in warmer weather. That, of course, is an argument 

for deeper silos and smatler in size; I would have the depth and 

avoid partitions. 

Mr. Bender—I have a silo in the square form, and it is 22 

feet long and 17 feet deep; the first year I lost some in the cor- 

ners. The second year I cut the corners off and then it was 

spoiled two or three inches, and I found it necessary to put in 

partitions. 

Question—Which is preferable, two small silos, or one large 

one? 

Mr. Beach—I should say two. 

Question—Does it pay for the farmer to build a silo? 

Mr. Beach—It depends on the farmer entirely. If the man 

has more stuff than he knows what to do with, and will waste 

it anyway, he is foolish to take pains to keep it good and feed 

it economically. 

Mr. Matteson—That question could be answered yes and no 

and both be right. There are but few silos in the town of Bo- 

vina, and a good many other parts of our state where they have 

the very best of records. A man cannot say that he can’t farm 

it without a silo; another man is foolish not to have one. We 

dairymen must consider our circumstances. In Bovina they
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raise elegant clover, and they take. care of it as it ought to be, 
i and it pays. 

Question—Can they grow good corn in Bovina? 
Mr. Matteson—Yes, but they get more profit in clover than 

silage. 

A Member—They can get the same amount of feed on one 
acre of corn that they can from seven to ten acres of clover. 

Ba Mr. Matteson—They can’t grow corn as cheaply as you can 
here and in Illinois, and they get their clover sweet and good 
and it don’t cost much. 

Mr. Bender—I can’t make good clover hay in Wisconsin, it : 
grows too rank on my farm. 

Mr. Weeks—It takes a good deal of skill to handle clover hay 
properly. I have tried both ways, making it into silo and in 

, soiling, and I found I could make better feed of my clover hay 
by putting it into the silo and my cows ate it with great profit, 
and whether I raise corn or clover, [ would put it into the silo 
as being the simplest way. 

Mr. Monrad—Because the Bovina people have made a success 
with clover is no argument that they wouldn’t do better with 

; ensilage. 

| Mr. Everett—It seems to me it is a question of the corn 
| plant either in the silo or in the dried form; we must have it 

i here in Wisconsin to balance up the clover, the two go to- 
gether. 

Question—At a creamery lately started in our vicinity in 
which the Babcock test was used, after making out the dividends 
to patrons, all were satisfied, but the proprietor surprised the 
patrons by making known the fact that there was a surplus of 
butter left over on the next dividend. We would like to know 
if this is a common occurrence in creameries where the Babcock 
test is used? 

Answer—In creameries there will be about 15 per cent. more 
butter than is found of butter fat, so that there will be an ex- 
cess of butter over the butter fat. In Mr. Gurler’s creameries 
in Illinois, he found very nearly 15 per cent. in excess of butter 
over the quantity of butter fat. 

Mr. Hoard—In our own creameries we divide the dividend by
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the butter and each patron gets his surplus. Now, a great 

many men who are not posted on the Babcock test suppose that 

the churn would not showan excess, and there is a constant ten- 

dency to try and make the Babcock test even with the churn. 

It cannot come out even, so we do this way. There is just 

so much money received for the last month’s butter and you 

divide the money by the butter or divide the money by the but- 

ter fat and you have got the surplus in either case; divide 

the money by the butter fat and every man gets a proportion 

of that money according to the representative unit of butter fat 

which makes a proper division, and that is the simplest aad 

easiest way. 

HOW TO AVOID LOSSES OF BUTTER-FAT IN BUTTER- 

MAKING. 

Dr. S. M. Bascockx, Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 

Ladies and Gentlemen :—The subject that has been assigned to 

me is one of the utmost interest and importance to every butter- 

maker, and I think I can best show how the losses in butter fat 

in butter making can be avoided by reviewing briefly the his- 

tory and the progress of butter making during the past twenty 

years, and showing how the losses during that time have been 

reduced. Twenty years ago the losses of butter fat in butter 

. making were over one pound of fat for every hundred 

pounds of milk, lost in the skim milk and in the butter milk. 

To-day these losses have been reduced to something like two- 

tenths of one per cent. 

SHALLOW PANS. 

Twenty years ago the almost universal method of creaming 

upon the farm was by the shallow setting in pans. The losses 

by this system in the skim milk on the average was about nine- 

tenths of one per cent. or nine-tenths of a pound for each one 

hundred pounds of milk operated with. The method of churn- 

ing this cream was with the old dash churn, and the losses in
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the butter milk ranged anywhere from one pound up to four or 
five or even ten pounds, for each one hundred pounds of butter 

F milk. These losses put together amounted to something over one 
pound to each one hundred. 

DEEP SETTING WITH ICE WATER. 

The first improvement that was made and introduced gener- 
: ally was that of the deep setting with ice water, where the 

milk was set in pans of different shapes. The first system was 
a can that was introdued by Prof. Schwartz and finally was 
adopted in this country in a cylindrical can, known as the shot 
gun can, and afterwards in the Cooley system, differing from the 
other only by being submerged and skimmed from the bottom. 
This system has been for the farmer one of the most practicai, 
and one which gave him very much less loss than the other. 
The losses by this system where it was carefully conducted, were 
reduced fully one half. 

| SET MILK BEFORE IT COOLS. 

\ The best results are obtained by this system when the milk is ' set immediately after milking, before it cools, and set in ice i| water: the colder the water the more efficient is the creaming. 
i If the temperature of the water used is as high as fifty degrees i the losses are excessive, amounting to fully as much as under ' the old shallow system. Whenever the water is below forty de- 

grees the creaming is generally very good indeed, and on an 
average the losses are about three-tenths of one per cent. If 

E you are using this system the milk should not be allowed to 
stand around the stable or elsewhere, even until the whole herd 
is milked, but just as soon as a can of milk is ready it should be 
placed in the creaming tank. 

SKIM FROM BOTTOM AND DILUTE WITH WATER. 

There is one other source of loss by this system and that is 
the method of skimming. Where the shot gun can is used it is 
customary to skim it from the top and the losses are almost al- 
ways greater than where it is skimmed from the bottom, or the 
milk drawn from the bottom as in the Cooley system. When
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the milk is drawn off from the bottom there should be at least 

one inch of skim milk left with the cream. Now this system 

will not cream all milks uniformly. Milks that contain very 

small fat globules usually cream poorly. The milk of the Ayr- 

shire and Holstein cows always contains very small globules, 

which will not cream es efficiently as that of Jersey and Guern- 

sey cows. Also, the milk from strippers gives less efficient 

creaming, chiefly on account of the diminished size of the fat 

globules; also, on account of the fact that there has been an in- 

ereased amount of the solids not fat, rendering the milk serum 

more viscous, so that it offers a greater resistance to the move- 

ment of the fat globules. This difficulty may be to a great ex- 

tent removed by diluting the milk with a little, water just be- 

fore it is put into the cars. There should never be added over 

10 per cent. of water and this should be warm. There is one 

objection to this system that has not generally been noticed, 

and that is the consistency of the cream which is obtained, 

especially where the cream has been set only about ten, eleven 

or twelve hours; it is quite thin, containing on the average not 

over 18 per cent. of fat. Now, cream of this consistency does 

not churn as efficiently as that which contains more fat, and 

this is very largely due to the increasei quantity of milk which 

we have. 

CENTRIFUGAL SYSTEM. 

Following the introduction of the deep setting system, we 

have that of the centrifugal systems, which were introduced 

into this country about fifteen years ago. For a great many 

years the system was only available to creameries and large 

factories on account of the expense required and the skill neces- 

sary in handling the apparatus. Within three or four years, 

however, there have been a large number of hand separators 

introduced into the market, which do the work in a very ef- 

ficient manner, and which have put the means into the hands of 

‘ the farmers of accomplishing just as good results as can be ob- 

tained in the creamery. The losses of fat in the skim milk 

where this system is introduced, may be reduced to practically 

nothing, that is down to not more than one-tenth of a per cent.
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| of fat, and as a general run with engines, I believe it does not 
: exceed two-tenths. I believe it is possible to skim poorly with 

the centrifugal machine, just as by ‘any other system, but the 
: chances are that where a person has sufficient intelligence to 
F lead him to purchase a Separator, he will have sufficient skill to 

run it in a manner that will give him not over two-tenths of a 
per cent. of loss in both skim milk and butter milk. 

i A GREAT ADVANTAGE, 

i One great advantage besides this loss in the skim milk is the 
consistency of the cream obtained. This system puts within 
the control of the operator the amount of fat which shall be con- 
tained in the tream; probably from twenty-five per cent. to 

I thirty per cent. gives the best results. The reasons for this 
' are two-fold: First, the easy churning. Whenever we have a 
| very thick cream the churning is easier, the amount of butter 

i milk is less, and consequently the losses would be very small, 
But there is a difficulty in churning very thick cream, as cream 
that contains over about thirty per cent. of fat has such a con- 

i sistency that it will adhere to the sides of the churn, and the : 
} churning cannot be properly made, and the cream is washed 

} out with the butter milk and the losses are very considerable. 
i Anywhere near twenty-five to thirty per cent. of fat will give 
‘ you a very low loss in the butter milk. 

BEST RESULTS OBTAINED. 

The best results are always obtained in running the separator, 
where the milk is creamed as soon as possible after milking, be- 
fore the milk cools. If it is allowed to stand until it is 
cooled off it becomes necessary to warm the milk before it is put 
through the separator, and of course this is complicating the 
work very greatly; and besides, the efficiency of the creaming 
is never as good after the milk has been once cooled down. The 
temperature of separation should never be below 70 degrees, and 
the best results are obtained between 80 and 90 degrees. In 
reality the warmer the milk the greater quantity can be put 
through a separator in a given time and skimmed down toa 
given per cent. of loss, but practically between 80 and 90 de- 

i a se ae aa
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grees is the best point. The next thing to be considered is 

the speed of the separator—the number of revolutions made by 

the bowl. If this is below that recommended the creaming is 

not efficient; that is, there will be an abnormal loss in the skim 

milk. It is better to exceed the number of revolutions a little 

than to get below that recommended. ‘With a higher speed a 

little more milk can be run through the machine in a given 

time and skimmed equally close. 

Let us now consider the next point as to the churning of the 

cream which has been obtained. Until recently it has been the 

practice and usually considered absolutely necessary that all 

cream should be ripened; that is, that it should be soured some 

before it is churned. This, I believe, as a general thing, will 

give better results; that is, to ripen the cream until it is 

mildly acid. It should then be put into the churn and churned 

until the butter separates in a granular form. 

; “THE MODERN CHURN. 

The churn that was used twenty years ago was almost uni- 

formly a dash churn; that was superseded by the churns of the 

box form, in which were a number of floats, the idea being 

that the greater the mechanical force that could be brought 

to bear upon the cream, the more efficient would be the separa- 

tion of the butter. This idea arose from the prevailing opinion 

that the fat globules were surrounded by a membrane and that 

the fat being enclosed in this membrane, the globules could not 

unite with each other to build up the granules which appear in 

- the churn. This was shown to be a mistaken idea, the globules 

themselves being free. Now, following this idea that the giob- 

ules must be subjected to sufficient force to rupture this mem- 

brane has been the disappearance of nearly all those churns 

containing floats or paddles of any kind. The modern churn, 

which is almost universally used in our creameries, is a simple 

box churn, or a barrel churn, containing no paddles whatever. 

There is another advantage aside from the efficiency of churn- 

ing in this kind of churning, that it enables the butter maker 

to granulate his butter. In this condition the butter milk is 

more readily washed out, giving a much better quality of butter.
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CONDITION OF CHURNING. 

Now, as to the condition of churning. The cream should con- 

tain about 25 per cent. of fat; it should be as a general thing, 

mildly acid, and should be churned at a proper temperature. If 

you will remember that the formation of butter is through the 

sticking together of the sum of globules which are found in the 

milk, you will see that the temperature of the fat globules must 

be such that these little masses of fat would naturally adhere to 

each other. If the temperature is above the melting point of 

the fat, they cannot unite with each other, or if they do they 

will be broken up by the mechanical action of the churn so that 

if we raise the temperature above the melting point of the fat, 

we shall churn indefinitely without producing any butter. 

Now, in such a case, if the temperature is gradually lowered, 

you will find that after a while that you reach a point where 

butter is the same. That temperature is usually about thirty 

degrees. The churning temperature depends somewhat upon 

the consistency of the butter fat and this depends somewhat 

upon the breed or individuality of the cows. Jersey cows have 

butter which usually melts at a high point and the churning 

point may be correspondingly high. The butter fat of Ayrshire 

or Holstein cows melts at a very much lower temperature, and 

we must churn at a lower temperature. When butter fat bas 

once been melted it will remain in a liquid form for a very long 

time. 

THE TEMPERATURE OF CREAM. 

It is only within the last four or five years that attention has 

been called to the point that sweet cream must be churned at a 

much lower temperature than sour cream. It is a fact that 

Cooley cream does not churn at a lower temperature. I have 

churned Cooley cream at a temperature below 50 degrees, with- 

. out obtaining any butter at all. I have three churns which 

were filled with cream from the same milk, the cream being di- 

vided into three equal portions. One of these churns was started 

at 60 degrees, another at 55, and a third at 50. The churn that 

was started at 60 degrees gave us butter in a little less than
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half an hour, and the temperature at the end was 63 degrees. j 

The churn that contained the cream cooled down to 55 degrees, was ii 

run nearly an hour and a half before butter appeared, and the tem- 

perature of the butter milk at the end of the churning was just f 

60 degrees; it had warmed up by the mechanical action of the ' 

churn and the temperature of the room, until it had reached the j 

point that churning was possible. Now, the third churning, j 

where it was cooled down to 50 degrees, gave us no butter at all, } 

and it was churned four or five hours before it was abandoned. | | 

We are told that centrifugal cream that has been separated up | 

at 80 or 90 degrees may be chilled down as low as 40 degrees, 

and churned at that temperature, getting very efficient churning, | 

but I believe that is due to the fact that the butter fats do not | 

assume the proper consistency immediately. They have to be | 

held at a certain temperature for a certain time. “ i 

A TEST NECESSARY. j | 

In order to get the best results in churning, or to reduce the | 

losses in butter making from milk, some test for the fat loss is | 

absolutely essential. One should watch carefully the per cent. 

of fat which he finds in his skim milk, and if it exceeds two- | : 

tenths of one per cent. there is something wrong in the method | 

he is using, that is, unless he is using some of those methods | 

which usually give more than that. I am speaking more par- | 

ticularly of the centrifugal method, because I believe it is des- | 

tined in time to supersede all others. If you find on testing } 

that there is more than three-tenths of one per cent. loss, I would | 

advise that you lower the temperature at the next churning. It es | 

may take a little more time, but the amount of saving will repay 

amply for the difference. As arule the more time that is re- 

quired for a churning up to an hour, the closer will be the re- 

sults, other things being equal. It is not the churnings that are 

made in four or five minutes that will give the least loss. 

I do not wish to leave this subject without referring to some 

of the methods that are proposed by adventurers throughout the 

country for increasing the yield of butter. Periodically some 

method is proposed by which we can get three or four times as much 

~ butter for the amount of milk as is usually obtained. I remem- 

a ki
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; ber years ago, when I was upon a farm in New York, of a per- 
son coming to me and offering a powder for sale whichthe claimed 

would make a pound of butter from two quarts of milk. . He ac- 
tually did this on the trial, after mingling a pound of butter 
with this two quarts of milk and churning them together. It 
was not butter at all, it was simply a high grade cheese. This 
claim is continually coming up every day, all over the country. 
This year it is the black pepsin, last year it was a different kind 
of powder; at the closing Institute at Portage we had a gentle- 

man selling a powder by which that same thing could be ac- 

complished, and few weeks pass that I do not hear something of 
the kind. Any one making the claims they do should be driven 
out of the community. It is impossible for them to do what they 
claim. I want to warn you also against the different kinds of 
machines that are introduced, different methods of creaming. 
Last year it was the Berrigen separator. They are coming up 
continually, and always will be, and these systems have always 
somothing connected with them, which is, they cannot do what 
is claimed for them, 

BETTER COWS. 

One thing has resulted in great benefit to the creamery prac- 
tice, and that is the quality of cows that are being used. 
Twenty years ago, I may say that there were no herds where the 

milk analyzed over four or five per cent. fat. Within the past 

year we find any number of analyses showing six, seven, eight, 

and in some cases, ten per cent. This results from good breeding. 

The advantage of good cows is not simply in the increased 
amount of fat in the milk, but we must remember that the 
losses in creaming and in churning are independent of the 

amount of fat the milk contains. Those losses are no more 
from five per cent. milk than from two per cent. milk, so that 
we really obtain a higher percentage of butter in proportion to 
the fat from the rich milks than from the poor milks. The 

sooner dairymen learn through the test that rich cows are more 
efficient in their yields than are poor ones, the sooner a great 
lesson will be learned. If there is any difference the losses are 

less from richer milks than from poorer ones.
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THE SEPARATOR. ‘ 

From what I have said about the separator, I would not wish 

it to be inferred that I would advise every man to buy a sepa- | 

rator. Any man whose herd contains less than ten cows had i 

better adopt one of the deep setting systems. Any man who i 

does not take care of his farm machinery generally, should not 4 

buy a separator. A separator is a delicate peice of apparatus; 

it must be cared for in an intelligent way. It is a machine | 

that, when neglected, will prove very expensive in the repairs | 

involved. I mention this because at the present time there is ) 

a great tendency for every one to invest in this kind of appar- | 

atus. | 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Forbes—Is there ever any difference in the cream from a 

different separators? : | 
Dr. Babcock—The better kind of separators that we have in 

use give practically about the same amount of cream where the 

creaming is done by an overflow. Those separators where the | 

skimming is done by means of a knife, give, as a rule, a little | 

different quality of cream. : | 

Mr. Kepner—What is the best method of ripening cream. | 

Dr. Babcock—I believe that in farms where conditions cannot 

be readily controlled the Boyd system of ripening cream is one 

of the best that cun be adopted. Those who can control the | 

temperature may do equally good work in an ordinary vat. 

Mr. Noyes—How do you regulate the time of churning? 

Dr. Babcock—By the temperature. By lowering the tem- 

perature you can get the churning to take place at any time you 

desire. ) 

Mr. MeKerrow—How about the thermometers we buy; are 

they all the same? 

Dr. Babecock—The thermometers that our dairy students have | 

obtained and tested at the school have often been found five or 

six degrees from the true temperature at the temperatures re-
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commended for churning, Anyone who is interested in dairy 

matters should obtain a guaranteed thermometer. It will cost 

perhaps twenty-five or fifty cents more, but it will pay to pay 

that extra charge. 

Mr. Linsley—Would you get amore thorough creaming to set 

your milk in deep cans by setting it longer? 

Dr. Babeock—The longer it is left the more efficient will be the 

creaming up to the point where the milk begins to sour. It is 

impracticable to set milk longer than twelve hours, because peo- 

ple generally wish to use the same can for the next milking. 

Mr. Monrad—lIs it not true that when cows are old milkers 

the per cent. of loss in the skim milk will often get up to seven 

or eight-tenths of one per cent.? 

: Dr. Babcock—Yes, though I believe that by diluting the milk 

with warm water a better creaming can be obtained. 

Mr. Convey—When milk has been held some time before sep- 

aration it is possible to get a fair sample, is it not? 

Dr. Babcock—It can be done, but it takes considerable time S 

and patience to do it. The milk must be poured from the vessel 

a good many times and the sample for analysis taken immedi- 

ately. Aeration would be likely to prevent the creaming to a 

considerable extent in milk that is held over night. 

Mr. Goodrich—What do you consider the best method of tak- 

ing a sample of a patron’s milk at a creamery? 

Dr. Babeock—With proper care a good sample could be taken 

either by dipping out with the dipper, or to have a spout lead- 

ing from the weigh can; the latter is probably the safer way. 

Prof. Henry—-The cheese factories.and creameries are now 

watching the farmer’s milk very-closely through the Babcock 

test. Do you believe it is possible or advisable for the farmer 

to watch the creameries and factories a little with the Babcock 

test? 

Dr. Babecock—You want to watch the creamery men with the 

test just exactly the same as you watch them with the scale. You 

ought not to trust him in one respect any more than the other. 

I would advise the patron of any factory to have scales and 

weigh the milk at home. and test it before it goes to the fac- 

tory. By a composite test it need not take any man half an 

hour a week to know how his milk stands.
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Mr. McKerrow—What is the correct way of taking a com- if 
posite test? : 

Dr. Babcock—There are different ways of doing it. In Gov- 
ernor Hoard’s creamery‘he has a pipette from which he takes a 
sample of milk, placing it in an ordinary test bottle. When 
three days’ milk has been added, making the amount of milk 
necessary, the test is completed and he gives a true average of the 
three samples of milk. Another way is to take an equal quan- 

tity of milk each day from the weigh can. placing it in a jar, | 
having a separate jar for each patron, and at the end of the ) 
week making a composite test for each patron, Certain chemi- | 
cals can be used to preserve this milk from souring, the best I ) 
know of at present is bi-chromate of potash. Use about one- 

: fiftieth of an ounce for each pint jar. That will preserve the 
milk free from souring for a whole week, and the samples can | 
be taken in the same way as from the original milk. Another | 
method is to allow the milk to sour, and then by the aid of a 
little concentrated lye, or caustic potash, dissolve the curd and 
make the test in the ordinary way. 

Mr. Goodrich—I am a dairyman with a few cows—about 
twenty to twenty-five. I have used the Babcock test for two 
years and it has helped me very materially. I have been able 
to sort out my cows and dispose of those that were of less profit 
to me. Ihave been able since I got it to reduce the losses in 
the skim milk to almost nothing. I have been able +o reduce 
the losses in the butter milk in churning, that used to be from 
four to five-tenths of one per cent., to almost nothing. I fig- 
ured on it a few months ago and found that I had lost about 
half an ounce of butter to 100 pounds of milk. I promised my- 
self then that I would chase down that half an ounce of butter 
as long as I lived; I am after it, I have some of it, and I will | 
have the rest of it if I live long enough. There is as yet a great | 
indifference among the patrons of cheese factories as to their 
side of this question. Now, farmers, if you haven’t the ability 
to take care of yourselves, the creamery man will take care of 
you. The Babcock: test is just like a pair of scales, if you just : 
throw your milk into a can, and the creamery man knows you 
don’t weigh it he is going to put his own estimate on it. He | 

10—D. 

i.
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gives you correct weights every time he knows that you are likely 

to weigh the milk. -Why not have a Babcock test and analyze 

your milk? When you go to the factory you will say, “My 

cows are doing better.” When a man takes the test he hesitates 

to put it low at the factory because he knows that you have 

just analyzed; he knows you are watching your herd and the 

qualities of your milk, and that factory man is going to give 

you all there is in it. If you don’t do it, the creamery man is 

going to have the best of you every time. 

- The Chairman—I cannot close this discussion without making 

one suggestion. I want to say to you that there is a suspicion 

among the Iowa creameries that, while the Babcock test is the 

best thing yet found, it is not infallible; that it is as honest 

as the man who handles it, and no more so. You know in old 

times when the sons of God came together, Satan also came 

with them. I don’t know of any better service that could be 

rendered to the community than for some person to show the 

farmers how they can be swindled by dishonest men by the use 

of the honest Babcock test. A man who is supposed to know, 

said to me, that he believed that eight-tenths of the creamery 

men in Iowa using the Babcock test, were taking a little more 

than belonged to them by having the acid too weak or too 

strong, or having the bottles not just right. We had a case of 

a man who was brought up by our dairy commissioner and dis- 

graced in the eyes of the whole community on account of his 

dealings with the creamery. They had a trial, and at the trial 

it tuened out that the man was right and the creamery was 

wrong. Let me say to you, gentlemen, in this state, that the 

farmer himself needs more protection than the creamery man; 

they ought to be educated up to the point that they know when 

they are getting their own, and when a man knows he is get- 

ting his own, there is nobody taking advantage of his ignorance.
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; THE ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION OF FOOD FOR 
: THE Cow. 

C. H. Everett, Beloit, Wis. 

The true aim of the dairyman should be to lessen the cost of ? 
the product of the cow. Too many men are looking to the 
market end instead of a home end for a profit in their business, 
and being mistaken in the direction of their effort, they have 
but little success. Profit in any business lies between the price i 
that is realized and the cost of production. There is but one i 
‘way whereby a man can increase the price of anything he has i 
to sell, and that is by improving its quality,—so when the 
dairyman has found a good market by reason of the superior 
quality of his goods, his profit is not decreased, but increased, 
when he reduces the cost of production, for reducing the cost 
does not effect the price he may receive,—so the man who pays 
close attention to reducing the cost of production will work out 
his own salvation far more surely than if he pay heed only to 
the market. 

The dairyman who would farm to the full extent of his farm, 
and with a view to the greatest profit, should grow plants suit- 
able to the needs of the cow, and herein is offered a sphere for | 
the exercise of the best skill. It is the highest exercise of | 

s sound judgment for a man always to grow in his fields plants | 
adapted to the needs of the animals he keeps,—that from the ) 
plants direct and through the animals he may obtain complete | 
food, and thereby realize the most profit. Men sometimes think ) 
that because a cow will eat almost any kind of plant, therefore | 
everything is adapted to the cow,—but that is not so. By } 
feeding expensive food we increase the cost of production, there- | 
fore the cow consumes more value than she produces, and thus , 
becomes unprofitable. It is the dairyman’s business to convert 
the raw material of his farm to the finished product of the cow, 
and he who pays close attention to the kind and character of 
his plants will realize the most profit. 

The first essential in the economical production of food for 
the cow is a fertile soil. The man who farms successfully and
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skillfully in dairy farming will always have abundance of plant 

food in his soil,—it is a question of food all the way down, 

food for animals and food for plants,— and the man who fails to 

feed his plants through his soil, will by and by fail to find food 

for himself. When the farmer sells the grain from his farm 

he sends away everything the plant has taken from the soil; 

he sends away what is valuable to him, but instead of doing 

that, if he will feed his crop to the cow, he may sell the milk 

in place of the grain. In selling the milk he will send away 

less than 20 per cent. of the manurial value of the plants and 

have 80 per cent. to go back again to the soil. The man who 

sells $100 worth of butter sells less than ten cents’ worth of 

fertility; so it is easy for the dairyman who makes good use 

of the large amount of rich manure that must result from well 

fed cows, together with the extensive use he must make of 

clover, to have a rich farm. The dairy farmer must understand 

the composition of his crops. Milk is a balanced product and is 

produced with most economy from a proper combination of 

different articles of food. Although a single kind of food or 

some particular combination of two or more kinds may contain 

the albuminoids and carbohydrates in proper proportion, it is un- 

wise to confine an animal to one special diet for a long time, for 

the appetite and digestion are improved by furnishing a 

greater variety. The question of food for any animal and for : 

any purpose, becomes a question of the proper proportions of 

protein and carbohydrates. Food that is rich in carbonaceous 

matter is the least expensive to produce of any on the farm, 

while on the other hand the protein that enters into the cow’s 

ration is what makes it expensive. 

We need to economize in the production of plants rich in 

protein. Ido not believe that any man is justified in paying 

$25 dollars a ton for oil meal, when he can produce pea meal 

on his own farm. The chemist finds twenty-five pounds of di- 

gestible protein in 100 pounds of oil meal, and in 100 pounds of 

pea meal he finds twenty pounds, which means 500 pounds of 

digestible protein in one ton of oil meal, and 400 pounds ifi one 

ton of pea meal. I can produce one ton of pea meal for about 

$12, or sixty cents per hundred, as against $1.25 per hundred
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for oil meal. If I receive no other value from either of the | 

feeds than che protein, then I would pay $3 per hundred for the 

400 pounds in the pea meal and $5 per hundred for the -500 ) 

pounds in the oil meal. But in addition to the protein the pea . 

i meal contains 1,160 pounds of digestible carbohydrates and fat | 

to the ton, while in one ton of oil meal there is but 860 pounds. 

If we call protein worth three cents a pound and carbohydrates | 

one-half cent per pound, then I would have a feeding value of 

$17.80 in a ton of pea meal and $19.30 in a ton of oil meal. { 

One ha; cost me $12 per ton and the other $25 per ton; or in ; 

other words, J am producing protein for two and three-quarters i 

cents per pound, and carbohydrates for one-fourth of a cent per | 

pound in pea meal, as against three and three-fourths cents per i 

pound for protein, and three-fourths cent per pound for carbo- 

hydrates in the oil meal. Surely that is economy in the pro- 

duction of food for the cow. = 

The next crop I consider of great value to the dairyman is 

clover. In 100 pounds of clover “hay there are eight pounds of ’ 

digestible protein, or 160 pounds in one ton. I produce three 

tons of clover hay to the acre on the average, which gives me 

480 pounds of digestable protein from an acre. 

As many dairymen are producing timothy hay for their cows 

I wish to make a comparison for the purpose of economy. A 

good average yield of timothy hay is two tons peracre. There | 

is ninety pounds of digestible protein in one ton of this kind of | 

hay, or 180 pounds in the two tons from the one acre. Now I 

have 480 pounds of protein from the acre of clover, and 180 

pounds from the acre of timothy. I can produce the three tons 

of clover as cheaply as I can the two tons of timothy, with the 

exception of the difference in cost of seed and harvesting the | 

extra ton. The rent of land, preperation of soil, sowing seed, | 

etc., would be the same in both cases, and the same amount of ) 

land is traveled over with the mower and horse-rake. It will 

cost a little more to handle the three tons of clover than it will 

the less amount of timothy. I can produce one acre of clover, 

and put it in the barn, for $6.75, or $2.25 per ton. The two 

tons of timothy will cost me in the barn, $5.75, or $2.88 per 

ton. If I make no account of carbohydrates the 480 pounds of
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protein I get from the acre of clover will cost me $6. 75, while 
the 180 pounds from the acre of timothy has cost me $5.75. To 
make it more plain, I am paying $1.43 per hundred for protein 
in the clover, and $3.14 per hundred for that found in timothy. 
Now, if I take into account the digestible carbohydrates and 
fat it lessens the cost of protein in favor of clover, for there is 
877 pounds of carbohydrates and fat in one ton of clover, and 
875 pounds in one ton of timothy, or 2,631 pounds in one acre 
of clover as against 1,750 pounds in the acre of timothy. Again, 
if we call protein worth three cents a pound and carbohydrates 
one-half cent, we have a feeding value of $9.16 per ton in clover 
and $7.07 in timothy. Now if we multiply the value of one ton 
of clover by three, the number of tons produced from one acre, 
and the value of one ton of timothy by two, we will have $27.48 
as the value of one acre of clover, and $14 as the value of one 
acre of timothy. You may say the yield will vary, and so it 
will, but for a period of ten years the variation will be found 
in favor of the clover, and more than that the clover will afford. 
more pasture and add fertility to the soil, and will produce 
more milk and butter than the timothy, ton per ton, and make- 
more and better manure to go back on to the land. The figures 
that I have given, with the exception of the cost of producing 
the several kinds of food I have mentioned, are not my own, 
but those of the chemist, and while they may not be absolutely 
correct they are approximately so. 

It is not my intention to go into figures at any great length, 
for I know they are often tiresome to an audience, but to more 
firmly impress upon dairymen the importance of studying this 
subject in order that they may raise and feed crops with the- 
most intelligence and economy, I wish to give the cost of dif- 
ferent rations I might feed and in doing so I figure the feed at. 
what it cost me to produce it, and not what it is worth in the 
market, for I am talking about the economical production of 
food for the cow and trying to impress upon the minds of dairy-. 
men the economy to be derived from producing the tood upon 
the farm. I am feeding a daily ration at present, consisting of 
40 pounds of ensilage, 7 pounds of bran, 3 pounds of pea meal 
and 7 pounds of clover hay. This gives a nutritive ratio of 1
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to 6, and costs me to produce it 8 cents. The bran in this ra- | 
tion costs me $11 per ton, and as I cannot produce it upon the ) 
farm it is figured at market value, and the same with oil | 

meal. If I were to substitute oil meal for pea meal in this ra- 
tion and still maintain the same nutritive ratio, it would cost 

me 9 cents. If instead of buying my bran last fall at $11 per ; 

ton I had purchased it at different times as I needed it, I would . 

have to pay at this time $15 a ton. With bran at that price | 

and oil meal at $25 my ration would cost me 11% cents. Either ] 

of these rations will produce 1 pound of butter per day. Now 1 

if I add the difference between the cost of the first and last ra- { 

tion, 3} cents, to the cost of the butter it will amount to quite | 

an item on 14 pounds of butter per day. If I were to add ‘ 
timothy hay in place of the clover the ration would be deficient. { 
in protein, which would necessitate an increase in the amount i 

of grain, making the ration still more costly. 

There is still another kind of food the Wisconsin dairymen 
can produce with economy, and it has a high feeding value, be- 
ing fully as rich in protein as clover hay. I refer to oat and 
pea hay. The chemist finds 9 pounds of digestible protein in 
100 pounds of dried pea vines. In raising this kind of feed it 
is best to sow two bushels of oats and one of peas. In cutting, 
no attention should be given to the maturity of the peas, but 
start the mower when the oats are in the milk. More value 
will be secured in this way when intended as a hay crop than | 
if left for the grain to ripen. And let me say, right here, that 
where grain is the object reverse the amount of seed, sowing 
two bushels of peas and one of oats. It is not difficult to ob- 
tain three tons of oat and pea hay to the acre. It should be 

. eured in cock—the same as clover, and that will produce a nice j 
green color, good flavor, and a palatable food; and like clover | 
hay, if cut early it is more digestible and easy of assimilation. | 
We should always remember that it is the digestible nutrients in | 
any feed that make it valuable—that part that can be digested 
and assimilated. I can produce oat and pea hay, yielding three 
tons per acre, for $2.95 per ton. Millet makes a good cow feed 
and is valuable in affording a variety. Its feeding value is 
given as about equal to that of timothy hay. To produce the | 

it 

I |
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crop with. the most economy I plow four or five acres of clover 
sod about July 1, and after I have taken off the crop of clover, 
fit the ground nicely and sow a peck of seed to the acre. In 
this way I often get more than two tons per acre, making the 
same acre produce five tons from the two crops. Millet is best — 
when cured the same as clover or oat hay. It should sweat in 7 
the cock two or three days longer than clover. Handled in this 
way it makes a splenid addition to the stock of cow feed. 

The cheapest way that I can provide the most and best feed 
of a carbonaceous character is with the corn plant and silo. 
Ensilage is rich in carbohydrates; it makes a succulent and 
easily digested food. There is no waste in feeding, and it has 
many advantages in economy over the same plant air-dried. I 
find it best to raise the larger corn, that will produce an 
abundance of well-eared stalks. This kind of corn will always 
mature with me sufficiently to make good ensilage, and will 
ield 15 tons to the acre; but as the southern corn will not get 

ripe enough to make good ensilage in all parts of Wisconsin, I 
can only advise dairymen to raise the largest variety of corn 
that will mature to the roasting stage where they reside. 
There are many ways to cheapen the cost of an acre of corn, or 
a ton of ensilage in the silo, but it is not necessary for me to 
discuss the production of this valuable crop in this paper, as I 
would not, perhaps, say anything new on the subject, and what 
I leave out, (and I have omitted much of importance,) will, I 
trust, be drawn out in the discussion. 

One thing we cannot overlook in producing feed for the cow 
with the most economy, and that is composition and quality. 
Too many men are careless as to the quality, and look only to * 
the quantity. The man who would be a successful dairyman, 
is a man born to rule; to rule nature, to rule plant life, to rule 
animal life, and make everything develop and multiply for his 
service and pleasure. I am aware, Mr. Prerident, that what I , 
have said may not fully agree with the experience of all pres- 
ent, but I am ready to defend what I have said to the best of 
my ability.
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) 
DISCUSSION. | 

Question—What variety of peas do you sow with the oats? | 
Mr. Everett—They are called Canadian peas, sowed on the 

Surface as soon as I can work them in the ground, and plow 
them in about four inches. I think that is the trouble with so j 
many who cannot make a success; that they do not plow in 
deep enough. If you want peas, sow two bushels of peas and | 
one of oats. If you want a hay crop sow two of oats and one j 
of peas. Oat hay is splendid food. I have for many years cut { 
and cured it, but I find I have added to its feeding value by 
feeding with peas. j 

Question—Don’t the peas ripen before the oats? : 
Mr. Everett—No, not very much, and I am not very particu- _ : 

lar if there is a little difference. I should cut a little on the 
green stage. I sow my peas broadcast by hand, after running | 
over the ground with a disc harrow. I sow on the stubble 
usually. 

Mr. Matteson—I have sowed on the green sward and plowed 
it in and did well. 4 

Mr. Everett—The object in running over it with the harrow 
is not to ridge it very much but just to cut little ridges that 
will hold the peas from running into one side of the furrow 
when you plow. 

Question—What would you recommend as a substitute for a 
disc harrow? 

Mr. Everett—A seeder or a sulky cultivator, will do. ; j 
Question—How much land did you sow to peas? | 
Mr. Everett—Four to six acres. | 
Question—Why don’t you feed sixty-five pounds of ensilage | 

instead of forty? | 
Mr. Everett—I can’t quite agree with neighbor Snyder i 

: although I know he is one of the best dairymen in Wisconsin. 
I think he is feeding too heavy a ration of ensilage. I can get 
better results from a cow in feeding a narrower ration.- I can by H 
balancing that ration with clover hay and protein food get bet- | 
ter results. 1 

Mr. Weeks—I think Mr. Snyder has settled one question by | 
1
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saying that he can feed sixty-five pounds of ensilage and pro- 

duce no disagreeable effect upon the milk product. Now, I 

have fed my cows entirely ensilage without a wisp of hay for a 

whole winter and never had any trouble with my cream or milk 

in any way. 

Mr. Matteson—I believe that the greatest trouble from taint- 

ing milk with ensilage comes from the time of feeding it, and 

having the aroma of it around your stables. 

The Chairman—I don’t want to leave Mr. Everett on this 

peas question. You know I have been preaching peas three or 

four years, and I want to see our people save some of the money 

that goes up to Minneapolis every year. 

Mr. Beach—Do you raise your own seed, Mr. Everett? 

Mr. Everett—No, I purchase every year, it costs about $1.25 

"a bushel. 
Question—Did you find any difficulty this past wet season 

with your peas? 

Mr. Everett—I had a splendid crop this year, but I found in 

going over the state that a good many people made a failure of 

it. Mine were on rather high soil. I got thirty bushels of 

oats and peas together to the acre. 

Question—How do you harvest them? 

Mr. Everett—I cut them with a mower. I took the arm off 

from the outside bars and put on twosort of wings made out of 

oak limbs in place of them, about six feet long, so that in run- 

ning the mower along, the arms from my divider pulled these 

peas and oats apart, kept pulling them apart and laying them 

away from these arms. They were badly lodged, and it made 

room for the team and mower to get through. I had a man 

following with the fork to divide them wherever the mower 

failed. 

Question—How much ought a cow to have of those peas at a 

feed? 

Mr. Everett—I am feeding three pounds of pea meal with 

seven pounds of bran. I think it would be better generally on 

the flavor of the butter to have them mixed with oats. I never 

grew peas without oats. 

Question—What crop follows your pea crop?
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Mr. Everett—Corn usually follows the pea crop and a clover 
crop. You must be sure to plow your peas in four or five 
inches. ' 

The Chairman—We get as a rule larger crops on not too rich : 
soil, some high portion that is dry should be selected, and you 
commence the cultivation just as soou as you possibly can in 
the spring. You know the early frosts don’t affect the pea and } 
you get them started and get them past a certain period before | 
that hot spell comes in July and then you are all right. Too | 
many men are dilatory in the spring. The trouble is you don’t i 

‘ select the soil you can work early and then you are not ener- 
getic about it and don’t get them in deep enough. I plant my 
garden peas eight inches deep and it is astonishing how they | 

~ will grow in a dry season. The pea is a deep-rooter like the 
clover plant. 

Question—Do you roll your peas after planting? 
Mr. Everett—It is a good practice. | 
A Member—Our soil up here being so sandy, this question of 

raising peas may be one of great importance to us: I can assure 
you from the little experience I have had, it can be 
done if you follow the directions of our speaker, Mr. 
Everett. If I had got up and told the audience how I 
succeeded, I could not have told it any better. I followed ex- 
actly his course, and I got it through Hoard’s Dairyman. Get 
at it the first thing you do in the spring, just as soon as you 
can plow a furrow. I sow about ten acres in all, sowing two 
kinds, the white Canada pea and the little green pea and J 
could not see any difference in the yield. I got about 20 
bushels to the acre, perhaps 22, and they can be raised here 
very successfully. The idea prevails in Waushara county that 
you can’t raise peas, except where the clay was up pretty near | 
the third rail of the fence. Near me there was apoor German | 
came in and he cleared up a patch in the spring and put it | 

. into peas, and we run it through the threshing machine after- 
wards and took out between 22 and 25 bushels of peas, and a 
lighter piece of sand I never saw than that was. 

Mr. Everett—I believe you can raise peas right here in this 
soil if you put them down deep. | 

|
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TAINTED MILK. 

F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run, Wis. 

Milk doubtless often receives a leaven of taint from the food 
consumed and undue exercise of the cow before it is drawn from 
her. Taint once developed, or commenced in milk soon in- 
creases, particularly if it remains at blood heat, or is not cooled 
at least to 60 degrees. 

Our scientific instructors inform us that a large portion of 
the world and all animal and vegetable life thereon is composed 
largely of oxygen, that this oxygen is active in the make-up or 
growth of plants and animals and also that it is an active de- 
stroyer during said growth. We are informed also that during 
the life of these plants and animals the said life of them com- 
bats or resists this destruction and to a large extent is success- 
ful while life remains, but at their demise oxygen then carries 
on decomposition according to the condition or exposures, of 
the articles in question. If we sever alive tree from its 
foundation it dies and its decay or combustion is fast or slow; 
fire consumes it at once, heat and moisture in time would pro- 
duce a similar result, while if it was protected from these and 
other destructive influences it could be preserved a long time. 
My knowledge of science is very superficial but I shall assume 
the correctness of this statement and upon it base my reason- 
ing on the preservation of milk and its products. ’ 

I shall assume that milk when drawn from the cow is 98 de- 
grees temperature, composed of 87 per cent water and 13 per 
cent. of other matter. If sufficient heat is applied to it the 87 
per cent. of water will evaporate and disappear, and the 13 per 
cent. of other matter would be consumed and leave a small 
amount of ashes. This would be called quick combustion and a : 
similar result would be reached by slow combustion if the milk 
had been thrown upon the ground or otherwise disposed of. I 
shall assume that this milk was a sort of living substance at the 
time it was drawn or severed from the cow, and up to that 
time protected from decomposition ; that after. being drawn from 
the cow its life ceased and was then subject to combustion. I
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shall also give it as my opinion the 98 degrees of temperature 

when drawn from the cow is the most destructive temperature 

that could be used in the process of slow combustion. One of 

the peculiarities of milk is that it holds heat much longer 

than water, and yet it is composed so largely of water; then of 

course this thirteen per cent. is the heat retaining power and if 

: we wish to preserve milk for even a short period of time we 

must get rid of its heat in some legitimate way. I notice much 

is said about the animal heat of milk but I do not understand 

the animal heat of milk is any different from any other heat or 

more destructive to the milk. The greatest one thing of this 

thirteen per cent. of milk is sugar; this sugar being an alco- 

holic substance and diluted with 87 per cent. of water at 98 ; 

degrees temperature turns to vinegar in a short space of time 

if exposed to the air at said temperature; in fact this is the 

very principle involved in making vinegar; the weaker the 

alcoholic solution exposed to the air at a temperature of 98 de- 

grees the sooner it becomes acid to the extent of its capacity; 

then if more alcohol is added the vinegar dies or loses its acid. 

The larger the body of milk the longer it retains heat, cooling 

first on the outer portions, and the inner portion of the milk 

soon commences to putrify its butter and casine, and to some 

extent to acidify its sugar constituent. Milk warm from the 

cow placed in a shallow pan in acool place does not soon show : 

acidity, but if placed in a temperature of 98 degrees it soon 

sours, much sooner than it otherwise would, for the reason of a 

greater exposure to the atmosphere. Cream risen on the milk 

will sour much sooner than the remaining milk below for the 

reason that it is less sweet than the milk (the heavier sugar 

part having settled below) and is more exposed to the atmos- 

phere. 

Night’s and morning’s milk when mixed for transportation to 

the factory becomes acid much sooner than if transported seper- 

ately for the reason that the night’s cream has become acid to - 

some extent, though perhaps unnoticed, which carries witb it the 

leaven of acidity; this, with the warmth of the morning’s milk 

united, increases the acidity to a much greater extent than it 

would had it remained seperate.
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Another mysterious source of taint in milk is produced in the 

deep setting process for raising the cream. The lesson we seek 

to teach is sudden cooling of milk from blood heat to thirty- 
nine degrees, or at least to forty-eight degrees in tin cans not 

over eight and one-half inches in diameter, the milk being at 

rest during the process, sitting in water as deep as the milk at 

the temperature indicated. The pupil reasons that old fogy of 

a teacher is not here to watch me and if I use a can of greater 

diameter or let the water warm up I know it will be all right 

and I will do as I please. The result is tainted milk or rotten- 

ness in the center of the can for the reason as I have shown. 

The slow conducting character of the milk holds nearly that 

blood heat in the center of the can so long that rottenness re- 

sults therein and this contaminates the whole mass with which 

it becomes massed. 

I conclude by advising that milk should be cooled to sixty-two 

degrees within three hours from the time it is drawn from the 

cow, and that fresh drawn or warm milk should not be mixed 

with it until cooled to sixty-two degrees. 

, DISCUSSION. . 

Question—How long do you allow the milk to stand before ; 

you skim? : 

Mr. Curtis—The thorough separation of cream depends not 

so much upon the number of hours as upon the degree of tem- 

perature. The sooner you can get it into at least 48 degrees 

water, the better it is. 

The Chairman—Your idea is to add warm water soas to have 

the longer line of precipitation at the start? 

Mr. Curtis—That is it. A peculiar thing about milk is the 

fact that it holds heat much longer than water. You can take 

"a can of warm milk from the cow and you set it half its depth 

into ice warter and you go out any put your finger in and at ; 

the top it is not cold, while further down it is all cold. Now, 

you place it in a can, it wants to be put in cold water and don’t 

want to be disturbed at all. I have found that it shrinks in
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cooling; about the bulk of a half ounce to the gallon, that is 

the reason the cream riscs. Now, don’t you see that when we : | 

put in that can of warm milk, the cold water is a good con- i 

ductor, it cools the outside of the milk in the can first and it 

cools the watery portions of the milk on the outside of the can, 

and hence you see it shrinks as it cools and becomes heavier in 

proportion to its bulk; consequently it drops to the bottom pro- 

ducing a downward current on the outside of the can. If we 

produce a downward current on the outside, we produce an up- | 

ward one somewhere and of course that would be the center; ) 

the viscous or albumenous character of the milk don’t let it rise. ' 

Now, with this current coming to the top, it travels better. | 

Question—Would it be better to set the can in an atmosphere 

of 20 below zero or to set it in ice water of 33 degrees? | 

Mr. Curtis—Of course, you want to make sudden cooling. 

Your cold water would be much better than the cold air from | 

the fact that it is a better conductor and it will take the heat | 

out quicker. 

5 Adjourned to 1:30 P. M. | 

° 1 
— | 

| 

AWARDS ON BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

Cuass I—Datry Butter, 350. | 

Judges— Decker, Addy and Hale. 

TE Dome PUI BOI oon oo onc ove cen cccceensctcceccesccewvecn OLE 

Te INN WIN so ooo oo win os ce cc senscwse sess ctssnecs ocesesOe | 

Taguis Perrot, Greenville... ...5...eccceccse cscs esescnecees. osee ces OOF 

Wee FE Curpemiter, Anawas. «5 onc cies cca cece cece cece ccc cces cece sOe | 

i eM WRI 6 as oo cc sc nc uo cn cviccae cscs cose ss coccceeees OOp | 

ee WN UMNO ocho osc acusiadnwsapscstssccecssenscuccncsnsOtp 

Bs Re POMC, ERROR. oo soc. sce ccn ee cccccccn cence weccceseccsess OOF | 

Ga Me ERM WOMB oc i 6 be cece ccacnc seesenccceeccccceseceee OO 

BAe Wn, EMRE ME MINER Ss 6 oa cok cons cic i ncienesducccacceveccccccccssceneSO 

R. Rasmussen, Waupaca...........sceeceecccccccccecccceeeceeenceeee DT 

J.D. Giandine, Sherwood... 1.22... ceseeeecseeeeeecececereceeeenes DOE | 
Mrs. N. E. Allen, Beaver Dam... ..........-ssceceeceeeeeecesens eee DOE |
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A.B. deebel, Beaver: Daan, ss ccccscoecseccace .ccesbccecccancecsesesce ae 

Elma Coleman, Evansville. .......-.0..020c200 coeccececees © cocceree 96 

Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee............ seecceecseesececececeeece cee GOR 

CG. IE Bonith, New Eimbont. oo oon ec oa ccccccn seecstoccesususeccces ak 
C. A. Johnaon, Now Lasbon ..2.5. .o.02 505 cccccccses sacccceee cows e@ee 

Crass II—CrEaMERY BUTTER, $50. 

Robert Wittke, Beaver Dam... .........022seeeeeecee ne ceereeeeee 22 9F 

R. E. Newberry, Randolph..............000-cecceccceesccneccsceeeees DOE 

Soke Werkeew; Ware w 6 co os acco vc cese ss cbscccesacscese senteetiee WE 

Smith & Eastman, Sankville............0..c cece cece cece ence eee eee DOR 

Cuass II]—Print Butter, Premiums, ist $5, 2d $3, 8d $1.50. 

Mrs. N. E. Allen, Beaver Dam, 1st.—Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, 2d.-- 

Geo. Lindsey, Manawa, 3d. 

Crass [V—CHEgSE, $59. 

Judges-—DeLand, Beauford and Kirkpatric’. 

Mat Mvamsec, Ciarlesearg 625. 0ccac ic cas) cncscsccyestee ( tevenegee 

SS Koel, Miata. inks 5.5 csi ceceeeclcnctssesses eaaeeowtet kare 

E. L. Aderhold, New Lisbon........... ...c.sscceececeeeeeeeeee nee + B88 

Crass V. 

Geo. S. Hart & Co., Produce Commission Merchants, 38 Pearl St., New 

York, offer a prize silver cup, valued at $100 to the manufacturer of the 

finest quality of full cream cheese; prize to be retained by the winner one 

year, then to be returned to the Association for renewed competition; the 

maker who is awarded the cup for three sucessive seasons to retain the 

same ‘permanently. The prize cup is of sterling silver, satin finish. with 

gold border and lining. Upon one side of it is engraved the figure of a 

cow, and upon the reverse side an appropriate inscription. 

A 60 pound cheddar cheese from one of the best Canadian cheese fac- 

tories was on exhibition. Ten dollars was offered to any cheese maker 

who shall exhibit one that is as good in every way. It was won by N. 

Simon & Co., Neenah. Mr. Simon's cheese scored 90. 

The cup was won by W. A. Nelson, Weyauwega. 

The previous winners of the silver cup are: A. 4, Wheaton, Aurora- 

ville, 1878; Olin & Clinton, Waukesha, 1879; W. S. Baker, Cold Spring, 

1880; H. A. Conger & Son, Whitewater, 1831; August Cleasing, Center- 

ville, 1882; Marr & Dyer, Whitewater, 1833; E. P. Ingalls, Milford, 184; 

H. Z. Fish, Richland Center, 1885; T. P. Fish, Richland Center, 1886; Burns 

Cheese Association, Burns, 1887; H. Z. Fish, Richland Center, 1888; S. 

Fish, Cazenovia, 1889; W. H, Porter, Marshall, 1890; J. W. Decker, Madi- 

son, 1891; Angus & Humphrey, Oshkosh, 1892; W. A. Nelson, Weyauwega, 

1893.
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The committee on nominations reported as follows: The com- 

mittee on nominations for officers of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s 

Association for the ensuing year would present the following : 
names: 

For president, W. D. Hoard, Fort Atkinson. 

For secretary, D. W. Curtis, Fort Atkinson. 

For treasurer, H. K. Loomis, Sheboygan Falls. 

On motion of Mr. Weeks the report of the committee was | 
accepted and adopted, and the officers therein recommended were | 
declared elected. 

Mr. Monrad presented the report of the committee on Presi- | 
dent’s address, as follows: 

We, the undersigned committee, heartily endorse the sug- 
gestions made in the president's address, and submit the fol- 
lowing resolutions: 

1, WueErezas, We recognize the importance of advertising our state as 
leading in the dairy industry at the World’s Columbian Exposition, be it 

Resolved, That the association strongly urge every private dairyman, 
every cheese factory and every creamery in the state to make as large and 
as fine an exhibit as possible. 

2 WueEreas, -This association feels the necessity of making a strong 
effort to reach the farmers who do not attend dairy conventions and who 
do not read dairy papers; and 

Wuereas, We believe this can best be done by scattering leaflets treat- 
ing in short, crisp sentences the burning dairy question of the year; be it 

, Resolved, That the president appoint a committee of three, with Mr W. 
D. Hoard as chairman, who shall publish leaflets on the following sub- 
jects: 

1, Demonstrating to the farmers the injustice of buying milk by weight 
and the justice of buying by the Babcock test at cheese factories as well as 
creameries, 

2. The use of the Babcock test on the farm. 

; 8. The best ways of caring for the milk to be delivered at the factories. 
4. The general care of the dairy cow. 

5. Private butter making. 

6. The advantage to the patrons of factories of utilizing the state in- 
structors. 

' This committee also wishes to make the following suggestions: 
The above essays should not exceed 1,500 words. 
A prize of $10 for the best essay on the above subjects should be offered, 

and the committee meet two months later. When the award is made, the 
committee should not necessarily use the prize essay, but compile the best, 

11—D.
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from all essays sent in, and add their own ideas. Then have them trans- 

lated into German, Danish and any language for which there may bea 

sufficient demand. 

When set up the matter should be electrotyped and handed to the secre- 

tary of the association, who will have printed a reasonable stock and offer 

them for sale to factorymen and others at cost of printing. 

In localities where the factorymen do rot take hold, or where there are 

no factories, the secretary should be instructed to distribute copies free, 

spending for that purpose not more than $250 

The secretary be also instructed to send every paper in the state a copy 

with a request to publish them. 

Respectfully submitted. 

J. H. MONRAD, 
E. L. ADERHOLD, 
C. H. EVERETT. 

The resolutions suggested by the report of the committee 

were adopted by the association. 

Mark Curtis, chairman of the committee on resolutions read 

the following, which were adopted: 

Resolved, That the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association gratefully ap- 

preciates the hospitality extended to the members of the twenty-first 

Annual meeting by the citizens of the beautiful city of Waupaca. 

Resolved. That the thanks of the association are hereby tendered to the 

local press for extended notices and for the interest manifested in our 

meetings. 

Resolved, That the importance of a proper exhibit of Wisconsin’s mate- 

: rial wealth at the Columbian exposition, cannot be ove estimated. We 

are proud of the record the Wisconsin dairy interests have heretofore made 

in National exhibitions and we earnestly urge upon the dairymen of the 

state, that they make such an exhibit of their products as will not only 

maintain our reputation in this line but extend it. 

Resolved, That this association recognizes with keen appreciation the 

helpful work of the Agricultural Coilege and Dairy school at Madison and 

we urge upon our legislators to deal generously with these institutions. 

The following resolutions were also adopted: 

‘Wuereas, The Southern railway and Steamship association have put in 

force a new classification on butter and cheese to points in southeastern 

territory, thereby advancing freight rates from 20 to 80 per cent., thus dis- 

criminating against Chicago as the distributing center of dairy products of 

the entire Northwest in favor of New York city, with distances very much 

greater from New York than from Chicago. Therefore, be it 

Resolved, That this Association of producers and manufacturers do 

hereby enter our most eurnest protest against this unwarranted, entirely
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uncalled for and unjust discrimination against the dairy interests of Wis- 

consin, 

Resolved, That the secretary be directed to forward a copy of the resolu- 

tions to the Inter State Commerce Commision at Washington, D. C. 

Report of committee on Dairy Utensils was offered as fol- 

lows: 

Mr. Favill—There are very few articles shown and not any - 

thing that I know of that we care to mention, except one thing. ' 

There was some nice salt and the apparatus for working a Bab- 

cock test, but the thing I wanted to notice as chairman of the 

committee was this paraffin for coating the inside of butter 

tubs. I believe it is a very valuable plan. It is really cheaper 

than trying to soak the tub, it doesn’t take any more time and 

leaves the tub in better shape, not warped, perfectly sealed 

and air tight. The committee would recommend the use of 

paraffin for lining the inside of butter tubs. It is very cheap— 

costs hardly anything, and is worthy the trial. 

SANATARY CARE OF DAIRY COWS IN WINTER. 

C. R. Beacu, Whitewater, Wis. 

Some time last year the experimental station formulated a 

set of questions relating to feeding cows, and sent them to lead- 

ing dairymen in different parts of the state. The answers to 

these questions were published in the station bulletin No. 33. 

In comparing the different answers, it is-a little surprising and 

quite gratifying to notice how near toa uniform standard these 

rations conform, and that, too, without the feeders having any 

consultation with each other; showing that they all of them had 

made the philosophy of feeding a study and were able to give 
intelligent reasons for feeding as they did. Had the same num- 

ber of questions relating to the sanitary condition of the stables 

where these cows were kept in the winter been sent out, I am 

quite sure that the answers would not have been as satisfactory. 

I know that mine would not. 

Public teaching and improved practice among dairymen have 

thus far been mainly in the line of more intelligent feeding, and 

‘
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warmer stables, without much thought or inquiry whether the 

condition of their stables was such as to insure that per- 

fect health to the cows as is necessary to their giving the best 

* returns for their feed and at the same time furnishing healthy 

products. An animal with as delicate an organization as a 

dairy cow must be extremely susceptible to the influence of 

surroundings. 

In what I have to say upon this subject I shall confine my 

remarks to three points, viz: Light in the stables, ventilation, 

and exercise for the cows. The majority of the cow stables in 

Wisconsin, even among the best dairymen, are low, dark and 

damp, and poorly ventilated to such an extent that it is a wonder 

that cows do in them as well as they do. I have yet to see a 

single stable that was not defective in one or more of these 

particulars. As to light, we all know that it is the great vital- 

izing force in both animal and vegetable economy. We know 

how dwarfed and immatured are vegetables that have grown in 

the shade; how little nutrition such growth contains. How the 

house plant struggles towards the light that comes through the 

windows. How even the potatoes in our cellars stretch out 

their long arms to reach out of darkness. How gloomy we our- 

selves feel in cloudy weather. How the sunlight gives new 

tone to our nerves, elasticity to our steps, and clearness to our 

mental perceptions; these feelings are not imaginary but real. 

We put bay windows and plate glass in our dwellings that 

we may have the influence and benefit of sunlight in our homes, 

and we are wise in doing so, but when we come to provide 

winter homes for our cows, who are doing more for the world’s 

comfort and the world’s civilization than half their owners, we 

without any compunctions of concience continue to confine 

them year after year, from November till May, twenty-two hours 

a day, in stables into which scarcely a ray of sunlight enters to 

dispel the gloom or to give vigor to the system. 

{ was not long ago, at 10 o’clock a. m, in a stable of 40 cows , 

and you could scarce discern one cow from another only by the 

light that came through the open door. You may say that was 

an extreme case, but you will find a hundred such stables in 

Wisconsin where you will find one fairly well lighted.
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We may smile at the idea of bay windows in our cow stables, 

but if we would make the east and south sides mainly of glass, 

with double sash, we would find them a source of pleasure to the 

owners and comfort to the cows. And if we would build them 

10 feet in the clear, giving opportunity for larger windows, 

they would be both dryer and warmer. How to get more sun- 

light into the stables we now have is a question that one can 

best determine for himself, but no one need fear of letting in 

too much—the more the better. While we shall not be likely 7 

to overestimate the value of sunlight in stables, I hope to | 

prove to you that proper ventilation is still more important. 

Air is one of the indispensable requisites to existence. Were | 

the supply cut off but for a single hour, all life would perish 

from the earth. But nature has been so bountiful in her pro- | 

vision that without any effort on our part there is enough and | 

to spare for everybody and everything. | 

The beggar can have as much and of as good quality as the | 

prince. No monopoly can control the supply and no trust can 

fix an artificial price upon it. And yet with all this free and “ 

absolute abundance, one of the problems of our rigorous climate 

and complex civilization is, how to get pure air where we want 

it, when we want it, and in such quantities as we want, and 

not interfere with our arrangements for keeping warm. When 

we have solved this problem we shall know better how to venti 

late our stables. 

I do not expect to do it, but hope in this description to throw | 

some light upon it and to awaken an interest in it that will | 

lead to a better understanding of the principles involved. | 

A writer in the American Agriculturist of last month says: | 

“That it is gross foolishness to ventilate all the odors out of 

the cow stables. That he had known a hundred cows kept in 

one room, with ceiling seven feet high, and not only no ventil- | 

ation but every crack was stopped with rags.’’ And he further | 

says: “That the probabilities now all point to a winter cow | 

stable not over seven feet high from floor to ceiling, and so | 

tight that the heat from the cows’ bodies, will, in zero weather, q 

keep the temperature of the room above sixty degrees, and the 

hair on the cows grow no longer than in summer.’’ He, how- |
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ever, adds, “That it would not do to let milk stand in such an 
atmosphere.’ (Why the cows if not the milk?) 

If the writer of what I have just read, will allow himself to 
be placed in an air-tight box with the same amount of room in 
proportion to the size of his body, as the cows would have in 
such a stable, and would remain in it until the heat from his 
body had warmed the air in it up to sixty degrees, he would 
never need another coffin. 

There are cow stables that need no ventilation, but the heat 
from the cows does not keep them comfortably warm in zero 
weather. But our modern barns, built with special reference to 
keeping the cows warm, the case is different in them when 
closed, the main sources of supply of fresh air are the stair- 
ways and places where fodder is thrown down from above. 

There are two objections to this method of ventilation. 1st. 
That in nine cases out of ten the supply of fresh air thus 
obtained is inadequate and it does not get where it is needed. : 
2nd. By it we unnecessarily reduce the temperature of the stable 
by allowing the warm air, which rises to the top of the stable, 
to escape, while the carbonic acid and the effete matter that ex- 
hales from the cows, both of which are heavier than pure air, 
settle to the bottom of the stables to be breathed over by the 
cows. You have lost the heat that you should have retained, 
and have retained the noxious gases that should have been taken 
out. 

If we know how much space is generally allotted to a cow, 
and also how many cubic feet of fresh air she will need in a 
given time, it may help us toward the solution of this ques- ; 
tion of ventilation. 

A basement stable eight feet high -under a barn 40x70 feet, 
standing on ‘a wall 1} feet thick, will contain 20,000 cubic feet : 
of air, and as commonly arranged will stable 40 cows, giving 
to each cow 500 cubic feet of air, minus the space occupied by her 
own body—an amount dangerously small, as we shall plainly see 
as we learn how much air the cow needs. Air, when pure, is com- 
posed of oxygen 21 per cent. and nitrogen 79 per cent. When 
air is breathed it loses at each exhalation 5 per cent. of its 
volume (or }) of its oxygen, and gives off something over 4
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per cent. of its volume in carbonic acid, a narcotic poison. 

From the best authority I can obtain, a cow weighing 900 to 

1,000 pounds will inhale from 90 to 100 cubic feet of air per 

* hour, and will in that time have exhaled something over 4 cubic 

feet of carbonic acid, which would be enough to viliate 400 

cubic feet of air to the extent of one part to the hundred, an 

amount that would make it unwholesome for breathing. This ‘ 

amount of air has also lost 1} per cent of its oxygen. We see 

that this air is bad from two causes, a want of sufficient oxy- i 

gen to vitalize the blood, so that it shall carry away the con- 

stantly accumulating waste of the system, and by the re-inhal- 

ing through the lungs of poisonous effete matter that has once | 

been eliminated, so that the system has more work to do and | 

less force with which to do it. While this air will support life, 

it will be at the expense of diminished vitality. So that if we i 

would keep the air in our cow stable up to its normal condition 

and the cow has all the oxygen that she needs, there must be a 

fresh supply of not less than 400 cubic feet per hour for each 

and every cow in the stable. 

Were this stable of which I am speaking made perfectly air 

tight, these 40 cows would in one hour and a quarter render all 

the air unwholesome. In 24 hours they would have used up 

every particle of oxygen in the 20,000 cubic feet of air, and 

would have exhaled carbonic acid enough to have covered the 

ground space over a foot deep—that is, had they not before the 

expiration of that time been suffocated for want of oxygen or 

poisoned to stupefaction by the carbonic acid. 

ff these are facts, am I not right in saying that tae space 

alloted to each cow in ordinary stables is dangerously small? 

Fortunate for us, that thus far we have not made them air 

tight, but some of us have approached so near to it that our 

cows do not get pure air enough for good health. I have 

spoken of the objections to ventilating stables from the top but 

that is preferable to none. 

. But how shall we ventilate? I do not claim to be authority 

upon this subject, and what I have to say will be only in the 

way of suggestions. I have claimed that we need to change 

not less than 400 cubic feet of air for each cow per hour, 16,-
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000 feet per hour for 40 cows, 192,000 feet in 12 hours, an 

amount of ten times the capacity of the stable. Can we do it 

and how? We must remember that it is the foul air at the 

bottom that we need to remove. 

If air will move in an upright shaft 40 feet per minute, 

(that is less than half a mile per hour), 8 shafts one foot 

square in the clear, extending down to within a foot of the 

stable floor and having their outlets under the cornice of the 

roof, or through ventilators in the center of the building, 

would carry away 320 feet of foul air per minute, 19,200 feet 

per hour, or 230,400 feet in 12 hours. The velocity with which 

the air would move in these shafts would depend upon the 

force of the wind on the outside, and also upon the temperature in- 

; side and the amount of fresh air admitted. The fresh air could 

be supplied by having the stable windows extending withip 

2 feet of the bottom of the stable, and then arranging that the 

air could be brought in under them, and the current turned up- 

wards, so as to prevent direct draft upon the cows. Such a 

stable would be comfortable at much lower temperature than 

one poorly ventilated, for the air would be dryer and more in- 

vigorating. The figures that I have given you, while they may 

not be scientifically accurate are approximately correct. 

Some experiments began at Madison last year seem to indicate 

that poor ventilation tended to lessen the amount of milk given. 

I trust these experiments will be continued until they teach us 

what we need to know of this whole subject of stable ventila- 

tion. 

An eminent physician in writing of the need of better ven- 

tilation says: “That no amount of food taken into the stomach, 

however nutritious, will make a person vigorous if he is not at 

the same time taking through his lungs enough oxygen to oxi- 

dize them, and make them utilizable by the tissues of the body.” 

Deprive a person of pure air, the most abundant and nutri- 

tious food is not assimilated and more than likely the flagging 

appetite will reject it. Appetite, digestion, assimilation all 

depending vpon the supply of oxygen which can be had only by 

breathing pure air. Dairymen need to have this truth emphasized 

over and over again. Is it then too much to presume that cows
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kept in vitiated atmosphere will not only have their appetites 
impaired, but that the power to assimilate what they do eat will 
also be impaired so as to prevent profitable returns for the food 
consumed. 

How often dairymen remark, “I wonder why my cows do 
so poorly. Iam sure I feed them enough.” May not dark, 
damp and poorly ventilated stalls have something to do with it? 
And may it not be that abortion and milk fever, those two 
dreaded scourges of the dairymen are induced or aggravated by 
the same cause? The average yield of our dairy cows in Wis- 
consin is extremely small; may it not be that with improved 
stable ventilation we could increase the yield without increas- | 
ing the cost of feed? | 

I might here speak of the danger to the public health from the 
use of milk from cows who are confined in badly ventilated 
stables, but my time will not permit. A few words in refer- 
erence to the exercise of the cow giving milk in winter. 

If the advocates of physical culture as a means of intellectual 
development; or rather the simultaneous training of both the 
physical and the intellectual, to secure the highest efficacy of 

: either or both, be correct, then it would seem that the advo- 
cates of the non-exercise theory for the milking cow were a 
little off their balance. And then consistency could be only 
demonstrated by showing that the cow, while standing still, 
and giving milk, does make use of all her phystzal and nervous 
powers in such a way as to maintain the integrity of her whole 
organization, in the highest state of efficiency. If they can do 
this they are right, otherwise they are not. . 

' A writer in the New York Tribune claims that a cow giving 
a large flow of milk, in doing so expended as much force daily as 
a team of horses exerted in plowing an acre of land. I know of | 
no way of measuring force to justify such an assertion, but even | 
if it were true it would furnish no argument for keeping her 
tied, unless it could be shown that in the exercise of this power 
all the forces of her organization are brought into harmonious 
activity. But if the cow is exerting such a tremendous force 
as the result of being kept so passively quiet, would not 
humanity to her, require that she be allowed at least one-half 

|
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hour twice a day of restful activity as a partial protection 

against the lavish expenditure of vital force. 

But let us take a more practical view of the question. Would 

any of the advocates of the all winter confinement of the cow 

think it the best possible thing, for the best possible develop- 

ment of his three-months old boy, and also for the health of his 

mother that she remain continually in bed all winter and do 

nothing but chew gum and secrete lacteal fluid? 

Let us be reasonable and consistent. Exercise within limits 

does not exhaust vital force but strengthens it. 

You who in winter spend as many hours daily by the stove 
; doing comparatively nothing as I do, will understand what I 

mean by being tired of resting, and you will also understand 
how a half hour out of doors or about the barn does strengthen 

and invigorate one for another period of laborious rest. If it 

be so with us, is it not possible that it is so with the cow? 
But to me there is one argument against this practice of con- 

finement that is conclusive. As I have said, there is not one 

stable in a hundred so perfect in its ventilation that it does not 

need to be aired at least once a day, and when this is being 

done the cow is better out of doors. 

If her vitality has not been impaired by breathing bad air in 

the stable, she will not shiver while exercising half an hour out 

of doors in zero weather, and she will come into the stable in- 

vigorated by it. If she does shiver, it is a proof that the air 

in the stable is bad, and therefore the more need of her having 

the opportunity to shake off the effete matter that clings to her 

“i and fill her lungs with air as nature mixed t. 

The surroundings and the conditions in which we keep our 

cows are mainly artificial, and we should study to make them 

such that they will help rather than hinder in the work we ex- 

pect her to do. 

DISCUSSION. 

The Chairman—One of the best devices I have ever seen for 

ventilating a stable I saw where there were two pipes, one 

that comes down within four inches of the floor and then one at
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the top of the stable. Take the ordinary farmer's stable, just 
as it stands to-day, and we can’t do with it in the most scien- 
tific way, we have to do what we can. 

Prof. Henry—A good plan is a short flue working to let the | 
cold air in and a long flue working to let the warm out. You : 
can let it in at different points. | 

Mr. George—We have nearly 100 head of cattle. under one | 
roof and consequently it is very necessary that we should pay 
some attention to ventilation. We keep that stable so that it | 
rarely ever freezes, and if it does freeze it is at the place where 
the ventilators come down close to the floor and don’t get above 
the roof. The studding are 2x6’s and are 2 feet apart. There 
are twenty of these, one within a foot of the floor and the next 

one within six inches of the floor; those carry the foul air out 
above the roof. Now, for the purpose of letting fresh air into 
the barn we have this lined up in four places, two on each side 
of the barn and going just to the roof and passing out under, i 
and then have this little pouch and we move this in and out 
according to the severity of the weather, letting the fresh air j 
into the barn that way and the foul air going out. We open | 
that a little more or less according to the way the wind is. | 
Question—Would not the hay chutes do for ventilation? 
Mr. George—They might, but they would let all the hot air | 

onto the hay and the effect might be bad, the hay would be fla- | 
vored from the cattle’s breath. i 

The Chairman—I visited Mr. Jones’ barn in New Hanipshire | 
this winter. His cattle were imported fifty years ago. The ) 
whole of that barn was covered with “plaster. All the steam | 
from the cattle passed up the hay chute just to the inside of the 

roof. . 

Mr. George—Ours did that before we ventilated. | 
Prof. Henry—If you can get rid of the cooler, foul air by . | 

drawing off from the bottom, you leave the warmer air, and 
you have drawn off an equal amount of foul air which is cooler. i 

The Chairman—The point is to get a current. 

I 

1
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ADDRESS. 

Pror. W. A. Henry, Madison, Wis. 

This subject of ventilation is given to our Prof. King at the 
University and we are working hard at that problem. We have 
attempted one extensive experiment in ventilation with our 
cows, but the results, though partly tabulated, we do not care 
to publish yet. Before long I hope we will be able to give you 
something valuable on the proper ventilation of stables. 

Now, a word in regard to our university. The state univer- 
sity at Madison now has some 1,300 students. Of these 
1,300, 170 belong to the College of Agriculture, and it is to that 
department of the university that I wish to call your atten- 
tion. The college of agriculture has three divisions of work. 
The first division is for experimentation, and it has been my 
plan to put the best talent that we could obtain with the means 
at hand to experimenting. We have thus far confined our ex- 
periments pretty closely to dairying, to tillage, the conserva- 
tion of moisture in the soil, the effects of drainage and to cer- 
tain horticultural problems. Since the Babcock test we have 
done one piece of work that I expect many of our people do not 
appreciate. You had Dr. Babcock with you yesterday. You 
supposed that he had invented the test and his work ended there. 
Since bringing out that tést he has worked out a formula for 
determining the other solids in milk-not fat.. He worked it out 
by taking about 10,000 analyses, and finally elaborated a table, 
which he worked out mathematically by the aid of our mathe- 
matical professor. For instance, the Babcock test shows that a 
sample of milk has four per cent. of fat in it, then there are a 
certain amount of solids and with the lactometer and with the 
Babcock test, you turn to the table, and you can find out whether 
the solids not fat are 8, 8} or 9 per cent. by that table. This 
has taken a large amount of work, and it has been recognized by 
the World’s Fair authorities, who have last week announced that 
in tests made at the World's Fair the fat will be determined by 
the Babcock test and the solids by the Babcock formula. I 
would say further that the silos at the World’s Fair were built
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under directions given by Prof. King of our station, so that our 

station has been pretty well recognized by them, and Dr. Bab- 

cock is on the committee to test the dairy cows at the World’s Fair. 

Now, an experiment station is an expensive affair, it requires 

much patience and time to work out these problems. That, I 

say, is one line of our work. 

Vur second line of work is instruction direct to those who 

come to the University. We have 170 agricultural students, 

from New York on the east to California on the west. About 

three quarters of the whole number are from Wisconsin, about | 

100 are in our dairy school which is now in its fourth year. | 

We started with two students four years ago, and could have | 

more than we have to-day if we had room for them. Our dairy 

school is the outgrowth of this association. Hiram Smith was 

. the original instigator of the dairy school. C. R. Beach was 

a member of the board of regents who spoke up in the board 

and said, “That school must be started at such a date,” and 

the building plans proceeded under his urgent plea as a regent. . 

The building down there now represents an expense of $40,000 | 

given by the tax payers of the state of Wisconsin; it is com- | 

plete in its erection, complete in its equipment, and there are | 

today eight men giving instructions in dairying in that build- | 

ing, who stay there all day long, and there is another instruc- 

tor goes in there each day so that it requires in all thirteen | 

persons to keep up the instruction in that school. 

It is a very expensive school, we have to watch every student; : 

we have thirteen kinds of separators for the students to use and i 

study in their work. Our students are in demand. The other i 

day we sent a young man out to Reno, Nevada, at a salary of | 

$125 a month and board, he was a German boy from Calumet | 

county, a patient, hard-working student. The cheese that scored | 

according to the experts ninety-nine points here, while the i 

Canadian cheese scored 96, was made by a student from the | 

Wisconsin dairy school. Last week, at Dubuque, Iowa, the | 

sweepstake cheese, which was made by a student of our dairy | 

school, took prizes amounting to about $100. I am i 

getting letters every day calling for students. I hope that | 

‘Waupaca will send more of her young men down to our school.
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We have no trouble in finding positions for them up to the pres- 
ent time. Our dairy school is to make experts in the factory. 

We have another school to train farm boys, not only to make 
butter, but to care for crops, to study horticulture, ete., and I 
want to draw the attention of the fathers and mothers of our 
young people to this school. In our short course in agriculture 
we take boys of sixteen years or older, and teach them a great 
many different things that farm boys ought to know. We have 
young men from all over the country, California, Ohio, and other 
states. Our people scarcely appreciate the influence which has 
already permeated our state from that school, our boys are be- 
ing scattered over the state, they are doing good work. 

Senator John L. Mitchell gives $2,000 which goes to pupils 
of the agricultural school, $50 each year for two years for twenty 
young men, and we have now down at Madison with us thirty- 
eight young men, each of whom gets $50 as a help to carry him 
through and I expect that this will be continued next year. 
Each county has a right to have one young man there; they 
must apply through the county superintendent. 

We are going to operate our horticultural department in fu- 
ture. We hope to get this year an award of $20,000 to $40,000 
for horticultural purposes, and I fully expect 200 students in 
our horticultural department and it is going to be a grand 
good work. 

Now the third department is the farmers’ institutes about, 
which you already are pretty well informed. We ask all of you 
people to come up to Madison and see what is being done there. 
Farmers, we want you to be in favor of good agriculture and 
to stand by it. When I see what the State Dairymen’s Asso- 
ciation has done in twelve years and the changes it has gone 
through, I am filled with wonder and amazement. Twelve years 
ago I met with them for the first time at Waukesha. I re- 
member Mr. X. A. Willard addressed us. Charles R. Beach 
scored perfect on the butter he took there, the only time 
perfect utter was ever scored in this state. 

Mr. Beach—This young man was a little strippling, and I 
says to him: “Who be you? What are you here for?” And 
somebody said: “Don’t you know? that is our new professor
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of agriculture,” and I took off my hat and bowed to him, and I | 

have been willing to do so ever since. 

Prof. Henry—At that meeting, ladies and gentlemen, I pre- | 

sented what was called a scientific ration for a dairy cow and I 

talked about protein and carb-hydrates, the first time it was } 

ever talked about in Wisconsin, and here to-day a highly edu- | 

cated man stood up and make an eloquent presentation to an 

intelligent audience about protein and carb-hydrates in the | 

most natural way in the world. In those days a man stood up | 

and pleaded for the dairy cow. That man was the editor of the 

Jefferson County Union; since that time he has been the gov- } 

ernor of our state of 1,600,000 people, and to-day he is ed- 

itor of a paper that is worth $100,000 to him, and has done | 

$10,000,000 worth of good to the people of the state. 

I speak of these things, farmers, because some of you may | 

hear that the legislature is going to cut off this appropriation, | 

that they can’t afford to give the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Asso- | 

ciation the little sum it is receiving a year now. Now, in the | 

name of civilization, in the name of progress, stop all that. We | 

can’t afford it? Look at what it has done. It has made every | 

man who has taken hold of it: and followed it faithfully and \ 

wisely, it has done as much for him as it has done for Gov. | 

Hoard or any one else, for what he has put into it. As a man 

has worked so has he reaped in this great dairy field. Let us \ 

keep right on. We all pull together in Wisconsin, and that is 

the grandest feature of our work, and Wisconsin is getting a } 

tremendous momentum. That comes because we stick right to i 

it. These men have worked in this association year after year | 

without pay, and instead of quarreling and bickering as they | 

have in some states, we have pushed right along, and success | 

is ours to-day. Now, we are getting more impetus, there is 

more weight in what we do, and if we will only stand together | 

and stand by our college, our dairy association and our farm 

institutes, our farmers are going to be the peers of any class of | 

people on the earth; and to own a farm in Wisconsin will be i 

the height of any young man’s ambition. |
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TREASURER’S REPORT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Association: 
The following itemized report is made showing the source 

from which all moneys paid into the treasurer’s hands were re- 
ceived and the disbursements paid on orders from the secretary 
which I hold as vouchers: 

RECEIPTs. 

Amount in hands of treasurer as per last report................ $761 90 
Membenlps 5505.2 es Fer etcahisaunpeasso 263 00 
Apr. 29 Received from state treasurer.............0.e.e0e.000 1,000 00 
Oct. 18 Received from state treasurer... ....... steeeeeesees 2,000 00 

TOME LOUIE ba sits <cnaunoens ed asete cheiitea es $4,024 90 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Feb. 12 Hotel bill and railroad fare of speakers at Oshkosh 
convention (bill of items furnished ex-com.)...... $190 62 

Ribbons for premiums ............... matin wet ees oie 75 
O. T. Denison, expenses Oshkosh convention......... 20 00 
W. H. Gilbert, expenses Oshkosh convention......... 56 50 
Prof. I. P. Roberts, expenses Oshkosh convention... 80 00 

Mar. 7 Freight on reports Oanehertamaensvenceceodsaveleasecs 2 98 
Apr. 23  H. C. Thom, expenses dairy and food convention..... 66 00 

Mrs. R. Howard Kelly, reporting meeting. ........... 100 00 
Apr. 29 H. K. Loomis, expenses of executive committee meet- 

SOG oases eS sackee a psaeeen os en ae 
May 3 Premiums paid on butter and cheese................. 112 50 

W. H. Phillips, instructor...............0...-ceeeees 720 12 
John High, instructor................cceeccecceeeese 442 00 
W. F. Jones, instructor..............2sceccesececeees 7 00 
H. J. Noyes, instructor.............ceccccccecceeeee 49 80 
E. L. Aderhold, instructor............... seeeseeeees 180 00 

May 30 O.F, Ressler, printing ... ..........ccceeeceeeeee cs 5 50 
June 27 Williams bros., letter heads........... .....cseceeee 14 00 

New book for treasurer..............2..058 ceseseeees 70 
Aug. 6 Floral Creamery Co., butter lost at Oshkosh.......... 216 
Sept. 19 Binner Engraving Co. (Favill)............206 ceeeeee 8 80 
Oct. 8 H.S. Weeks, expenses Oshkosh convention........... 5 00
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Nov. 23 Hotel bills and railroad fare, executive committee at 
RE oe So cee cannes cc Sense 23 94 

Nov. 28 C. R. Beach, expenses executive committee meeting. 3 00 
Dec. 15 H.S, Weeks, expenses committee meeting, Nov. 23.. 2 2 

1893. 

Jan. 2 D. W. Curtis, services as secretary................... 250 00 | 
5 D. W Curtis and W. D. Hoard, expenses locating an- 

WN MIN lino. os ais cavnkn ces ocd ecedec 7 48 
Exchange on drafts and postage............0 -...... 5 69 

Jan. 12 H. K. Loomis, expenses arrange annual meeting..... 18 29 
Feb. 14 D. W. Curtis, expenses secretary’s office.............. 174 80 

Balance in hands of treasurer............... ........ 1,453 29 

“$4,024 90 | 

The instructors were paid monthly, but the total paid each ) 
: instructor is given above. An itemized account was furnished 

the executive committee of the premiums paid on butter and 
cheese, and in fact everything connected with the affairs of the 
association for the past year. A committee of the executive 
committee was appointed, and the affairs of the association gone 
thoroughly over and. all accounts approved. The amount re- 

ceived by instructors from factories was $395. 

Respectfully submitted, 

. H. K. Loomis, 

Treasurer. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Convention : 

The work of the association for the past year has been in 

many respects similiar t) that of previous years. 

Cheese instructing has made steady advancement in the right 
direction. Cheese instructors have found more cheese makers 
who are willing and anxious to improve their make of cheese. 

Cheese makers who have learned that a course at the Experi- 
mental station at Madison, was of great benefit to them, have 
taken advantage of the dull times in winter, and profited largely 
by the instructions given there. | 

11—D. | 

.. |
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Tf all of the old cheese makers of the state would take one 

course at the Experimental station it would improve the make 

of Wisconsin cheese more than anything else. 

Cheese makers should learn just when they make a good cheese. 

They should know a good cheese when they see it, and be pre- 

pared at all times to defend the quality of their goods against 

unscrupulous buyers. 

It is to be regretted that many buyers run down the make of 

a factory that they may buy them at an “off price”, and unless 

the maker is well posted as to the quality of a good article, and 

even a poor one, he has no defense and must accept as true 

what that buyer tells him. 

It is reported that buyers have in many instances discour- 

aged factories from having the instructors, from the fact that 

there was more money in an “off cheese” than there was in a 

good article sold at full price. 

Creameries are invading the cheese districts rapidly. There 

seems to be a desire on the part of many cheese factories to 

change over into a creamery, believing that butter pays a bet- 

ter dividend, a conclusion hardly warranted by the facts and 

figures where a prime article of cheese is made. Poor cheese 

does not pay as well as good butter. _ 

It seems a little strange, but it may be owing to the more 

exact methods known in handling the milk, that butter makers 

of the state are higher up in their profession as butter makers 

than the cheese makers are in cheese making. 5 

The World’s Columbian Exposition opens the first of May, and 

it is hoped that all classes of dairymen will show their make of 

goods and try for an award. 

Detailed reports of the cheese instructors bave been made to 

the executive committee: 

W. H. Phillips made eighty-nine visits to factories and re- 

ceived from them $215. 
John High made seventy-three visits to factories and re- 

ceived $155. 

E. L. Aderhold made twenty-six visits to factories and re- 

ceived $20. 

H. J. Noyes made six visits to factories and received $5.
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Total amount received from factories $395. Total number of 
visits made to factories 194. 

The expense of the secretary’s office for the past year has 
been $174.80. An itemized account has been furnished the ex- 

ecutive committee and approved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

D. W. Curtis, 

Secretary. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF DAIRY BARNS. 

H. S. Werks, Oconomowoc, Wis 

As my commission to prepare a paper on this topic is very 
broad in its wording, giving me permission to “treat the sub- 
ject just as I have a mind to,” I propose to confine what I shall 
have to say to a general consideration of some of the reguisites 
of a dairy barn, which have evolved from my every day life of 
a few years on the farm, rather than to an attempt at the details 
of construction, which I lay no claims to a knowledge of, either 
theoretical or practical. Thus, if my remarks seem at times to 
wander entirely away from the topic of construction, to the 

sg kindred one of care and treatment of dairy stock in the barn, 
I trust you will bear with me. 

In the first place, the location of a dairy barn is, to my mind, 
of almost equal importance with the building itself. I would 

‘ prefer my barn to stand entirely above the ground rather than 
in a side hill, or what is commonly termed a bank barn, though ) 
the land should not be so flat as to preclude good drainage. I 
have used a bank barn, and though in the gravelly soil in which 
it stands there is perhaps less objection than if in a clay bank, 
still the wall against the bank is cold and damp, and is not, to 
my mind, conducive to a dry, healthy atmosphere within, neither 
does the sunlight find sufficient entrance. The main object of | 
building in a bank is, I suppose, to secure warmth in winter, ) 
but this can be obtained as readily, and more cheaply by the | 
use of lumber and building paper, out in the open, where there 

i
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is light and air in abundance the year around, for mind you, I 

am not building my barn for winter use only. -I consider the 

housing of milch cows, either the whole day or a good part of 

it, for at least nine months of the year in this climate, as an 

absolute necessity if you would obtain best results, and I am 

strongly of opinion that the same will hold good for the entire 

three hundred and sixty-five days; hence while I want warmth 

in winter, I am equally desirous of cool atmosphere in summer 

and of pure air in all seasons, which latter conditions are diffi- 

cult to maintain in a bank barn. I would prefer my barn to 

stand with its length from east to west, so that it may have 

plenty of windows facing north and south, for in this latitude 

the prevailing winds in mindsummer are from the south, and I 

want every breeze that blows to pass through those windows. 

Thus much for the location of the barn, but there are some 

considerations as to its surroundings which must be taken into 

account. I have before stated that I want good drainage, and 

T also want dry, firm ground for the barn yard, hence it should 

not be in a hollow or on soft mucky land. A grove of tree 

near by, with water accessible, is a great advantage for the 

cows to run in at times in warm weather. Now doubtless it 

will occur to some of you that I am dwelling unnecessarily on 

precautions against the heats of midsummer when the cows are 

well enough off in the pasture except at milking time. Well, 

if it were only for the purpose of securing comfort for man and 

beast at those hours, all that I have suggested would well ap- 

ply, but there is a far deeper significance in it to me, for I 

want to tell you, my friends, that I have suffered more loss. 

during my experience as a dairyman from not having these safe- g 

guards than I have from the effects of cold in winter, and I 

have little doubt the same is true of most of you here present, 

whether you realize it or not. It does not follow that a lack of 

good housing of cows in the winter would not be equally disas- 

trous, but the men who do not exercise reasonable care in that 

direction, in this age of dairy enlightenment, are rarely in at- 

tendance at such meetings as this. On the other hand there 

seems to be remarkable apathy in protecting cows from heat 

and flies, among those accounted in other respects good dairy~ 

men.
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: Now, in regard to the best forma for a dairy barn, I am not 

going to proclaim my dictum as infallible, but you will infer 

from my remarks as to location, that I prefer the parallelogram 

for strictly dairy use. There are points in favor of round barns 

and octagon and square barns; much depends upon the uses 

they are intended for, but bear in mind that Iam not discuss- 

ing a general purpose barn, for mixed husbandry, where the 

dairy is possibly an important adjunct, but not the main busi- 

ness, and where the housing of large grain and hay crops is a 

necesity; those forms would doubtless best supply such wants,  . 

but the barn I have in my mind’s eye is intended for the home 

of a goodly herd of dairy cows, the maintenance of which ac- 

‘ cording to my ideas of the best methods will not require large 

provision for bulky foods, the silo being the most important 

factor. The length of the barn will, of course, accord with the 

number of cows to be kept, and the amount of space allowed 

them. If fastened in stanchions, 3} feet for each cow will ac- é 

commodate them, but I should prefer stalls extending back 3 

feet from the manger. 

This form of barn can be enlarged to meet the requirements 

of an increasing herd simply by additions to its length. Its 

width must conform somewhat to the methods proposed of hand- 

ling and feeding the cows, removing the manure, etc. My own 

preference is to have the cows stand in double rows, facing 

each other, witha feeding floor between 8 feet wide; mangers 

running the entire length, without divisions, 2 feet wide; plat- 

forms for the cows to stand on 6 feet in width, inclusive of a 

drop or gutter behind, and an alley in the rear of that 6 feet 

wide. This will require a total width of 36 feet in the clear, and 

is predicated on the use of cars for distributing feed and for 

removing manure. If the manure is to be placed in a wagon 

directly from the gutter, the alley in the rear will have to be 2 

feet wider, or say 8 feet, increasing the total width to 40 feet. 

I would have the floor about one foot higher than the ground 5 

outside, made of clay tamped in, or of concrete, made as de- 

scribed by Prof. Roberts at our last meeting, and upon this, | 

plank floors for the cows extending back four feet, the planks 

being dryer and warmer for them to lie upon than clay or con_ 

ee ee ee eee
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crete. I would have the gutter two feet wide and one foot 

deep, with a hinged grating over it upon which the hind feet of 

the cows will rest, and the droppings fall through the grating ; : 

this will keep the cows clean and prevent them from standing in : 4 

the gutter. A goodjgutter can be made of brick laid in cement, i 

with well cemented bottom, and is practically indestructible; 

plenty of absorbents should be used in the gutters, and to in- 

crease the fertilizing value, and at the same time reduce the 

foul odors to a minimum, sprinkle a little land plaster in them 

after cleaning and again before each milking. As this building 

is simply a cow stable, and not a farm barn, I would have it a 

one-story structure, say 10 feet high at the eaves, with a roof 

of moderate pitch raised in the center 10 feet in width by 6 : 

feet in height the entire length, with windows at frequent in- 

tervals, arranged to open and close from below so that the tem 

perature can be regulated and perfectly controlled and the air 

kept pure and sweet. As an additional means to this end, I } 

would have several air shafts reaching from within one foot of 

the floor well above the roof, with revolving ventilators at the 

top. The windows below at either side should be of ample size 

and plenty of them to let in a flood of sunlight, and be pro- 

vided with double sash for winter, and both doors and windows 

with wire screens for summer use. At one end of this building 

should be a tranverse corridor, say 14 feet wide, with doors to 

drive through, and also connecting with the feeding floor and 

rear alleys of the cow stables. 

I have now outlined the main points to be considered in this 

part of the barn, but there are other things to be provided for, 

and I would have a building joined to this, with openings into 

the corridor, of sufficient size and height to cover the varying 

necessities of each particular farm; if it were my own, the silos 

would occupy the largest space, but there would be ample room 

for grain and feed bins, engine room, separator room, water 

tank and some storage for hay and other roughage. I will not 

attempt to go into the details of the division and arrangenemt. 

of each of the compartments, for, as I have intimated, they should 

conform to the methods of feeding, etc., proposed. Now I am 

aware that such a barn as this will be criticised as being more
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costly than a more compact one, having storage above the cows, 

2 but 1 have simply given you my idea of what seems to me 0. 

much greater importance, viz: The comfort and health of a | 

large herd of cows that are to be kept in the barn a large share 

of the time. We are told that there is an intimate connection 

between the milk secretion of a cow and the blood that courses 

through her veins; had I the scientific knowledge and ability to | 

explain these functions, it would not be within my province to | 

attempt it here, but I will ask a pertinent question. If it is | 

true that pure, healthy blood is necessary to make pure, healthy | 

milk, can we expect to obtain it from cows that live in impure, 

overheated air, or are kept excited and feverish from the tor- | 

"ment of insects? Then is not the construction of quarters that | 

will best eliminate these evils, of first importance, and cost | 

second? | 

The building and furnishing of such a barn as I have de- 

scribed, may be made as cheap or as costly as the purse or 

fancy of the builder dictates; but I will say here that my ideal 

barn is not one of the palatial sort, with fine polished wood 

work and costly fixtures, as is sometimes seen; there is an in- 

congruity about it to me, for the dumb beasts certainly can not 

appreciate it; but I would have it substantially built, with a 

neat and tasty exterior if possible, and the interior would be 

decorated with a good coat of whitewash at least twice a year, 

this not only to have it look clean and sweet, but to make it 

j light and cheerful for the cows. Second only to their comfort 

and contentment, is convenience to the owner in feeding, water- 

ing and handling them so as to economize time and labor; there 

are many ingenious devices for all of these operations, and I 

would have as many of them as I could afford. 

1 have some doubt as to the advisability of commending this 

or that patented device at a meeting of this character, but I : 

am sure no one will mistake my motives if I mention the 

‘«Warriner Hanging Stanchion’’ for fastening cows in the 

stable, as to my mind combining the greatest ease and comfort 

for the cow, with the most convenience in handling that I know 

of, and they are simple and inexpensive. In watering devices 

I should incline to the ‘‘Buckley’’ plan, which keeps fresh 

i sl
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water before the cows constantly, with little danger of becom- i 

ing foul. A V shaped trough to swing above the cows when 

not in use, however, answers well, with an elevated tank to 

supply it, and is easily and cheaply put in. I have spoken of ' 

a car for distributing feed, and another for removing manure; i 

these will be found a great convenience where there is a large ; 

herd of cows, and will well repay their cost; the tracks may be { 

upon the floor or hung from above. These are a few of the con- f 

veniences of a modern cow barn, which have been tried and | 

found practical. I have a plan however in my mind, which ‘ 

though not original, many of you doubtless have seen it in i 

use, yet has never to my knowledge been applied to a cow : 

stable. I know of no reason though why the restaurant and \ 

barber shop should have a monopoly of its use. I refer to me 

chanical fans hung from the seiling to drive away flies and cool 

the air, kept in motion by a small motor at a trifling cost. I would i 

certainly have them in my model cow barn, and count the ex- j 

pense as nothing, compared to the benefit. I have referred to 

the losses which dairymen sustain at the season of the year 

called ‘fly time’’, by the falling off in the milk flow consequent 

upon the great drain on the nervous energies of the cows from 

exposures to the intense heat of the sun and the torment of 

flies. You have all experienced it, my friends; no amount or 

combination of feeds will repair these ravages; quiet and com- 

fort are what is wanted. Why should we not give it to them 

in the stable, both on the score of humanity and as a matter of 

dollars and cents? 

Nor are these the only evils that cows are exposed to in the 

pasture. Since I commenced preparing this paper my eye fell 

upon the following item in a farm journal: “I owned a good 

“ cow once whose nervous system was so sensitive to the changes 

of weather that even being out of a rainy night in summer 

would cause a shrinkage of her milk.” This coincides fully 

with my own experience, and I always made use of my stables 

to shelter the cows on rainy nights or whenever there was a 

sudden material fall in the temperature. The losses from these 

combined evils are more appa:ent to the dairyman supplying 

milk, cream or butter in stated quantities for city consumption,
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but they effect the pocket of every cow keeper, great or small, 

and the aggregate loss is frightful to contemplate. And yet 

we seem to have most of us sat down and complacently accepted 

them as a part of the inevitable, not once reflecting that we 

could counteract the troubles in a great measure, if not wholly, ; 

if we would. I give you the foregoing suggestion as to the 

fans, for what it is worth. I believe it to be entirely practical ' 

and worthy of a trial. ' 

There is an adjunct to a cow barn that is indispensable, ' 

namely: ‘a hospital for the sick and ailing, where they can be i 

separated from the herd and properly cared for, and where cows 

nearing calving can be placed, say a couple of weeks before they 

are due. This should be an entirely distinct building with 

roomy, well ventilated box stalls. | 

The calves also.require quarters near at hand. but not in my | 

judgment, where they are in sight or hearing of the milch cows, | 

always a disturbing element to some individuals of the herd. | 

The best way to handle calves was a problem that cost me a | 

deal of anxious thought and experiment, but was solved at last to 

my reasonable satisfaction as follows: I placed them in a good 

tight shed building made with double boarding stuffed with straw, | 

well lighted and ventilated, with a hard earth floor. A row of 

small stanchions running the entire length on one side, inside 

‘ of these a manger 18 inches wide without divisions, and inside 

of that-a plank walk three feet wide. In the open space outside 

the stanchions I had several movable slat partitions to separate 

calves of different ages; the floor was kept well littered with 

straw, which was removed twice or three times a month. The . 

calves were fed milk in pails setin the manger in front of the open 

stanchions, which were then closed and dry feed given them; in | 

about an hour they were set free and a little hay placed in the 

manger; by this method the vexatious and unmixed evil of 

calves sucking each other was entirely overcome. In the heat 

of summer the open doors and windows were shaded, and the 

calves allowed to run in a yard nights, thus another serious 

enemy to the calves’ well being—the torment of flies—was done 

away with. A box containing a large lump of salt was fastened 

to one side, and the older ones had water frequently. In this
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way I raised thrifty, healthy calves that were a pleasue to look 

upon. 

I have now covered a good deal of ground with imaginary 

buildings, but, as I am fully conscious, have failed to meet the 

views of many of you, who would have a compact, well ordered 

barn for all uses under one roof, a consummation most de- 

voutely to be wished for, I am free to admit, and I turn the sub- 

ject over to you, having accomplished all I set out to do in this 

paper, if I have furnished food for an exhaustive discussion of it. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Snyder—Do you feed your calves sweet or sour milk? 

Mr. Weeks—I fed sweet milk while I was on my farm and 

fed them twice a day, and I fed them also flax seed jelly, which 

was made by taking ground flax seed and steeping it on the 

stove until it is thoroughly cooked. For the small calves I 

would put about a teaspoonful with the milk and increase that 

amount as they grow. 

“ Question—How do you support the gutter side of the floor? 

Mr. Weeks—It rests on a ledge in the floor, it just fits in. 

The grate is made of rods of iron flattened on top. Slats of 

wood set up edgewise are good. 

Prof. Henry—We are very much pleased with a stall . which 

we have at the Experiment Station. It is the Bidwell stall 

and I wish some of you could get passes from your legislator 

and come down to Madison and visit the Agricultural College 

and see those stalls. 

Question—Will they take any more room on the floor than 

other stalls? 

Prof. Henry—No, if you have a stanchion you can knock it 4 

out and put in the Bidwell stall. I dislike to talk for a patent 

right. but we have paid for those stalls and we like them. 

Question—What did you pay for the patent right? 

Prof. Henry—Fifty cents a stall. 

Question—When you want to get a cow out of the Bidwell 

stall, wouldn’t the gutter be in the way?
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Prof. Henry—We have a little bridge that we use when we = 

wish to take out a single cow. } 

Mr. Favill—After the cows learn, they back out all right. | 

Mr. Weeks—I want to say one thing that I omitted in my 

paper. I would have my barn stand from the east to the west, } 

so that the air in the summer would go through the windows, 

and I want to have large windows on both sides, so that the 

slanting rays of the sun would come in in the morning and fall I 

on one row of cows and in the afternoon on another row of | 

cows. | 

Mr. Matteson—About all a cow does in the stable is to eat and 

sleep, and she enjoys having it pleasant there as much as we do. | 

Built a barn some years ago three hundred feet from the house and \ 

about three hundred feet from the road. and my old neighbor | 

: says: ‘There, that fool is going to use up an acre or two of | 

his best land to build a barn way down there in the lot,’”’ and 1} 

then he thought I was more foolish still because I put glass | 

windows in the barn. I am a little cranky on the subject of | 

standing cows heading together. My cows face to the alley, 

and they have it bright and light, but I believe they like a nice 

sun bath in the winter time. j 

I want to say to you, gentlemen of Wisconsin, you don’t | 

know how I have enjoyed coming up here. I am going back to 

New York, I am going down in Orange county next week, and 

I am going to tackle those fellows; we have got to blow the 

dust out of our eyes. I want you boys to come down to New 

York, and if we are not living quite so fast, we will be mighty 

glad to see you. I hope to see you down there, and remember, 

that the farther along you get in the science of dairying, there 

is one man down there in New York state that is just as proud 

of you as he can be. 

The Chairman—There is another pertinent fact I would like 

to adduce relative to this question of sunlight in barns. One 

reason why winter milk is white, and there is a lack of color 

in the butter, is because of the lack of the sunlight. 

Mr. Beach—For several years I have practiced whitewashing 

my stables. It can be done in a very short time with an old
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broom, or with a syringe, such as you use to wash your buggy, 

and it is a good plan always. 

The Chairman—Has anybody any suggestions to offer relative 

to the construction of a barn yard? 

Mr. Matteson—It would be a good plan for a man to look at 

his front yard and see how he wants that, and think that his 

cows should have as good as he has. 

Mr. Beach—I saw a stable yard paved with cedar blocks and 

I should think it would be a nice thing for a barn yard. There 

was a grout made and the blocks placed in it, with a straight 

edge brought to a level, then tar poured in on top and it is 

almost as smooth as a plank floor. We tried putting in cobble 

stone and gravel on top for probably twelve feet or fifteen feet 

from the barn. It is very difficult to make any barn yard dry 

unless it is quite sloping. 

The Chairman—Another very cheap material that you could 

use for a barnyard is the ordinary coal ciders, just fill the barn- 

yard about six to twelve inches deep, and it will pack itself, and 

it makes a very substantial groundwork. I made a crosswalk 

across the street from my printing office to my other office, from 

cinders from the engine, and the heavy teams crossing that for 

two years did not hurt it. 

Mr. Beach—It is a good plan to underdrain if the ground 

slopes in the right direction. 

Prof. Henry—I think we might consider what we call the 

Roberts barnyard. He uses an asphaltum layer. 

Mr. Matteson—I have heard about Prof. Robert’s barnyard, 

but I think that plan of covering all over as he does is altogether 

too expensive for the common farmer, 

Mr. Beach—I think the proper thing to do with the manure 

is to draw it right from the stable straight to where we want to 

use it. 

Mr, Everett—I have a barn seventy feet long, and it would 

not be very expensive for me to put on one side a twenty-four 

foot ditch to hold the manure as the professor has described. 

The sunlight comes in from the other side. In front of my barn, 

all the length, is a twelve foot walk around to the watering
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tank, and on the other side, there, it is paved with stone quite 

a distance from the tank. 

Mr, Cate—Our barnyard is a piece of lani two hundred feet 

square and it slopes to the east. We get our manure out every 

. day, and keep the barnyard dry. My cows haven’t been out in 

the yard since the 30th of November. 

Question—What about exercise? 
| 

Mr. Cate—They get it eating. I carry all the manure out 

and spread it on the snow; they are watered with the Buckley 

watering vat. 

Mr. Favill—Do you keep them tied up in stanchions all win- 

ter? 

Mr. Cate—Yes, sir. 
i 

Mr. Favill—Don’t you think you are very cruel? 

Mr. Cate—No, I don’t. I know my cows enjoy drinking their | 

water a great many times a day, more than they do being | 

driven out in the cold and filled up once. | 

A Member—I am not a dairyman, but I do believe I know 

when a cow looks happy. I visited Mr. Cate’s barn this win- 

ter, and 1 never saw cows that looked so happy, and they hadn’t | 

been out of the stable for some months then. | 

Prof. Henry—The cows of Holland are put into the barn 

which is part of the house, they are led up an inclined plat- 

: form in the fall, and they never go out until spring, and the 

place is cleaned and decorated and left for the summer. That 

has been practiced at least a hundred years in Holland, and I 

think the Holstein cows are of good size and equal in constitu- 

tion with most any other breed. 

Mr. Favill—I don’t believe the cows need any exercise. We 

don’t care whether she has any muscle or not, it is milk we are 

after. With the colt it is entirely different. If a cow is able 

: to eat well and sleep well and give lots of pure healthy milk, 

that is all we want. 

Mr. Weeks—I wonder how the advocates of putting cows out 

in cold weather would like to be out without an overcoat and 

stand around themselves. A cow stands in a warm atmosphere 

except the one hour she is expected to exercise, and she won't 

BEES ISLES SESE Ee
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exercise enough to warm up her blood at all, and she is dam- 

aged more than she is to go without the exercise. 

Mr. Monrad—Those who speak against keeping the cows in the 

barn are perfectly right, if the cows are allowed to stand 

covered with dirt and muck. If you keep your cows in all 

winter, you have got to use a card and brush, or else they are 

bound to become unhealthy and uncomfortable. 

Mr. Beach—I would prefer that my cows should move out 

while the stables are being cleaned and aired, and I don’t be- 

lieve it hurts them any more than it does me to go out and look 

at them. 

Mr. Matteson—It is one of the grandest things that you ever 

saw to tame a vicious cow, to comb her hair. You gentlemen 

go one day without combing your hair, and see how mean your . 

head will feel. Now, when you have a heifer that kicks 

and raises Cain, instead of going at her with a club, or 

strapping her legs or anything, give her a good carding and 

brushing, then quietly sit down and milk her, and she will turn 

around and lick you for doing it. 

The Chairman—You all know from experience that when 

you go out to buy a fresh cow, it takes a good while to get her 

into a condition that she will give her usual flow of milk. Now, 

that is a serious loss, you know. A man goes and buys a cow 

that is giving thirty pounds of milk a day when she is where 

she is contented and all right; he takes her home and it is 

pretty good luck if that man gets twenty-five pounds. She is z 

almost sure to grieve and be homesick and the quickest cure for 

homesickness is the currycomb. You take the card and card 

her in the morning and in the evening for four or five minutes 

and do that for two or three days, and while you are doing it, 

sort of caress her just a little, be nice and gentle to her, and 

the cow will begin to think, “Well, I declare I believe I have 

made something swapping off,” and you will find her milk com- 

ing right up to grade. Uncle Stephen remembers what a mag- 

nificent herd of dairy cows Ward C. White had that made 600 

pounds of cheese per cow from a herd of seventy cows. You 

remember that sentence which passed all over the world as a i
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maxim in cow-handling, “I always speak to a cow as I would to | 

a lady.” I saw it in a Belgian paper, and I have seen it in | 

several foreign papers, about that old Yankee in Wisconsin that | 

always spoke to a cow as he did to a lady. Now, that man 

used the currycomb. | 

If there is no further business the Chair desires to make one 

single statement. I wish to thank the association for its con- | 

tinued mark of confidence and respect in the fact of a re-elec- 

tion of myself as president of this association. I disagreed : 

very much with the committee as to the wisdom of it, but was | 

over ruled; I believe some other man should take it, but I am 

here as yours to serve. We have had a very pleasant session, 

and the people of the city of Waupaca have been exceedingly 

kind and sympathetic with our work and purpose. I wish very 

much that the farmers of Waupaca had better improved this op- 

portunity, but I hope that the refulgence of the rays of the 

: sun which has been shining here, will warm and revivify this 

region round about, and that we shall hear of good results in 

the future of the dairy interests in Waupaca county. 

This session now stands adjourned sine die. 

| 

| 
| 

1 

| 

| 
a





APPENDIX. 

Wisconsin Dairy Products at the World’s Fair. 

In the exhibition of Dairy Products at the World’s Co 

umbian Exposition during the months of June, July, Sep 

tember and October, 1893, the following awards were made: 

BUTTER. 

Scores. 

Name. Post Office. ee 

June. | July. Sept. Oct. 

Meee, BM. ..n 8.530... ONIVINO... 2220. 200. fescccaeses 98 Pena cneay ennee os 
IS OE wren co cnsac cs raresee. casbind axe. esitncovancienhesesecte ce 7 

Breakey, O. A......... ...| Blair.. ......... ...- MB | nnn ceneefeneeeeee ee] tenes eee 
Bush, Fred .......... .. | Augusta ............. Oe cecaes ba ao cccwnsfaeey aeeese 

Barkholtz, Herman ......| Verona .............. FB Fiocc ne snes |ncem ceccepsosnnceuae 
Blackman, H .............| Kemosha.. ......... jose. ss-0+- 9B enesnnsee|eoes cocnse 
Boserd, BM. ... _.....| Black Harth..........] .........[.ecceeeee- 98 cose ese 

Belmont Creamery Co ..| Belmont..............] 200. cee|eeeeeeeeee 95.5 95.5 

Christians, H. C...........] Johnson's Creek..... 99 96 95.5 |... seen 
Aztatan Creamery........ | Johnson's Creek.. ..]..... .. 7 TES: fp 202 20 
Crosby, D.S... -. .......| Fomddu Lac..... .. 9D Foo igaco-'e-foewnscoescefoennssnne 
Center Creamery Co.......| Janesville ...... ... GD Janne nsec ccfens xs 2. | ooneosees 
Cook, Frank... . ........| Mazomanie........... PF os vaccine fesess es 4s |vocscaswan 
Candlish, Robert..... ....) Rosendale .. ........ 99 J... eee 97.5 95.5 

Centerville Creamery Co, | St. Wendall .......... sora fosnn te eaee eee eeeses 

TIES winisedstscccc.) UOEOR S55 ace Poscnecce ce! coccas-e feces naeces 95.5 

Ely, O. C.. --.+. .+.| Spring Creek.. ..... 200 |... ..- | nn. n. nse feces cones 
Kdgerton Creamery Co... eS Henkcessiea ae GB | ..5... 00s. Jeers sees 
Stoughton creamery ... | Edgerton............ ME sis a rce sevens sss 96 
Pleasant Grove creamery.| Edgerton.... ........ De bide cena con. wexecin bet ote one 
Utiea creamery...........| Edgerton........ .. Set ev cies ites sedis oll tacek sara ne 5 

Qreamery Ho. 10... .......| Bagertom. ...... ....)-.0dseec. | coseneee. [oes ereee 95.5 

Green, M. B... .... ......] Oshkosh.............. WB J .ne ce ccefreseessessfonss conese 
Grashorn, Carl ...........| Mayville............. FEE ossk sc nenrtnatgnsetqsdecwnssecen 
German, Charles... ...... | Veron... ........00.].-.cee-0- 97 possecscce|ses so se 
Gerlach, Aug.. .. ........] Apple Creek..........]......... POS Tec ceesen 9% 

Houston, John E .........} Beloit. ............. 9G Bien no -cesfroosieee « 94.5 
Hoard’s creameries ..... | Ft. Atkinson.......... OR cas ceo scicinds owed ar ices 
Hoard’. creameries -.-| Ft. Atkinson.. ... ... 98 98 95.5 Jo... ceeee 

North Branch creamery..! Ft. Atkinson.. ...... = 9 97 = j------—- 
Whitney cream ry ......| Ft. Atkinson.......... 98 BE Bsns 083 seeeee 
Cambridge creamery..... | Ft. Atkinson.... . 7 96 Sepiseene Ease ==v0 > 
Oakland creamery . .....| Ft Atkinsop........ . 98 96 WE Pivetcccces 

Lima creamery ...... ...) Ft. Atkinson... ...... 97 7 TBF secianee 
Star creamery a atos | Ft, Atkinson......... WD igs Since sess acaees| as esadee 
Koshkonong creamery ...| Ft. Atkinson.. ....... 96.5 8 deans 

13—D. 

NM
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BUTTER—Continued. 

ee 

| Scores. 

‘ Name. Post Office. ae 

June, | July. | sept. | Oct. 

nen a 3. ln punted. sl =i oa 
Joner, F.R ..... ...------| Hancock... ... .. Bf .n.nn conferees. 5-00} 00 s-scne 

Jones, W. F ... ...---++ Burnett Junction. . 9 96 97.5 7 

Jones, W. F ..........-.-.| Rolling Prairie... ... 100 v7 nce 20 ve. fosemeressry 

Jackett, Chas. & Co .....-| Riley.-....-.--0e 0+ + QS | oe cence [cee ee eeee | cee ee ecee 

SS ee fa tee re are 
Kraemer, Mat cocee coe} Charlesburg... .. .- BE fo neceee codec coeseeefocovosccee 

= Lindsay, Geo... ....-...--| Mamava ..........+-- 100 94 son sndsen| sépenspee 

Linse, Chas ..... =... | La Grosse... 0...) 100 % Oe 

McAdam, James .........| Hales Corners ..... OD BvcesescccBeccscoses fo -nccadens 

Mansfield, Geo. C ....... | Johnson's Creek.... 98 |....--- sees ccc fever scsene 

Milford creamery ......| Johnson's Creek..... 9B fn... ene freee eneees[ ooo ee 

Hubbleton creamery......| Johnson's Creek. .... DF foceeeceee] eoeeecee | ceeeer ive 

McCanna, U.B & Co. .. | Burlington .......... 99 + stews] coe eeee oes en ager 

Ualdwell creamery ..... .| Burlington........ .. GO | nc cccceefooe oe ce focenee 

Kansasville creamerv.... | Burlington........... 10 Saeausic cd Wesseget-) seve 

Rochester creamery ... -.| Burlington... ...-.-.- OT |. cence] cee eee [oeee ee tee 

Dover creamery ...... ---| Burlingtom ........... 97 «eden culvspecsrtuneh ob saceee 

‘Waterford creamery......| Burlimgton.......-...- DB |... .eeneefeee oe oe seeses 

Prospect creamery:.......| Burlington ........ DE Tanessnccneafie nos os son ioning seadie 

Mortensen, M O ........| Thompsonville........ DID Fg wn on Fuce- cee. wed Ssceereas 

Kne land creamery ......| Thompsonville ....... BED os ccn ences. anna fe jet arson 

Moersch, Mat .. ......--| Calumet Harbor .... HB | cee cece feeee ee eee [ee cee ee ee 

Mazomanie creamery. ...| Mazomanie .... ..... fone caeee Jevne one | od tedden 

Martin J. W cssceseeee| Richland City.... .-- BD Ficen rece | coecee o-foce ceeve 

Manwaring & Bennett .. | Black Earth . . ....)...++ +++ 7 snbelee ae seenes 

Meyerpeter, Joseph... ..| Beaver Dam...... ...)--+---++++ DG J. 22002. [eee eee eee 

Péwaukee Creamery Co...) Pewaukee ....... 00. )eeeeeeeeecbeeesseeeeet oe gee 96 

Poole, Albert . ... ...---| Darlimgtom ...... «+. )eeeesseeee| ree setees O75 |..---2-- ee 

Ripp, H C. & Bro.........| Cross Plain ... .....- GO]... 2200+ foneeee seeece 

Roach & yeeber ... .. .| Waterloo .. ... ..-.- WD Joe nes ccfenne ened | aasennate 

Burke Creamery... ..--| Waterloo. ..... ....- 9B |......-.-.1 .. wee - ateem 

Keen ees oe sree | a aip paper seeee eee] coeeeeees! 95.5 ah 

jpon ery eee eee + weceeeee seeedees oe a feces sees eedee en on 

Schempf, Henry..........] Ft. Atkinson ........ WP Biciiied wth devas toate’ <9t eo 

Hillside Creamery........| Ft. Atkinson ....... 9 | ...--.00. 95.5 f.-..  -+ 

Rea Clover Creamery.....] Ft. Atkimsom.........)-++0+0-++-]sre- 00+ 96 a 

Sumner Creamery........| Ft. Atkinson seeeefecree 5 Knaasn baie a 96 

Hebron Creamery .....-| Ft. Atkinsom ...... . DD j...- 00000 96 S 

Schlichmire Creamery - Ft. Atkinsom ...... . DD hana cee cohecoe ss . ieee 

ee ee en ong etare peter case 7.5 96 

Seer rene item skeen ee 
‘Thorp, Chas ...... .....-.| Burnett Junction... WE Poo ccs Bavcas au seaeneane 

Thomas, J W..........--.] AMSOM — ....---+ +++ 2 94 seen ce uciniefswncse se 

Tubbs, Peter ....... . ...] Seymour ..........+ OE ince nde abe signsds Bee oe ese 

Trestrail, James W.......} Shullsburg .........- QD Jone eececfee «cee eefareee otee 

Uehling, F. O. & Co.......]| Hamover...... ....00+|-eees se 0+ 96 96 cas hens 

Wittke, Robert......-.... | Brilliom........-... 05+] eeeesee ++ 98 one: coecefosaeey sons 

————————————————
———— 

' 

} 
ee
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CHEESE. 

Se a 

Scores. 

Name. Post Office. Mas i rk! 
June. July. Sept. Oct. 

Aderhold, BE. L.............] Neemah ..............] -.--0. + 96 BB. |. 2. cneene 
Aderhold, E. L............ | Neenah ... ......... | see... 95 8 hen. 5 ee 

Aderhold. E.L............ | Neemah ........0..5 foe cesses fone oe ee 96 7 
Ammon, Peter ....... .. | Bramdom ........... .| ..... 202 Jeeeeee eee 95, wee, ae 

Allen,T. Ro... ....... | Allemville.. 2. 120.220] ce eeeee [eee e coer] oe te eeee 97.5 
Ajlen. Mrs T. R...........] Allemville.............) 200 ccs ee| cee ee rece | ieee ee eeee 97 
Abrndt, Henry .......... | Allemville. 0... 1. | -..eeee ]eee ceeeee| corer eee 96 

Bueben, @ ...... . .......| Casende ..... ....... GH} wevessosafossesseices 95.5 
Ruchen.G . ............ | Caseade ............. WE Dives Se. wef pesesens ce] ssececeee 
ooo  ceteeeeeee aT wneasesioneg WB foe cane. cof -were res coder oe = 
Bilgrien, seewes wees oe ‘ron RO. cece ee] «cee eee [eeee eee ee] cee oe 
Blesser,P_ B.. . ..... | Mamitowoe ....... 2.2] -2--0-00-) cee cerns} cee eeee ee 96 
Benecke, D ..._ ......... | Fomtemoy......  .... |...sse20 | eee cee rol 95 
ene. ONO... <5 BMI ss eee. so ae Scacesn, [eoroeces ce] sscnce oes 95.5 

ruck, Chas. ..... .. | Sagole......... Scuff crower ot fescersceiee|oosersees. a 
Breitruck, Chas...........| Sazole. . .. 0.2... |.-..----esJeeeeeee ee] ee Oe 95.5 
Barret, W. F ............| SREOOVRAN..........0] - -eeeeeeferee vee Fo dence 
Bamford, H J.. ..... . | Piymouth........... |o...-2 -2) | eee eer ee 95 |.....-. +. 

Boaz Favtory............. | BOaz..... ......eseeee] coe eeeee [ieee e cee 96 75 

Chambers, A.I... ....... | Berlin................ ee en 96.5, 
Wharnley, © .......... . | Orahaln...............f--.000 -- 96 96 6 

Gharatey, ence Rt rem ene so finee Sas 96 95 96 | 
Carswell Bros ............| Lone Rock ..........|.... -+-++ 96 96 5 
Gino, $2.05... 2 5. | Dade ncnnceene wee feneeecees | oonee oe Baa? gates 
Cornalius,C ........ ... | Wimehester....... 2.0]... cess] eee eeeee 96 7 
Chapin, Wm..............] Plymouth ...... ... |.-.....2. | 0+ ---+- a oe 
NN PO cnc sun EM osc tec se es wesc Reb ca wes fasen noc oe 95 
Comstock, A. E.......... | Jamesville... 2.2 2. | oe cee e ee] cee pee ee|eee cee ee ee 7 

Dolliver, J. F...... .....- 2 Siexenicini BO | ceecee col eceeereser| cee eensee 

Decker, A. F — ......... | Stephensville........ | ..... 220] ee seeeelieeeeeeee 96 

Pg MO ra anne «as c02| DONO ~ inn case cwereesadece opane 96 |...... seeseesee 
Dietsch,C.G. ... .. ...| Plymouth ............ 9}... ..:. 1 Bs. ass 
Donner, John............ | Muscoda.......... 2. |..+.ss0e--[oeeeee ee  } --.s4-.05 

Dassow & Widder.........] Sheboygan Falls... 9B J... we cefereeee coef oe coveee 
eo: +++. | Sheboygan Falls.... de re SS eS 

Eberle, John..............| AIM@............ +++ WE A isiccvnes|, oo~00ses 95 
Eberle, John .............| AlM@..... 2.2.2.6. +. GB face ccccee] oooee oe 95.5 

Fasse, Adolph............ | Johm-onville ......... WOE ised se vashin. Sosiven Io -seoccten 

_—— Ambo... <<. 2.) BEMEMMO ... 0s .ce face caved feces seseecfoe sons % 

Hickman, J, M .......-.. | Fremont....... .....|....0.0-+ 95 D bsc .c.00s 

Jones, Wm. L. ...........| Neeman........... .. jeveeeeeee nasa a esse 
Johnson, C. A... ........| New Londom.........). ...seeef oe eee oe @ h......:
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CHEESE—Continued. 

a ees 

Scores. 

Name. Post Office. es Lae 
June. July. Sept. Oct. 

Karstaedt, ©. F. F ... ..-.| Mosel... ... ....+-+- 4 95 }..-es0 oe 95 

Karstaedt, O. F.F......-.| Mosel. .. ...-.- GE once ce confeccseccee: frcece . 

Kohl & Fenner............| Howard's Grove..... 90 | ...cescee]  coecense % 

Kohi, W. J... ......----| Howara’s Grove...... D1 | ...... . [eee eeenee 96.5 
Karlen, J. & Son...... ...| Monroe (No. 4)......- DB]... r eee [enee eee os] cocereeee 

Factory No.5 ........--| Momroe ...... -.-..- GR Foe nc ncknccnccsee | senncchan: 

Factory No.7 ...........| Momroe .......---+++ GE) cscs se-}-osans.e f osoeenls 
Factory No. 2..... ....]| Momroe ...... ... -.. 90 ee creccefeseareese:| on) ecnese 

Factory No. 8..... ....-| Monroe .......---++++ Tle Finca osene: Beoceaeces séteenes 

Factory No.8... .....-.| Monroe ........-..++ TES wcnnoves Biases ae ubaene 

Kelly, Thos. J..........22-| Edem. .. ..-. eee cesfeeee ee coe | eee ee gaee WB | ns.20 sce 

Knott, J. E .............-.| New London... .....| -..-. +++ 96 96 | <iekters 

Knott, J. E_...... .......| New London ........|.....+.++ OB cease oe) nae teem 

Kasper, P. H ......... . | Nicholsom ........... |... +0-ee- 96 oS 5.5 

Lemkuil, H. J. .........2. | Waldo ... 2. -2222e2-|eeceeeeeee] teeeeeees| esse eeeee 95.5 

Michels, Rosa. .. ... ... , Calumet Harbor. ... BEA. cissnn Aves ssctestesen once 

Montgomery, P. H ...... | APmstromg.........+.| s.ee. 2+ |eeeeeeeee | eee ereeee 96.5 

Montgomery, Oren........ | Armstromg.......... |... cecee | vests eee [eeeeee eee 96 
Mabbofelt, 2.5... 22.2.) SagOl 2... veeccese| cessecee [ecoececeeefeoeeseoes 96 
Mantey, W. H.... ........] Stephemsville....... -| ...... 2.|-seeeeeee fee eee | 95.5 

Miller, C..............2022.)[ Neema@h..........cceee[eceeeeree | cere vere $6 96 

Miller, A. .... .......... | Neenah Bie a ace rent See eae DB» | ni ccviees 

Michels, M. J.......... -.. | Calumet Harbor. ... MZ |e rereecee Jesec ee oe [cee ee eens 
Murphy, A. L.......... ... | Hortonville........... DE ess pisocnh esc eee pee we 

Noyes, H. J .............-| Richland City........[....0- 000.) ee seers 9 |...... 
Nelson, Birdell....... ... | Dale.. .....-...-- + 90}... aes 96 5 
Nelson, Andrew.........,.] Dale......... sses-see| seer eeeeee 85 96 95.5 

Nelson, Andrew. .. ..... | Date...... 0... ceees|eeerer eee 95 % }.. ..- 
Nelson, N 2... 2. 2 eee] CUCtE.. 20. ceeeee ss [eee e ee cere 96 96 96.5 

Nelson, Nooo... oc eee eee | COM. 0. reer eter eres feceeee eee 95 , an eee 
Nelson, N. ....... 0 ..---.| Crete. ..... seeee acsees| coeee eee 96 es terses 

Nelson, John. .... .......| Readfield. .......... |... -esees|eeeeee cee 8] oe eens 

Pozorsky, JP. ......-. | Two Rivers, ........-].c0.eeeere[eseeeeeeee |e cree 5.5 

Peacock, P. H. ..... . -. | Sheboygam...........| -2200 + -|oeeeee eee 96 }.. a 
Portman, A ... ..........-| Orihula.. ............] se.se-e+ eceeeees 95 96.5 

Pfeiffer, J.T... ..........] Fraamlim...... 0.2.02.) eceeeee ee lee vee M5 forces vee 
Pribbonow, Wm....... ...| Zittau ........6. see |oeeeeeeeee 95, 95 }......000 
Pribb now, Wm...........| Zitfam 2... ..seee foeee ee BS focsicesee [ose wesoee 
Powell, J. K ..............] Muscoda,...........+++ GO fo cce cere ee] ceeeeeeee| eee seeeee 
Pingle, E. C ...... .......| Chittom.......... ...+ 90 sceceefeee cae colece severe 

Reineking, Aug ..........| Franklin ...........-. a, W j..c. 2 
Regez. Jacob «cece | MCBEND 20. ccccceeces eR aisiees a dinenlensotinac:, pegena 

Blaochardville Factory. | Monroe ............. Re caine dsl tienecks oe 96.5 
Mineral Poin: Factory....) Monroe....... ... -.. GO Jo. .ce ree] coreeeeee[oreee oe 
Riverside Creamery Co...| Saukville .. ..... RE orcs cae anine en mtivdent tee 
Reed, S.L cee + conf MOGINE 2. 5.2. cones 98 96 Hi | osone 2. 
Roth & Stauffacher, No. 1) Monroe —....--.- 2.) eee-eeeeefeeeeeeeees 95 96 
Roth & Stauffacher, No. 2| Monroe... ............).c2e-eeee0[eeee eeee 9 95.5 

Roth & Stauffacher, No. 3} Monroe ... ces wxsdsayawaune Buseekeus 95 95.5 

Roth & Stauffacher, No. 4) Momroe............-2.|.ce202  eefeeeeeeeeer [eee eee ee % 

Straub, F. Ottiger ........] Momroe ...... .... see )eceeeeee ec} eeeeeeees [oseeeee oe 95.5 

Steffin, J. Hi .......... ..| Mackville,.... 2.2.2... | cee eee ecfee eee cone|e co eeee ee 96.5 
ack —— Secveased a Le eae: welaranseeeeloowena cet epasina as 96 

tephenson, L. R ........- Rea Bay .......| ...seeeee[ee-vercee [eves neces 9 
ae = mo see aeseee seceeleceers cefroe ceevee] soceessee co) 

Sette, PF... .......... ..| Irom Ridge ...........] - tee: OF J. - - 12200] coe eeace 
Strassbeger, E.P.. .......] Black Earth | .......|....sps0++ 96 |... cee fecreeeseee 
Schanrock, © .............| New London ........).....2. «- 96 20 cafrecececede 
Schanrock, C..............1 New London.........) ....cunestes | 96 [eececeece beer eee ee 

gid wid ales
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CHEESE—Continued. 
OS ETS TERE eS nee, 

Scores. 

Name. Post Office. ei a 
June. | July. | sept. | oct. 

Scheibe, H.................]| Plymouth ........... OO anc cogs bones adee Sh seear sean) 
Schulze, H .... .... .....| Jonnson ville. .... ... GD fon. cweweefmocee oo ovrveocosee 

Schneider, Edward... ....| Howard's Grove... . rete ha twote neh cawe eens 
Schmidt, Albert...........| Fond du Lac...... .. BE Povecncccinsdene- con: 00 95.5 
Sette, M hevcesesseeces ay GON 5 <5. 005. one! 90 Picea te 98 
Semenmnm, A... 5.0.2 | PAR. . 52... cocsees | 90 S eS 

i cnnc ssn s PUR acescerigces«ssfecesse  “rolevestsass Wee ft oecactore 
Simon, N.& Co ......... .| Neenah... .......... 92 7 96 w 

Themar. C.F ............ oer ston teseee OT irarcve wchacseessacefestinesese 
‘Tesdendorf, E......... ...| Fond du Lac.... ..... Bins ache Bvnciesiensesfoaacswases 

ER OO bo. <2, 5.) POON BUND 5. 35a ne casa fecesccecs:feoe.cece Dect ices, 
University of Wisconsin..| Madivon...... ...... WE Poe tne. aleve evecerfosewons © 
University of Wisconsin...) Madison ...... ...... Gh J onnonen ce] corcencee] soscs ence 

PO MOR oicececonnsce-o0f CUMNMIR wesc sees enbenesieses- ica 'e etaabeven ate 
TN ap nccst pan, HEMI Snceie + cccces i avsiewanes| 0s wcnce [ooesiecaas 96.5 
PN IIE sian cnn ov, |) COMM Ls. 0 Kanscen: [oces esos sfecsessens 95 96 

Wohld, J Sdcadnsasssest) UMM n nas cacee'ee sini fotersseps incisions oe 7 98 
EG Ti obice x BNI 555. osinncesclesscerise [essen onsfece:esees: 96.5 

‘Westgate, Charles...... ..| Hortomville... .......|.... 0.00. [eseeernse eceeer eee 96.5 
Witter, Ly. - .. .. 2200+] TUBB... 2.0.0.0. 000. feces creces 96 OF Pieced eee 

Whitinz, A.C ............ | Ladoga .............. WO Vivcncrere: | ee ren-seshooen ars se 
PR ORR ae ros an ON cies lenses Perse snccm face acces | esereees 96 

Zwieky, Wm .............-| Vam Dyme........ 20. )ooe-e-see bees ereces|oce ereeee 97.5 
NR ors. cn WAM MII, ccs ean tse sores. feeessncsesfoensoveses 95.5 

‘The total awards on butter........ ......-.-.0000 cecesscerceres seeceeerecercees 180 
The total awards on ChEeSC..............0.seeeeeeeseee ceeee ceneececeeeeceseesees 205 

Butter and cheese were scored on the following points: 

Burrer. Points. CBEEEE. Points. 

TA VOP....... 22 ceeeecocscccscccstooee ee @ | Flavor... .. crcsccescecsseveee 45 

MEIN Ca. c5 von essaciieseasecessuouay sel 2 | Texture and body............ .. 80 

GOMOT .... 2... eee ceeee eres eeeeeeeeeee IS | Color... 00.22.02... ssceseree e+ 5 

Balting............ 22+ seeseeeee ere eee TE I sae dacs cece aves cnnteser ss 10 

Packing. ... «2.222. + ceeseesseeeeeeeeeee 5 

Riegel | 100 Retake ee ea
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The minimum number of points which entitled the ex- 

hibitors to an award is given in the table below: 

rrr S.I_OVOMhT 

Burrer. | CHEESE. 

(D. BIS. CG. C) 1892.| 1898. 

OUD << ccnss sence a a 7 PMA ose cos ake nage heck % 

Pile. rnc Oe. 

September... ......., 98 | 95 | 9 |] September.....................| 9 | 9% 

October ...........-| 98 | 95 | 94 |] October... cere] 90 | 

(0. B) Dairy Butter. (S.C.) Separator Creamery Butter. (G C.) Gathered Cream 

Butter. (1892) Cheese made in 1892. (1893) Cheese made in 1898. 

At the opening of the World’s Columbian Exposition the 

Chief of Agriculture stated that each exhibitor winning an 

award would receive a medal and diploma. This will prob- 

ably be changed by the Bureau of Awards, and only a 

diploma given showing the points of excellence in the 

exhibit. 

The awards, when sent, will go direct to the exhibitor. 

D. W. CURTIS, SECRETARY, 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. 
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